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A View of Jesmond Colliery relating the damaging Mr Coulson’s Dwelling House
We whose names are hereto subscribed have this day viewed the Chance Pit and a
part of the North East part of the Lady Pit workings of Jesmond Colliery and find that
no shake or thrust has happened there to damage Mr Coulson’s house and that Mr
White and Mr Ridley have been at great experience in stowing and pillaring the south
west part of the Chance Pit waste; and also a part of the north east part of the Lady Pit
to prevent any damage to the colliery from a shake or twist brought by working the
pillars in Mr Coulson’s Resolution Pit.
We likewise have lined and measured the Chance workings under and beyond Mr
Coulson’s dwelling house where we find the walls and pillars of coal at or about five
yards thick and twenty one yards in length or thereabouts which was sufficient in
support of the roof and Bord rooms of the Colliery and likewise able to prevent any
shake or thrust of the ground so as to damage or crack the said house provided a shake
or thrust had not come there which we believe was occasioned by working the walls
or pillars in Mr Coulson’s Resolution Pit .
June 26th 1744
John Legge
Wm. Newton
Wm. Drydon
Geo. Humble
We whose names are underwritten have this day viewed the workings in the Chester,
Corner, Chance and Mayflower Pits in Jesmond Colliery where we find the walls the
same as reported in our former view dated 23rd April 1741. Except or about twenty
tenns of coals taken to the west of the Chester Pit near to the Margaret Pit workings.
We also find by going through the workings of Mr Coulson’s new pit in the pantry
Close there is a shake or thrust coming on occasion from the present workings of the
said pit belonging to Mr Coulson, but how far it may extend we can form no true
judgement but believe it will first proceed to the S of E towards the Fourteen Riggs
pits workings which if it should come through the other above mentioned pit
workings will not only make the quantity of coals set forth in our former view to work
small, but will inevitable loss all the coal that is under the level of the Engine and also
not so Merchantable as they might have been by not bringing so sudden a shake or
thrust upon the Colliery.
We likewise observed by going through the several Pits workings that there are
several pillars built and Bords stowed up to support the roof where they are
apprehensive of the damage from Mr Coulson’s workings particularly to the NW of
the Chester pit about the Lady and Seven Tiggs Pit Shafts which must have been done
at a great expense.
The above is our opinion as witnessed our hands this 21st day of September 1741.
Thos. Rawling
Amos Barnes
Wm. Heppell
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We whose names are under have this day viewed Heaton and Byker Collieries and
find the present Engines at Heaton in good order and draw a great quantity of water at
the same time are not capable of drawing the feeders which require at least another
five Engines to draw out the water before the coal remaining can be wrought. (except
some small quantity in the fourth Engine pit) and therefore are of opinion that the
profit will not be equal to the extraordinary expense attending the change and as we
find the Jane Pit at Byker stands upon a downcast dyke to the north of Seven Fathoms
would only win about thirty acres of coal which is all that can be got to the south and
west of the Thistle Pit dykes but as we are of opinion that the feeders of Heaton will
communicate with that winning not only these feeders but also the water in the old
waste to the north of the Jane Pit in Heaton and Byker Collieries must be drawn out
and delivered into Byker waste to the south of the Jane Pit dyke will go to Dents Hole
Engines which will so overcharge these Engines that at least two Engines more must
be erected there to draw these feeders which will be so great an expense that in our
opinion the colliery cannot work to profit. At the south corner of Heaton near to
Byker hill we think is the properest place to make a winning to obtain all the coal that
can be got above the Thistle Pit dyke, but is of our opinion of the thirty acres
mentioned about ten acres must be left for a barrier betwixt it and Heaton Old Waste
so that only twenty acres or thereabouts can be wrought by this winning which will
produce so small a quantity that it will not defray the expense of winning, the water
will be to draw about seventy fathoms and as it will require upon the whole at least
four fire Engines it is our opinion that the expense will be so great that Heaton
Colliery cannot in any way be won, wrought carried on to profit. As witnessed our
hands the first of May 1745.
Thos. Stokoe
John Smurfitt
Edw. Smith
Geo. Cloughton
Wm. Hutchinson
Wm. Dalglish
R. Unthank
John Leaton
John Dalglish
Rich. Peck
Thos. Rowling
Wm. Leaton
John Legg
Wm. Newton
Wm. Hepple
Amos Barnes
Rich. Walton
Wm. Dryden
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We have this 2nd day of April 1750 viewed Sir Henry Lawson’s & Mr Wrangham’s
Colliery in the Hagg Pit at Byker so far to the east of the said pit as we could view for
water. We find the dead water in the said pit’s waste in Mr Wrangham’s liberty at
about 51 yards east from the West Bounder hedge and observed the walls there are
thind to about three yards in thickness in most places and think by this method of

thinning the said walls the greatest quantity of coals that could be expected has been
wrought. The water is now rising very fast and we think that very few coals more can
be wrought in Mr Wrangham’s liberty. And Amos Barnes for himself says that he has
from time to time viewed Mr Wrangham’s colliery during the whole time of thinning
the walls thereof and has observed the same method of working has been pursued and
is of opinion that all the coals have been wrought and gotten by this method that could
be wrought in those parts of the said colliery. We observed a great fall of water in the
Bird Pit shaft and on the whole are jointly of opinion that Mr Wrangham’s colliery is
now so unavoidably overcharged with water that it is not profitable by any means
whatever to work one hundred Tens of coals out of the Main Coal Seam in the said
colliery. Witness our hands.
Thos Rawlings
Wm. Leaton
Amos Barnes
Nicholas Walton
4th December 1772
This day at the request of Mr Lambton viewed the grounds in his estate at Pensher and
have seriously considered the same in regard to making a new winning of the colliery
that lies within and under the said grounds as by a plan annexed being a part of the
grounds in the said Mr Lambton’s estate at Pensher aforesaid in order to make a new
winning of the greatest part of said colliery. I advise first a trial borehole to be bored
more to Shiphaugh Staith as I have marked on the annexed plan A the said borehole if
bored from the surface to the main coal as I suppose from evident proof will be in
deepness eighty five fathoms also advises a second borehole to be bored from the
surface to the Main Coal in the East Fence Field as marked upon the said plan B as I
suppose will be I deepness ninety six fathoms, the boring of the said two holes will
cost Mr Lambton £420.
To make a new a new winning of the said colliery near to Shiphaugh Staith at the
supposed borehole at A sinking an Engine Pit nine feet diameter which will serve for
the use as a coal pit as well as an Engine pit, erecting a fire engine, drifting and
sinking two coal pits in the same near to Pensher town, that may in deepness to the
Main Coal upwards of one hundred and ten fathoms as the said colliery lies very deep
and the great expense of making a new winning as aforesaid I recommend to Mr
Lambton not to attempt of making any such winning at present; in future it may be
thought so advisable to make a new winning as aforesaid.
Having also considered the situation of Mr Tempest’s new colliery, in the grounds of
his Estate at Pensher as noticed upon the annexed plan; find from the situation of the
Engine Pit and Coal…..
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…Pit marked upon the said plan FG and the sinking pit has begun marked upon the
plan H. When the main pit is sunk to the deep coal I suppose will be in deepness
seventy six fathoms when the said pit is sunk as aforesaid I do advise Mr Lambton if
it is his pleasure to request Mr Tempest leave to drive an outstroke drift at water level
out of the said sinking pits workings into the main coal in his colliery at Pensher as by
the pricked line to a supposed pit to be sunk as in Plan F, the said outstroke drive from
the boundary will be in length two hundred and sixty yards if so done to sink the said
pit marked F to the main coal which I suppose in deepness seventy nine fathoms and
do further advise to sink the said F pit to the Maudlin coal, when so sunk would

advise a water level drift to be set away out of the said shaft in the Maudlin coal to the
full dip of the colliery north east in the stone , till it outrun the level that is between
the main coal and the Maudlin which is nine fathoms on yard, the said level I suppose
will carry to the dip four hundred and sixty yards if no dyke intervenes as by the
pricked line upon the plan to a supposed pit marked K, which I suppose will be in
deepness to the main coal ninety three fathoms supposing it may be wrought to the
dip of the colliery 300 yards of water level course from the supposed pit marked K
which will win of the said Mr Lambton’s colliery about one hundred and eighty acres
which will make four good pit rooms; the expense of driving the outstroke drift in the
main coal sinking and boring the supposed pit F to the Maudlin coal, driving a stone
drift from the said pit F out of the Maudlin coal to the supposed pit upon the plan at K
and sinking and boring the said pit K to the main coal will cost Mr Lambton exclusive
of expense of erecting a Fire Engine at least the sum of £3300 before that a stone pit
should be driven from the supposed pit F out of the Maudlin coal to the supposed pit
K the said pit at K should be first bored to ascertain the deepness of the main coal or
if any dip dykes intervenes.
The above is my opinion to the best of my judgement.
Edwd. Smith.
NB If a new winning be made by an outstroke drift as aforesaid including expense of
erecting a Fire Engine upon the supposed pit F when sunk to the Maudlin coal will
cost Mr Lambton £600. In case an outstroke drift in the main coal is not granted by
Mr Tempest and Mr Lambton be in mind to make an entire separate winning of his
colliery at Pensher at the supposed pit F, sinking the said pit with a Fire Engine
erecting the same, driving a stone drift from the said pit F out of the Maudlin coal to
the supposed pit K, sinking and boring the said K Pit to the main coal will cost Mr
Lambton at least £800. Allowing the pits which may be sunk in the said Mr
Lambton’s estate to be in deepness to the main coal, ninety five fathoms in mean will
cost drawing a score, accounting 2 every five fathoms, 3s 2d. It is my opinion it will
cost more.
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Kenton Colliery 16th October 1776
This colliery has been won and wrought many years before the memory of any man
now living and in various seams of coal found in it, the uppermost of which is called
the stone coal, is about thirty four inches thick is mostly wrought and lays from three
or four fathoms to about forty fathoms deep. The next seam of coal is about four and a
half feet thick is called the main coal and very extensive workings have been made in
it; these workings are on the north side of a very large dyke that runs through this
estate in a south west and north east direction as laid down on the annexed plan and is
a downcast to the north of upwards of eighty fathoms : there has been some workings
on the south side of the above mentioned dyke near the south east corner what is
called East Kenton ( for the estates distinguished by the names of east and west :
otherwise Blacket’s J Lilburns Kenton) but the workings there have been of little
consequence, neither the quantity nor the quality of the coal has been worth much
notice.
There has likewise been some workings on the south side of the said dyke, in the
south west parts of West Kenton adjoining Benwell Estate and in a seam of coal
called Benwell Main Coal, and indeed that part of Kenton was won by a
communication obtained out of Benwell Colliery, and further there was a
communication made thro’ the above named dyke running through Kenton and the

water drawn at Slaty Ford on the north side of the said dyke and so thrown into
Benwell Waste which took of about thirty fathoms of lift; but if their level had been
drove truly through Benwell and thro’ the said dyke to Slaty ford it would have had
the main coal pits at Slaty Ford dry without drawing water at all, there is a
considerable quantity of the said Benwell coal yet to work on the south side of the
main dyke, and also a much larger quantity of a seam of coal called Beaumont’s
Seam, which is now working at East Benton, this seam is about three deep six inches
thick, the abovementioned Benwell coal is about four feet high and a very good coal
and below all these seams there is on the south side of a the said dyke a seam of one
yard thick called Denton Low Main Coal, neither the last mentioned nor the
Beaumont seam has ever been sunk to or wrought through in any part of Kenton
Estate.
There is also yet to work in Kenton a very large tract of the main coal, particularly in
the south south east, east and north east of East Kenton and a great part may be laid
dry by a level to be drove up truly from the River Tyne, nor do I think Kenton
Colliery of much value unless such level be drove up, for all the old levels is now
ruined and stop’d up; the quantity of water bred in, and now standing in the old
workings and that fall in from Hundreds of falls to the surface of the earth which goes
into the wastes of that colliery in wet and rainy seasons is so great, that I am not able
to say what fire engine will draw it, there is a seam of coal called Newbigin Stone
Coal that lays under the Kenton Main Coal and some workings have been made in
here near the quarry adjoining Newbigin Boundary, I have seen and been in this seam
of coal many years ago and to the best of my memory, she is about three feet thick
and is undoubtedly unwrought in most parts of Kenton to the north side of the great
dyke.
Explanation of the plan
a,a,a Old Water level Pits in Benwell
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b,b,b old pits in West Kenton on the south side of the dyke
C the place where the dyke was set thro’
d,D The place where the main coal was begun and the water delivered into the Tyne
Level at Slaty ford
d,d,d,d,d,d,d,d Old water level at West Kenton and the main coal is all wrought to the
west and north west of that line; and the stone coal is likewise wrought to the south
west of that line
c,c,c,c,c Water level pits in East Kenton and the main coal is wrought to the west of
that line.
F A place where the main coal was won last and the water was drawn at the place HH
Old water level pits by virtue of the last winning and the coal is wrought to the west
and south west of that line.
The quantity of land in West Kenton is about------------------------------800 acres
And in East Kenton-------------------------------------------------------------580
Together 1380
About 500 acres of West Kenton is wrought in main coal seam and about 60 acres in
East Kenton is also wrought in that seam, and there appears yet to work of main coal
on the north side of the dyke in the two Kenton’s about 400 acres and in the stone coal
there may yet be to work ( on the north side of the said dyke) and that may be worth
working about 250 acres. On the south side of the main dyke the Benwell coal is

about 240 acres, and on the same side of the dyke of Beaumont seam and also Denton
Low, main coal is each about 270 acres.
Quantity of Coal yet to work in East and West Kenton
460 acres of main coal on the north side of the dyke, Height or the thickness 4ft 6in
47000 tons
250 acres of stone coal on the north side of the dyke, Height 2ft 10 in 16000 tons
240 acres of the Benwell main coal on the south side of the dyke; 4ft 0in 21000 tons
270 acres of the Beaumont seam on the south side of the dyke, Height 3ft 6in 20000
tons
270 acres of the Benton low main coal the south side of the dyke, Height 3ft 0in
18000 tons
122000 tons
(note a ton of coal is about 33 London chaldrons)
Note also that the quantity of the Newbigin stone coal which is supposed to be mostly
whole on the north side of the dyke in Kenton is not in the above calculation as it has
not been much tried in this estate.
If a Tyne level drift were drove from the same river thro’ Benwell near to Kenton in
the Slaty ford, and they leave secured to the river thro’ Benwell, I think there would
be no difficulty in letting the colliery at 3 or 4 purchases £400 a year certain rent and
15/- or 16/- a Ten for overloadings.
Mr Black
Willington September 1778
Sir I have taken the quantity of coal yet to work in West Kenton from my plan of the
estate & it appears to be as follows viz,
Of the Kenton stone coal-----3060 tons . Of the Kenton main coal 8832 tons---of the
Benwell main coal 8296 tons.
Of the Benton low main coal 9752 tons ---of the Beaumont seam 11342----in all
41282 tons
Deducted ¼ supposed to be lost in pillars---10320
Total produce-----------------------------------31602
I have not made any account of the Newbigin Tens which has not been much tried in
Kenton estates although a considerable quantity may be got out of her.
This colliery is somewhat disagreeably circumstanced about, as there are many old
drowned wastes in and about her, but she may be put into a better state by obtaining
Wayleaves and watercourses over and thro; Benwell and East Denton estates, any
further assistance that I can render Mrs. Montague or you, you may command.
From your humble servant
Wm. Brown

Wat-2-8-p7
A Survey of Inverkeithing Harbour and report of its present state and some proposed
improvements for the more commodious shipping of coals
The harbour or pier of Inverkeithing lies on the bottom of a small bay about half a
mile long from North to South and something more from East to West its entrance
being about two hundred yards wide betwixt two (?) called the East Ness and West
Ness. It is wholly surrounded by very high land which shelters it from any storm, so
that ships lie perfectly safe at the pier, at common stream tides the depth of water at
the pier does not exceed ten feet though extraordinary tides they may have eleven or
twelve feet but no more than ten feet may be depended upon ; from the entrance

between East and West Ness up to the pier the passage of the ships is up the channel
of the burn which is very crooked and in general not more than forty feet wide and
having nether palls nor buoys for a direction renders it a difficult passage for ships
which draws nearly the full depth of water as they certainly would get aground by
deviating ever so little from the tract of the burn; the ground in the bottom or burn of
the channel is a hard clay mixed with stones which seems to be the natural bed or
bottom of the harbour but on each side of the channel for a considerable space this
natural bottom is covered with mud from two to three feet depth with some few large
stones amongst it, which if a ship was to ground upon it might be of very bad
consequence to her. I have I have taken the levels of the channel down the burn for
the length of five hundred yards in order to discover the descent of the bottom and
consequently the depth of water in different places in the channel and allowing the
height of common stream tides as mentioned to be ten feet I find that at one hundred
yards from the pier head there will be one feet two inches depth of water; at two
hundred and fifty yards from the pier head there will be three feet nine inches of level
or thirteen feet nine inches depth of water; at three hundred yards from the pier head
which is a little below the black rock there is five feet six inches of level, or fifteen
feet six inches depth of water, from this last place to low water mark without the
entrance is about two hundred and fifty yards and little or no level to be obtained for
further particulars see the plan of Inverkeithing Harbour annexed. From observations
made at the harbour I find that a ship of one hundred tons draws ten feet water and is
therefore the largest vessel that can take in a full loading at present but as most of the
ships belonging to the English market are of a larger burthen and a greater draught
these above mentioned they cannot take in a full loading at the pier but would have to
take in a part at the Ness or the roads in proportion to the size of the vessel which
must be sent out to them by sloops or lighters …A vessel of two hundred tons burthen
which is a medium size will draw when loaded twelve and a half feet water ; therefore
to render the present place potentially useful for the shipping of coals it should be
deepened to thirteen feet at least in common stream tides , that is, to make three feet
depth of water than there is at present. And this can be effected by going so far down
the channel of the burn as to obtain level sufficient for bringing up a cut of that depth.
It is before observed that three hundred and eighty yards from the pier head there is
four feet nine inches of a level which seems to be a very proper place to begin a cut at,
because it would cut of a large crook in the burn and would allow the bottom of the
channel a descent of about one feet nine inches from the pier head to that place which
is very necessary for giving of the water of the burn a sufficient velocity for washing
away the mud that may gather in it every tide . The channel or burn being at present
only forty feet wide is much too narrow as there is not room for a ship to turn
therefore the proposed cut should be….
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…about one hundred feet wide by which alteration thirteen feet depth of water will be
obtained at the present shipping place. The expense of making this cut I compute as
follows. Estimate of making a cut in Inverkeithing Harbour to deepen the present
shipping place three feet.
Length of cut from the crook of the burn marked A in the plan to the pier head £ s d
Is 380 yards mean breadth 20 yards and mean depth 331/3 yards and mean
Depth 2 feet 4 inches makes
Solid content of 9842 yards of clay @ 4d --------------------------------------------164 8
Cutting and removing the mud which lies above the clay 380 yards mean

Breadth 20 yards and mean depth 2 feet makes solid content 5066 yards @ 2d 42
Cutting up from the side of the pier head to the wagon way. Length 175 yards
Mean breadth 30 yards and mean depth 1 yard makes solid content of clay
5250 yards @ 4d----------------------------------------------------------------------87 10
Cutting and removing the mud in said space 175 yards mean breadth 15
Yards and mean depth 2 feet makes solid content 1750 yards @2d
14 11
308 6
If the beforementioned cut be only made 66 feet wide instead of 100 feet
As proposed then the expense will be less in proportion; or nearly-------- 200
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The coal sold on the shore of Inverkeithing is much too small for holding a quantity of
coal sufficient for an extensive sale and the ground where it stands is so much
confined by roads and buildings that it will be difficult to get it enlarged. The
following method is the only one that occurs to me ---see the plan of Inverkeithing
shore ABCDE shows the walls of the present coal fold at D is twenty feet from the
wagon way and at C twenty five feet from the wagon way, the wagon way being in
every part ten feet from the edge of the Key, the wall BC is distant from the
company’s Timber hill at a mean twenty three feet, these spaces at the side of the fold
wall are at present used as a cart road to the pier and building yards, but if liberty
could be obtained from the town council of Inverkeithing for inclosing this east road it
would enlarge the fold to double its present size as it contains at present six hundred
square yards but by this addition would contain twelve hundred square yards that is
by removing the wall from A to a from B to b from C to c from D to d from E to e but
as this would cut of the present cart road and there would be a necessity of allowing
carts to pass along and over the wagon way in going to and from the pier x which
might be done with very little prejudice if it was covered with cast iron rails, but
whether the above method of enlarging the fold take place or not is it very necessary
to have some contrivance of a more expeditious method of shipping the coals and this
will undoubtedly by as spout but from the low situation of the wagon way and the
small room at the shore and fold: a proper height for the spout will be difficult to be
had . The whole breadth of a ship of a bout two hundred tons is twenty one feet and
when light she will lie with the gunwales five feet above the level of the key and
about two feet from the edge of the key, from whence I find the perpendicular height
of the spout would have to be twenty one feet. The only method to procure the height
appears to me to be the following viz., to……
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….begin where the wagon way lands on the edge of the key and give it a moderate
ascent to the fold wall corner marked E on the plan from whence I would set out a
sufficient way along the Brae face at the foot of Mr Foulds’ yard ; giving it an ascent
of one yard in five which it that length would raise it twenty one feet near the corner
marked A in the plan, or, instead of cutting the breadth of the wagon way on the Brae
face perhaps it will be more convenient to carry it up this sloping road upon geers
within the fold close by the Braes face in which case there may be drop holes and
small spouts to drop the coals down within the fold without the trouble of emptying
the wagons by hand . As no horse would be able to draw a wagon up an ascent one in
five, by this natural power I would fix a small gin in the corner by Mr Foulds’ yard
marked G on the plan, of seven feet diameter with a start eighteen feet long which
will enable one horse to draw up a wagon by means of having a gin rope fixed to it
and by having the counterbalance of the empty wagon going down against the full one

coming up. When by either of these roads proposed the full wagon is got to the ascent
marked F in the plan, I would propose a secure rail from there whence I would carry a
range of geers upon a level, past the fold corner C to edge of their key marked H
where there should be a spout for shipping the coals and as this spout is of sufficient
height for loading a ship of two hundred tons it will consequently secure all lesser
ships or keels. And having thus obtained your height for one spout if the trade
requires more, by means of a turnrail near this spout other geers and spouts may be
carried along the key both to the right and left. This spout branch upon geers from
F&H coming across the very widest part of the coal fold and near the middle of it will
answer remarkably well for shutting down the coals, by which means the fold may be
nearly filled when required without any expense as at present the wagons cost
twopence each unloading, I should have observed where the wagon man comes with a
full wagon to the ascent he must loose of his horse and take him up to the gin to draw
up his wagon.
Estimate of making the sloping road geers and spout
12 pairs of geers from E to F planks, nails etc. @ £2 p £24.0.0 A gin 7 feet @ 30/£10.10.0------------------------------------------------------------------------------£34.10.0
Ropes 10/- turnrail £1.10.12 pair of geers from F to H planks, rails, etc. compleat
@ £3.3 p £37.16 --------------------------------------------------------------------£30.16.0
A spout fitting up, plates and all compleat £5.0.0. Gin way cutting out and other
Incidents about £5-------------------------------------------------------------------£10.0.0
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------£85.6.0
The method of shipping the coals out of the fold when it is necessary to do so, will be
best done by small wagons to be filled and pushed forward by the men, each ships
berth having a straight road in the fold as HIKL---I have to observe in addition to
what is said in last page at x in the margin, that if it be found incommodious to allow
the carts to come along or cross the wagon way, this may be remedied by removing
the wagon way about 8 feet nearer to the edge of the key & in order to have sufficient
room to deliver the coals, a flooring of planks supported by uprights and bearers from
one to another to a breadth of four feet may be laid along the edge or front of the key.
By this means the carts should have a road of seven feet wide exclusive of the wagon
way even where the fold wall was removed to where I proposed. As the coals for the
salt pans are at present delivered by the wagons at the east fold and from thence led
by carts to the salt pans, which is attended by an expense of 4d p wagon, this may be
commodiously done by lengthening the branch of the wagon way from the east fold to
the pans by which they may be delivered at once without any additional expense. The
expense of laying the flooring of plank as before mentioned with Palls or Posts, nails
and workmanship may be £13 or 14sterling. If before the proposed cut is carried into
execution it will be material to have a reservoir of water to clean it every tide for
which purpose the burn will answer very well either summer or winter and the wagon
way coming across in the manner represented in the plan will serve for one side of a
dam dyke so that nothing will be wanted to compleat it but a moated wall of clay and
stone and two sluices which may be completed for about £35 sterling. It will also be
necessary to have three Palls or posts for working out the ships at high water the
expense of which and fixing them will be about £10 sterling.
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Mandy Hill and North Bank Colliery 13th Jan. 1778 p Mr Brown

In these collieries there has been very considerable workings made in the uppermost
seam which lays very ebb and on the top of the hill only, and is called in that part of
their country the Hard Coal Seam, the extent of her is not very much, little of her is
left unwrought.
The second seam is called the Brass Thill is more than four feet thick has a bad roof
and will not admit more than three feet thick to be got, there is a considerable quantity
of this coal yet to work.
The third seam is called the Hutton Seam is about six feet thick and has been wrought
for one hundred yards past, a great part of this seam is gone, yet from the tradition of
the people on the spot who has been in these old works there are very good Pillars and
some whole coal left unwrought in some places: This is the famous Tanfield Moor
seam.
The fourth seam is the Main Coal Seam and is about three feet nine inches thick and
the quantity of it yet to work is very considerable; it is generally thought to be the best
sort of Oversea coal in this country and is now wrought therefore by a level drove out
of Andrew House Colliery into this estate, it is said and great appearance of truth.
There is a sixth seam in this estate about six feet thick which lays about twenty five
fathoms below the main coal but I do not find it has been sunk to or bored to in this
Estate, but it has been wrought in the west part of Gibside Estate and the adjoining
Estates to the west.
It would be very proper to have plans of this colliery in each seam, in order to show
the parts wrought and parts unwrought, together with the mode of working.
At present only the Low Main Coal and Brass Thill is working; the former for
Oversea the latter for Landsale, Salt pans and Glasshouses.
The Low Main Coal is of a tender quality and easy to be wrought, nor is she deep to
draw from the best discoveries I can make she does not deserve more than £2.12.6 p
ton of 418 Bolls, to sink work and lay the coals on Bank.
The Brass Thill coal lays very ebb consequently easy sunk and easy drawn but from
the badness of the roof and other circumstances I think she may deserve much the
same price p ton for working as the Main Coal.
As to myself I am much against letting collieries be worked by Tentale, such
undertakers seldom or never consult the interests of their employers, they seldom
work the colliery fairly, nor will they be brought to work quantities to suit the demand
if it happens to be more at one time and less another.
The Duke of Northumberland Colliery at Walbottle is a striking instance of the
impropriety of letting collieries be wrought by the Ten.
Wat-2-8-p11
November 28th 1778
At the request of Mr Henry Flower we have viewed and examined the present state
and situation of Bedlington Colliery.
We find there has been a borehole bored by Messrs. Rawlings at a considerable
distance west from the present staith (where a stone is fixed). In this hole there was
only one seam of coal two feet nine inches high which lay at fifty fathoms depth
which appears to us from the situation of the ground in the said colliery that the Main
Coal in the said hole does not lie regularly as the said seam should have been
expected near the surface.
There is also a second hole bored by the Rawlings about half a mile further west and
at the deepness of thirty eight fathoms they got the Main Coal two yards high with
two small bands in it and these two holes are all the has been bored by the Rawlings.

Find that there has been several other boreholes bored to the north and west from
Rawlings second hole about three hundred and sixteen yards and in deepness thirty
six fathoms two feet; the Main Coal found in perfection the same as in the last hole.
Find at a great distance from the last hole further to the north west several pits have
been wrought in the Main Coal particularly at a pit called the Green Letch which is
upwards of a mile and a half distance to the rise of colliery which we are credibly
informed had the Main Coal two yards high with the same bands as aforesaid and a
deepness of nineteen fathoms one yard from the surface.
We also viewed many different borings sunk to the main coal and fro the best
information by examining several persons who have formerly wrought in the said
colliery and who have been concerned in several borings find the Main Coal lies
regularly to the south west from Rawlings second borehole to the aforesaid pit.
Also find that an upper seam of coal has formerly been wrought that lies thirty six
fathoms above the Main Coal and regular from the last mentioned hole to a draw well
near to Mr Potts house in Miln Bank Farm when the coal is sunk through.
We have seriously considered the present state of the said colliery and do recommend
a trial borehole to be made to the Main Coal at one hundred and fifty yards east from
the said draw well near Mr Potts’ house in Miln Bank Farm, and at thirty yards clear
from the bank top to the north the said hole will be in a direct south line from
Rawlings second hole and if the said trial hole proves successful there will be a great
ascent to the river. We therefore recommend the Engine pit to be sunk on the main
borehole.
We also give it as our opinion that this place will be sufficient to the depth of colliery
to the present winning, as it appears to us it will win a very large field of coal on the
success of this said trial hole to be bored, we have agreeable to the request given the
annexed estimates of the expense of winning and working etc. the said Bedlington
Colliery.
Wat-2-8-p12
St Anthon’s Colliery July 16th 1782
Query 1st Would St Anthon’s Colliery be at all endangered by boundaring of the coal
lying against the Bird Nest Pit waste in Old Byker supposing the said waste be holed
into by bore rods at eight yards before the face of the Bounder drift.
2nd What boundary ought to be left against the west of St Anthony’s estate adjoining
the said Bird Nest Pit or at what distance from the said boundary ought the bounder
drift be driven.
Ans. To the 1st and 2nd Queries July 17th
We recommend a barrier of whole coal to be left against the Birds Nest Pit waste ( in
Old Byker Colliery) at least eighty yards and a drift be drove parallel thereto with
three boreholes at least ten yards before the face of the drift at all times, at present we
think it not advisable to work any coal there until all the whole coal to be wrought out
to the dip and east from the present Fire Engine (as described upon the plan) . There
appears a piece of whole coal unwrought to the westward from the said Fire Engine
we are of opinion may be wrought with safety but previous to this we recommend a
trial drift may be drove by boring as described above.
Query 3rd What would be the most effective way of securing the Farewell Pit shaft to
prevent the creep affecting the same.
Ans. There appears to us a creep on the colliery of about one hundred and forty yards
north that from the Farewell Pit occasioned by several small dykes and troubles; in
order to prevent the Farewell Pit from being affected by creep we recommend the

workings at the said shaft be filled up close with stones and rubbish at least forty
yards on every side through; also that a stone wall and pillars be made in the workings
near the shaft only leaving necessary openings for the purpose of barrow ways, air
courses and water courses for working the remaining pillars in the said pit.
Query 4th A creep being upon the rise part of the colliery what should be done to
prevent the same from damaging the remaining part.
Ans. There has been great pains taken and much expense to fill up the bord rooms and
headways to prevent damaging the remaining part of the pillars but we are not clear of
opinion that it will have the desired effect.
Query 5th Would it be the lessor and lessees interest to work any part of the pillars at
present and where would the most proper place to begin at.
Ans. We have carefully considered the state and situation of this colliery as to
working the pillars. We recommend immediately to begin to the north east from the
Farewell Pit adjoining two dykes in the places marked out this day. It is certainly the
interest of both the lessor and lessee to work the pillars in order to obtain the greatest
quantity of coal as the longer they remain unwrought the more they will reduce in
both quantity and quality. We recommend two narrow bords to be filled up with
stones and rubbish from the face of the said bords adjoining the dyke westwards so far
as the pillars are wrought to prevent creep damaging the remaining part thereof. Also
care must be taken to secure the Nightingale Pit and Engine Pit in the same way as
described for securing the Farewell Pit. We are also of opinion that a barrier of whole
coal of forty yards on each side of the under level stone drift to secure the water and
air courses to the Fire Engine for the use of working the remaining part of the colliery
to the east.
Anth. Waters, Peter Donnison, Chris. Bedlington, Wm Gibson, Edw. Brown, In.
Robson, Thos, Baines
Wat-2-8-13
Having been called upon to give an opinion what stops are the properest to put out the
fire in the Duke Pit Whitehaven and also prevent a general explosion.
We are of opinion that the safest and most effectual method to put the fire out will be
to suffer the water to rise six fathoms above the entrance to the stone drift and to
remain six months before it be drawn out again.
And to guard as much as possible against a general explosion we recommend that the
stop staple pit in Duke Pit rise to be opened that the King Pit top be covered and then
Pedley and Parker Pits will play with the Duke Pit as soon as this passage has cleared
her; to open the first or second brick thills on Duke Pit nor the endgate facing to the
upbank on the Staple Pit, and close the stern endgate between this part and the pit; this
will then oblige the air to pass thro’ the dip workings and this Scotts End to the Duke
Pit by opening the stern inbank doors , provided the colliery feeds produced in the
inbank to the dip of Scotts End have not stopped the air passage; the innermost hole
which we are afraid will be the case , but at the Range from Scotts End and between
the inbanks are only made with Deals and are told that none of the thills in those two
ranges are straight we hope a quantity of air will pass the Scotts End dyke sufficient to
sweep away all the inflammable air within its reach to Duke Pit ; and we recommend
that the door in the frames or the stop adjoining at the middle Dipping head to be
opened before Scotts End be roofed with water to keep up a free circulation till the
water comes near the middle Dipping frames and then we think it right to slack the
stop in the Duke Pit endgate to continue a circulation till the Eye of Duke Pit be
closed.

Wat-2-8-p14
July 4th 1784 At the desire of Messrs. Errington and Ward we have this day viewed
High Flatworth Colliery for the purpose on answering the following queries.
Query 1st You will examine the state of the Fire Engine and how far you think it
sufficient to draw any extraordinary feeders of water.
Query 2nd How far you think it right and expedient to work the pillars to the dip of
this colliery (that is to say) from the Maria Pit shaft towards the Engine Pit.
Query 3rd By working the said pillars is there a probability of obtaining the downcast
dyke so as to set any of the old waste water into the present workings.
Query 4th You will also examine the situation of the present workings and if you think
it advisable to sink a new pit and at what place.
Ans, to Query 1st We have examined into the state and condition of the Fire Engine at
Orphan Pit and find her in good repair and the said Engine can draw the present
feeders in the course of fourteen hours each day; and are of opinion that the said
Engine is capable of drawing a considerable quantity more than she does at present
and gives a sufficient time for repairing etc,
Ans.2 After examining the state of this colliery from the Main Pit down to the Engine
Pit; we are of opinion that it is the intent of lessor and lessees to work the pillars
immediately and would recommend beginning as near the Engine pit as the drowned
wastes will allow.
Ans.3rd We are under no apprehensions of any injury being dome to the Orphan Pit by
a creep or thrust it being in our opinion sufficiently secured against both by the barrier
and bulks of coal left on all sides; consequently there is no danger from the old waste
water but would advise for the security of the Maria Pit shaft to pillar or stow up all
the workings for at least forty yards around the said shaft except the barrow ways and
air courses.
Ans. 4th We examined the underground workings in general and those in particular in
the Robert Pit, we also examined a dip dyke in the north and east which cuts all of the
bords north west and east from said pit. This dyke is set down east from said shaft and
driven sixty yards in bad coal, would recommend to have this drift pushed forward
with all convenient speed in order to try the state of the coal north and east of said dip
dyke; we next examined the workings of the dip of said pit and are clearly of opinion
from the state of the colliery in that quarter that a new pit is highly necessary and
would advise sinking one to the north east end of the Lough where a post is put down
for that purpose.
Geo. Johnson
Robt. Smith
Edw. Brown
Wat-2-8-p15
A View of Lumley Colliery Belonging to the Right Honourable Richard Earl
Scarborough ( John Cole Lessee) 27th August 1782
At the request of the Right Honourable Earl Scarborough (Mr Bassett ) lessor and Mr
John Cole lessee , of Lumley Colliery have taken into consideration the following
queries
Query 1st What state the colliery at Lumley is now in; as to the water hanging in the
colliery and also as to the appearance of foul air whether the one or the other will
improve the working of coal by an undertaker and what number of scores may be
wrought daily situated as both pits are at this time.

Ans. 1st Went down 2nd and 3rd pits and examined the workings through and observed
in several places in 3rd pit considerable feeders issuing from the roof and thills which
overlaid both Engines and put an entire stop to the workings for a considerable time
but as now so much reduced as to be kept by the large Engine with the assistance of
the small one going part of each day.
We also went to a large fall in the 3rd pit where we are informed a considerable feeder
of water came from but is now much abated and frequently very good quantities of
sulphurous matter is discharged fro some crack or crevices in the same place which
has much impeded the working of the said colliery.
The above information we had from the lessee’s Overmen Thos. Mison and John
Henderson , so that altho’ we saw no appearance of foul air when we were down
(owing we suppose to the cleanliness of the atmosphere which always promotes a free
circulation of air underground) we have no reason to doubt the testimony of the said
Overmen, we are of opinion that if a sufficient number of hewers and barrowmen
could be had that forty score of sixteen peck corves might be wrought daily.
Query 2nd The gentleman on behalf of the lessor and lessee will be pleased to read
over the Articles of Agreement and report their opinion in writing whether the steps
made to the working of the coal at different times fall on the lessor or lessee or on
both and in what proportion.
Ans. 2nd We have read over articles of agreement entered into for working the colliery
and are clearly of opinion that all the steps made for the working of coal occasioned
by fire (according to the 6th article) that exceeds twenty days together falls on the
lessor and we are further of opinion that all stops which impede the working of the
colliery above twenty days from the above said clause provided every means to be
made use of by the lessee to prevent the same ought likewise to fall on the lessor but
all stops of what kind soever not exceeding the time specified appears to us to fall on
the lessee.
Query 3rd If the quantity of 13,000 chaldrons can be wrought in the present situation
of the colliery yearly, proportioning a certain number of coals to be….
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..wrought daily, and the said quantity is not wrought and laid on bank, on whom does
this deficiency fall and from what cause does it arise.
Ans.3rd We observed in answer to query 1st if a sufficient number of hands could be
obtained (which we apprehend at this time is not to be got) that forty scores may then
be wrought and reckoning forty eight weeks to the year and five days to the week
would make at that rate upwards of 13,000 chaldrons annually of ship coals, exclusive
of Engines, workmen’s fire coals etc but we apprehend from the number of men and
boys now employed and making allowance for the stops that may be unavoidably be
occasioned by the foul air and other unforeseen accidents that not more than thirty
score daily can be wrought—Now as about 4000 chaldrons have only been shipped
and as we do not believe above 4000 more chaldrons can be wrought from this time to
the end of the year (allowing for a greater number of men to be hired at the binding)
still there appears to be a deficiency of 5000 chaldrons.
We have set forth in our answer to query 1st that the working of the Colliery has been
greatly impeded by foul air and have examined particularly into that matter and it
appears no less than two months have been lost by that cause which Mt Cole could
not prevent nor foresee; and after using his utmost endeavours to find and keep the
colliery in a workable condition, still frequent stops were occasioned by discharge of
foul air from the fall before mentioned, which made the workmen so refractory as to

make it necessary to discharge the more unruly of them in order to intimidate the rest:
and we have reason to believe that it had the desired effect, as it appears the rest have
wrought more regularly and constantly than heretofore.
In fine it appears to us that Mr Cole (considering all situations) has done his utmost
to raise the greatest quantity of coals, yet nevertheless as the colliery is now capable
of working at the rate of 13,000 chaldrons p year the deficiency of a short quantity
ought not to fall on Lord Scarborough except what we short by unavoidable stops.
Geo Johnson
Robt. Smith
W Gibson
Wat-2-8-p17
September 30th 1782
At the request of the lessors and lessees of Washington New Colliery: Have examined
the state and situation of said colliery in order to give our opinions in respect of the
propriety of the working the Pillars and after such serious consideration we are
convinced it is the interests of both parties to make the attempt immediately in the
north workings in the 1st pit two pillars westwards from the north double headways
after having close pillared with stones or rubbish the first pillars west in all the bords
in the headways above mentioned and also the second bord north of the present
Mothergate so far that as the pillars may be wrought in order to prevent as much as
maybe a creep or thrust from damaging the remaining part of the colliery air courses,
water course etc.
Geo. Johnson
Chr. Bedlington
Throckley 21st April 1759
Sir,
I have considered the borings lately made in Mr Swinburn’s near the Skinner Burn
from which it plainly appears the holes will not agree nor will any man dare to affirm
it is the same coal that is found in both holes nor indeed what seams they are. It is
probable they may be what is called the yard coal, and if so the Bensham seam should
be 10 ½ fathoms lower, and 13 fathoms below the Bensham seam, the 6 quarter coal
should be, and very near the 5 quarter coal, which last two seams together form what
is called the Elswick Coal. I would recommend that at least one of the coals be tried
at least as far as the above mentioned 62 quarter coal may be expected, and if the
success is according to expectation it will be an inducement for some Adventurer to
take the colliery, but dare say no person skilled in collieries will bid a shilling for her
from what discoveries yet made.
I am yours etc.
Wm. Brown
Wat-2-8-p18
St Anthony’s Colliery August 16th 1784
Gentlemen,
You are desired to examine and report the state of the creep near the Farewell Pit
shaft.
Ans. 1st We have examined the state of this colliery in the Farewell Pit and observe a
creep upon the pillars at forty yards from the shaft; we presume it is occasioned by the
walls being left insufficient to support the roof on the north and west point formerly
wrought by Mattw. Ridley Esq. and since reduced by wagon ways cross cutting the

said walls. At this point we had no access to inspect the old workings but most of us
have at various other times, and are informed that no pillars have been wrought in that
part of the colliery since. Therefore we can be certainty say the creep is occasioned by
the above reasons.
Query 2nd You will please to examine what has been done secure the said Farewell Pit
shaft against creep by pillaring, walling, etc. and whether in your opinion the same be
sufficient; and if not to point out what further ought to be done to secure the same.
Ans. 2nd The Farewell Pit has been secured for fifty yards on every side by filling up
the bord rooms, holings, wagon ways. We are of opinion that it is sufficient to support
the shaft but if it proves the contrary it is effectual done as the nature and situation of
the colliery will admit.
Query 3rd In order to secure the wagon way leading down to Walker coal we are
pillaring and stowing up the bords to the south of the same, query how many said
bords ought to be pillared and stowed up.
Ans. 3rd We recommend that two bords and also the holings on each side of the
wagon way leading from the Farewell Pit to Walker coal be filled up with all
expedition from the shaft to Walker boundary should that prove ineffectual then some
other mode of securing the same must be taken.
Query 4th In case the creep should become general and in consequence destroy the
said wagon way leading down to Walker coal, what would you recommend to be done
in order for us to work the said Walker coal.
Ans.4th An answer to this query requires mature consideration as it is of material
consequence to the parties, in the first place we presume there remains unwrought in
Walker and St. Anthony’s 6000 tons of coals in whole mine, whatever may be got in
the pillars is uncertain--- in the next place we consider the expense of putting the
coals to the Farewell and Nightingale pits cutting through the creep etc. which we
apprehend will be very considerable; this method of working the said coal compared
with a new winning is the matter in question; but as said before….
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… it being of such consequence to the parties concerned, the situation of the ground
should be carefully examined the different levels, depths, taken into consideration;
what quantity of materials are on the premises, their value and use in such winning;
necessary boring to try if there are any quicksands, and at what depth the quantity of
water which in all probability will be to draw, before we can point out with any
degree of certainty our fixed opinion.
Query 5th If the stowing of the bords should appear to you to be ineffectual would you
recommend to attempt to bring a fall in any part of the colliery in order to stop the
creep.
Ans.5th Provided stowing up the bord has not had the desired effect, we are confident
attempting to bring on a thrust by working the pillars will not, we rather think it will it
will have a bad effect by encouraging the creep: therefore we desire it may not be
attempted.
Query 6th You will be informed what has and what is intended has been done to
prevent the creep injuring the Nightingale and Engine Pits please to give your opinion
respecting that matter.
Ans. 6th We have been informed what is intended to be done at the Nightingale and
Engine Pits, which we approve and recommend for the security of the Colliery in
general and particularly to those shafts and the whole coal laying to the south and
east, that eight bord rooms and holings therein may be filled up with all speed

beginning on the west side adjoining a barrier of whole coal and proceeding from
thence eastwards so far as the drowned wastes will admit of, if that can be effected
before the creep advances this far we apprehend it will stop it and consequently save
the said pit.
Anth. Waters
Edw. Brown
Chris. Bedlington
Geo. Johnson
John Donnison
John Robson
Thos. Barnes
John Plumber
Wat-2-8-p20
Gentlemen I have carefully examined the current state of barrow ways underground
and their different lengths at Gateshead Park Colliery. I have also taken the number of
scores wrought there from January 1st to and with August 19th 1784 and also the
number of horses employed that has been doing that business and am clearly of
opinion that the undertaker of putting has for the above time well entitled to two
shillings p score, which I shall fully make appear from the following facts.
Expense upon an average which has attended the keeping of the underground horses
etc. at Gateshead Park from January 1st to August 19th 1784
Hay for each horse-----------------------------------4s 8d
Oats and beans----------------------------------------6s
Horsekeeper-------------------------------------------0 9d
Wear and tear of trapping and shoeing------------0 5d
Undertakers attendance and interest of money---0 3d
Loss of horses and medicines-----------------------1s 2d
----------------------------------------------------------13 3d
Then thirty one horse which on average have been employed which at 13/3 p week
amounts to-------------------------------------------£20 10s 9d
Four lame horses kept on bank at 5/- p horse-----£1
Total expense for horses for one week------------£21 10s 9d
As there appears to be upon an average of 216 score wrought p week the statement
will stand as follows
If 216 cost £21 10s 9d what will one score cost----1s 11 ¾
Estimate and remarks to ascertain what the present price of putting ought to be at
Gateshead Park Colliery.
I would in the first place just observe that I suppose the undertaker takes all possible
care of his horses and to that end keeps a sufficient number to do the business
required and that the owners keep the wagon ways in good and sufficient repair. I
have also for the above purpose considered minutely the situation of the Colliery as to
the dip and rise etc. and am of opinion that the sledge horses will travel ten miles each
day, the wagon horses at least thirteen or fourteen.
This calculation of this distance each horse has to put varies so little from Messrs
Waters and Ramsay’s estimate that I shall recon as they do that thirty three horses
(including spare horses) will be sufficient to raise about 46 score p day and as it
cannot be expected that the pits will work above five days in the week through the
year quantity p week will be 230 scores.
Then 33 horses etc at 12/6------------------------------£20 12s 6d

Four lame horses @ 5/- p---------------------------£1
----------------------------------------------------------£21 12 6
Then if 230 cost £21 12 6 what will one score cost-----ans. £0 1s 10 ½ d p score
Wat-2-8-p21
1st September 1784
At the request of Messrs. Bell and Brown went this day and viewed Throckley
Colliery in order to give my opinion respecting the present situation and how far it
may be advisable to endeavour to take lease for a term of years, and upon what
conditions; I carefully perused the plans, perambulated the grounds, examined the old
working pits, enquired particularly into their situation as regards to depth extent of
workings etc and find there is very little whole coal to be got by the present winnings
; a new winning by the present Engine Pit to the splint coal which lays at a depth of
eighty fathoms from the surface or eighteen fathoms below the Main Coal would
(with the addition of what now remains unwrought) in all probability win as follows.
Splint coal 110 Acres
Main Coal 20
Engine Seam 40
170
The above 170 acres reckoning 70 tons p acre; and supposing eight hundred Tens to
be wrought annually would last about fifteen years.
It appears from Mr Brown’s estimates which I think very just that the winning will
not exceed £1200 and the coals would not cost more (including every possible
expense) than 12 shillings per chaldron. I am therefore of opinion especially where
the situation of the Colliery is considered , the pits being all sunk to the main coal
with stocks and materials all ready to carry the work forward, that the colliery ought if
possible to be retaken; if ever the rent of 15/- per ton is obliged to be given which is
supposed in the estimate referred to; But would recommend to offer no more than the
old rent, providing the Duke of Northumberland gives assurance that he will not
interfere.
I am of opinion also that the lease ought to be for twenty one years with liberty of
determining at the end of the third year or any three years afterwards.
Geo Johnson
Wat-2-8-p22
We Samuel Barras George Johnson and William King, viewers of collieries (the said
Samuel Barras) being appointed by the worshipful Dean and Chapter of Durham; the
said George Johnson by the lessees of the said Dean and Chapter of the houses or
tenants of Wallsend or the major part of them residing within the said township of
Wallsend and the said William King by William Russell Esq.) have this day viewed
the water levels and workings at Wallsend Colliery now working by the said William
Russell under a lease from the said Dean and Chapter Durham for the purpose of
enabling us to judge whether the said William Russell ought to be at liberty to link a
coal pit within a distance of two hundred yards from any dwelling house within the
town of Wallsend aforesaid, and we have duly considered the nature of the present
winning and the water levels of the said colliery and other relative circumstances, and
upon such view and consideration we are clearly of opinion and do adjudge and
certify that the said William Russell ought to be permitted to link a coal pit at a place
where he has begun to sink at a distance of one hundred and thirty five yards west
from the dwelling house of Matthew Waters Esq. in Wallsend aforesaid ought in the

regular course of working the said colliery, according to the present winning and
water level ought to have been sunk and made in or near the middle of Wallsend, and
that his proposal to sink the same at the place first above mentioned has been so made
for the purpose of preventing any inconvenience or annoyance to the inhabitants of
the said town as far as the working and carrying on the said colliery would permit.
Witness our hands at Wallsend
Wm King
Sam. Barrass
At the request of the lessees of the worshipful Dean and Chapter of the houses or
tenants in Wallsend or the major part of them residing within the said township of
Wallsend have this day perambulated the ground at and about the said town,
examined the plan and course of water levels of Wallsend Colliery, now working by
William Russell Esq. under the lease from the said Dean and Chapter for the purpose
of enabling me to judge whether the said Wm. Russell ought to be at liberty to sink a
coal pit within the distance of two hundred yards from any dwelling house in the
town of Wallsend aforesaid and having duly considered the present winning and the
water levels of the said colliery and other relative circumstances and upon such view
and consideration. Am clearly of opinion and do adjudge and testify that the said Wm.
Russell is under no absolute necessity of sinking a pit at the place where he has begun
to sink at the distance of one hundred and thirty five yards from the dwelling house of
Matthew Waters Esq. in Wallsend aforesaid as he may work the same quantity of
coals at the distance of two hundred yards from the said dwelling house to the west.
But nevertheless am fully convinced that the said Wm Russell should be obliged to
sink a pit at the said two hundred yards from said dwelling house or at greater
distance than the said one hundred and thirty five yards the same would be attended
with some extraordinary expense and trouble to the said William Russell in the
working of the said colliery.
The expense attending such an alteration, the loss of time and difference of putting
supposing said pit to go ten years and work annually ten thousand chaldrons might
possibly amount to four hundred pounds.
Geo. Johnson
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St Anthony’s Colliery 27th December 1784
At the request of the lessee and lessors of this colliery we have considered the state
and situation thereof and finds the creep has advanced from the southwest part into
the east to a drowned waste which has forced the water into the present workings in
the Nightingale Pit and prevented coals from being wrought; in order to put the
colliery in a working state we recommend that trials be made to make a barrow way
through the creep to the Farewell Pit shaft, to the north and east in the most open and
convenient way and to begin and work at the pillars, at the same time to make a trial
to the south and west, but previous to the working coals we advise that the foul waste
in Walker Colliery, also in this colliery be aired as effectually as the situation of the
same will admit, in order to prevent any foulness coming from thence.
The Venture pit which is now ridded fifty fathoms we recommend to be continued
night and day with all expedition, and there to make a barrow way west to a Dyke to
win the coal there: the quantity remaining we estimate ( exclusive of a barrier of forty
yards to be left against Byker Waste) to fourteen hundred tons in the whole provided
the coal be in perfection.

It is uncertain what time it will require to execute this business therefore the number
of men and horses wanted is uncertain; but at present we think there ought to be not
more than twenty underground horses, thirty men and twenty lads.
Anth. Waters
John Donnison
Chris. Bedlington
Geo. Green
Wat-2-8-p24
Revd. Sir,
Agreeable to your desire I have examined the situation of your estate at Cowpen
which is bounded on the south by Sir Matthew Ridley on the west by Lord Delavel
Mr Hannah and Mr Sidney’s grounds and on the north and east by the River Blyth. I
have also paid particular attention of a boring made by Messrs. Thomas and George
Rawling in the north east part of this estate to the depth of upwards of one hundred
fathoms in which there seems to be three workable seams of coal, the first is a seam
thirty nine inches thick and lies at a depth of fifty eight fathoms. The second is fifty
two inches thick and lies at a depth of ninety one fathoms. The third and lowest is
thirty six inches thick and lies at a depth of one hundred one fathoms and one yard.
These seams appear to be all clear entirely free from all bands and other refuse and
their quality the same as Plessey and from comparing these with Plessey seams, and
those found by boring at Bedlington; from the situation of the country the depth at
each place etc. I have not the least down they are the very same seams of coal; there
appears to be seven hundred acres of coal in each seam exclusive of that part which
lays at Cowpen and all barriers and bulks of coal etc. which at a very moderate
computation will produce as follows.
First seam or thirty nine inch coal----------------------------------42000 tons
Second seam or fifty two inch coal---------------------------------45500
Third seam or thirty six inch coal------------------------------------38000
----------------------------------------------------------------------------125500
The quantity of 125500 tons would take about one hundred and eighty years working
supposing 700 tons to be wrought annually but as there is little probability of the third
seam being won from the great depth and thinness of the seam I shall only make the
estimate on the quantity of coal produced by the first and second seams which appears
as before to be 87500 tons which at seven hundred tons annually would last a hundred
and twenty five years and admitting the colliery letts at twelve shillings p ton would
make (in that time £52500 or £420 p annum.
In order to find the properest place for a staith I went in a boat at high water from a
place called Low Houses (having previously examined the shore at low water and
found it good) and took the depths of the river every twenty or thirty yards down to
Sir Matthew Ridley’s quay at Blyth and find there is as much or more water opposite
Low Houses and down the channel than Sir Matthew has at his loading spouts,
therefore there cannot be a doubt of that place being the best for a spout or staith.
I have carefully considered the advantages and disadvantages that may probably
attend this colliery and am of opinion that more than twelve shillings p ton each Ten
four hundred and eighteen bolls and £200 a year certain rent ought not to be expected,
provided the lessee is obliged to win the colliery about ninety fathoms depth.
August 6th 1785
I am sir your obedient & humble servant
Geo. Johnson

(To the Reverend Mr. Croft)
Wat-2-8-p25
Sir I have examined the present state of Washington Colliery (called Russell’s) which
is as follows.
Went down and viewed first the C Pit measured many of the walls bores and pillars
and found them in general way pretty regular, Winnings Twelve yards viz. Eights to
the wall and Four to the bord and Twenty seven yards to the to the pillar; after
examining the said workings in C Pit went through to the E Pit and measuring as
before in C Pit found the workings rather irregular, several walls being short of eight
yards thick, others more and many bords above four yards which they ought not to
have been according to the present plans of working said colliery which is at twelve
yards to the winning as above mentioned but am nevertheless of opinion that the
colliery is in no way injured yet by these irregularities.
I am convinced from the present state of the colliery that a second working can never
be made but with great hazard, would therefore recommend soon as any part of the
colliery can be wrought from the boundary in the whole coal to reduce the winnings
to nine yards but by no means would advise to have them less than twelve yards until
that can be done.
I could not get down into the Engine Pit with a candle for want of air but am informed
the Engine pit is sunk to the Maudlin coal and that a water level drift has been taken
from the Engine Pit and carried a considerable distance to the full dip of colliery
which is done I apprehend, not only for the purpose of winning a tract of coal to the
dip of the present water level in the Main Coal but also to win Mr Russell’s own coal
under his freehold.
I am sir your humble and obedient servant
Geo. Johnson
Byker April 22nd 1786
(to J Musgrave Esq.)
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Pontop pike Colliery May 13th 1786
At the request of Walter Smith Esq. by Mr Bradshaw went down and examined the
workings of the Machine and Pike Pits, also the Moor and East Pits.
Machine and Pike Pits are working in the Hutton Seam which lays at the depth of
sixty three fathoms or thereabouts and id generally from six to six and a half high is a
load of good quality and rather tender and has a band in the middle from two to four
inches thick , the Machine Pit is wrought at eight yards to a wining (viz.) Four yards
to the bord and four yards to the wall but in order to strengthen the bords the walls are
only two to three yards wide for three yards from turning off and the same before they
come to the holing or end of the pillar which is forty yards in length, the headways
for the same reason having a binding of coal left six or eight inches thick against the
roof, the band in this pit is four inches thick.
As the band in the middle of the seam would make the coal work very foul of a
second working was attempted it is intended by the above method to take at the first
working all that can be safely got.
The Pike Pit is working in the said Hutton Seam the height and quality of the coal
much the same as at Machine pit but the band much thinner seldom exceeding two

inches thick ; as the lessees here intend to have a second working they have made the
winning twelve yards (viz.) eight yards to the wall and dive to the bord and length of
the pillar forty yards.
In the above pits (Machine and Pike) are stowed or left underground about one ninth
or one tenth part of the coals.
The East Pit is working in the Hard Coal or Main Coal which lays at the depth of
thirty six fathoms , of a pretty good quality, this seam is wrought in the long way, that
is, they take all the coal away supporting the roof or front of the working with timber
but draw or taking out again as they carry their workings forward stowing behind
them at the same time all the smaller Kirving coals which appear to be about one sixth
of the whole.
The Moor Pit is also working in the Hard Coal Seam but differs very much from the
East Pit the coal being much stronger here but not of so fine a quality : the height of
the coal is five feet three inches and lays at a depth of thirty three fathoms, this seam
is wrought at seven and a half yards to a winning (viz.) Bords four and a half yards in
breadth, pillars three yards in thickness and thirty yards in length but to strengthen the
pillars the bords for three yards at each and are only made three yards wide.
The quantity of coal left underground in this pit appear to be about one tenth part.
Examined the main water level lever and found the same in good repair the face….
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…of said level is carried into Machine pit workings and intended to be continued
forwards until it cut the boundary which will be near Fenes’s house: this water level
in all probability will effectually win all the coal under the estate except about forty
acres in the south east corner notwithstanding there is a large dip trouble in the west
part of it which runs nearly parallel to the Water Level: the rise of colliery from said
Water Level to said dyke being considerably more than the dyke throws down.
The Pike Pit is on the dip side of said dyke and was won by virtue of deep levels from
Hobb Pit, there is also found a rise dyke running parallel to the dip one which by
drifting through to the deep it is expected will win another pit to the dip of said Pike
Pit.
Having described the situated of the colliery and the particular method of working
each pit—with the quantity of small coals left underground. I beg leave to give
opinion of the whole and first I am perfectly satisfied of the present method of
working at the different pits, being the most regular as well as the most advantageous
to the lessor and lessees that the nature of the seams will admit of. As to the small
coals left underground can be no judge how far the lessees may or may not have a
right to do so, not being acquainted with the particular reservations in their lease but
am convinced that by doing so they are enabled to vend a greater quantity than they
otherwise could do providing the small now left were brought to bank and sold along
with the best coals. And as selling such a quantity of small coals in that country is
impossible but am of opinion that there is a part of the small coals consumed by the
Fire Engine for the use of drawing the coals which ought to be paid for; but this again
depends upon the lease, but I thought proper to take notice of it to you, as it is usual
for the lessees to pay for all coals consumed as above altho’ not for those made for
drawing water.
Geo Johnson
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If any winning is attempted in any other part of said dyke was to win the Spanish
Closes it must be the deep of the east part of the Thistle Pit workings where the coal
will lay upwards of ninety fathoms deep, to demonstrate which the following facts we
are ready to make appear.
Fathoms feet in
That the Thistle Pit is in deepness----------------------------------- 75
4
0
Dip of colliery to a downcast dyke---------------------------------- 2
3
0
And that 1st dyke is a downcast-----------------------------------------5
0
0
Fathoms 83
1
0
Now supposing a pit to be sunk at the dyke the coal would be eighty three fathoms
and one foot from the Earth’s surface; and as to the east of that another dyke was met
with a dipper, also that the dip of the colliery to a convenient place of winning cannot
be supposed less than ninety fathoms but may much exceed it as any person skilled in
collieries much acknowledge and therefore is our opinion next to impossible to
complete a winning at this place at any expense however to do it to reimburse the
undertaker and to work the colliery to profit, we are very confident it is impossible not
only from the great quantity of water at so great a depth but from the hazard of fire
which will attend the same as witness our hands 23rd May 1745
Nicholas Walton Geo. Claughton
Amos Baines
Wm. Dryden
Edw. Smith
R Peck
I have perambulated Heaton grounds and find that the whole coal is boundered on the
north by the drowned waste of North Benton Colliery on the west by Old Heaton and
Jesmond drowned wastes, on the south by Walker Hill and Walker Collieries and on
the east by Walker and Little Benton.
I have also paid particular attention to the present state of Walker Hill and Walker
Collieries with the deepness of the pit adjoining and said estate of Heaton and am of
opinion from their depths which is at the Gosforth Pit in Walker eighty five fathoms
and at a place about four hundred yards north from said pit where another pit is
intended to be sunk supposed to be eighty seven fathoms.
As the Gosforth and the intended pit at Walker are to the depth of Heaton and as the
surface of the ground does not appear to rise more than the coal is supposed to do, the
depth of the pits in the Spanish Closes, cannot in my opinion (after deduction one
fathom for a rise trouble to the west of said intended pit) exceed eighty six fathoms.
The above mentioned gentlemen who estimated the depth at ninety fathoms at a
proper place for winning the Spanish Closes: supposed the coal too deep one yard in
twenty which most certainly is the general deep in the neighbourhood but from the
depth of Walker Pits it appears it cannot be so much in this particular part or there
must be some rise trouble to the east (as yet undiscovered) betwixt the said places.
Having fixed the depth of the winnings to the best of my judgement in the Spanish
Closes shall next endeavour to show the quantity of coal that may probably be
obtained by such winnings.
There appears to be from the plans I have examined about five hundred and fifteen….
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…acres of whole coal left in Heaton including the Spanish Closes as follows
Acres
Whole coal below Thistle Pit dyke-------------------------------------------------- 480
Ditto above do. ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 30
Deduct for a barrier viz. 100 yards in breadth against the drowned wastes
515

And 40 yards against every other part------------------------------------------------ 80
435
But as it is impossible exactly to determine how far the workings thro’ the Thistle and
Plain Pit dykes are extended I would estimate the whole quantity at 400 acres which
at 60 tons p acre in the first working makes 24000 tons and at 1100 tons to be wrought
annually will last twenty five years; the broken mine is very uncertain but probably
twenty tons p acre may be got which upon 400 acres will produce 80005 tons and at
the same rate of working as above, the colliery will continue seven years longer, so
that the whole coal and broken in Heaton Estate according to this statement will be
totally wrought out in twenty nine years.
I now proceed to give you an estimate that may attend the winning of the above coal
and laying the same on board of ships etc. p chaldron—but first I would beg leave it is
supposed by the estimate of winning that no extraordinary obstacles are to be met
with and the same shall be made by one fire engine with a cylinder 72 inches diameter
and the whole to be completed in 2 ½ years.
Estimate of the Expense of Winning Heaton Colliery
Erecting Engine House for two engines with pumps etc. complete------------- £2100
Sinking Engine pit with an Engine 86 fath.11 ft. diameter with a brattice------£3805
Down the middle including tubbing back water finding all timber deals, iron,}
Coals etc.}
Making an open caste for Engine delivery drift, making conduits, leading materials
During the winning and sundry jobbing work--------------------------------------£750
Erecting second fire engine after the Engine Pit is sunk--------------------------£1450
Sinking coal pit 7 feet diameter 86 fathoms deep finding all timber, tubbing
Boring etc.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------£1100
Drifting twixt Engine and Coal pits say 100 yards of stone and coal drifts, levels
For standage of water at the bottom underground, opening out the pit by drifting etc.
Keeping the Fire Engine during this time with all necessary attendance------£548
Two machines for drawing coals complete------------------------------------------£2000
Four gins-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------£160
Laying two miles of wagon ways including sidings and branches, three keel berths of
staith, with ongate and offgate etc.----------------------------------------------------£1560
Sixteen wagons and horses---------------------------------------------------------------£400
Twenty underground horses with stables trapping etc.--------------------------------£260
Sinking gin, underground mauls, wedges etc. all other underground materials----£250
Staiths and offcutter’s houses, offices granaries, stables, agents and workmen’s
Houses etc.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- £2000
Agency during the winning---------------------------------------------------------------£300
Binding pitmen the first year with sundry contingencies-----------------------------£400
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------£17083
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Estimate of the Expense of Working Heaton Colliery
Quantity Annually 20000 Chaldrons
Having p score with a twenty peck corf-------------------------------------------------2s 3d
Putting----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2 0
Overmen’s, deputies’ wages, propping, brattishing, laying barrow ways, ridding
Falls in workings, cutting sumps, pumping water, oil wick and candles, lamp and
lamplighters---------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 9

Onsetting--------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 1 ¼
Driving headways, holing walls, wet, double and narrow work, twining and
Laying out bords, water levels and other drifts, setting over hitches and
Troubles, sinking and keeping pit shafts in repair---------------------------------0 4
Trap door keepers attending fire lamps underground, building stoppings
Including bricks, lime and shift work in the waste etc.---------------------------0 6
Planks, deals, props, barrow ways stuffs, brattish and other timber except for
Wagon way underground--------------------------------------------------------------1 0
Smith work including iron, sharping, sledge shoes, trams, wagons and
Wagonway plates, mauls wedges, shovel irons, hooks and chains, trace chains
underground corf bows and nails for every purpose----------------------------- 0 3
Wright work including timber, deals for wagons and wagon ways, sledges,
Trams, shovel boards, maul shafts and harnessticks-------------------------------0 2
Drawing the coals with machines-----------------------------------------------------1 8
Banking including man and horse-----------------------------------------------------0 4 ½
Corving exclusive of corf bows--------------------------------------------------------0 4
Waiting, shovelling, screens, shovels, snaps and barrow--------------------------- 0 4
Ropes------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 3 ½
Binding and removing pitmen their fine coal etc.-----------------------------------0 8
Viewers and agents salaries-------------------------------------------------------------0 6
Surgery and subsistence to sick and maimed pitmen during their illness---------0 1 ½
Contingencies unforeseen-------------------------------------------------------------- 0 4 ¼
p score 12 10
Which will be p chaldron----------------------------------------------------------------6 1 ¼
Fire Engines--------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 0
Leading upon an average-----------------------------------------------------------------0 9
Waggon way and wagons including everything--------------------------------------6 1 ¾
Rent at 30/- p Ten/ 440 bolls to a Ten--------------------------------------------------1 6
Wayleave rent and staithroom @ 4/- p Ten with all other taxes and leases etc. 0 2 ¼
Damage of ground------------------------------------------------------------------------0 1 ½
Loss by small coals-----------------------------------------------------------------------0 7
Repairing buildings including materials with leading for every purpose-------- 0 1 ½
Staith charge including staithmen off putter turnmail, wailers, trimmers,
shovels barrows, repairing and upholding staith and spouts-----------------------0 3
To replace the sum of £17000 laid out in winning @ 10% p annum -1 8¼
Tillage and owner’s wagons------------------------------------------------------------1 3 ½
P Chaldron exclusive of PMs at London--------------------------------------------- 13 11
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Having giving the depth and expense of winning in the Spanish Closes the quantity of
coal thereby, and the expense of laying them on board of slip shall now endeavour to
answer your last query viz. the eligibility of such an undertaking by showing the
advantages and disadvantages may attend the same.
1st Then it appears that 400 acres or 32000 tons of coals may be obtained by this
winning which at £15 11 8 p Ten reckoning 440 bolls to a Ten is } £498666 13 4
2nd That 32000 tons of coal laying on board of ship will cost at £12 16 8
p £ 410666 13 4
3rd Suppose the premiums at London cost 1s p chaldron or 18/4 p Ten upon the whole
quantity -----£29333 6 8
£440000 0 0

Profit £ 58666 13 4
Again from this estimate it appears the winning cannot be expected to cost less than
seventeen thousand pounds and take less time than two and a half years to complete
the same but may possibly cost a much larger sum and take a longer time in doing the
same.
2nd That over and above the risk that attends the winning and working of all collieries,
especially deep fiery collieries, there is that of being surrounded on the north and west
and probably in a few years in the south also by very extensive drowned wastes, in
which parts when the collieries were working were founded prodigious quantities of
water.
From these considerations the gentlemen who made the view at Heaton were
unanimously of opinion that it was impossible to win and work the remaining part of
that coal to profit, I grant at that time it was natural in them to infer from the quantity
of water met with in Long Benton and Heaton collieries, that as large or larger feeders
would be found in winning the Spanish Closes where the depth was expected to be
much greater, but experience has convinced us that this does not always follow, for
instance the Walker Colliery has much less water the either Long Benton or Heaton
had, although the pits are deeper and Willington at the depth of 121 fathoms has much
less water than Walker.
I am therefore of opinion ( with all deference to these gentlemen’s great abilities) that
it is not impossible to win and work that colliery to considerable profit provided the
price of coal continue as estimated, viz. 17/- p chaldron.
With respect to the hazard of winning I think it is no more than what would probably
attend the same depth in Walker as to the working of the coal in the drowned wastes
above mentioned there is most certainly a considerable risk but not more than has
attended the working of Byker against Heaton waste but the risk would be
considerably lessened if in the working of this colliery care be taken to leave a barrier
of thirty or forty yards against the Thistle and plain pit dykes which are already set
through from Heaton in several places. And also instead of 100 yards barrier against
the old drowned wastes leave 400 yards or 150 acres extra until the other parts are
wholly wrought out.
This precaution would in all probability effectually secure eighteen or twenty years
coal which with the remaining 150 acres ( with all the hazard that can attend the
working of it) making the undertaking appear to me an eligible one.
NB the above 150 acres or 300 yards in breadth against the wastes is exclusive of the
barrier of 100 yards
Byker July 3rd 1786
Geo. Johnson
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September 2nd 1788
At the request of Messrs. Morrison, Campbell & co we have examined the present
state of Halbeath Colliery which we find as follows.
First with respect to the new winning we find the Engine pit sunk to the splint coal
which lays at a depth of forty five fathoms from the surface. A coal pit is also sunk
within three fathoms of this seam of coal at the distance of forty five yards from the
Engine pit. The sinking of this pit is now stopped by a large feeder of water got at a
gullet or cutter which the borehole could not contain. The borehole is now plugged up
but the water having found a passage through the stone to the Engine has risen to a
height of about twenty fathoms in said Engine pit.

We have examined a borehole to the north of the Engine about eleven chains, put
down to the depth of forty six fathoms where is found three workable seams of coal.
The first is 3ft. 9 ins. At the depth of twenty two fathoms and which will be
effectually won by the water level or delivery drift. The second is a coal 4ft. 9 ins.
With a band in the middle of three inches with a depth of twenty eight fathoms; the
third is a coal of 4ft. 9ins. High at the depth of forty five fathoms, these seams of coal
from the bores account are all good marketable seams of coal.
The coals that are got at present are from four pits considerably to the rise of the
present new winning and are working down to the deep of the colliery which is
drained by said new winning. The Engine which is now erecting will be completed in
about one month from this time; we would therefore recommend that as soon as the
water is drawn down which we suppose will be done in a few days after the engine
goes to work to sink down to the coal at the new or Bye Pit with all profitable
expedition that she be set to work double shift. From this pit we apprehend may be
raised seventy tons p day of the best coals which with the addition of fifty tons per
day from two of the best of the other pits now working will make the quantity per
annum 31000 tons but would advise to sink another pit to the west five hundred yards
from the first coal pit as soon as it is convenient as the coal from this pit will be
wrought considerably cheaper than it can from the present coal pit.
We have examined a plan laid before us by Robert Thompson and John Blenkinsop
for working the coal at the new pits and approve of the same, only we think the tubs
should be made to carry 2 ½ cwt. Instead of 4 cwt. And two of these tubs to be drawn
up the pit together, as the mode of sinking them we beg leave to recommend that now
made use at alloa (?).
We recommend boring the present trial hole to a depth of sixty fathoms….
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October 2nd 1788
In pursuance of an order from Mr Clayton we have carefully considered the present
state of Benwell Colliery and in order to ascertain the value thereof have examined
the several borings to a seam called or distinguished by the name of the Beaumont
seam and is now working in some of the collieries adjacent and appears to be the most
valuable one in that neighbourhood for as to the remains of the upper seams which
may possibly be in Benwell Estate, we do not consider them to have such
consequence for a place in this estimate.
We are informed that the whole of Benwell Lordship contains 1272 acres 0 R 15 P but
that a certain part thereof amounting ninety acres has been wrought from the
adjoining colliery of East Denton and the limits of these workings marked out by
bounder stones which run in a north east direction from Scotswood Bridge to the
turnpike road leading from Newcastle to Carlisle, in addition to which ninety acres we
are of opinion that a barrier of coal not less than sixty yards thickness ought to be left
on the south east side of this range of bounder stones as a security against the waste of
East Denton. That a barrier of the same thickness ought to be left against Kenton
Lordship and that another barrier of twenty yards thickness ought to be reserved
against Fenham Estate the property of William Orde Esq. the amount of those three
barriers will be 45 acres 0 R 13 P which added to the ninety acres already taken away
will make 135 0 15 the quantity of coal which will be deducted from the colliery will
leave 1137 0 0 to work, as we estimate this colliery to yield or afford forty seven Tens
of four thousand and forty bolls each p acre the estate will produce in all 53439 tons
of coals but as this quantity will be diminished 1/15 by the consumption of fire

engines pit fires etc. the neat quantity liable to pay rent will be 49876 2/5 which may
last working thirty seven or thirty eight years.
The number of tons here allowed the colliery no doubt appears small in comparison
with the quantity which is obtained from the same seam in the coal mines adjacent,
but when it is considered that the upper seams of coal in Benwell have all been
worked and filled with water and moreover than in all the outbursts and levels from
which this water issues feeders appears, we think it almost impracticable to work any
considerable part of the pillars in the Beaumont seam with safety at least it appears
very imprudent to attempt it until the whole mine is entirely wrought and taken away.
We are aware of another material disadvantage of the Colliery at Benwell being
situated to the full dip of East Denton in which place the greatest part of the
Beaumont Seam is wrought both in the whole mine and in the walls or pillars a
pressure of water to the height of several fathoms must be laid upon the West
Boundary of Benwell as soon as…..
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…Denton ceases to work in the Beamish seam which in all probability will be the
case in a very short space of time, and as we believe that a part at least of this water
will force or find a passage into Benwell Colliery where it will have to be drawn by
the Fire Engines we think in this point of view that Benwell Colliery is now of less
value than formerly.
It appears to us that the winning of this colliery cannot be effected for a less sum than
£4500 exclusive of the stock of work horses and materials and the charge of drawing
water afterwards must be very considerable besides the loss and trouble which a
lessee must sustain by guarding against inconveniences before mentioned so that upon
consideration of all these circumstances we are of opinion that the colliery cannot
afford at the utmost a greater Tentale rent than 25/- p ton nor a certain rent of more
than £1000 p annum for the quantity of 800 tons with liberty to make up shorts, and
we suppose that the rents of this colliery may be received at the following periods of
time reckoning from the commencement of a lease.
Tons
£ s d
First year------------------------------------------------------------ 00
0 0 0
Second year---------------------------------------------------------800
1000 0 0
Third year------------------------------------------------------------800
1000 0 0
From the third to the thirty seventh year at 1400 tons or}
£750 p annum }
47600
59500 0 0
Last half year ------------------------------------------------------676 2/5
845 10 0
49876 2/3 £62345 10 0
According to the above statement we find the present value of the colliery to be
£26400 to any purchaser who can work or let the colliery immediately.
Edw. Brown
Thos. Baines
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Gentlemen,
You are desired by the Lessees of St Anthony’s Colliery to answer the following 2
quarries to the best of your judgement and belief and the better to enable you to do so,
you are requested to descend the pits and examine the workings, plans, books and
accounts of said colliery.

Query 1st What state and condition is St Anthony’s colliery in at present and what
quantity of coals are they working or capable of working.
Ans. 1st We have carefully viewed the present workings of St Anthony’s colliery both
in the High and Low Main Coal Seams by descending to the former at Nightingale
pit, and to the latter at Restoration Pit which are now raising the following quantity of
coals viz.
xx
Chaldrons
Nightingale p day 28 score with a 22 peck corf which is p annum 8330 or 15720
Restoration p day 28 score with a 22 peck corf which is p annum 12495 or 12913
Total 12495 or 28633
We have made the necessary allowances in the above annual quantities for common
obstructions and it appears to us that the workings may be increased without
inconvenience to the following quantity.
xx
Chaldrons
Nightingale Pit 34 score p day or p annum---------------------------8330 or 19089
Restoration Pit------------------------------------------------------------6860 or 15720
Total 15190 or 34809
The present situation of the colliery warrants us to say that there is a probability of
exceeding the above quantity but scarce any of falling short of it.
Query 2nd What quantity or number of Tens of coals is there to work in Hewerth in
the High and Main Coal Seams that can or may be wrought or gotten, what is their
quality, are they fit for the London, Coast and Oversea trade and what prices are they
now sold at to the different markets.
Ans. 2nd St Anthony’s Estate alone contains 315 acres (barriers inclusive) and there
remains unwrought in the High Main Coal 20 acres of whole Mine at 70 tons of 440
bolls p acre will produce -----------------------------------1400 tons = 25666 chaldrons
In the walls or pillars 178 acres at 30 tons p acre-------5340 =
97900
6740 = 123566
The Low Main Coal in St Anthony’s Estate excepting small part wrought at the
Restoration Pit is entirely whole and at 54 Tens p acre upon 315 acres will afford
17010 tons = 311850 chaldrons.
Deduct the quantity already wrought 198 = 3630
16812 = 308220
23552= 431786
The above is the utmost that can be expected fro St Anthony’s Colliery but as it is
surrounded on all sides by collieries unopened in the Low Main Coal perhaps…
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If the vend is allowed to be 30000 chaldrons viz. 17000 from the Nightingale and
13000 from the Restoration in the following proportions, the profit will be as below.
Nightingale 11334 to London---@15/- p chaldron--------£8500 10 0
Do. ---------- 5666 Coastways---@ 12/- do.----------------£3399 12 0
Restoration—4333 to London--@ 15/- do.----------------£3249 15 0
Do.-------------8667 Coastways-@ 12/- do.----------------£5200 4 0
-------------------------------------------------------------------£20350 1 6
30000 chaldrons will cost working by calculation 12s 5d p chaldron £18625 0 0
Profit upon 30000 chaldrons------------------------------------------------£1725 1 0
In this last estimate we have excluded the small coals produced and brought to bank at
the different pits so that any quantity of them vended after paying for the colliery rent
and Leading is to be esteemed neat profit and added to the above sum of £1725 1 0

The above is our opinion according to the best of our judgement
James Ramsay
Jobez Watkin
John Ramsay
Saml. Barrass
John Gray
Thos. Barnes
Jn. Donnison
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Throckley Colliery February 1789
Messrs. Johnson Barnes and Walker
You are desired by the Lessees of Throckley Colliery to answer the following queries
viz.
Query 1st The best means of working the seams of coal at Throckley
Ans. 1st We conceive that the present mode is the best only we would recommend a
16 peck corf instead of the 14.
Query 2nd Whether you would advise drawing the coals by a machine or by horses, if
by a machine what plan would you recommend.
Ans.2nd We certainly advise that the coals be drawn by machine we also advise that
the common or reverse bucket wheel for that purpose and we are clearly of opinion
your present steam engine upon the Maria Pit is capable of drawing the coals from the
Maria and Rye pit and the water from the Splint Coal provided the water is to be
raised no higher than it is at present, but if it is to be lifted 23 fathoms above the
present delivery, then this Engine can only draw the coal from one pit as it appears
from the following calculation
Weight of water in pumps worked by the Maria Pit Engine 2816 lbs
Two setts of 20 in. pumps and thirty feet high each
8181
10997
Power of the cylinder at seven pounds to the inch
12666
But if the water is to be drawn 39 fathoms with a 9 inch bore
Will be-----------------------------------------------------------------6460
One 20 inch sett------------------------------------------------------4090
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 10550
Query 3rd What seam is best for the London and Coast markets.
Ans. 3rd The Splint Coal Seam is most assuredly the best for both markets, but we are
of opinion that if a Regulation in the coal trade should take place that the Engine
Seam mixt with the Splint Coal would do very well for the Coasting market.
Query 4th If the workings should be entirely confined to the Splint Coal Seam: and the
annual sea sale should be under contract of 12000 chaldrons what quantity of Splint
and Small Coal could be produced.
Ans. 4th On a vend of 12000 chaldrons of Main Coal there will be produced 3110
chas. Of good Splint and 1334 Chaldrons of Small Coals of both sorts and on a
quantity of 16000 chas. Of Main Coal there will be produced 4667 Chas. of good
splint and 3999 of small of both sorts.
Query 5th You are particularly desired to give an estimate including every expense of
laying the Splint Coal on bank and laying them on the staith or on board the keels.
Upon a vend of 12000 chaldrons
Laying them upon bank 7 s 03/4 p xx or £4 0 4 1/2 p ton
Wayleave leases taxes etc.-----------------£3 12 2

per ton into the keels----------------------£7 12 61/2
The above price is -------------------------- 8s 9d per chaldron
Fittage etc,-------------------------------------1s 41/2
--------------------------------------------------10s 11/2
Upon a vend of 16000 chaldrons
7s 103/4 or £4 9 9 ½ per ton
-----------------------------------------£3 7 11 do.
Per ton into the keels-------------------£ 7 17 81/2
The above price is-------------------------8s 9d per chaldron or 9s 1/2d per ton
Fittage etc.----------------------------------1s 41/2
-----------------------------------------------10s 5d
Wat-2-8-p40
Newcastle January 31st 1789
Gentlemen,
A misunderstanding having arisen between the lessors and lessees of St Anthony’s
Colliery relative to the winning of the Low Main Coal it is particularly by both parties
that you will be pleased to give your opinion and answer in writing to the following
question.
Quest. Is the Low Main Coal in St Anthony’s Colliery won agreeable to a clause
inserted in the present lease of said colliery, and are the lessees entitled to such sums
of money mentioned in such clause.
We are gentlemen your most obedient servants for the lessor Jon. Dennison for the
lessee Geo. Johnson.
(to Messrs. Barnes & Green)
Ans. We have viewed the said colliery and particularly the winning made at the
Restoration Pit, have also examined the clause in the present lease respecting the said
winning and are of opinion that it has been made agreeable thereto, and as such the
lessees are entitled to the sums of money specified in the clause to be paid by the
lessors.
Thos. Barnes
Geo Green
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Reference to the plan linings etc. made in Five quarter Coal Seam North Biddick
Colliery into that part where the trespass is made into Genl. Lambton’s Pensher
Estate. Fig, 1st represents the space and contents of coal comprehended between the
middle of the river (or Genl. Lambton’s boundary to the north) which is noted by a
yellow shaded line and a line shaded green at the extreme part of the workings from
the North Biddick Colliery, as proved by the linings made by Genl. Lambton’s
viewers.
I am of opinion that Genl. Lambton is entitled to a reasonable profit upon the whole
quantity of coal contained in the said fig. viz. 2486 chaldrons 1 boll such profit as his
Pensher Colliery may be supposed to clear when working in the Five Quarter Coal
Seam.
Fig, 2nd Represents the space and content between the middle of river (or Genl.
Lambton’s boundary to the north) and the line shaded green from the extreme part of
the workings from North Biddick Colliery as by information given to Genl.
Lambton’s agents.

I am also of opinion that Genl. Lambton is entitled to a reasonable profit upon the
whole quantity of coal contained in the said fig. viz. 5197 chaldron’s 1 boll except the
proportion of North Biddick Colliery will and do produce a plan of the workings in
the Five Quarter Coal Seam in that part of the colliery where by trespass as by
information is made, and should the representation of the working in the said
produced plan not exceed the boundary so that no trespass appears to have been made
in that part of Genl. Lambton’s Estate then Genl. Lambton should relinquish his claim
in the 2nd fig. having first an indemnity for the reparation or cost of any accidental
matter or thing that may eventually happen from any trespass made by the owners or
agents of North Biddick Colliery, in holing or in any other manner preventing him
from working and taking away the coal in that part of his estate contained within the
2nd Figure.
Reference to the plan and Linings in the Main Coal Seam North Biddick Colliery in
that part of the colliery where the trespass is made into Genl. Lambton’s Pensher
Estate .
Fig. 1 represents the space and content of the coal between the middle of the river (or
Genl. Lambton’s boundary to the north) which is comprehended between a yellow
and a green shaded line at the extreme part of the workings in North Biddick Colliery
as authenticated by linings made by Genl. Lambton’s viewer.
I am of opinion that Genl. Lambton is entitled to a reasonable profit upon the whole
quantity of coal contained within the said figure viz. 3935 chaldrons 8 bolls such
profit as may be supposed his Pensher Colliery will clear when working in the Main
Coal Seam.
Content of 1st fig. in the Five Quarter Coal Seam 2486 cha. 1 b. @ 2/- p £248 12 1
Do. of Do. In the Main Coal Seam 3935 cha. 8 b. @ 3/- p ----------------- £500 6 1
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------£838 18 1
Wat-2-8-p42
Having seriously examined and considered the several strata of stone and seams of
coal that has been bored through in Pallion Estate by Thos. Rawling and others find
by the boring accounts that the strata’s of stone and seams of coal bored through lays
at a great distance above all the seams of coal that has been wrought for sea sale in
any of the Collieries in the River Wear –And it is my opinion to the best of my
knowledge that the said seams of coal bored through in the first place in the Quarry at
the depth of 94 fathoms 1 yard 2 feet 3 ins. And the least seam of coal bored through
in the second place at the depth of 94F 1yd. 2ft. 3in. lays above the top main coal
seam 57 fathoms.
Fath Y
Feet In
The first borehole in deepness as above
83 0
0
9
To go further to the thill of the Three Quarter Coal
29 1
2
2
Depth to the thill of the Three Quarter Coal
112 1
2
11
Further to the thill of the Half Yard Coal
4 1
2
10
Depth to the thill of the Half Yard Coal
117 1
2
9
Further to thill of the Five Quarter Coal
10 0
1
0
Depth to the thill of the Five Quarter Coal
128 0
0
9
Further to the thill of the Main Coal
12 0
0
0
Depth to the thill of the main Coal
140 0
0
9
The Three Quarter Coal in height and thickness being mixed with slaty

Bands and grey metal
The Half Yard Coal in thickness
The Five Quarter Coal Do.
The Main Coal in Do.

2
0
0
1

0
0
1
0

1
2
0
0

8
1
9
0

May 18th 1790 Edw. Smith
Wat-2-8-p43
Newcastle June 5th 1790
We have perused an account of a boring made at Newton Moor in Ayrshire and have
examined Mr Wakes’ charges for completing the same, and after considering the
various difficulties he has had to encounter in the undertaking and skill and
application required to overcome those difficulties we are of opinion that Mr Wake is
entitled to the sum of three hundred and ninety nine pounds for his trouble and
expense including the carriage of rods and every other charge from the
commencement to the conclusion of the undertaking.
Geo. Johnson
Thos. Barnes
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Gateshead Park Colliery Aug 9th 1790
Mr Brandling proposes to purchase off Gateshead Park trustees ( when the Upper
Main Coal Seam ceases working) one of their Fire Engines which he intends to work
at his own expense and to raise the pumps in the Engine Pit ten fathoms above the
place where they now stand which will enable the Engine to deliver to Tyne level two
setts of pumps the bore of each sixteen inches in diameter; and as Mr Brandling has
one Fire Engine to spare at Felling with a pump of sixteen inches diameter he
presumes the one at Gateshead Park and his own will be sufficient to draw what
additional feeder of water may be got after the other two Engines at Gateshead Park
Colliery leaves off working provided the Tyne level drift was opened through
Gateshead Park and Claxton’s, which Mr Brambling intends to complete at his own
expense.
Mr Johnson, Mr Bedlington, Mr Hill, Mr Dodds, Mr Ramsay & Mr Dennison are
requested to give their opinion whether what is proposed can be done without
prejudiced to Gateshead park Colliery.
Gateshead Park Colliery August 16th 1790
We have perused the above proposal and queries and carefully considered the plans of
Gateshead Park Colliery and the course of the old Tyne level drift, and are of opinion
that Mr Brandling continuing to work one of the Fire Engines (when the Upper Main
Coal is worked out) and immediately opening out the said Tyne level drift through
Gateshead park Estate cannot prejudice Gateshead park Colliery provided the bottom
of said drift or level from Tyne be driven two feet below the thill of the Upper Main
Coal and properly secured.
Geo. Johnson
Chr. Bedlington
Will. Dodds
Jn. Ramsay
Jn. Dennison

The Walker lessees being satisfied that all the collieries lying to the dip of Felling are
materially interested in the execution of the plans suggested by Mr Brandling in his
proposition; have agreed in case the proprietors and lessees of St Anthony’s Biggs
Main and Walls End collieries will lend their aid to join Mr Brandling in the
execution of them: and with a strong persuasion of their expediency have urged Mr
Brandling at all events to procure the leases of the Fire Engine and water course from
the lessors and lessees of Gateshead Park and the rector of Gateshead to proceed in
opening out the old Tyne level drift ( on the immediate opening out of which the
whole scheme depends ) and have actually engaged to sustain one half of that expense
though no further measures shall be pursued.
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Having thus secured the power of completing the plans proposed for obviating the
common danger, it remains for them to state to what extent they will contribute to the
expense of executing them.
First- they will sustain the expense in completing the opening of the Tyne level and
the purchase alteration and repair of the fire engine of Gateshead Park beyond what
Mr Brandling proposed to pay, beyond which they will probably incur a charge of
£1800 at least.
Secondly- They will contribute to the charge of carrying on the plan estimated in his
proportions at £1390 p annum in the yearly sum of £400.
Thirdly- Towards the barrier rent of £1000 p annum if it shall arise the yearly sum of
£400. Or if the £500 Barrier rent should take place the yearly sum of £200.
Upon adding the above sum to those offered by Mr Brandling it would appear there
remains to complete the annual expense of carrying on the works at Gateshead Park
the yearly sum of £680 only.
To complete the payment of the first Barrier rent the sum of £600 p annum only. And
to complete the payment of the second Barrier rent the sum of £300 per annum.
Supposing then the estimates of the expenses in Mr Brandling’s propositions to be
correct the proprietors and lessees of St. Anthony’s Wallsend and Biggs Main
Colliery will have to sustain a charge of £680 per annum or £300 p annum as the case
shall happen. But if they should object to rely on the estimates the lessees of Walker
will for themselves and their representatives become responsible to Mr Brandling for
the execution of what he requires, whilst they continue to work Walker Colliery if the
proprietors of St Anthony’s Wallsend and Biggs Main Collieries will be responsible
to them for the regular payment of any of the three sums of £680 £600 or £300 which
may become due during the aforesaid time.
The lessees of Walker in consideration of the great risk as well as the great share of
expense they have taken upon themselves expect that any abatement of rent or other
considerations allowed by the Dean and Chapter to Mr Brandling shall be applied as a
part of their contribution to any of the purposes before mentioned. They will deem it
necessary to require that the lessees of St Anthony’s Colliery will agree to the follow
covenants in working their collieries.
First. To leave the barrier of coal now standing next the Felling Colliery, the drowned
waste of Old Byker and Walker Hill Colliery in their present state and the frame dams
in the latter as they are now fixed.
Secondly. To grant permission to the Walker lessees to fix one or more additional
frame dams in the outstroke made through the last mentioned barrier.
Thirdly. To give them leave to work a fire engine for drawing water out of the said
colliery when lessees cease to work the same if they shall think it necessary.

The necessity of an immediate decision on this subject will appear from the
concluding part of Mr Brandling’s propositions.
Walker Office
19th February 1791
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August 1791
We state the following as our opinion of the present situation of Gateshead Park and
Felling collieries as they stand connected with each other and the collieries on the
north side of the Tyne going through to the dip thereof.
Gateshead Park Colliery is now working but nearly finished in the Upper Main Coal
Seam and when the lessees of that colliery quit their present situation to make a
winning of the Low Main Coal all the present workings (unless means are used to
prevent it) must unavoidably be drowned or filled with water.
The colliery next immediately adjoining Gateshead Park is Felling, one part of which
lies under the freehold estate of Chas. Brandling and the other is held by him by lease
from the Dean and Chapter of Durham. That these two collieries do communicate
with each other is a fact well ascertained and sufficiently described in Mr Brandling’s
propositions and we are satisfied that the communication is of such a nature as to
preclude the possibility of working the collieries of Felling and Heworth to profit after
the Gateshead Park engines cease to draw the High Main Coal water, for if the water
of Gateshead Park is allowed to fill up the workings of that colliery it must
unavoidably find an open passage into Felling and we are of opinion that the Engines
now erected or any other that the profits of Felling or Heworth enable Mr Brandling
to erect must be overpowered with water and in consequence all the workings and
whole coal of these two collieries in the present winning must of necessity be
drowned.
If before this event happens Mr Brandling should remove his eastern barrier in his
freehold colliery which boundary’s upon St Anthony’s colliery will most probably be
under the necessity of abandoning their property and suffer the whole of their shafts
and workings to be filled with the water which they are no longer able to draw.
We think this event probable and have next to state the effect which such a change in
St Anthony’s Colliery which may produce upon Walker which we cannot consider
effectually separated from St Anthony’s either by the frame dams or the barriers left
for that purpose and as the water in its progress eastwards must press with
concentrated force. If these should fail to resist the pressure of water ( and they cannot
reasonably be expected to resist it) Walker Colliery (at least the north part of it) must
be drowned.
Walker Colliery being drowned we are of the opinion that Biggs Main, Heaton and
Wallsend particularly the last will be in much hazard from the water forcing or
finding a passage into them, either at the shafts, the barriers or both. Our reason for
thinking the danger at Wallsend greater than that of the other two collieries is that
Biggs Main is defended on the side of Walker by a barrier of sixty yards in thickness
and Heaton will be defended by a barrier of eighty yards in thickness whereas the
barrier between Wallsend and Walker is in one place only about twenty five yards in
thickness and where it is now – yards it may be reduced by the lessees of Walker to
near---yards, and Wallsend lying to the full dip of Walker the pressure of water
against its barrier will be greater than against anyone we have named in the course of
this enquiry.

Walker-2-8-p47
Whitehaven February 22nd 1791
Gentlemen,
You as professional men are desired to give your opinion to the following questions.
I am Sirs
Your very humble servant
John Bateman
Quest 1. Suppose the coal in Lady, Harras and North pits at Wringill to be nearly
wrought out on the east side of Lady pit south dyke and that a body of coal of an
uncertain magnitude laid to the south of that dyke and to the dip of that colliery
present winning and which coal could not be worked to profit on account of the great
expense in leading water to the level of George pit machine with tram horses and
supposing in Duke pit the water level lays at a small depth below the coal to the south
west and also to the dip of Lady pit water level, what method of mining or operation
would a skilful miner to work the coal so to the dip of Lady pit, taking into
consideration that Duke pit and other pit waters were not sufficient to constantly
empty Saltom fire engine.
Ans.1st We are of opinion that the works carried on to the south west of Lady pit south
dyke to prove or examine the coal there were exceedingly proper, and the attempt to
win this coal from Duke pit first by a stone drift from Norway dyke in Prior band till
it intersected the Six Quarter coal below the said band by drifting to the rise of
colliery, and there to continue North Water level course till it cut the Lady pit dip
work, appear to be the most effectual method.
Quest 2nd Notwithstanding the magnitude coal to the dip of Lady pit water course
being uncertain was it not a prudent measure to drive a trial drift towards Duke pit to
find the magnitude and importance of that coal.
Ans. 2nd It appears to us proper as answered in the first question.
Quest. 3rd Does it appear that such trial drifts are made as becomes a skilful miner
and are or are not trial drifts a usual and proper proceeding mining & for what
reasons.
Ans. 3rd So far as we can judge from the plans and drifts we have had an opportunity
of examining they are exceeding proper. Trial drifts are absolutely necessary, as
without them you meet every Trouble or accident unprepared, consequently you can
never be upon any certainty of working a fixed quantity annually. They are also
necessary in most collieries for draining the coal of water and inflammable air.
Quest 4th Supposing in the pit called the Duke pit the whole coal on the west side of
Norway coal to be worked out or exhausted, and that a field of coal lay on the east
side of that dyke under the township of Whitehaven and under the White Park field at
a depth about seventy fathoms at the outset, what conduct would you adopt to reap the
benefit of that coal.
Ans.4th We would have proceeded with drifts as have already been attempted in order
to have proved the certainty of such a field of coals.
Quest 5th If you are of opinion a trial drift was a proper measure, and if upon that trial
you found the coal to rise so extremely quick under the town that in some parts the….
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… depth from the surface was not more than twenty two fathoms, what under such
circumstance would you have done in regard to working the Prior Band seam of coal

under the town or was it proper and safe trial drifts towards the eastwards under the
town towards the White Park.
Ans. 5th We would not have advised working the coal by any means under the town at
that depth without leaving the pillars eighteen yards square as is now practised here
when working under the sea, but we are very clear one or two trial drifts might have
been taken under the town without the least possible danger.
Quest. 6th If you are of opinion that it was improper to work the coal under the town at
so small a depth what would you have done in regard to the coal laying under the
White park etc. and at what depth would you have apprehended the Main Band seam
of coal to have been laid below the surface at a place on the east side of the road
leading thro’ said White park and at about one hundred and fifty yards from the north
east hedge; whether would the same in your apprehension have been a desirable pit.
Ans. 6th This question appears to use to have been fully answered except as to the
advantage of a pit in the White Park which would most certainly have been a very
desirable thing at that depth.
Quest. 7th Under a consideration of the circumstances relating to communicating these
two pits viz. Lady and Juke pit, to Norway coal in the river was not a proper measure
independent of the idea of communicating the water of these pits?
Ans. 7th It certainly was a sufficient inducement to make the trial.
Quest 8th Also upon the consideration of the fact of Mr I Spedding the late steward
having about fifteen years ago drifted into this field of coal to the east from Duke pit,
and from having to leading upbanks, nearly in the same direction with the present trial
drift, and considering that Mr Carlisle Spedding his father and predecessor in office
had about forty three years ago attempted to sink a pit in the meadow ( which had he
not been frustrated in by heavy sand springs) must in its workings have pricked the
drowned waste that has lately been discovered; would you have not concluded or
imagined that any and what tract of coal to the east of Duke pit was or not drowned
with water or what would you have judged concerning the same considering at the
same time that the Record Plan of Whitehaven Collieries do not state any workings to
be there.
Ans. 8th From the acknowledged abilities of the late Mr Speddings and the various
trials (that appear by the old plans to have been made by these gentlemen it appears to
us highly improbable they could expect any drowned wastes in the Prior Band, about
Michael Lane George’s Street etc etc. therefore had they not been frustrated in their
trials and attempts they must assuredly have holed into the same old works many
years ago.
Quest 9th How would you have conducted yourselves as stewards of Lord Lonsdale
upon the late alarming accidents happening to the town in the sinking or settling of….
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…the old shafts and cracking of houses in regards to the filling up those old pits and
endeavouring to prevent the commission of damages, and is it not a proper measure to
dig an air shaft in the White parks to examine the hollow works lately discovered
under the town.
Ans. 9th It was certainly proper to fill up these old pits as expeditiously as possible,
it was also necessary to sink a pit to examine the state of the old works.
Quest 10th Was it or not a proper measure to turn the water of Duke St. back another
way to prevent any danger of being let into the colliery by the chinks or now cracks
made in the earth it running over a part of the supposed hollow works; and as the arch
under a part of Duke Street which is the general water course, upon examining it was

nearly filled with gravel, was it not right to clear it out as soon as possible, to examine
if the arch, side walls or bottom pavement was cracked or shrunk.
Ans. 10th We think the measure was highly proper both as to changing the course of
the water and also of cleaning out Duke Street water course.
Quest.11th Considering that by means of discovering the drowned waste, the object of
gaining a new pit in the White Park in the Prior Band is lost and by that the object of
communicating the water of Lady and Duke pits, is very much lessened and that as a
great part of the coal under Whitehaven lays so near the surface as to be improper to
be worked will it or not be prudent to drown Duke Pit with a view to prevent the coal
from being worked at any future period under the town, and also for the better safety
of the part already affected and by such a measure a very great annual saving would
be made in the working of Salton Fire Engine, as all the waters to the north of Salton
great downcast dyke would be pent up in its own hollow work; and in such a case
what device could be substituted as a means for working the coal to the dip of Lady
Pit water level to the southwest to most advantage.
NB The perpendicular altitude of the water before it would serve into the sea would
be about seventy fathoms above the dam.
Quest 12th As the workings to the northwards of Salton Fire Engine communicate
with those to the southward by only one drift or aperture of about six feet square
where the strata is a strong white freestone clear of beds or points, now would you
advise that the water produced in those workings to the northward be stopped from
running to Salton Engine by frame dams, if so, of what kind and construction, how
many dams, and at what distance from each other and how filled up between the
dams?
Ans. 11th & 12th These questions are of such consequence as to require much more
time than we can possibly give them now, but shall take that business into our most
serious consideration at the first opportunity.
Quest. 13th Are you of the opinion that the accidents would or would not have
happened in some and what period of time hereafter in the magnitude (except as to the
sinking of the earth in the old pits) from the water once confined in this old hollow
works oozing thro’ the coal under Whitehaven into Duke pit hollow works, ever since
Mr Spedding about fifteen years ago as above stated drowned (?)……
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…. A drift into the new spread or field of coal since continued and holed into the old
hollow works, where the field of water coming out of the places pricked is now nearly
all the water passing through the trial drifts, no water worth mentioning comes fro
any other place and the water in the Duke Pit is now as little or less than before the
accident.
Ans. 13th We are clearly of opinion that had the water filtered or oozed through the
coal into the deep works, that it would have affected the houses, we apprehend
however that it would not have been in the same degree as letting it off by holing.
Our reason for thinking so is obvious that the water running off or discharging itself
with such violence would less or more disturb the pillars and rubbish.
Quest 14th What are your ideas of the present safety of the town, and can anything be
done with a view to add security to the part affected more than is done and what is
your opinion at large of the future danger or safety of the inhabitants or buildings of
the affected part? Do ye in the course of your practice know of any village or houses
that have suffered from the same cause and what are the state of those houses now;
and how long is since such accident happened, and as you have been desired to view

the old waste near where it was lately holed, and also in the shaft lately sunk; please
to say what state you found the strata in, and what is your opinion of the extent of
these hollow works under the town?
Ans.14th In order to answer this question we went in at the Gins Bear Mouth thro’
Parker and Pedley and part of Duke pit old works, after passing this trial drifts in the
Norway field of coal, we went into and strictly examined the old works lately holed
into, so far as could be explored ( the distance being about fifty yards) Then we were
entirely prevented from extending our researches by great Falls and setts, we waited
here in silence with much attention as considerable time, to hear if there were any
stones falling or any kind of stirring beyond those Falls or setts, but heard not the least
noise whatever; therefore are very confident that that part at present is entirely at rest.
We then came to bank and went down a pit lately sunk in White Park for the purpose
of airing and examining the state of the old Waste or Works; at the bottom of this pit
found a general and firm sett or seat had taken place; from the compacting of the
crushed strata; it did not appear to us that this sett or seat had taken place when the
holing into the old works was made but at some considerable time anterior to it. We
perambulated the grounds in White Park, examined the present state of the houses
streets and gardens affected by the falling in of the ground, and old pits, to enable us
to judge of the extent of the setts or seat, and to give us an idea of the state of the old
Waste or works and from the whole are of opinion as follows. First that there has been
formerly a general sett or seat in these old works ( except in the water course against
the whole coal as already been mentioned which was upstanding…..
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… for fifty yards, and perhaps it was to a much greater extent than before the accident
happened) and while they remained in that state the houses and grounds were in
perfect safety. Secondly this sett or seat has been altered by the violence of the water
running through it, by removing a part of the broken or crushed strata, from the rise
parts to the dip; this may be more easily conceived when we consider that the same
particular strata were reduced almost into a fluid state, in consequence of this
alteration in the old works a second sett or seat has taken place and should it be a
general one all danger is past, and that its appearance is in favour of its being so,
every professional man will admit, yet our researches into the old works have been so
much confined that we dare not take upon us to say it absolutely is so. We would
recommend to have some trial made to get over the first falls; and setts, and which
would give an opportunity of judging with more accuracy.
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Byker May 2nd 1791 near Newcastle Upon Tyne Northumberland
Gentlemen,
You are desired to be in readiness to leave this place immediately for Warsaw and
from that to the Polish Nobleman’s according to the enclosed instructions letters of
credit and the following regulations for the purpose of searching for coal in the Polish
dominions.
Upon arriving at the place of destination you are desired to deliver your letters of
passport or credit to the Nobleman in whose employment you are engaged and to
obtain such information from the most intelligent of his friends and countrymen
which will enable you to for accurate notions respecting the soil, the situation and the
natural productions of the Country you visit. After forming distinct plans respecting
the perambulations you are to make and the necessary implements you must have for

that purpose you must request grounds and assistants to accompany and aid you both
respecting the rout you should take and also to specify the limits or boundary of the
ground you are desired to examine. Besides those appointed to aid and guard you an
intelligent person in the natural history of the Country and also in its particular
Geography will be indispensable. This is a matter of utmost IMPORTANCE. The
objects of the first two classes of men are to guard your person from insult either from
rational or irrational animals and also to aid you in uncovering the tops of mountains ,
in getting proper and convenient passages etc. But the object of the last person alluded
to will be to give you in general a knowledge of the peculiar natural history of the
country and particularly immediate information respecting the different strata in a
chemical and geographical point of view. Great good sense should be employed to
derive proper benefit from a person of the above description. The rock young
adventurers split upon in such a measure is that of rashness and precipitancy. In my
opinion such a person should be procured if possible at Warsaw if you cannot be
made certain of him in the interior part of the country. When you have procured such
a person a point of utmost consequence to success in your attempt remains to be well
ascertained. You must like me who have an important trust committed to them
cautiously, slowly and most steadily, let every step you take be the result of the most
cool and deliberate enquiry. Your success will very much depend on the very outset
you make. If you rush headlong into the country the judicious part of your observers
will deem you thoughtless and your experience upon issue will consistent with such
rashness will convince you that precipitancy is not the road to discovery particularly
in so serious an undertaking which will render your names famous in both Poland and
England, or on the contrary you will be laughed at and scouted by foreigners and
condemned by your own countrymen. It is neither the pleasure nor the emolument you
are to receive from such a jaunt that ought to engage your thoughts. It is the good or
harm you will do to the Nobleman who employs…
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…you to me who has picked and chosen you for that undertaking and to your
countrymen who must as Englishmen be interested in every step you take in business;
which is not to be a private business but on the contrary solemnly considered in a
public and national point of view.
I have been thus ample upon your mission in order to impress you both with the
necessity, the indispensable necessity of great, of particular caution and prudence in
the whole of this business but especially in the first and general arrangement of your
rout without very particular care in your outset you will be bewildered; and if so what
service can be expected from you?
You ought to remember independent of motives I have already adduced ( to impress
you with the nature of your present undertaking) another remains to be produced
which I am convinced will operate more unpon your minds than any things I have
already said and as your friend your well wisher as well as your director let me not
only command you but also intreat you to pay a strict and conscientious attention to it.
It is this—should there really be coal in Poland and you by your precipitancy should
not find it, think what will be the consequences. There are only two consequences;
both of which will be equally unfavourable to your reputation. First it may happen
that the Prince entertaining a high opinion of your professional abilities will be
imduced to give up every expectation of finding coal and by that means deprive his
country and thousands of poor wretches of the comforts of such a useful necessity of
life. Or should he possess penetration enough to perceive that you have been

precipitate in the business he (for he is a wise and generous Prince) may be induced to
commission through a different channel others in your profession, who if they possess
solid qualifications may prove that your researches were the results of rashness
instead of deliberation. But this is not all—the contempt and censure will not be
confined to you—it will involve the most serious manner both on my merit and
professional character for whatever ideas you may entertain on this subject you may
rest assured the public will have only one; and it will be this: that not withstanding:
my situation is such in this Country that it gives me as great if not a greater
opportunity of securing adequate persons for such an undertaking as any man in it, yet
I was so weak (or perhaps villainous) that I would send you on a national business
because I was in habits of intimacy with you without the requisites of common sense
and prudence. And independent of the sting which such an insinuation would give to
my character it is not probable that it would be the means of preventing Gentlemen
and Noblemen from making similar applications to me as that now made and of
course of my loosing the confidence of the public. These surely are serious attacks
upon duty, upon interest and upon professional and moral character—not merely
yours but my character is at stake—which I would not have tainted for all of the
Polish dominions. But if you do not execute your mission properly and should you
any glaring inconsistency approve in your conduct it will whatever you suppose to the
contrary fall with double….
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…force on my reputation for the world will deem one amenable in a great measure for
your conduct. A circumstance which ought to convince you that I must have
entertained a very high opinion of you both indeed I would otherwise, I would not
have given you an appointment which enables you either “to filch from my good
name” or do me credit as your friend and master.
I cannot help remarking for your benefit, that is very likely that your attention in a
foreign country may be divided by the curiosities which may occur in your
perambulations. For instance botanic curiosities and natural curiosities etc. etc. The
great object should be kept in view; without allowing any inferior quality to direct the
attention from it. The manufactories etc. ought not to be allowed to take up any
principal part of your time.
The next thing to be attended to is your commerce with the inhabitants, viz. your
manners and deportment—great caution and a studied reserve tempered with the
greatest good nature and civility ought to characterise your conduct and address. You
ought to show every attention in your power to the inhabitants in general and the
greatest civility, respect and act of address to those who are appointed as your
attendants. The Poles have feelings and weakness as well as all others. They are like
most of the lower classes of men, full of deceit and revengeful to strangers. And
exercise the most unwarrantable notions in point of morality respecting the treatment
to strangers. They in general deem them proper and fair subjects of resentment and
plunder. If therefore without just cause they believe it is no crime to plunder you of
your property, what will they not do supposing you give them real cause of
displeasure. This ought to be carefully avoided, all rude people are jealous of their
women and women have been and are of course the great causes of feuds and
animosities among them. Murder I such cases is often the consequence. This is
serious danger and when cause is given as certain as it is serious –the reflection is
obvious—avoid given cause for such jealousies.

The Poles we are told are great drinkers you ought therefore to be particularly guarded
both as to the quality and quantity of the liquor you use. This is a dangerous rock to
split upon. A drunken man at home is supposed to encounter great danger. But an
intoxicated stranger amongst barbarous people is surely on the brink of destruction.
The people you will chiefly be with are of the lower order. In the higher classes.
Drunkenness ought equally to be avoided, not from the same fears, but from the
offence it invariably gives to people in high life—particular attention ought to be paid
to the value of your time. It is bought therefore it ought to be carefully delivered to the
service of its owner. Particular caution ought to be used to avoid excessive expenses
either in travelling or while you are in the country. This will recommend you to all
parties –In meeting with the Prince or any of the higher orders of the Poles do not
attempt to assume the manners of polished…
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…gentlemen but be plain and respectful; say little and hear as much from them as
possible. Should he invite you to dine with him previous to your perambulations, you
ought to avoid it, giving for answer that you wish to dedicate all the time you had to
getting every local information and informing proper maps etc. of the country. But
that on having finished the business you will do yourselves that honour.
If you succeed in your researches amply you may upon that occasion dine with the
Prince. He will then have no disposition to dissect you by minute and cross
conversations, but will be inclined without taking that trouble to suppose (because
you have found coal) you are two men equal to the business you have been sent out
upon.
Impressed with the propriety of the aforesaid and similar precautions which your own
judgements will advance you may proceed to make researches for coal guided by your
map and instructions. The following directions which if attended to will enable you to
proceed upon tried and approved principles.
First. Having obtained such knowledge of the country as will enable you to draw an
eye plan of the district to be explored delineating the hills and dales with their heights
and distances you must next carefully take the dip and rise of the strata, which may be
found therein.
Secondly. The barrier and rocky mountains must carefully be examined. Should any
coal appear on the sides of these mountains a boring should be made at a place where
the cover above such coal will be about ten fathoms. If it is found that the coal
increases in thickness another boring where said coal lays about twenty fathoms
should be made. Or should the stratum of coal be very promising at the first borehole,
it may be advisable to sink to it, and drift in it instead of boring the second hole of
twenty fathoms.
Thirdly. In perambulating the country examine everything with great care of water
you meet with for great discoveries having been made by small pieces of coal having
been found in springs. These pieces of coal separate from the stratum and are washed
down into the lower springs by the force of the current. Upon finding such pieces of
coal if the country is level you should go considerably to the rise of the colliery to
make the first trial by boring taking care you do not go beyond the coal ( which you
are supposed to be acquainted with from examining the strata in some adjacent places
and comparing with those here). The depth of this borehole must be regulated by your
own discretion. For if the stratum strongly indicates coal you will be induced to go to
a greater depth than you would otherwise have gone. But if the symptoms are
unfavourable you will naturally leave of here and go further to the rise before you

make another trial. Should a large hill be found in that direction great care should be
taken to examine its opposite side for an outburst. This may be done by short
boreholes from the summit of said hill to the bottom. In consequence of failing in
these borings one may be….
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…made at the bottom of the hill to a greater height.
Fourthly. Should you be unsuccessful in your researches in the search for coal in the
declivities in mountains and their summits, and the springs you have met with there is
no other method remaining but that of boring. Previous to boring a considerable depth
you will find it advisable to ascertain the depth of the stone head by three boreholes in
the form of a right angled triangle containing from ten to twenty acres of ground or as
much as will best suit the place intended for making experiments; by taking the depth
of these holes and a surface level a judgement may be formed of the dip and rise of
the strata. By this measure you will have it in your power to fix the place of the
principal hole in the best situation which in general must be on the lower ground,
unless you find quicksands or any particular place in the lower grounds where the
stratum has been washed away. In this case you must make your situation such as will
free you from inconveniences of such sand or washes. A borehole being placed in an
eligible situation the boring should be carried forward with expedition and vigour. It
would be premature in me to appoint a certain depth to be bored and no deeper, as I
have said before depend upon the strata you meet with and your own discretion. If
coal metals and thin seams of coal be found you ought to be induced to go as deep as
the seam of coal, if found, will indemnify the expense of winning and working the
same with reasonable interest for the capital advanced in such an undertaking.
Although I have advised to make several trial borings if occasion requires yet I am
aware that your time in Poland will not permit you to make many or go to a great
depth with one. But I will expect you to make such borings (if necessary) as will
enable you to say with a great degree of certainty that there is or is not coal within a
few fathoms of the surface, and if that latter that your trial will be such as to
determine you to fix upon a place for a ground trial borehole. It ought to be strictly
attended to and remembered that should striking symptoms of coal and even coal
itself be discovered you ought carefully to avoid given any intimation thereof until
you have formed a perfect knowledge of it; in such case you must make a point of
carrying your report in the most private matter to the Prince previous to speaking of it
to any other person or persons whatsoever. It will perhaps be advisable to make Mr
McNab the channel of your conveying such a report. Lastly I desire after you have
made the necessary perambulations and an eye plan on the country and absolutely
necessary to begin bore fix upon your place for making such trials, let Mr Allen begin
immediately to make them in the most accurate manner. And while this is doing let
Mr Grey be endeavouring to make new discoveries.
To Messrs Allen and Grey
Geo. Johnson
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May 3rd 1791
At the request of Sir Henry Liddell and partners and also of Matt. Bell Esq. & Co. we
yesterday went down the pit called the Bigge Pit of Long Benton Colliery which is
eighty two and a half fathoms in depth. We there found a creep which is making a
rapid progress to the shaft having advanced already to the walls adjoining.

After examining the workings as far south and east as the creep and water allowed us
to go; we found that there were at various parts falls brought on by the creep; and at
other places the thill was thrown up, and the pillars much crushed which are in
general about seven yards in thickness. We also particularly examined the air course
bords southward; and also the wagon way leading to the east; and found that the
presence of the creep is very powerful on the air course bords and others, both east
and west and some of those leading to the wagon way. The wagon way is in our
opinion of very great danger from the creep. We therefore recommend that the
different bords and openings for twenty yards, north south east and west all about the
shaft (the wagon way only excepted) be made solid with good stones taken from
bank; and that the back headways next the wagon way and those bords which appear
to be affected to the south leading towards it be also filled up in the aforesaid manner.
We are clearly of opinion that the air courses cannot be kept open: therefore advise
that the shaft be secured immediately and afterwards the wagon way according to the
aforementioned plan.
Signed
Wm. Dodds Thos. Dodds, Ja. Ramsay Sober Watkin John Johnson Mark Scott Ra
Hope x his mark
Gentlemen having taken into our consideration the present alarming state of the Bigge
pit in Willington Colliery we beg leave to lay before you the following requisitions.
1st That you will permit the outstroke drift from the workings in Long Benton Colliery
to the Bigge Pit in Willington Colliery to remain open until such time as the said
Bigge pit shaft at the bottom shall be effectually secured as the nature of the business
will admit, until a brattice shall be put in the said shaft from top to bottom for the
purpose of conveying the air down said pit and into the workings of the same when
occasion shall require.
We apprehend that the time needed for securing the shaft at the bottom would be
about ---months.
2nd If after the above work is completed you should think it advisable to put a frame
dam into the aforementioned outstroke drift it is requested you will allow a pipe to go
through the said dam for carrying off the water, to prevent the said pit from being
drowned.
To the Owners of Long Benton Colliery
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West Denton Colliery May 10th 1791
Large quantities of small coals having accumulated at this colliery which cannot be
disposed of by the lessees without a very great loss.
We therefore have been requested by Mr Geo. Johnson to descend the pit examine the
colliery plan and give our opinion whether these coals can be stowed underground or
not, likewise to make an estimate what the colliery may be wrought for.
To that end we examined workings and find there are great objections against such
proceedings; not withstanding we are clearly of opinion that after making a fair
allowance for what may be consumed at the Engine, Runs, and workmen’s fire coals
the remaining quantity may with propriety be stowed underground without being
injurious to the colliery.
We have also made a calculation what the coals may be laid upon the Staith for
according to the best of our judgement and belief.
Wat-2-8-p59

The Report or View of Messrs. Allen and Grey of the Coal and Minerals found on the
Estate of Krischewice
The hills which surround the plain on which Krischewice stands are (so far as we can
observe) composed of a light coloured limestone which is called in England an
indurated chalk. It is universally allowed to make the best of lime when properly
burnt. This limestone is particularly plentiful along the small ridge of mountains,
rising at the little lake north east of this village, and running south west passing within
a small distance of Krischewice and terminating at a very steep declivity, near which
is established a Brewery. All the hills laying behind the aforementioned ridge towards
the Vistula and on which Tenchin Castle stands abounds with the same species of
limestone.
At a small distance from the Brewery upon the roadside which leads to Techineck
stands a small hill composed of Coarse Gritstone which is very good for making
millstones for making grain. There is also a species of this stone to be found here fit
for making grindstones of, for common use and also for sharpening edge tools and
building of houses. This mount is the only place on this Estate on which we have
observed stone of this species in a collected body.
Those ridges or hills which skirt the village and run from east to north east in a north
and north west direction towards Silesia are composed of a marble of the same species
with that worked at Dembnick; this we have remarked particularly in the Vale of
Conoent and also on the banks of that valley which leads from this village towards
Navodrodeck. It is highly probable that there is in the neighbourhood of this Valley
towards Olcutz Lapis Calamisnans a substance much used in the making of brass.
The coal is found to the south east of the gritstone mount near the Brewery both good
in quality and quantity. The strata is about two feet six inches in height. It consists of
two different kinds of coal which are both very good both in quality and quantity. The
upper species is called a splint coal; it is of a compact and hard texture burns well and
leaves when consumed a light coloured ash resembling much the ashes of wood. In
Scotland and many parts of England it is generally adopted as the most preferable coal
for the use of their various kilns. The under stratum is called Free Coal it is of a more
loose and brittle texture; it is however of a richer quality and is universally used for
the glassworks, forges, the various manufactories of hardware distilleries breweries
etc. and also for making the cinders which is used for the purpose of drying malt and
in foundaries of cast iron and brass. All the tract from Phillipovits to the …..
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…southward passing under and between the hills under which stand the castle of
Tenchen and that near the brewery and from that down to the River Vistula is in our
opinion a coal country; or in no other words coal may be found in every part of it, for
upon visiting the Vistula we found there and in other parts of said ground the very
same strata of stone which we had got above the coal.
In sinking to the coal we have found a strata of ironstone of excellent quality but of no
great importance from want of its thickness: But we have also met with an excellent
stratum of fireclay; this clay is peculiarly adapted to bear heat; and it is used in
England for building all furnaces in glass works, foundaries and other works where
great and continued fires are necessary. There are two other outbursts of coal which
we are now putting to trial and which may probably furnish us with further proofs of
the natural history of this estate.

Great quantities of flintstones are found on the hills in the neighbourhood of
Krischewice besides making flints for the use of guns it is much used in England and
Scotland as a principal ingredient in all cream coloured and porcelain like
earthernwares.
We cannot help giving it as our opinion that this estate from the advantages it
possesses from the abovementioned productions from the fine streams of water it
abounds with necessary for working all kinds of machinery: from its nearness to the
River Vistula and its central situation both for home and foreign markets render it one
of the most promising places we have seen for manufactories and commerce.
The surest way we humbly believe for introducing manufactories is that which the
inhabitants of Scotland have invariably adopted with the Englishmen; they have given
great encouragement to the English to settle amongst them and those branches of
manufactories of which the Scots were ignorant they secured handsome premiums
and salaries to such agents as were well recommended from England in point of
character and abilities to communicate their discoveries.
Having thus given our opinion respecting the quality of the coal in particular and the
minerals which are on this estate in general, we beg leave to remark that the history of
the business of coal divides itself into three great parts viz.
First….that of finding the coal
Secondly that of forming an estimate whether it is when found worth working and….
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Thirdly. The carrying such measures into execution as may be most proper for that
purpose.
First…..To point out the methods to discover coal would here prove both tedious and
unnecessary, we have only to observe on this point that coal has been discovered by
accident in general.
Secondly…In order to form a safe and proper judgement whether coal so found may
be worked to advantage, the following points must be attended to.
First. What depth the coal must be worked. Secondly what quantity of water will in all
human probability be met with. Thirdly What covering or roof the coal has. Fourthly.
What are the prices of materials and labour necessary to be used in the winning of a
colliery and lastly what quantity may be wrought under certain stipulated quantities
and whether there is a sufficient market for such a quantity.
Experience has taught coal miners that coal is often found of good quality yet from its
affinity with rotten strata or its proximity to great quantities of water it has been found
unadvisable to risk the expense of winning it. In the first case where the roof or cover
of coal is rotten or insufficient great expense is incurred in order to support it and on
the other hand when the quantity of water is excessive the expense of erecting
Engines for the purpose of drawing it too often exceeds the quantity of coal to be
obtained. Every useful material has its purpose. The immediate purpose of coal is
consumption and the great object of working coal is to render the profits arising from
the consumption more than equivalent to the necessary expenses of labour and costs.
But it sometimes happens when the demand at market is not great or when a price of
coal in country is low that the coal where wrought to a great depth incurs more
expense than it can defray. Hence the necessity of having clear and estimates of the
price of labour of materials etc etc. and of the quantity which can be disposed off at
market.
Thirdly…It is only after the quality of coal is ascertained and more particularly after
these various cases are well and thoroughly weighed upon sure grounds that the

experienced miner sets seriously to work on the winning of collieries. A department
which requires that the director or agent must be well acquainted with Mechanics with
the qualities of Iron and Wood with the qualities of air etc. and with accompts.
In the application made to Mr Johnson by Mr Anderson a fundamental error existed
for instead of applying for a person adequate to perform what is included in the
second department, his application was for the purpose of…
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…searching for coal upon a very extensive territory. Of course Mr Johnson assured
him that one person is unequal to such an undertaking. He therefore appointed two,
the one to perambulate in general while the other explored in particular places. Had he
known that the outburst was previously found he would have sent with Mr Allen in
lieu of Mr Grey four or five workmen and different materials from those we have
brought with us. Under this embarrassment Mr Allen found the whole stress of the
business rested upon himself which with workmen that understand the business and
proper tools would have been trifling. With an interpreter entirely unacquainted with
the business and with workmen in the very infancy of improvement he ventured upon
the second department, namely that of forming a proper judgement whether the coal
altho’ very good in quality was so situated in point of water and of a roof or covering
so as to be worth working.
From the beginning he saw the coal to be good and was of opinion it would (similar to
all other coals) better itself at a proper outburst. He found however a bad covering to
the coal and was not certain what quantity of water would be met with; he was of
opinion however that the covering would get better as the workings extended from the
dip or from the outburst. He accordingly to make a fair experiment carried forward
the second pit and agreeably to his expectation has got an excellent covering. The
only thing he has to accomplish of importance is to obtain knowledge of the quantity
of water which will be found in the pit he is at present sinking, and also to get
intelligence respecting the price of wood of iron and of labour in order to lay before
His Highness and exact estimate of the expense it will take to win and work the said
colliery……We entertain very favourable hopes respecting the quantity of water we
shall meet with in the second pit and as the roof obtained is of the most promising
nature and the depth of the coal very convenient we give it as our opinion that this
colliery may be successfully won at a small expense.
Signed in the presence of
HG Macnab
{Geo. Allen
{Geo. Gray
Krischewich July 16th 1791
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West Denton Colliery July 19th 1791
I have viewed and examined the working in this colliery and the several that are
working in a seam of coal that lies twenty one fathoms below Beaumont seam; also I
have considered the expense of working and leading the coals to lay them on the
Staith by the chaldron and I am of the opinion that the undertaker should not have less
than eight shillings and six pence per chaldron; from the situation of this colliery the
Leadings will fall short considerably of the workings yearly. Also I am of opinion that
the above price may leave the undertaker one hundred and fifty pounds a year,
provided the colliery feeders of water does not overburden the fire engine in the
winter season. Therefore I am of opinion that the undertaker may deserve seven

shillings and three pence p chaldron exclusive of keeping the fire engine, by no means
whatever would I recommend the fire engine to be in the owner’s own hands, the
above is my opinion.
John Donnison.
At the request of Mr Tempest we have perambulated the grounds of East Rainton and
carefully examined the plans of the colliery and estate of said East Rainton in order to
more fully enable us to give our opinion respecting the value of said colliery, or what
Mr Tempest ought to give the Dean and Chapter of Durham for renewing the lease of
said colliery for the term of twenty one years from martinmas next. And are of
opinion from the quantity of whole coal and pillars now remaining and the Hutton
Seam of coal which is unwrought that Mr Tempest ought to give ten thousand pounds
rather than lose the colliery at the end or expiration of the present lease.
Wet-2-8-p64
A Covenant in the Lease of Lumley Colliery
And also shall and will work the said colliery and coal mines seam and seams of coal
hereby demised, fairly and orderly and shall and will in the working of them leave
unwrought good and sufficient walls and pillars of coal for the support of the roof
thereof and for forwarding thrusts and creeps coming upon any part of the said
collieries and coalmines.
And shall not or will not at any time during the continuance of this demise work or
take away any of the said walls or pillars or any part of them without the licence or
consent of George Augusta Scarborough his heirs and assignees first had or obtained
in writing for that purpose.
Lumley colliery October 26th 1791
Gentlemen,
On the part and behalf of Lord Scarborough the lessor of Lumley Colliery I request
you shall descend the pits therein sunk and examine the state of the walls and pillars
particularly those which have been cut through by the lessee for the purpose of laying
wagon ways used in putting or leading the coals underground and make a report in
writing under your joint signatures whether it is your opinion that the colliery is or is
not in present or future danger from the circumstance of such walls or pillars having
in the manner and for the purpose aforesaid been cut through, and whether such mode
and practice of working can be continued with due regard to the interest of the lessor
and the safety of his colliery. And also (after your perusal and consideration of the
covenant above contained in the lease) whether it is your opinion that the lessee can
or cannot cut through and thin the walls and pillars without the licence and consent of
the lessor of Lumley Colliery. You will also observe that a tract of pillars are standing
to the south and east part of the colliery drowned with water you will at the same time
give your opinion as to the propriety or impropriety of that having been done, and
what may be the consequence of suffering them to remain in that state.
Wm. Stobart
According to the request of the lessor of Lumley Colliery we viewed the state thereof
in the 2nd pit in the Hutton Seam of coal and fine in sundry places the walls and pillars
of coal have been cut cross for the purpose of making wagon roads for the leading or
putting of coals; we are of opinion that the Colliery….
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…according to the present mode of working has not as yet sustained any injury
thereby but when a general working takes place in the pillars the colliery we believe
then may sustain a loss of coal in consequence of the cross cuts and the manner of
working in contrary to the interests of the lessor and of course prejudicial to the other
part of the colliery ; such method of proceeding is also contrary to an express
covenant in the lease contained in the lessee’s part for that purpose; But in case of
wagon ways be wanted in future it will be necessary to have a quantity of whole coal
where such is intended, and made with the approbation and consent of the lessors
viewer which we are of opinion may be done without endangering the colliery.
As to the question of right concerning the cutting through of walls and pillars of coal
we beg leave to refer the lessor to the aforementioned covenant which expressly
prohibits the lessee from working or taking away the walls or pillars or any part of
them. We observe there is a tract of pillars drowned to the south east part of the
colliery and the longer it is suffered to remain there, the more the pillars may be
injured and consequently render them more difficult to work and the lessor may
sustain a loss of coal thereby.
Chr. Bedlington
John Gray
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Gentlemen,
Gentlemen you are requested by the Earl of Scarborough to descend such of the pits at
Lumley Colliery as shall be pointed out to you and carefully to examine the workings
of the same in the Hutton Seam in order to give your opinion by way of answer to the
subjoined questions but previous to that it necessary hereto to give a nature of the
statement of the transaction that gave origin to this request.
General Lambton as lessee to Lord Scarborough is now working and has for several
years past wrought the above colliery during the course of this working he has
suffered feeders of water to enter into from time to time fill and drown up a certain
tract of the dip workings of the said colliery in the Hutton Seam and these workings
so drowned up, are remaining in that state which the agents of Lord Scarborough
conceiving not only to be contrary to the tenor of a specific clause obtained in the
colliery lease, but if permitted to remain so will be highly injurious to the interests of
his Lordship at a time when those walls and pillars so drowned up shall come up in
due order to be wrought up and taken away.
Also General Lambton has cut and made several barrow ways in launched or oblique
directions in several of the other parts of Hutton Seam in the said colliery with a view
to his own interest in shortening and facilitating the putting of the coals from remote
part of the mine without obtaining the permission of or even acquainting Lord
Scarborough or his agents with his intention to do so and which cutting through and
consequently weakening of such walls and pillars the said agents pursuing on the
irregularity of the transaction the violation of a clause in the said lease and the
undoubted concurrence of opinion among professional men about to be a measure
contrary to the fair and regular methods of working collieries and which will
ultimately at a certain period of time be prejudicial to the interests of his Lordship.
Such irregularity on the part of General Lambton in the carrying on of his colliery
have occasioned this request. You are there desired to carefully examine the premises
in question and also copies of the clause contained in the colliery lease relating to the
matters above.
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…stated will be put into your hands together with the plans of the colliery, you are on
due consideration of the whole to give answers to the following questions viz.
Question 1st Are there sat this time any workings in the Hutton Seam in the said
colliery filled with water and the walls and pillars thereof in a drowned state. If so is
there not a remaining in that state a breach of covenant and contrary to the true intent
and meaning of specific clause in the lease (now lying before you) and is not such
drowning up of pillars contrary to the fair and regular methods of working collieries.
And will not their remaining in such a state till a certain period of time when they
come in course to be wrought be injurious to Lord Scarborough’s interest.
Quest. 2nd Have any of the said walls and pillars in the Hutton Seam been wrought
off, taken away but a cut or cross cut through in launched or oblique direction and
inconsequence of such workings been weakened and in what degree. And how far will
such working off cutting obliquely and weakening of the said walls and pillars, on the
second working of the seam be attended with a loss of coal to Lord Scarborough by
the premature bringing on a creep or thrust and is the cutting through of such pillars
obliquely as aforesaid a proceeding justifiable in collieries or conformable with the
usual fair and regular modes of working of the seam and the covenants contained in
the lease.
Lumley Colliery Oct 2nd 1792
Answers to the questions - viz.
1st We have this day agreeable to the foregoing request examined the workings in the
Hutton Seam in this colliery and particularly in the second pit to the south and east so
far as we could for water and find as well as inspecting the plans of the said colliery
as from the best information we could obtain there is a large tract of pillars at present
laid under water which water is increasing and should no means be used to prevent it
will rise to the level of the fire engine about six feet perpendicular higher than it now
is. There will be no doubt that those pillars remaining under water must….
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….render the coals of such pillars of an inferior value and will in the future working
thereof be attended with a considerable loss of coal to my Lord Scarborough and if
the water be suffered to rise any higher than at present the injury will be increased,
such methods of working collieries is improper and evidently contrary to a covenant
in the lease.
Answer 2nd We find in several places the walls and pillars are cut through in an
oblique direction for the purpose of making wagon roads for the putting of coals to
the said second pit, the cutting through these walls or pillars in such oblique directions
has undoubtedly weakened them though it has not yet been injurious to the lessor.
When the walls come in course to be worked the cross cutting of these pillars will be
attended with a loss of coal to Ld. Scarborough in those parts of the said colliery
where those cuttings cross of the said walls or pillars are made, it is unusual in
working collieries to cut across the walls or pillars and appears to us contrary to a
clause in the lease of the said colliery.

Signed

John Buddle
Thomas Taylor

John Bedlington
Chas. Nixon
Wm. King
Wm. Dodds
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Gentlemen,
You as professional men are desired by General Lambton the lessee of Lumley
Colliery to give your opinion to the following questions and the better to enable you
to do so you are requested to descend the pit or pits and examine the workings and
plans in the Hutton Coal Seam of the said colliery.
Quest 1st What state or condition is Lumley Colliery in at present and whether or not
is the colliery fairly and orderly wrought and carried on and is there or not sufficient
quantity of coal left in walls or pillars for the support of the roof and preventing
thrusts or creeps.
Ans. 1st It is represented to us that the Hutton Coal from this colliery is wrought
throughout at ten yards to the winning three and a half thereof is taken to the bord, six
and a half to the wall or pillar and these last holed at different lengths from 20 to 30
yards.
We viewed these present workings and apart of the waste in the second pit of that
seam and having measured the pillars in various places and found them to correspond
in dimension with this representation we have good reason to conclude that the whole
of the workings are in the same state and that only about two fifths of the mine is
taken away the remaining three fifths being left in pillars for the support of the roof
and for preventing creeps and thrusts. We only know of one exception to this general
statement. In some places the walls are cut across for the purpose of making bords and
in general for shortening the distance from the shaft to the extreme workings of the
pit, two of these places we have examined and having duly considered the nature of
the coal the quality and thickness of its strata and the general dimensions of the walls.
We are of opinion no ill effect will arise from this practice so far as it has already
pursued and the pillars in their present state are sufficient to answer all the ends and
purposes for which pillars are deemed requisite and necessary.
Quest 2nd You will please to examine the plans and workings of the second pit in the
said colliery and particularly the south east workings of the said pit which now stand
almost filled with water part of which unavoidably ran in by the water overflowing
the staples with the delivery drift in July 1789 and….
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… the remainder by getting over the dams of the standage when the Engine was under
the necessity of being repaired.
Ans. 2nd We have inspected the plans of the workings of the second pit in the Hutton
Seam of coal and the extent and situation of the pillars now laid underwater by the
casualties mentioned in the second question and recommend that the water be kept
down to its present level until the working of the walls becomes necessary when it
ought to be drawn out and not before.
Quest. 3rd You are also desired to say whether the lessee has or has not willingly or
unwillingly permitted or suffered to be done or committed any wilful negligent act
matter or thing whatsoever whereby the colliery is damaged.

Ans.3rd From the inspection we have made and from every information we can
procure it does not appear to us that the lessee has either wilfully or negligently
suffered the colliery to be injured.
R. Donkin
John Plummer
John Donnison
John Smith
Saml. Barrass
Thos. Fenwick
Thos.
Barnes
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Lumley Colliery Oct. 3rd 1791
At the request of Mr Stobart on behalf of Lord Scarborough we this day descended
the second pit at this colliery now working in the Hutton Seam and carefully
examined the workings and particularly that part where walls or pillars have been
lately crosscut by the lessee for the more convenient purpose of laying a wagon way
for putting and leading the said coals underground; we find the bords and headways
very regular drove and sufficient walls or pillars of coal for support of the roof and to
prevent thrust creeps etc. and are of opinion no future danger can happen the colliery
by the walls in question having been cross cut as it appears most of the bords and
headways have been pillared with stone for four or five yards on each side where such
holings or opening have been made there is four or five bords that is not pillared with
stone which we recommend to be done for the greater security of those walls.
Crosscutting walls should be carefully done and as seldom as possible as the more
openings of that nature will undoubtedly tend to the weakening of the colliery and
particularly where that part of the colliery is in danger of being a drowned waste; As
wagon roads is an improved method of conveying coals underground and particularly
in situations where pits cannot be sunk (from upper seams having been wrought out
and these seams drowned with water) the coals in that case could not be put without
wagon ways or some other improved method it is impossible to get straight lines to all
directions without turns being made in the wagon way from angle to another in that
case the walls or pillars of coal unavoidably will have to be cut in a small degree, and
are of opinion such methods may be carried on in future provided sufficient pillars of
stone are built where such turns are made without endangering the colliery.
Crosscutting walls for the purpose shortening the putting we would not in future
recommend to be done without in the first working thick walls are left for that
purpose.
After perusal and consideration of the covenant recited in the lease we are fully of
opinion the lessee cannot cut through walls or make…..
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Crosscuts without licence from the lessor or his agent first being obtained it being
contrary to the accustomed and regular manner in working collieries except as before
excepted that a greater proportion of coal is left where such crosscuts is intended to be
made.
We also have had the opportunity of inspecting the plans produced both by the lessee
and lessor’s viewers respecting the tract of pillars to the south and east part of the said
colliery that is standing drowned with water which accurately agree. We have

likewise carefully examined the agents of the lessor and lessee in what state those
pillars were in before they were drowned with water and what was the reason for the
water being let into those dip works they unanimously agree that these pillars of coal
in the dip works were left regular and strong and that the colliery in that part were
fairly and orderly wrought. They further agree that most of the water in these dip
works unavoidable run in by the water overflowing the staples which communicate
with the delivery drift in the great flood in July 1789 that since that time water at
different times has got into the dip works from the engine standing to repair or put
right which we think wrong and should be prevented in future.
We are further of opinion that these pillars of coal in the drowned waste are of the
length and thickness represented by the agents as appears on the plan no ill
consequence can happen in letting it remain in those hollow works.
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West Denton Colliery March 10th 1792
I have considered the expense of working this colliery, to lay the coals on the Staith
by the chaldron, supposing the vend to be 11,000 chaldrons in a year, the term to be
four years to commence May 12th next from the state and situation the colliery is in
the price should not be less than 6/10 p chaldron in order to leave the undertaker a
reasonable profit for his trouble, and running risk the above price is exclusive of
keeping the fire engine, finding coals etc. for the said engine, and also stowing small
coals and attending below. Although the vend is supposed to be 11,000 chaldrons a
year which is 3,000 chaldrons more yearly than when I made the estimate for working
and leading the coals by the chaldron, at this colliery on July 19th last it appears it
makes a difference in saving in agent’s salaries, damage ground and keeping the fire
engine, of three halfpence per chaldron. Altho’ there is a difference in saving
aforesaid, this difference in saving will not be equal to the extra expense of wet
working and other contingent expenses.
The above is my opinion.
John Donnison
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A Report of a View made on Macleod of Macleod’s Estate in the Isle of Skye in
August 1792 by George Johnson Coal Viewer at Byker near Newcastle upon Tyne
To Macleod of Macleod MA
Sir,
Previous from entering a statement of facts from which the probability that a
workable seam of coal will be found on your estate, I must beg leave to make a few
general observations on the nature of exploring for that fossil. The business of
searching for coal is frequently tedious and complicated and sometimes precarious;
could the common indications of coal be depended upon attempts to find this article
would be both simple and effectual. But the truth is they amount in the mind of the
intelligent observer only a presumptive argument and the force even of that argument
may be weakened or strengthened by local causes such as the position or lay and
quantity of the different strata and the evidence from coal found either at no very
great distance or in similar situations with the place to be explored, I must also
observe that when an unworkable stratum of coal is uncovered either by uncovering
the sides of mountains examining rivers and springs of water (which is the most
effective mode) by boring . Workable seams of coal have been found at all depths

some of them near the surface of the earth others at upwards of one hundred fathoms
depth from the discovery of the upper stratum. For my part I am inclined to think that
when an unworkable seam of coal has been discovered near the surface of the earth
other seams of a workable nature are to be found if duly searched for. And I impute
the exceptions which have been adduced to this remark to have arisen either from the
stupidity of the borer or the excessive economy of the person who defrays the expense
thereof. When we recollect that boring is the only effectual mode (except sinking) we
have of getting a considerable distance into the earth not….
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…only in quest of coal but other valuable bodies it is very extraordinary to find there
are only a few individuals in Great Britain who have any claim to mount in that
business. It is therefore not singular if hasty conclusions are drawn when searching for
coal by borers who are both extremely illiterate and stupid are in general those who
establish facts relative thereto.
Having made these general remarks I shall merely state the outlines of my view while
I was on your Estate and lastly give you my view in as concise a manner as possible
my opinion thereon.
At No1 near Society House in Hein (?) a but or opening is made for several yards into
a bank or brow of the hill in which cut or opening are found two seams or beds of coal
at the distance of six feet from each other. The lowermost seam is a hard stony splint
coal two feet nine inches thick very little of which will burn. The upper seam is about
nine inches thick and appears to be of abetter quality than the under seam. At No2
about one mile north along the shore a staple or small pit was sunk to a depth of about
four feet and a large spring of water was cut, a boring box was fixed and a boring
made to the depth of 5f 0y 1ft 11/2 in. at which place was found whin stone.
At No3 one hundred yards along the shore another small pit or staple to the depth of
six feet was sunk to a hard splint coal nine inches thick which burnt but indifferently.
This seam. This seam of coal in my opinion the same seam coal at No1. Sixteen yards
from this pit or staple towards low water mark the same seam of coal was found but
of a softer quality.
At No4 about one mile north along the same a small staple was sunk within high
water mark where the coal metals were found in regular strata; I believe the same
seam is there also below these metals.
At No5 Went to Hammers, found a small seam of coal on both sides of a rivulet. This
coal has a Freestone cover and does not appear to rise more than one yard in fifteen
nearly full west. It is of a fine texture and burns remarkably well. The rivulet empties
itself into the sea or bay about three miles from this place. The stone below….
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….below this seam of coal has a prodigious quantity of coal pipes or pieces of coal in
it. At No6 at the side of a mountain (which was formerly struck by lightening) in
Levaig Farm called Claggon is an outburst of coal the quality of it very good but the
thickness of the stratum cannot be ascertained until it is tried where the ground is
solid.
Outbursts of coal have been found in various parts of the island besides the above
mentioned.
It appears from the minutes that not only other seams of coal are on your estates but
also that these seams are different in quality; (?) which affords an additional in favour
of meeting with a workable seam below. But had only one seam been found in several

seams of the same quality the priority of getting coal would have been sufficient to
advise you to make further trials, but as there are several strata and these of different
qualities there is still a much more promising chance of success for should one kind of
coal be found of a peculiar bad quality when got, it is highly probable that others may
be found in a perfectly good state.
The above reasoning however altho’ I believe to be well established should be
received with some restriction when applied to ground so peculiarly as that of the Isle
of Skye; nature there seems to have undergone some very powerful operations which
I am unable to form an opinion of at present.
Give me leave then to briefly add that it is my opinion that although none of the strata
of coal yet discovered on your estate are thick enough to turn to any good use, yet it is
highly probable there are below them workable and valuable seams of coals to be
discovered and I make myself believe I shall soon have the pleasure of seeing my
opinion corroborated by facts.
N b I recommend that the first trial shall be made at No1 (as marked on the memento)
upon the hill near the edge of the Whinstone Rock, a staple must be sunk there three
fathoms (providing they are not prevented by water) and that being done it will be
proper to put a borehole down until they receive further orders. The borers shall be
instructed to write to a particular account of their progress every week.
I shall have the honour to be
Sir, your very humble servant
Geo. Johnson
Newcastle Oct 20th 1790
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My lord,
In consequence of an application from Mr John Campbell Writer to the Signet of
Edinburgh I have explored part of your lordship’s estate for coal in the neighbourhood
of Taymouth.
Previous to perambulating the ground myself I sent in the month of August last year
Mr Allen ( who has been much employed in searching for coal) to make such
observations as might enable me to form a general view of the different strata found
in that country and of the great outlines of its geographical situation.
Upon receiving Mr Allen’s observations and an eye plan of the country and having
made myself sufficiently acquainted therewith. I visited your lordship’s estate in the
beginning of this month accompanied by Mr Allen.
On our journey from Stirling to Lockearn –head I paid general attention to the
appearance of the strata in the sides of the mountains and on the banks of the waters
and I am sorry to say no indications of coal of great promise met my observations.
We arrived on the eighth instance at Lochhearn head where we examined a limestone
quarry about two miles down the loch. The concomitant strata of stone at the entrance
to this quarry we found to be regular but the limestone in the quarry was by no means
so. This irregularity has been occasioned in all probability by what is called in the
language of mining a dyke or trouble. As this quarry is a considerable height above
the loch and as no coal has been found between the quarry and the bed of the loch it is
highly probable that if coal was found below the aforementioned limestone it would
be at so great a depth from the surface of the earth as to render it impracticable to
work the coal to advantage.

We proceeded from Lochearn to Killin and in our own journey examined the sides of
the mountains and rivulets, saw great quantities of stone of a mixture of Angillacious
and Silicious earths but no particular indications of coal.
On the ninth we went several miles up Glen loch where the different species and lay
of the strata bore every evident similarity to those we…….
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…had met with at Lochearnhead and other places which we had examined. On
returning from Glenloch we waited for Mr Campbell at Boulands who very politely
received us and described the mineralogical history of that country which fell within
his observations. His description corroborated the opinion I had formed relative
thereto.
During Mr Allen’s perambulation in August he found a stratum of firestone at
Lawyers. Desirous to examine it myself I went to that place and found it exactly to be
exactly as Mr Allen had reported. A bed of grey firestone or as it is called in England
Grey Post.
The hopes which I entertained in consequence of this favourable indication of coal
soon vanished in finding a sudden termination of the aforementioned firestone and its
concomitant strata forming a very steep declivity towards the loch, by surveying
which an intelligent observer might perceive in the most convincing manner that no
regular seam of coal was to be found in the superincumbent strata of the level of the
bed of the loch at this place, and what there is below that level is best to be
ascertained by a real experiment by boring.
Having thus laid before your lordship a brief detail of my journey permit me to state
my sentiments in general whether or not it is probable that coal will be discovered.
The first is discovered by examining the face of a country and particularly the sides
and tops of the mountains and banks and beds of rivers and waters and the second
consists in making real researches in boring. The first in precarious cases is dubious
and not to be depended upon, the second is always effective. There are two general
situations which render exploring coal by the eye precarious. The one is where a
country is very level the other is where the country has undergone some violent
operation by nature, and where no coal is to be discovered near the discovered near
the surface of the earth or as we term it at the day.
The general ground explored on your lordships estate falls within the last of these
cases, consequently as no strata or stratum or even pieces of coal have been found on
the sides of these mountains or on the banks…
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…or in the beds of rivers, it forms a presumptive argument against a discovery of a
regular seam of coal above the bed of the loch.
It should however be recollected my lord, that this argument is only a presumptive
one notwithstanding which it must be allowed that it is possible though highly
improbable coal may be discovered around the same said level of the loch. I cannot
therefore my lord consistency with sentiments of integrity and justice advise your
lordship to hazard the very great expense inseparable from borings in the
superincumbent strata above that level.
With regard my lord the probability that successful trials made below the surface of
the bed of the loch at Lawyers, it would be extremely forward and even reprehensible
to pretend to decide upon it. All that I can or should say is that the superincumbent is
irregular and the probability is that a seam of show could be discovered there it will

also be regular; and my lord I might venture to express my sentiments on so uncertain
a measure I would say that I could wish a real experiment by boring was made at
Lawyers, as near to the level of the loch as possible.
Give me leave to add my lord I shall be happy to afford every assistance in my power
to so laudable exertions without any additional fee or reward.
I meant to have done myself the honour of paying my respects to your lordship had I
not been informed of your lordship’s departure from Taymouth.
I have the honour to be
My lord
Your lordship’s very humble servant
Geo. Johnson
To Lord Briedalbane
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At the request of Ralph Milbank esq. lessor of Harraton outside Colliery and Mr
Robert Wade lessee or undertaker of this colliery I have taken into consideration
certain disputes that have arisen between the said parties respecting the mode and
manner of settling and paying for the over bank and extraordinary putting at said
colliery.
And the better to judge of the aforesaid difference and to enable me, more fully to
give my opinion on this business, I have carefully examined a lease or agreement
entered into by said Mr Robt. Wade as lessee or undertaker of said Harraton outside
Colliery, bearing date the 3rd day of November 1778, also perused several accounts
and papers relative to this business and particularly attended to and considered the
argument etc. of the agents and viewers on both sides of the question.
In the lease or agreement above mentioned it is particularly specified or declared that
the said Mr Robt. Wade in working the colliery should put the coals underground to
certain distances and upon those distances being exceeded, he the said Robt. Wade to
be paid an additional price per Ten.
I appears from perusing the various papers laid before me that the extraordinary
putting has been uniformly agreed to and settled between the lessor and lessee, long
before the date of this agreement, and since; (though not exactly agreeable thereto
with respect to the fixed distance ) by the late Mr William Brown of Throckley, Mr
Donkin of Plessey, Mr Gibson of Washington and also by Mr Wade and Mr Brown
his late partner, for and on behalf of themselves, and Mr Stobart, for and on behalf of
Mr Milbank in the following manner, that is to say in the Five Quarter Coal Seam, the
first distance to putting to be two hundred yards from each pit in the north and south
headways. Two hundred and fifty yards in every west bord and one hundred and fifty
yards in every east bord or working from the north and south headways respectively.
On the Main Coal Seam of coal the fixed distance of three hundred yards from each
shaft in the north and south headways. Three hundred and fifty yards in every west
bord or working and….
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…two hundred yards in every east bord or working. The additional price paid by Mr
Milbank as settled from time to time by one or more of the above named gentlemen is
eight pence per ten for every twenty five yards the coals are put by and the respective
distance above mentioned.
It may be proper to observe here that the lessee has latterly not so much claimed a
right to alter the old method of settled the overrank putting from the words of the

lease, as from a verbal promise from Mr Milbank that the mode of doing it should be
changed: which promise or anything analogous to it Mr Milbank utterly disclaimed.
I am clearly of opinion that the lessee has always been paid a fair and full price,
according to this agreement for his extra putting and that the lessee must always have
thought so himself is evident and clear from his never finding any fault with it before
now tho’ his agreement has been no less than three times renewed.
Having said this much for what is past I shall conclude by ordering (as Umpire) what
must be done now.
I have considered very materially both the old method and the new one proposed to
the lessee for settling the over bank or extra putting and am clearly of opinion the old
one is the best; the old method or the way the business has always been settled, is
altogether agreeable to the lease, and has experience and common sense on its side.
The other none of them.
Therefore I order and award that the differences respecting the mode or manner of
settling the over bank or extra putting be done as it has always been done heretofore.
Byker Jan 2nd 1790 Signed Geo Johnson
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A dispute having arisen between Mr Wade and myself respecting the mode of settling
the over bank putting at Harraton Outside Colliery I beg leave in consequence to leave
the clause of the agreement subsisting between Mr Milbank and him before you
together with an account of a former settling by the late Mr Gibson and Mr Robert
Donkin’s Viewers which was agreed to and accepted by Messrs. Wade and Brown
and also Mr Wade’s ideas of settling it at present, and request you will be so obliging
to favour me with your sentiments thereon.
William Stobart
Copy of the Clause
Mr Wade to be paid …p ton for all coals that shall be wrought and got at or within
the respective distance of two hundred and fifty yards from each respective pits shaft
either in the north or south Headways course 300 yards in every west bord working
and 200 in every east bord or working from the said headways courses respectively
and laid above ground at the respectively and laid above ground at the respective pits
of the same and shall from thence from time to time bed led and conveyed in wagons
of such size and contents as aforesaid and to deliver sat the aforesaid staiths at
Hatfield (?) during each respective month as aforesaid by the said Robert Wade the
younger his executor or administrators; and further or additional sum of 8d p ton for
every 20 yards every such ten of such coals as aforesaid shall be wrought and got
from beyond the mentioned distance respectively and laid above ground as aforesaid.
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Gentlemen
The following reasons induced me to fix upon the two places, as marked in my
directions, for the purpose of either obtaining coal or at least an abundant knowledge
of the lay, or the sketch of the strata connected therewith. In Mr Carmichael’s ground
adjoining the field of Captain Christie, where the trial pit is begun; there are to be
seen appearances of old pits, a very strong presumptive argument that coal has been
wrought there. The pieces of coal and metal which have been found at these old pits
from additional indications of the same.
These pits have several times fallen in or the metal in them have sunk down, and have
been filled up again from time to time by the tenant or tenants. There were formerly

houses in a field adjoining the old pits which were known or called Colliers or
Pitmen’s Houses, which were taken down only a few years ago. From these
corroborating circumstances there can be no doubt that coal has been wrought out of
these old pits.
The other part fixed for trial is on the estate of Mr Swanson, because it appears that a
seam of coal was formerly sunk to at this part of 0ft 11in thick. A boring also made to
the depth of…fathoms to a seam of coal 2ft 6in thick.
These two places fixed upon lay at the distance of six or seven miles from each other
a distance extremely proper and eligible for trying such a large tract of country as in
the possession of the present gentlemen subscribers.
In searching for coal in an unexplored country the miner or surveyor must endeavour
to find a seam of coal or stratum or stone so strongly marked by its texture, colour,
thickness, texture etc. as to be known again when found either by boring or sinking at
any other place, how it appears to me in every circumstance considered the places
already mentioned, are the most likely of any I have seen, or effecting the purpose of
the subscribers, and will in all probability be attended with the least expense, should it
so happens the water prevents us from making the trial by sinking. Boring is the only
alternative to be used. A mode which will be found equally, if not more expensive
than sinking in finding out the lay or streak of the coal or other strata.
I am gentlemen your most obedient servant
Geo. Johnson
Edinburgh Nov. 21st 1792
To the committee of subscribers for searching for coal Edinburgh.
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,
Gentlemen,
In the present state of business it would be absurd and unnecessary to enter into the
detail and reasons which induced me to pursue the plan adopted in carrying forward
the trials in search of coals on the estate of Messrs. Christie and Swanson.
It will I hope be abundantly satisfactory to inform you that since I had the honour of
meeting you on Wednesday last I have examined other parts of the country and from
the situation of the country and the natural appearances of coal I am more convinced
of the propriety of the plan I have recommended.
I have ordered the men to go forward in sinking at the place they are now working at,
on Mr Swanson’s estate until they are stopped by water, when that takes place they
are instructed to commence boring and to take it to the two feet seam coal, which is
said to be at the distance of sixteen fathoms from the surface. When they have bored
to the aforesaid place as far as I find is advisable I have ordered them to go forward at
the place marked in Mr Christie’s ground adjoining a field of Captain Carmichael’s
near the Old Pits.
I order more effectually to forward the business I have left behind a few days Mr
Allen who has received particular instructions for that purpose.
The borers I have ordered to write to me weekly, by which means I shall be able to
carry forward the business with regularity and expedition.
I have the honour to be
Gentlemen
Your very humble servant
Geo. Johnson

To the Committee of the Subscribers for the discovery of coal near Edinburgh
Edinburgh Nov 26th 1790
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Gentlemen,
The particular situation we stand in at present with the Trustees of late Sir Henry
George Liddell and partners relative to Heaton Colliery will we hope apologise for the
freedom we have taken in addressing you at this time on that subject.
The winning we are prosecuting in the Spanish Closes will when completed (we fully
expect) effectually win the whole of Heaton Colliery.
The trustees of the late Sir Henry George Liddell being seized and possessed of one
full moiety of said colliery and the other remaining moiety being under lease for us
for twenty one years. We humbly conceive that the colliery may wrought by the
partners in conjunction with more propriety than separate.
Upon this supposition we venture to propose for your consideration our becoming the
general undertakers or workers of the colliery at such terms and prices as hereafter
may be agreed upon.
As we have not had an opportunity of treating with you about your part of Heaton
Colliery perhaps this proposal may be deemed premature.
We therefore take the liberty of observing that we do not by any means wish to be
understood as dictating to you. This Gentlemen is very far from being our intention,
our meaning and sincere wish is only to convince you of our readiness to adopt any
measure that may be for the good of both parties and I shall be glad to wait upon you
for that purpose when ever you please.
I am Gentlemen for the lessees of Heaton Colliery
Your obedient and humble servant
Geo. Johnson
To Messrs. Walton Harley and Burdon
Agents to Sir Thos. Liddell Bart. & partners
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Newcastle upon Tyne June 1792
My Lord,
It is with no small share of concern I find it necessary to detain your Lordship’s
attention upon a business which properly understood is both (?) and vexatious.
I should have sent the minutes relative thereto before this time to your Lordship but
upon turning my thoughts minutely to the business I found I should be obliged to
enter into a detail which was incompatible with my (?) situation in London, give me
now therefore my Lord with every due sentiment of respect to lay before your
Lordship a fair statement of the lease.
It appears by the reports delivered by the gentlemen who were appointed by your
Lordship on the one part and the lessees on the other to examine the state of the
workings of Lumley Colliery that they all agree in this that the aforesaid Colliery
according to the present mode of working has not as yet sustained any injury thereto.
But in the report signed Bedlington and Gray opinions are given in others respects
diametrically opposite to the report given in by Messrs. Donkin, Plummer, Donnison,
Smith, Barrass, Fenwick and Baines your Lordship will be pleased to observe the
opinion of Messrs. Bedlington and Gray respecting the Colliery will be exposed to by
a continuation of the present mode of working amounts to no more than a conjecture a
conjecture which is not merely diametrically opposite to the decided opinion of the

above mentioned six viewers but also in the present case no weight whatever if we are
to interpret agreeable to the words of their report namely but when a general working
takes place in the pillars the colliery we believe then may sustain a loss of coal in
consequence of these crosscuts etc. this part of the report is of no weight my Lord,
because it is couched in vague terms to apply plausible to any cause and conveys no
real specific inference or judgement in reports respecting collieries my Lord accuracy
and clearness are indispensable for such is the hazardous….
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…nature of winning that litigation or misguided viewers has it in his power by vague
phrases in many instances to deliver opinion which altho’ when applied to a case in
point are false yet when taken upon a general principle have both the appearance and
reality of truth. I beg leave to advise the conjecture forcible if they have said, we
believe the colliery may be drowned, may be destroyed by an explosion or may be
ruined by fire, such vague phrases my Lord deserve no notice and until a decided and
unequivocal opinion is given on this business contrary to the report first made I must
beg leave to say there is no ground for altercation, if these two gentlemen or any other
respectable gentlemen in the coal trade, as professional men will come forward and
deliver it as their opinion that in consequence of the present mode of working Lumley
Colliery will in all probability sustain loss or damage, then it will be necessary to have
the matter further litigated, but until that is the case as no damage has yet arisen from
the present mode of working, I hope your Lordship will be of the opinion the lessees
will be unimpeachable besides my Lord the general working mentioned by Messrs.
Bedlington and Gray cannot take place without your Lordship’s permission and with
regard my Lord to the hint contained in this report respecting the clauses of
prohibition in the lease to restrict the lessees from using crosscuts or taking away any
part of the pillars, I must beg leave to assure your Lordship it is not in any degree
contrary to the usual methods, which under similar clauses have been used in this
country, since the first introductions of machines for drawing coals. This is a matter of
fact and depends neither on my judgement nor that of any individual.
I mean not my Lord to throw out any personal reflections on Messrs. Gray and
Bedlington, I allow with pleasure they hold a respectable description as Viewer, yet I
still persist they have not an instant afforded neither the lessor nor the lessees of
Lumley Colliery no decent much less extraordinary specimens of their candour and
abilities.
I have the honour to remain
My Lord
Your Lordship’s most obedient humble servant
Geo. Johnson
To Lord Scarborough
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I have examined the report sent Lord Scarborough and am extremely sorry his
Lordship and you should have had so much plague and trouble in a business of so
little importance.
I observe that the gentlemen reporters declare (as all the other viewers did before
them) that his Lordship as yet has sustained no loss by the crosscutting or oblique
working, as to think or may will be the consequence in a future working of the pillars
is what does not concern your as a lessee his Lordship having given you no power of

liberty to work them and if that liberty had been granted you could not have worked
them from there particular situation you certainly are obliged in a covenant to leave
the walls and pillars in such a state to prevent thrust and creep which is done in the
opinion of all the Viewers that have been called upon by both parties, so far from
being unusual crosscutting of walls and pillars they are very common in this country
and by no means repugnant to any covenant in your colliery lease as appears from the
enclosed opinion of Mr Williamson as that the other parts of their reports I beg leave
to refer you to that report made at your request by professional gentlemen of great
respectability a report (which in my opinion) ought to satisfy any reasonable
unprejudiced person whatever.
Wat-2-8-p89
March 23rd 1793
W Johnson Concerning Benwell Colliery
What quantity of coal is wrought
What quantity is taken away and left
What quantity is vended annually
If any be stowed underground
How much to an acre in each seam
If the plan be filled up
Answers
By the late winning there has been 28 acres of Benwell Main Coal wrought partly at
ten and partly at nine yards to winnings by that seam which has been made to produce
about 15 tens per acre and there is not more than about a single acre left except what
his under level of the engine and that is supposed of small extent.
The Beaumont seam is wrought at ten yards to the winning four of which is taken to
the bord and six left to the wall and the holings made twenty six yards as under by
which mode of working the seam will afford about 40 working tens p acre a deduction
should be made for engines and workmen’s coal, which as far as 100 Tens p annum
go rent free---22 acres of mine is wrought in the Beaumont seam and it is feared that
the pillars of this 22 acres will be unworkable.
Under the present regulation of the trade (which goes to Benwell 17500 chaldrons
reducible). The total vend by sea in the river and by landsale will probably be 1250
Tens p annum exclusive of 100 Tens (or nearly so) used by the engine and workmen
for which no rent is paid.
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Mr Johnson,
The owners of Walker Colliery request you will consider the state of the King Pit now
sinking at Walker that you will examine into the means which have been used for
sinking through the quicksand previous and subsequent to the erection of the fire
engine that you will also inspect the preparation now making to force a passage
through the remaining part of it to the stone head and lastly that you will favour them
with your opinion on the whole and point out to them what is best to be done.
Thos. Baines
Agreeably to your desire I have paid every possible attention to the state of the King
Pit now sinking at Walker I have examined into the means which have been used for
sinking through the quick sand and have the preparations now making to force a
passage through the remaining part of it to the Stone Head and I am clearly of opinion

that both what has been done and the mode which is now pursued, are extremely
unexceptional and proper.
Geo. Johnson
Wat-2-8-p91
Sir,
Having duly considered the survey made upon your Estate give me leave to lay the
following remarks before you.
The distance from the borehole marked A to the borehole B is 283 yards and from
borehole B to borehole C 272 yards, and from borehole in A to borehole O is descent
of ground 27 yds. 1ft. 9 ins. It appears by a quarry and a rock (which was examined
by Mr Allen) a little below Newland Park House that the rise of the strata runs a little
way to the north of west and at a rate of one yard in seven. Now should the Coal rise
in the same manner which is highly probably then allowing the borehole A is bored to
the depth of 88yds. 2ft 0 in. through a coal 4 ft 0 ins in thickness, borehole B 70 yds.
0ft 7 ins. And at the borehole C there is found a coal 4ft 2 in at the depth of 71 yds. 0ft
0 in.
From the above it appears that the coal at C (the surface level being added to the
depth of said hole) lays below the level of the seam of coal at A upwards of 9 yards.
It appears also from the rise of the strata already mentioned being one yard in seven
that the seam of coal found at A, ought to have been at the Earth’s surface before it
came to the borehole B. It therefore follows that the coal found at C cannot be the
same seam of coal as that A unless the strata of coal have taken a different rise from
what we suppose or that some great dip trouble or horse betwixt A and C has thrown
the coal down to the depth we found it at C.
As to the 5ft 5 in coal at B it will be impossible to determine whether it is a different
seam from the other two until another bore hole is put down to it which I would
recommend to made after the hole fixed upon to be bored near the park wall by the
riverside is finished.
The borehole near B I would advise to be made halfway between B and the gate at the
Huntsman’s House.
With regard to the price or rental p acre which you sir as lessor ought to expect it is
difficult or perhaps impossible to fix exactly at present the coal never having been
explored by pits, consequently the disadvantages the lessee may be exposed to by
water and other casualties cannot be ascertained.
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The situation from your estate however is very advisable from its being boundaried
from a navigable river. The seams of coal which have already been bored to are not
upon an average more than 80 yards in depth, nor are they less than 4 feet in
thickness= besides it is not improbable that a considerable tract of coal may be found
at a less depth at (?) 5ft 5in thick.
Another advantage arising from the situation of this Estate is, that there is no way
leave rent to be paid for crossing the grounds of any other gentlemen; It should be
recollected too that the distance of leading is exceedingly short.
These facts being all taken into consideration altho’ the rent cannot be positively be
fixed , yet I think Sir Edward you may fairly expect to obtain about £200 p acre on the
following conditions.
The term for the lease say seventy one years.

The lessee be allowed twelve months to win the colliery without being confined to
pay any certain rent during that time but shall not have liberty to determine the lease
without having previously expended £2000 in attempting to win said colliery.
After the expiration of said 12 months as granted above without rent (unless the
colliery is won in less than that time) lessees to pay £200 p annum whether works the
coal or not, but to be allowed to make up shorts by his over workings in any one year
or years owing the term of the lease.
With all other usual and necessary covenants as is more fully set forth in the rough
draft which accompanies this report.
Byker 1793
I am Sir
Your very humble servant
Geo. Johnson
{to Sir Edward Smith Bart.
Newland Park Yorkshire}
Wat-2-8-p93
Newcastle December 14th 1793
Having calculated the supposed quantity of coals in one acre of a 5 feet seam find it
will contain 7096 tons weight and of opinion that 1/3 of the solidity will be lost by
pillars, barriers, troubles, (?) etc. Therefore do suppose that 4731 tons will be the
quantity got in every acre, and by allowing the said quantity after the rate of 5/10 p
ton will amount to £1379. 17.6 and if Mr Putteny will be allowed 7/6 for colliery rent
will be £229.19.7 p acre or £2.11.6 p Ten of 440 bolls and if 50,000 tons be wrought
yearly will nearly consume 10% acres of coal in the said 5 feet seam; but do think 1/8
share is a sufficient rent for Mr Putteny which will be £172.9.8 p acre or £1.18.7 p
Ten.
Witness
John Johnson
Signed {Geo. Allen
William Smith
I Morrison
Wat-2-8-94
Saint Anthon’s Colliery Dec. 16th 1793
You are requested by the lessors and lessees of this colliery to give your opinion to
the following queries.
Query 1st Which would be the most proper method of working the walls or pillars in
this colliery would you recommend to work the whole or part only.
Answer This day we have viewed the workings in the Nightingale Pit of this colliery
to the north east from the stone drift which north and east workings are bounded by
Mr Ridley’s drowned waste and find the walls have not been made of sufficient
strength to admit of a second working as the creep appears to be very strong upon
them at present.
Query 2nd Where would you recommend to work the said walls or pillars in this
colliery.
Answer If any walls or pillars are attempted to be wrought soon. Trial might be made
to the south and east when a barrier of whole coal boundering upon Heworth is
intended to be wrought this is the only situation where a beginning ought to be made.
If the state of colliery would justify an immediate second working; but believe the

quantity obtainable here would be too small to balance the risk, as even working these
walls would inevitable bring on a creep.
Query 3rd There is a quantity of walls or pillars in this colliery that are at present
drowned are you of opinion the said walls or pillars can be wrought to profit or are
there any in this colliery in your opinion that are in that situation.
Answer With respect to the walls or pillars in this colliery that are drowned under the
engine level we are of opinion that a second working of them cannot be attempted
with any propriety; the walls to the east of the stone drift mouth both to the north and
south we think under the same predicament; and any walls further to the rise of the
colliery should be the subject of future consideration.
Signed {John Ramsay
Thos. Barnes
Wat-2-8-p95
Bartley March 29th 1749
Viewed the East Pit in the 5/4 coal seam finds the same regularly wrot. At 9 yds. To
the winning viz. bords 4 & pillars 4 yds. thick & 22 yds. In length we find by
plumbing the Fortune Pit or water pit the surface of the dead water to be 8 fathoms 10
ins. Below the thill of the 5/4 coal and the said pit to be 29 fathoms from the surface
of the ground to the 5/4 coal thill therefore from the top of that pit to the surface of the
dead water is 37 fath. 10 inches.
We plumbed the borehole on the south side in the said East Pit which we find to be 17
fath. 1 ft. from the Boxhead where the water runneth into the same to the surface of
the dead water in the main coal and from the Boxhead to the thill of the 5/4 coal 1fath.
1 ft. 6 ins. Which shews the surface of the dead water to be 6fath. 2 ft 6in. below the
5/4 coal thill –there is a stone drift drove at water level (as we apprehend by levelling
as hereafter mentioned) from the borehole thro’ a thill to a staple sunk in the main
coal waste in the Goodspd. Above the dyke or the north side thereof which said stone
drift when at the same staple is 3fath. 1 yd. 2ft. 6in. below the Maudlin Coal Seam
thill there, and consequently 12 fath. 6in. above the low main coal in case the distance
between the maudlin coal and low main coal be 16 fath. as we are well informed and
believe it therefore plainly appears that all the seams of coal lying on the north side of
the dyke is as effectually won as if the said drift had been brought from the main coal
below the dyke because if it had been brot. From the main coal below the dyke would
not have winn the said low main coal above the dyke by upwards of 5 fath. And as it
is possible the dead water will rise higher which would have rendered that drift of (?)
We likewise viewed the workings of the Maudlin coal seam in the Goodspd. View
and Bounder Pits and find the same wrot. After a very regular manner at about 11 yds.
To a winning ½ taken in bords and the other half left in pillars to support the roof this
method we are of opinion is the best method to work the greatest quantity of coals in
this colliery. We also viewed the workings of the main coal seam in the Goodspd.
Broom and Borehole Pits and finds thereof the parts worked by Mr Humble to be very
regular and fairly wrot. At 71/2 yards to a winning bords at 3 and sometimes 31/2 and
the remainder left to support the roof which in our opinion is the best method to get
the greatest quantity of coals.
We likewise viewed and find the east workings of the Goodspd. In the main coal
which we find to be about 20 yds. Short of Birtley Pell boundary and continues to dip
towards the same without any appearance of feeders of water from the said Birtley
Pell Colliery. And as we find the full colliery lyeth much to the dip we are of opinion
there is no occasion to leave a barrier of coal against the same.

The said Stone drift drove thro’ the dyke to free the (?) seams was done by….
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Birtley March 29th 1749
Viewed the East pit in the 5/4 coal seam finds the same regularly wrot. At 6 yds to a
winning viz. bords 4 yds. wide and walls 4 yds. in thickness pillars length 22 yds. and
upwards ---by plumbing the Fortune Pit the surface of the water is found to be 6 faths.
10 in. below the thill of the 5/4 coal which is 29 fath. From the surface of the ground
–and the surface of the water is 37 faths. 10 in. from the surface of the ground.
Likewise we plumbed the borehole in the East Pit at the end of Water level Drift and
finds it to be 7 fathms. 1 ft. from the boxhead to the top of the water and the boxhead
is 21/2 yds. Below the 5/4 Coal thill makes 6fathms. 2ft. from the thill of the 5/4 to the
top of the water and the boxhead is 2 ½ yds. below the 5/4 thill makes 6 faths. 2ft.
from the thill of the 5/4 coal and there is 6fath. 10 in. from thill of 5/4 to the water,
there appears to be 6fath. 2ft. 2 in. of water between maudlin and low main coal 16
fath. 4ft. between main coal and maudlin coal 9 fathom.
Signed…..John Legg
In. Smurfit
Wm. Hepple
Wm. Newton
Tho. Stokoe
Edwd. Smith Snr.
Edwd. Smith jnr.
Wm. Jackson
In. Pratt
Ra. Allison
Wm. Byerly
Rich. Humble
Wm. Donkin
Wat-2-8-p97
Birtley March 31st 1749
We have observed the Main Dyke and View pit Dyke in So. Birtley Colliery and finds
them both upcast to or towards the north and between they do extend the So. Part of
Birtley Fell Colliery but as that part of the Fell Colliery is not yet wrought we cannot
take it upon us to say whether those Dykes cast up the coal more or less in that part of
the Fell Colliery they have cast up the coal in the said Birtley Colliery, but on taking
the deepness of the pits in the Fell Colliery on the north side of both the Dykes
upwards, also the deepness of the pits in Birtley Colliery and carefully levelling from
these on the Fell to the others we find the Fell Pits many fathoms to the dip of the
South Birtley pits as hereafter mentioned and therefore according to our opinions
there is no occasion to leave any barrier of coals in the said Birtley adjoining the said
Fell Colliery but on the contrary in our judgement if any barrier is necessary to be left
in the Fell Colliery to prevent the waters from falling down from Birtley Colliery into
the said Fell Colliery we find that by viewing the 3rd pit in Birtley Hall Colliery that
the owners or occupiers of that colliery hath a freewater course at 2fa. 4ft. 6 in. in
above the thill of that main coal in that pit which is no less than 1 fath. 3 ft. below the
main coal at the Good Speed Pit in So. Birtley therefore for the said owners of the Fell
Colliery to attempt a stone drift from the said Fell Colliery pits or any of them or to
use any other contrivance whatsoever to convey the water into So. Birtley would

instead of saving many thousands pounds be attended with a very great expense and
also useless to the same Fell Colliery; there is level to be had near the staple at the
Godspeed Pit in So. Birtley Colliery but on examining covenant’s of Mr Humble’s
leases we find he is not entitled to drive such level into or for the use or benefit of any
adjoining colliery; therefore that level is or cannot be of any use to Birtley Fell
Colliery, without the consent of the lessors of the said So. Birtley Colliery and in case
the said lessors do herinafter consent that said level shall be carried into Birtley Fell
Colliery so as to win the south part thereof. We are fully of opinion it would not
drown destroy or damage or in any way hurt the air and water courses therein, or in
any manner render the same unworkable. We have made a calculation the quantity of
coals the main coal seam of this said So. Birtley Colliery will produce and according
such calculations the part unwrought containing about ---acres will produce 121 Tens
an acre accounting both whole mine and pillars amt. to ---Tens and the pillars
standing unwrought in the said main coal seam containing ---acres will produce 40
Tens an acre or thereabouts amounts to ---Tens together make in all ---Tens the said
colliery will produce from and after the date hereof.
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Measured all the distances with a chain in the exactest manner we were capable of,
and find that where the said workings were extended and carried nearest to So. Birtley
Colliery the same where and now are in one place 7 yards distant north or northwards
from the said So. Birtley Colliery in another place 11 yards in another 14 yards, and in
another 12 yards, all other parts of the said workings at a greater distance from the
said So. Birtley Colliery.
Is anything to be added to the lessor the weight Jas. Barnes and Jos. Boward’s
testimony who have deposed that a communication is made between the collieries by
Humble working out of the fell into So. Birtley Colliery 2 yards or thereabouts as the
view was stolen and made by young and inexperienced persons.
We are of opinion that making a drift from or out of the main coal in the south side of
the main dyke thro’ the said dyke is impracticable, as the walls and the pillars of the
said main coal under the dyke are wrought away or so much of them as could be got
and the said seam is thrust so as to render the making of such a drift impossible at
present and we are informed and believe such pillars of the main coal were wrought
away by the directions of the viewers of the lessors.
We are confirmed in the opinion because we find by plumbing the Good speed Pit
taking the bank level from Do. Pit to the Fortune Pit and plumbing Do. Pit to the
surface of the dead water that the water in the main coal waste under the said dyke is
risen five fathoms or thereabouts which waste water having a communication with
Leefield and Picktree Collieries that are drowned up and laid of working the said
water can by no means be drawn out of the said main coal waste so that had the water
course been driven out of the main coal under the said main dyke the same being now
drowned no air course could have been preserved or kept for the benefit of So. Birtley
Colliery, so that in the main coal the watercourse and air course made by Mr Humble
are done in the most effectual manner for the advantage and benefit of So. Birtley
Colliery,
As the lessees’ viewers set forth that the pillars in the Maudlin and 5/4 coal cannot be
wrought by reason of so much taken away in working the whole mine. We are of
opinion and firmly believe that such pillars should be wrought and taken away and
that the coals produced by working thereof together with the coals obtained out of the

whole mine will raise a larger quantity of coals that can be had by any other method
whatsoever taken or practised by other persons.
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We have the greater reason to believe this as we have tried the method recommended
by the lessors’ viewers and found the same did not raise so many coals as the method
of working observed by Humble.
Wm Newton
Mr. Stokoe
Mr. Byerley
Mr. Allison
Wat-2-8-p100
Morpeth Bank Colliery April 27th 1802
Dear Sir,
Having this day at your request viewed and examined the state and situation of this
colliery for His Grace the Duke of Portland and find that the workings thereof are in
general very regular, and am perfectly satisfied that the present method of working
being most advantageous to His Grace the Duke of Portland as well as to the present
lessees that the nature of the seam will admit of; at the same time would recommend
that the next pit put down should be sunk along the water level line from the Engine
pit which may be either to the No. West or the So. East from said Engine pit but in all
likelihood it will be to the No West as the seam is better in quality in that direction
and also free from Troubles—with respect to the application the lessees had made to
His Grace for a reduction of rent I made a calculation as near as I possibly could of
the probable expense the coals may cost them laying upon the bank and find that their
profits may amount to above £63 p annum if the information I received of the quantity
sold be correct which was about 5000 fothers annually and allowing this quantity to
be the annual vend it makes the tentale vend on the above quantity 17s 7d p ten of 440
bolls which is in my opinion rather high; at the same time it must be considered that
they have this advantage that should they exceed the aforesaid quantity of 5000
fothers in any year the rent charge decreases in proportion but should His Grace be
inclined to make any abatement in the rent would recommend the agreement to be
upon a different plan to that at present viz. A certain annual rent for a certain number
of Tens and a Tentale rent upon all the coals wrought over and exceeding the certain
fixed quantity of Tens but in all probability I shall see you before any alteration takes
place.
I waited upon Mr Fryer according to your directions but he has not got a plan of the
Grounds at Jesmond as it is divided, he has only the plan of the original estate before
the divisions took place, but it is not of much consequence as the gentlemen that made
the application wayleave will no doubt have the different grounds surveyed; therefore
as soon as they hear from you I shall likely hear from them upon the business and
shall advise you of the different rents I think His Grace may be fairly entitled to after
seeing the line of the intended wagon way thro’ His Grace’s ground.
I am with best respects dear sir
Yours truly
J Watson
To Mr Sadler
Tritlington
Northumberland
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Morpeth Bank Colliery April 27th 1802
Dear Sir,
Having this day at your request viewed and examined the state and situation of this
colliery for his Grace the Duke of Portland and find that the workings thereof are in
general very regular ; and am perfectly satisfied as to the present method of working
being the most advantageous to his Grace the Duke of Portland as well as to the
present lessees that the nature of the seam will admit of; at the same time would
recommend that the next pit put down should be sunk upon the water level line from
the engine pit which should be either to the NW or SE from the said engine pit but it
all likelihood it will be to the NW as the seam is better in quality and that direction
and also free from troubles----with respect to the application the lessees had made to a
reduction in rent I made a calculation as near as I possibly could of the probable
expense the coals may cost them laying upon bank and find their profits may amount
to above £63 p annum if the information I received about the quantity of coal sold be
correct which was about 5000 fothers annually; and allowing this quantity to be the
annual vend it makes the tentale rent upon the above quantity 17s 7d p ten of 440
bolls which is in my opinion rather high; at the same time it must be considered they
have this advantage that should they exceed the aforesaid quantity of 5000 fothers in
any year the rent charge decreases in proportion; but should His Grace be inclined to
make any abatement in the rent would recommend the agreement to be on a different
plan to that at present, viz. a certain annual rent for a certain quantity of tens but in all
probability I shall see you before any alteration takes place .
I waited upon Mr Fryar according to your directions but he has not got a plan of the
grounds at Jesmond as it is divided, he has only the only the original plan of the
estates before the division took place, but it is not of much consequence as the
gentlemen that made the application for wayleave will no doubt have the different
grounds surveyed; therefore as soon as they hear from you I shall likely hear from
them upon the business and shall advise you upon the different rents I may think His
Grace may be fairly entitled to after seeing the line of the intended wagon way thro’
His Grace’s ground.
I am with respects dear sir,
Yours truly
J Watson
To Mr Sadler
Tritlington
Northumberland
Wat-2-8-p101
Black close Colliery Jan. 1757
Questions asked by Mr Wm. Pick and answered by Mr Burdees
Quest 1 What is the deepness of the several pits?
Ans. From 15 to 20 fathoms
Quest. 2 What were they sunk for p fathom?
Ans. From 20 to 21s p fathom
Quest. 3 What sort of metal in sinking?
Ans. About 12 or 13 inches of clay & 5 or 6 fathoms of freestone
Quest. 4 The height of the coal and if any refuse?
Ans. The height is about 34 inches and about 15 inches of the roof stowed in the
waste

Quest 5 How is the water commanded?
Ans. Very easy by two horses a water teamer and a driver
Quest 6 What acres are won by the present winning?
Quest 7 How many acres in the whole boundary?
Ans. In the survey about 460 acres
Quest 8 What is special wrought for p xx (see the particulars
Quest 8 What measure doth the corves contain?
Ans. About 13 pecks
Quest 10 How many bolls to the ten p the lease?
Ans. About 411 bolls
Quest 11 What certain rent and what tentale rent?
Ans. £200 p annum certain and 15 p ten for 267 tens
Quest 12 The number of wagons and what they contain?
Ans. 6 wagons and they contain 24 bolls each
Quest 13 The length of the wagon way and what sort of water is there?
Ans. About 500 yards at most and 6 ft. of water in neap tydes and from 12 to 15 ft. in
Spring tydes
Quest. 14 What are they sold for p chaldron?
Ans. About 10s p chaldron
John Watson says they can work about six or ten thousand chaldrons yearly and put
them on board at about 6s 6d or 7s per chaldron
See the survey of the harbour and colliery
See the lease of the colliery and the evaluation of all the materials
See the contract made with the crimps at London
To have the particulars of the borings of each hole
The lease is for 9 years from May day 1756
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Newcastle May 33rd 1765
Hon. Sir,
As we understand your honour is likely to be concerned in a chancery suit with Mr
Blackett we think it our duty to represent to you in a most perfect manner we can how
such suit may affect the intended winning at your colliery at Denton.
Your honour will find if you look over our several letters and papers that we have at
all times thought it a matter of greatest consequence to the effectual winning of
Denton Colliery to take to Farm of Mr Blackett his Engines at West Denton together
with the privilege of making cuts and drains in his ground for the taking of top feeders
all which we calculate might be worth betwixt £100 and £150 a year to East Denton.
But id a chancery bill is to be preferred at present it would not only debar East Denton
of all those advantages but would be productive of such ill consequences as might
render the winning impossible as will appear from the following representation of the
situation of those collieries.
The Beaumont seam at West Denton lies about 15 fathoms deep and the waste which
is very extensive is standing drowned with water, Lemmington lies to the rise of these
engines and East Denton to the dip of them and Benwell lies to the dip of East
Denton. Therefore as East Denton and Benwell are situated to the full depth of West
Denton that water which is in that drowned waste will penetrate through into those
collieries and must of consequence be drawn off before the coal can be come at either

in East Denton or Benwell. It is therefore most advisable to procure leave of Mr
Blackett for to put in proper repair one of his engines at West Denton and to draw of
the drowned waste there previous to anything, or however much being done at the
winning of Denton and Benwell, the water being only to raise 16 fathoms there, which
will otherwise be to raise 24 in Denton or 30 in Benwell besides if these drowned
wastes were….
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… drained the colliery of Lemington might be set to work very probably in six or
seven months which otherwise could not be in so many years, and the coal in Denton
will be kept dry by taking of such a load of water now laying against it, which alone is
a most material thing, and then the winning of East Denton or the joint winning of
East Denton and Benwell would be very easily accomplished.
Without the Engines and liberty of making drains in West Denton your Honour’s
colliery will be labour for many years under the inconvenience of wet coals and we
shall lie constantly under the apprehensions of being irrecoverably drowned out by Mr
Blackett in an affair of such consequence to the winning of your colliery and that you
will please to honour us with a speedy answer by which we may determine either to
pursue the plan already laid down for winning or some other plan which we are afraid
may be attended with greater expense.
We are honoured sir,
Your most hble. Sevt.
WB
JW
Wat2-8-p104
Nov. 21st 1797
Sir,
At your request this day examined the workings made in the Cooperie Seam of coal in
the So. East part of Etall Estate belonging to the Rt. Hon. Wm. Hay Carr Esq. by
Mesrs. Sibbit and Smith and after measuring several of the bords etc. find them to the
following dimensions breadth of bord 31/2 yards length of pillar 3 to 4 yards – breadth
of pillar 2 yards do. of heads 4 foot. I am of opinion that the present method of
working is the most advantageous both to the lessor and the lessees that the nature of
the colliery in this part of the estate will admit of, as the roof of the coal is in general
very bad and unless these pillars of coal were left to support the same it would be
impossible to keep the pits open. But can be no judge how far the lessees may or may
not have a right to do so, not being acquainted with the particular reservations in their
lease.
I am also of opinion that the whole coal remaining in this part of the estate will not
last working more than 12 or 14 months so that it will be necessary to have levels
taken and a general survey before the expiration of that time to point out where the
most advantageous place will be to make a winning.
With respect to the account it appears that the lessor will be entitled to no more than
the certain yearly rent of £350 as the lessees have not had more than 10 coal hewers at
any one time since the commencement of the agreement.
I am sir
Your obedient servant
J Watson
To Mr Johnson

Byker
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Farrow June 15th 1801
We have this day been requested by the lessees of this colliery to give our opinions
respecting the most proper place of making a winning; after examining the grounds in
Jarrow Estate adjoining the different boundaries we give it our opinion that the most
advisable situation to make a winning in this colliery would be to begin at or about
250 yards south and west from Mr Railston’s house. If the boreholes marked on the
ground for that purpose should prove unfavourable to the stonehead we would
recommend another trial to the south of the present one about 100 yards.
Jn Donnison
Jn. Watson
Thos. Brough
Thos. Ramsay
Jn. Buddle jnr.

Fathoms yds. ft. in
Depth of Hebburn B pit from the surface----------------- 130

0

0 0

Rise of colliery from B pit to face of east mothergate--- 6
Surface level from Tyne-----------------------------------------7
Rise of the colliery from B pit east workings to the
Intended winning—dist 900 yds.-------------------------------4
----------------------------------------------------------------------17
Depth of B pit-------------------------------------------------- 150.
112
Supposed downcast trouble to the east from Hebburn and}
Jarrow new winning as proved in the workings at}
Willington to be in the situation--------------------------------16
Supposed depth of Jarrow Colliery----------------------------128

0
0

0 0
0 0

1
1
0
1

0
0
0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

0
0
0
0
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Heaton Colliery May 30th 1803
To Messrs Scott & Johnson
Gentn,
Having had a fire in the E Pit belonging this colliery on Sunday night May 22nd which
threw down several of the air stoppings in the said workings which has occasioned a
temporary stop in the working of the said colliery, having now got them renewed we
were of opinion that the men might return themselves to their employment without
running themselves into any danger other than attends the working of coal mines in
general which they have refused to saying the pit still continues in a bad state; you
will therefore be pleased to examine the whole of the workings and say whether or not
the pit is in a proper state so as she might be set to work without endangering the lives
of the men from any inflammable matter existing in any part of the works.
I am, Gentlemen
For the owners of Heaton Colliery
Jn. Watson

May 30th 1803
We have this day particularly examined the working bords, as also the waste and the
different returns of the air passing thro’ the works of this colliery, and are clearly of
opinion there is no particular danger existing from any inflammable matter and cannot
help remarking that this pit appears to us to be as free from any inflammable matter or
other bad air as any pit we ever met with in the course of our practise and therefore
think the men may go with safety to their respective employments.
Mark Scott
Mattw. Johnson
Wat-2-8-p107
Minutes relative to the coal under Earl of Marchment’s Estate at Coldstream by Peter
Lasley
A borehole has been put down 16 fathoms in the south east part of the estate to a seam
of coal 3ft 3in in thickness, this estate is situated about 6 miles fro Kelso 8 miles to (?)
and close to Coldstream.
For and Etall Collieries are supposed to be the nearest collieries where most of the
inhabitants about this part of the country are supplied from.
It is supposed that 20 or 30 men’s work might be disposed of, if coal should be got.
Black Close the Duke of Portland’s estate near the Stake Ford. 2 or 3 boreholes have
been put down, the first pit down to the main coal at the easternmost part of the
boundary 50 fathoms to the seam 6 feet high—and about 1400 yards from the above
hole in a SW direction another hole was put down to the above seam which was 3 feet
high at the depth of 40 fathoms.
A seam of coal has been wrought lays above the above seam ( which was wrought by
one Atkinson once had a foundry in Sandgate) about 3ft. 6 ins. High.
The above estate lies in a SW direction from Newbiggin 1 mile from Woodhorn and 1
mile from North Seaton and 11/2 miles NW from Camus.
At an estate belonging to Sir William Meddleton of Belsay Castle called Edington miers near
to Morpeth common there is a seam of coal 30 inches high. This seam has been wrought in
Midford Estate and they had little or no water.
A pit put down at the dippest part would not exceed 6 fathoms.
Mr Doubleday’s of the abbey at Alnwick Estate
A top seam has been wrought here about ¾ of a yard thick by the above gentleman many
years ago.
There has been a pit put down to the second seam 14 fathoms to a 4 feet seam.
This estate lies about 1 mile N from Alnwick Close upon the turnpike head.
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Near Netherton
At a draw well at Clifton Lenning there is a seam of coal sunk through ¾ yard thick the
royalty belongs to the Earl of Carlisle.
Gentlemen,
You are requested by Mattw. Bell esq. &Co. & J. Lamb esq. & Co. to examine the parts of the
grounds at Willington (where the coal is unwrought) belonging to Ralph Milbanke esq. and
others the estates of Low Flatworth belonging to His Grace the Duke of Northumberland, and
of Low Willington the property of Messrs. Bewick & Craister and the plans and maps of the
same in order to give your answers to the following queries.

Query 1st In what way or manner would you recommend winning the coal under the lands and
grounds above mentioned, would you advise doing it by a general winning or by two or three
distinct ones, and in what situation.
Query 2nd Will the Norfolk pit in Low Flatworth if ridded out and sunk deep enough to cut out
the Milbank Pit dyke be a proper place for obtaining a few years coals until a general winning
is affected, or would you recommend sinking a pit on the deep side of said Milbanke Pit dyke
for the above purpose.
Query 3rd Are there any pits in Willington Colliery that would expedite a temporary winning
into Low Willington or Low Flatworth.
Answers to Query 1 2 and 3rd. We the undersigned having viewed the surface of the ground
under which the collieries in question lie, examined the plans laid before us of the same, and
fully considered the various modes of access to these seams both from general and partial
winnings or openings; are unanimously of opinion that two general or distinct winnings
should take place, viz. one of them in Willington Colliery about 200 yards north from
Willington Copperas house and 660 yards south west from the venture pit in the said colliery
marked A on the plan which being accomplished a large tract of coal will be obtained, as well
from under the same, as from under the grounds of Bewick and Caister called Low Willington
by due extension of level from this projected winnings, The second distinct winning to be
made in the grounds of His grace the Duke of Northumberland at Flatworth near a place
marked B on the plan where the main coal is supposed to lie between 60 and 90 fathoms
below the high water mark of the contiguous part of the River Tyne which place will be by
estimation about 1000 yards in a south east direction from the fir trees on Shields Road and
about 1200 yards to the west or north….
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…west fence borehole in the Coble dean but which place is to be accurately ascertained and
set out in consequence of such borings being made, as to show the same to be clear of the
wash of sand etc. known to lie in nearly an east and west direction thro’ the said tract of
ground and not very far distant from the place above pointed out, as this tract of land etc. is
known to extend from Felling Colliery through the Walker, Wallsend and thence to the Coble
dean near North Shields. As we have recommended two distinct winnings the 2nd and 3rd are
no objects of consideration.
Query 4th You are particularly requested after fixing where the winning or winnings are to be
made, give an estimate of the expense of making the same.
Ans. To Query 4th The expense of winning collieries in this tract of country have been
extremely different, and are so much objects of mere conjecture that no estimates can be
found with any degree of certainty perhaps each of them may be stated at £30000.
Query 5th As there are several cylinders and a great quantity of pumps and other materials at
Shire Moor Colliery which are to be taken at a valuation by J Lamb esq. & Co. you are
desired to examine the same and say whether they all or what part of them will be suitable for
the intended winning.
Ans. To Query 5th
The materials at Shire Moor Colliery we could not examine by reason of the pumps being in
the pit and the cylinder not taken down: The iron materials etc. may be of some use according
to their value, in the proposed winning of Flatworth.
Query 6th Is it necessary to make any borings before a winning is attempted and if necessary
please to say where they should be made.
Ans. To Query 6th We do not see the necessity of a boring to the main coal in either of these
cases of winnings, as we have no doubt of the seam being met with, from its being already
open and in work in so many of the neighbouring collieries.
Sept 10th 1786
James Ramsay
Robert Donkin
John Buddle Snr.

Sober Watkin
Chas. Nixon
John Bedlington
Thos. Baines
John Donnison
Wm. Stobart
John Smith
John Buddle Jnr.
John Watson
Thos. Brough
Mark Scott
Thos. Taylor
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Hebburn Colliery Nov 13th 1800
In pursuance of the requisition we have this day viewed the workings in the B Pit of this
colliery and have carefully attended to the modes practised in conducting of the same.
The winning appears to have been regularly made at 13 yards each, taking 4 for a bord and
leaving 9 for a wall or pillar, the length of the pillars is 20 yards, and the walls holed at about
2 yards in wideness, the air courses also appear to be very properly attended to.
Drifts are drove from the eastwards of the shaft and continued into the estate of Jarrow
Grange where a tract of workings have been made at the rate of winning above mentioned,
but from the coal becoming of more tender quality, and the seam subject to a variety of backs
or rides together with a soft thill and a clay band 11/2 inch thick and about 2 feet from the
roof, that on the south side of the mothergate about 320 yards east from the said shaft about 6
winnings in, a creep or squeeze has discovered itself among the pillars; it is therefore
necessary that some means be used without loss of time to stop its progress and prevent it
spreading so as to affect the other workings. We therefore recommend the three first west
bords out of the winning headways made in Jarrow Grange Estate, together with the two first
east bords from the said winning headways to be immediately well stowed and pillared with
stones and also the narrow bord immediately next and adjoining the aforesaid east mothergate
on the north to be well stowed likewise: This being done we conceive the present workings
eastwards may be kept safe, and the extensive barrier of coal that appears to be left betwixt
the estates of Hebburn and Jarrow Grange with so few openings through it, will we apprehend
prevent any injury coming to the pit or the workings westwards.
On the sinking of the said B Pit shaft the coal immediately near to her was found to be so
intersected with dykes and troubles that sundry cuts and levels have been obliged to be made
in order to bring of the water previous to the stone drift being completed for that purpose.
These levels now being in general use appear to have been filled up very properly—great
attention appears to have been made towards keeping the shaft secure, as sundry parcels of
the whole coal appear be left near to her for that purpose.
In future however, and particularly where the seam is similarly circumstanced, as where creep
has shown itself we recommend the winnings….
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….to be increased to at least 14 yards, and the walls to be holed as narrow as the convenience
for the working of the seam will permit them.
Wm. Stobart
John Watson
To Messrs Thos. Barnes, J Easton, Wm. Smith etc.
Biggs Main Colliery Oct. 23rd 1795
Gentn.
You are requested by Messrs. Bells Brown & Co. to descend the A Pit at Biggs Main Colliery
to examine the dip workings to the south and west adjoining Walker Colliery, and give your

opinion regarding the propriety or impropriety of working the pillars in that part of the
colliery.
You will also please (for the same purpose) to examine that part of the colliery workings in
the Engine Pit, which lies between the great downcast and upcast Troubles to the north and if
you think it advisable to attempt working either or both of these places in the walls or pillars,
you are desired to say when and where such workings ought to commence and in what
manner would you recommend them to be wrought.
As it appears necessary to make a trial by boring or sinking to the Low Main Coal in order to
know the state of the seam, which way would you recommend and at what pit.
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Bigges Main Colliery October 27th 1795
In compliance with the preceding request we have examined a part of the SW workings in the
A Pit boundary upon Walker, and a considerable part of the north workings in the Engine Pit
lying between the great Downcast and the upcast Troubles beforementioned and after
considering the state of each are of Opinion that the latter situation from the single
circumstance of its being under the Engine Level, and the walls in danger of being altogether
lost if the working thereof is not now attempted is the most eligible for making the
experiment, but as we deem the general working of the walls in this colliery an unprofitable
if not an impracticable attempt we recommend that about 1/4th only of each pillar should be
removed, and as this should be effected with as little derangement in the air courses as the
nature will admit. We advise that every pillar in the range of the air stoppings should only be
thinned from 8 to 6 yards by widening the adjoining board 2 yards, but as such other walls as
are not in the range of the air stopping should be shortened from 11 to 13 yards by taking 5
yards from one end of each.
With respect to the two methods of sinking or boring to the Low Main Coal we do not
hesitate to recommend that which will be most effectual (viz.) Sinking one pit to the seam and
the A Pit presents itself to us as the most eligible.
Signed
Thos. Barnes
J Easton
Wm Smith
John Buddle jnr.
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Minutes Respecting the Millbank Pit in Willington Colliery Feb. 1800
1st The water from Flatworth Colliery has found a passage over the coal and into that part of
Willington Colliery which lies to the north of the Rise Dyke of 12 fathoms formerly found
and proved in the Engine Pit workings of said colliery.
2nd That the communication from said workings by a borehole from the bottom of Millbank
pit shaft via a stone drift driven thro’ the said Dyke 34 yards in strong post to said borehole.
The said borehole is now plugged up which at present effectually prevents the waste water
issuing from Flatworth Colliery from getting to the fire engines at Willington.
3rd The levels which has been taken from the Millbank Pit to the Orphan Pit in Flatworth
Colliery appear to be as follows viz.
Faths yds ft in
17
0
0 0
6 0
0 0
95
0
0 0
Depth from settle boards to surface of water in Orphan Pit
44
0
0 0
51
0
0 0
Consequently the water will rise 51 fathoms in height up the Millbank Pit shaft before it can
be on a level with water now standing in the Orphan Pit waste in Flatworth Colliery.
From the Thill of the coal in MIllbank Pit to surface
Ascent from Millbank Pit to Orphan pit

4th It must also be observed that there is an extensive waste of water lying to the rise of
Flatworth Colliery called Murton which belongs to the lessees of Flatworth which waste they
have formerly bored into and plugged the same up again leaving a barrier against the same of
about 4 or 5 yards.
5th As soon as the water had made a communication from Flatworth into Willington Colliery
the said lessees bored 7 holes into the waste at Murton and set a large quantity of water into
the said Willington Colliery. They the said lessees have however on an application being
made by the owners of Willington plugged up the holes again but threaten on Monday next to
take out the said plugs again and run of the said Murton waste into the workings of the
Millbank and Bell Pits unless Messrs Bell esq. & Co. pay them a valuable consideration for
keeping the hole plugged. As Murton waste is so very extensive and subject to very
considerable day feeders in wet weather which would immediately find a passage into…
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….Willington Colliery in the workings of the Pits abovementioned and would of course be
obliged to be drawn by the intended Engine at Millbank Pit. Would it not in this case be
prudent to enter into Treaty with the said lessees of Flatworth and give them a consideration
for keeping the boreholes plugged and leaving the barrier against Murton
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St Anton’s Colliery Feb.11th 1801
We have this day examined the south west workings of the Restoration Pit in the past to the
east of and adjoining the Bird Nest estate. The pillars been worked both to the north and south
parts of the workings of this pit. We find there are about five acres of pillars (between the
north and south parts of the said pits workings where the pillars have been worked)
unwrought, these pillars are situate between an upcast dyke to the west of four fathoms and
the said Bird Nest Estate, a considerable sum of money has been expended towards making
the said pillars ready to be worked and it may cost about £50 more to accomplish the said
business. We recommend that the air be properly conveyed to the south part of the said pillars
before any part thereof are wrought and that the whole be attempted to be taken away
beginning at the southernmost most part to the barrier as quickly as possible as the most
probable means of obtaining the greatest quantity of coals out of the said pillars which will
probably amount to 3400 chaldrons. We have calculated the expense of working the said
pillars and believe the same will cost at least 13/- p chaldron exclusive of rent.
Charles Nixon
J Donnison
Thomas Ramsay
John Watson
John Straker
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St Anton’s Colliery Nov 6th 1801
We are requested by the lessors and lessees of this colliery to give our opinions respecting the
supporting of the Restoration Pit shaft at the Upper Main Coal Seam, after examining the
workings about this shaft as this seam is now done we would recommend a west board and a
south headways to be stowed up, at least each 20 yards from the said pit shaft, taking care to
leave sufficient room for the water courses, and after this work is completed we are of opinion
that the aforesaid pit shaft will be sufficiently supported.
{John Dennison
For the lessors of the said colliery
{Thomas Ramsay
For the lessees of the said colliery
{John Watson

{Robert Atkinson
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Heaton Colliery April 6th 1802

We have this day examined that part of the workings of this colliery situate in the
extreme west part of Biggs Main Colliery, but subject to the lessees of Heaton by the
lessees of Biggs Main, and as the tract of coal in question is now nearly wrought off
in the whole mine—we would recommend from the nature of the situation that the
lessees of Heaton should immediately commence working the pillars, and that the said
Pillars of Coal should not be partially but entirely taken away, which in our opinions
will be for the mutual advantage of both the lessor and lessees of each colliery.
For the Lessor--------------------------------John Straker
For the Lessees-------------------------------John Watson
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Heaton Colliery July 6th 1802
We have this day examined the workings of the D Pit, which are now carrying
forward in the coal lately sublet to this colliery by the lessors and lessees of Biggs
Main and as a feeder of water of considerable extent has broke out in the north part of
the said workings; we are of opinion from its lying so much under the Engine Level
that it is impossible for the lessees of Heaton to contend with it, and from the best of
our judgement we think from the nature of the situation that the said lessees have
made every effort to work the whole of this coal, and at very great expense, have
prosecuted their intentions, but from the cause referred to above they will be under the
necessity of abandoning it altogether.
J Straker
J Watson
Wm Stobart
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Walker Colliery Dec. 2nd 1800
Dear Sir,
As I find your are working the East Benton pillars to the south west of the A Pit and
above the 8 Fathom Dyke and have already gone through a considerable part of those
nearest the dyke, I suggest for your consideration after completing the pillaring in that
quarter, the propriety of filling up the places I have marked on the plan for the
preservation of the west wagon road and the north pillars without delay; for I think it
is pretty clear that when you begin the west workings all that you can expect is that
the creep may not come on until you are about as far north of these places, and the
pillaring ought therefore to be ready in time. If your opinion coincides with mine in
this matter you will of course proceed in the work, if not will you be so good as to
state your objections, as I am bound on the part of the lessees to see no coal lost by
creeps that can be avoided.
I have received the Drat. of Assignment between the lessors and lessees of Biggs
Main and the lessees of Heaton which from the slight perusal I have been able to give
it seems very fair. I see you have admitted 1/10th part for Engine and workmen’s coal
if they happen to consume that many which I think only reasonable.
I am Sir,
Yours sincerely
Thos Barnes
To J Watson
Willington
PS As I am at present a close prisoner in my lodging room I fear it will be some time
before I can have the pleasure of seeing you.
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To Mr Barnes
Dear Sir,
I am very sorry I have not had it in my power to answer your letter before this
morning as I was from home the former part of last week when it came and I have
been almost entirely confined to my bed ever since by indisposition.
I should have waited upon you on your arrival at home to have communicated to you
what plan I was proceeding with in with respect to working the pillars west of the
Dyke ( but I heard you were so poorly you were confined to your room which I am
sorry is confirmed by the latter part of your letter) to have consulted with you what
plan ought to be pursued in order to obtain the greatest quantity of coal by working
those pillars on the west side of the rise Trouble to west in the A Pit what bords ought
to be stowed up for the safety of the remaining pillars in case of a creep coming on
where we have already begun to work them. You will see by your plan that we are
continuing pillaring up the bord rooms against the said Dyke for about 25 to 30 yards
back where we intend coming as far as the great downcast to the north which will
make a barrier of about 50 yards parallel to them, which I think you and I were of
opinion in all probability would stop the creep from getting over the east side of the
said Trouble.
I must confess that I had rather abandoned the idea of pillaring up those 2 or 3 west
bords south of the west wagon way road from the shaft which you have marked upon
the plan for that purpose supposing all the pillars on the west part of the said Trouble
could be wrought off before the creep ever troubled us, but after considering the
business more maturely I am led to think the bounds are too large to depend up.
J Watson
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Walker Colliery Dec 10th 1800
Dear Sir,
It gives me much concern to hear of you indisposition for I assure you I have suffered
so much within this last 4 months as to have a strong fellow feeling for you, I
sincerely hope that your confinement may be of short duration.
In regard to Bigges Main I am very strongly of the opinion that the pillaring you are
making and intend to make along the west side of the 6ft Dyke will prevent any shake
from passing to the east side which is securing one great point, but the great length of
the workings above the Dyke from north to south renders it very probable that a creep
will begin at the south end before you have got thro’ your north pillars and take a part
of the latter from you, now I think this may be easily prevented by filling well the 2
west bords I mentioned and I am glad you mean to do so.
The bearer will show you the plan of Cowpen made from his survey and lining which
I will be much disposed to rely upon for accuracy though they prevent a part of the
north workings a little into the coal belonging to the representatives of Mr Hannah
and I will explain to you the cause of it. Upon making the first lining of Cowpen I
desired the bearer to procure Mr Johnson’s plan of the Main Coal Seam which he did
and will lay before you today and the new lining being laid on these workings showed
the north headways to be within Mr Croft’s coal though approaching last to Mr
Hannah’s the headways was accordingly stopped and a new survey being made of that

part of the boundary this headway, appeared to be in the situation represented by the
new plan, and you will see by a bare inspection of Mr Johnson’s plan that the only
course of all this error has originated in the person who begun to lay down the
workings using the polar instead of the magnetic meridian. As soon as I discovered
this error I made it known to Mr I Surtees who seems to think if the business is well
managed it may be got settled without any mischief but I mention all this in
confidence to you and hope until the lessees have been able to digest a plan for the
purpose of satisfying both Mr Croft and Mr Hannah’s executors that you will have
the….
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…goodness to let the matter rest between you and I. You see the damages is nothing
but if certain mischievous characters were to get hold of the circumstances before an
amicable adjustment took place much trouble and vexation might ensue and perhaps
you and I would get our share of it. In fact the Undertakers ought to suffer the whole
damage if every person had their due, for you see they neither know nor care where
they work. They know nothing of this matter at present, neither does John Robson for
as I said before I think it would be extremely imprudent to extend its communication
in the present stage of the business.
I am Dear Sir,
Yours sincerely
Thos. Barnes
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Byker Colliery June 12th 1763
I viewed the Colliery which is now working East and N East from the Success Pit
shaft and all to the depth of the Fire Engine and east bords have met with a Dyke or
downcast of about 15 feet perpendicular which has prevented them from working
there until the coal be won. To the northwards is a piece of whole coal remaining
unwrought which I estimate to be about 2500 chaldrons exclusive of the coal which
lays to the dip of the said downcast dyke adjoining the Thistle Pit Dyke which is
uncertain the quality that may be got there.
The principal part of the coal now to work in this pit lays to the south and east where
a wagon way for the convenience of putting the same is now making but I am
apprehensive it will not be completed and a sufficient quantity of bords or places won
out ready to work coal before all the coals be wrought out of the north east workings
provided the mode now adopted to be pursued for the executing of the said wagon
way which method I disapprove for the reasons undermentioned.
First it will cost £100 extra to complete it (for workmanship timber etc.) than the way
I pointed out to the agent of the colliery also runs a risk of letting down the feeder of
the water which issue from the south west workings and stone drift which won St
Anthon’s Colliery if so it must of necessity cause an amount of expense to draw by
hand pumps so long as the coal remains unwrought in that part of the colliery which
might have been prevented. I am also clear of opinion it will daily decrease the
putting of coals consequently increase the expense by this mode of proceeding.
I recommend for the interests of the owners that not less than 15 score of the Peck
Corves be wrought in each shift in the Success Pit, the present method of making the
wagon way underground be discontinued and a Drift drove through the Dyke and
dipping one yard in six as I formerly fixed when finished a twenty peck corf to be pit
in. I also advise that the Endeavour Pit be got to work with all speed and I find it

absolutely necessary a watercourse be made from near the level of the present Fire
Engine near the northward to win the coal to the east of Endeavour Pit which remains
now drowned with water. The same will also be useful to work the coal in Heaton
Estate which cannot conveniently be won by any other means a great part of the said
watercourse may be completed in the common course of coal workings but care must
be taken to avoid holing into the drowned waste in the Delight, Endeavour and
Success Pit workings unless by a borehole to let the water off occasionally.
I have also made an accurate calculation of working the coals and laying them upon
the Staith exclusive of Colliery rent which I find may be done for (?) per chaldron
provided 16000 chaldrons be vended yearly.
Signed
Christopher Bedlington
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Bassington Colliery
Gentlemen
1st At the request of Sir Matthew White Ridley Baronet you are desired to view and
enquire into the present state of the workings in the south of the South Pit Shaft and
the several Dykes and troubles therein. And also particularly into the drift going to the
south west and now at an upcast dyke and to report your opinion in writing of the
most speedy and effectual method of winning and working the coal to the south and
west of the said upcast dyke.
2nd You are also desired to give your opinion of working the coal below the Engine
Level to the east of the South Pit shaft and whether in your opinion that by laying a
wagon way from the South Pit Shaft for putting the coals or putting with hedges is the
best method of working the said coal and by what means to get over the said water
level and keeping the water out of the dip workings to be made below the said Engine
Water Level.
Quest.3rd Also to give your opinion whether or not it would be advisable to win the
Atlee Pit which is at present sunk 20 fathoms and the drift to win the Pit being left
short of the said Pit 110 yards by the direction of the late Mr William Brown for fear
of raising water which might at that time over burthen the Engine.
I am
Gentlemen
Your most obt. Servant
Robt. Donkin
Crowhall Sept 22nd 1783
To Christ. Bedlington
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Bassington Colliery Sept. 22nd 1783
Ans. To Quest. 1st Agreeable to the above request we have this day viewed the present
state and situation of this colliery and find in the south and south west from the South
Pit the workings are much entangled in dykes and troubles there is a rise dyke met
with at the face of the west drift which throws the coal up but how far is uncertain. In
order to prove the same a level has been taken by Mr Donkin from the face of the said
drift to a borehole 400 yards to the westward considering the rise colliery or
supposing no more dykes or troubles interfere we find the present dyke will be an
upcast that way of 87 fathoms or thereabouts. Therefore we recommend a trial

borehole be made immediately at 50 yards west from the face of the said drift to the
Main Coal which will effectually prove the same; there is a seam of coal which lies at
8 fathoms below the Main Coal called the Low Seam which we are of opinion the said
drift will win on the rise side of the dyke but until that boring is made we advise no
further trial by drifting.
Ans. 2nd The present situation of the Colliery makes it absolutely necessary to work
the coal to the dip of the Engine Level in the east from the South Pit shaft the method
to effect that we recommend first putting the coals by a wagon way for that purpose is
the best and cheapest way to win and lay dry the coal by applying the water which
falls down the said shaft upon a wheel to work a set of pumps which we are of
opinion can be done at a less expense than by any other means; we also recommend
that two frame dams be put in the Engine Level drift and two in the headways near the
rise dyke to prevent drowning the intended workings in case of any accident or
stoppage of the fire engine.
Ans. 3rd We are of opinion that the Atlee Pit ought to be won and wrought but at
present we don’t think it advisable to pursue that business until further discovery is
made on the rise side of the dyke to the west of the South Pit to prove the situation of
the colliery there and upon such trial no material increase of water is met with; we
then recommend the winning of the Atlee Pit may be pursued.
Signed
C Bedlington, R Brown, R Smith, G Green
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Coplaw Bent colliery July 10th 1784
We have this day viewed the Colliery in the Main Coal Seam wrought by Mr George
Dixon and find the winning made by a drift from the River Garnlass near the water
mill and continued westward for 1200 yards or thereabouts in coal the bords are drove
from and out of the water level drift which is not the common method of working
collieries. A barrier of whole coal ought to be left supporting the roof, instead the
pillars are wrought and the thrust brought within 2 yards of the water level drift for a
great length; we think it absolutely necessary for the future to leave a barrier of at
least 6 yards in thickness adjoining the watercourse to prevent any more thrusts
coming upon the same.
There is a coal called the Craw Coal which lays at 30 fathoms above the said Main
Coal Seam and generally at 3 feet 9 inches thick which may be to use for the burning
of lime. We recommend that no pillars be wrought in the Main Coal Seam under the
said Craw Coal until that seam is wrought, such unskilful mode of working would
render the Craw Coal of no value.
The annexed plan will describe the places where the pillars have been wrought to the
Main Coal Seam, a part of the Craw Coal seam we are of opinion is damaged by such
working have also accurately estimated the quantity of coal wrought from the
commencement of the present lease and find the quantity to be 1252605 corves of 8
Newcastle Coal Pecks each.
On the other side is an estimate of what the above coals have cost and what they have
been sold for.
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The Estimate

1252605 corves of coals sold upon an average @3p corf--- £15657. 11. 9 wrought in
12 years.
Cost as Under
£ s d
Having 1252605 corves = 56934 scores @ 8d p score-------------------------1697 17 4
Putting upon a mean
56936 do.
@ 7d p do.----------------------------1640 12 11
Overman and candles
56936 do.
@ 2d p do----------------------------- 474 9 7
Barrow way trams props and deals-------------------------------------------------300
Driving 1200 yards of water level drift--------------------------------------------100
Sinking 9 pits with timber-----------------------------------------------------------270
Damage of ground---------------------------------------------------------------------50
Drawing--------------------------------------------------------------------------------600
Banking and attendance--------------------------------------------------------------500
Gins and ropes-------------------------------------------------------------------------120
Agency 12 years-----------------------------------------------------------------------240
Corving and smith---------------------------------------------------------------------360
Contingencies unforeseen------------------------------------------------------------360
Making and repairing carts roads----------------------------------------------------500
7432 19 10
£6224 11 1
The above sum of £6224 .11. 1 appears to be gained for colliery rent and profit
during the above time.
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Walker Hill Colliery Sept. 15th 1784
Gentn.
You are requested by Joseph Hunter & Co to answer the following queries.
Query 1st Suppose the collieries should immediately cease working is there any
probability Walker Colliery can by what is already wrought be injured.
Ans.1st We are of opinion that should this colliery cease working Walker Colliery
cannot receive any injury whatever from what has been done.
Query2nd What barrier of coal would you recommend be left against Walker Colliery
in order to secure the same in the Success Pit and whether working the whole coal and
pillars to such barrier can be injurious to that colliery.
Ans.2nd We recommend that a barrier of whole coal of 50 yards be left against Walker
Colliery that the workings in the Success Pit be not extended further east than a line
marked CCC upon the plan hereto annexed and two frame dams be put in at the part
marked a and that the workings to the west from the said dams be filled up to the part
marked b. We are opinion that working the whole coal and pillars to the barrier
recommended above will not be in the least injurious to Walker Colliery there is
instances in this colliery of 10 yards have found to be sufficient barrier against the
thrust and creep.
Query 3rd What quantity of coal is now unwrought and likely to be got in Walker
Colliery in the whole coal and pillars.
Ans.3rd The quantity of coal unwrought and likely to be got in the colliery appears to
be about 2450 tons of 528 bolls each.
Thos. Taylor
Christ. Bedlington
John Bedlington
Chas. Nixon

Wat-2-8-p129
Walker Colliery Sept. 20th 1784
We have this day agreeable to the request made by the owners of Walker Colliery
seriously considered the following queries with our answers to the same as under.
Query 1st Whether the several pieces of whole coal in the plan marked No. 1,2,3 may
be wrought without damage to Walker Colliery.
Ans. 1st Having seriously considered the present state and situation of the workings in
the Success Pit in Byker Colliery find in the plan exhibited to us there are several
pieces of whole coal unwrought particularly in three places as marked on the plan 1,2,
and 3 and are of opinion that the said pieces of whole coal may be wrought the first
working over leaving sufficient pillars of coal, and not bore the Eleven Feet Dyke
which we presume to say is the Thistle Pit Dyke without injuring or damaging Walker
Colliery, also recommend not to suffer any pillars of coal to be wrought and taken
away in any one part of the aforesaid Success Pit.
Query 2nd Whether the pillars in the Endeavour Pit’s workings may be wrought with
safety and what barrier should be left by the Walker owners on the other side of the
Dyke.
Ans.2nd We are of opinion that the pillars of coal in the Endeavour Pit’s workings may
be wrought and taken away with safety in any part without any hazard of endangering
Walker Colliery except leaving unwrought two pillar lengths or forty yards of pillars
of coal next and adjoining on to the Dip Dyke as also to leave the barrier of whole
coal of sixty yards which is said to be left against the boundary of the Spanish Closes
without touching or reducing any part of the same if it is so left or any part of it by the
former workings there and in such case we recommend forty yards of pillars of coal to
be left and unwrought next and adjoining the boundary of the Spanish Closes as
aforesaid and that the owners of the said Walker Colliery do leave a boundary of
whole coal of seventy yards or thickness on the underside of the Dyke for the
preservation and safety of Walker Colliery.
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Query 3rd Whether the pillars are wrought or not, must not the same barrier be left by
the Walker Corners on the underside of the Dyke.
Ans.3rd In case the said pillars are wrought or not wrought in the Endeavour Pit we
recommend the same barrier of whole coal to be left by the owners of Walker Colliery
on the underside of the said Dyke as we are informed the workings in the Endeavour
Pit that have been formerly wrought have extended east and bared the Dyke in many
places.
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Walker Hill Colliery Sept. 10th 1785
Having surveyed and lined the workings in the Success Pit at Byker Colliery
eastwards towards the outstroke made into this colliery we find that after they had
wrought two hundred yards or thereabouts into Walker estate they have set through an
upcast Dyke of eight and a half feet to the east and sixty six yards further a downcast
Dyke of eleven feet to the east and twenty six yards further an upcast Dyke of two and
a half feet and thirty three yards east the outstroke is made by two narrow bords or
drifts into Walker workings. The said eleven feet Dyke we presume to say is the Dyke
that was represented to be twenty five fathoms downcast to the east and known by the
name of the Thistle Pit Dyke being within a few yards of the stones set up for that

purpose we find small attention has been paid to the said Dyke on leaving any barrier
of coal waste of the same for the security of Walker Colliery; we therefore
recommend frame dams to be put immediately into the two outstroke drifts between
the rise of two and a half feet and the east south headways and that the said headways
as also the double north headways be sufficiently stowed up before the dams be put in
and after the said dams is completed we recommend stowing up the drift west from
the dams so far as the downcast of eleven feet as also the holing to the east of the
dams between the said two drifts. We are informed that the two outstrokes have been
made from Byker Colliery into St Anthon’s colliery a thrust being on that part of the
boundary makes it impossible to get into either until it be ridded the one in the Main
Coal Seam and the other in the Metal Coal Seam which lays five and a half fathoms
below the said Main Coal Seam and that a dam was put into the Metal Coal effectual
but none into the Main Coal; we recommend that places be immediately rid and
sufficient dams be put in to resist a pressure on either side. Considering the situation
of Walker Colliery with other collieries’ workings and wastes to the rise and from the
number of Dykes and hitches which runs across the workings to the dip of success
and the situation of the dams being so near….
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…. Walker waste, we are afraid that by working any part of the pillars, that a creep
will come upon that part of the coal where the dams are to be placed and by that
means may not be sufficient to resist a pressure of water which will consequently be
against them therefore we cannot with any safety recommend any pillars to be taken
away in the said Success Pit.
We have also considered the situation of the said Endeavour Pit and from the
mothergate eastward being wrought to the Thistle Pit Dyke and most of the other
bords nearly the same and no barrier of coal left : If therefore any pillars of coal are
suffered to be wrought in that part of the pit adjoining the said Dyke in consequence
of which Walker Colliery must have a greater barrier of coal than if no pillars are
wrought and of greater value than the pillars. And we also recommend for the safety
of Walker Colliery that the lessees of Byker Colliery extend their workings no further
to the south east and north in the whole coal than they are at present both in the
Success Pit and the Endeavour Pit they having already wrought fat too near the said
Dyke and touched it in too many places.
Edw. Smith
Willm. Dodds
Jn Plummer
John Smith
Willm. Bell
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High Flatworth Oct. 10th 1784
Query 1st Is it advisable to work the walls in this Colliery and where.
Ans.1st It is advisable to work the walls immediately on account of dykes and bad coal
met with in the north part of this colliery.
Query 2nd Should it be judged right to work the walls, at what part of the colliery
would you recommend to begin.
Ans.2nd We recommend the walls to be worked in the Robert Pit, to begin in the north
and west part adjoining Benton boundary.

Query 3rd By working the walls is there not a great probability of weakening the
downcast dyke so as to set the old waste into the present workings.
Ans. 3rd We apprehend (by working the walls) it will not effect the downcast dyke as
a sufficient barrier of whole coal is left on each side thereof.
Query 4th Should the water of the old drowned waste by working the walls find its
way into the present workings what will in all likelihood be the consequence.
Ans. Should the water from the old drowned waste communicate to the present
workings by means of working the walls an additional fire engine will be necessary.
Query 5th Should the coal turn out good on the north side of the great dyke lately met
with would it then be advisable to desert working of the pillars.
Ans. Should the coal over the great dyke be good we think it advisable for the
advantage of the lessor as well as the lessees to continue working the walls as a
greater quantity of coal will now be got than at a later period.
Query 6th Would it not be prudent for the security of this colliery to put the old
engines as well as the new engine into the best repair possible previous to the working
any walls.
Ans. Is it not prudent to be at the expense of fitting up the old engine as well as the
new engine as we are of opinion it will not be needful but recommend the new engine
be kept at all times in sufficient repair.
Query 7th As Benton Colliery lies to the dip and a large barrier left against this
colliery would it be proper to work any part of the barrier left against Benton Colliery
and how much.
Ans. 7th We think it proper not to leave any barrier against Benton boundary (except 5
yards) to prevent a communication being made between the two collieries, and that
the said barrier be wrought along with the walls.
Chr. Bedlington
John Bedlington
Charles Nixon
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Heworth Colliery Oct. 19th 1781
We carefully examined the borings made by Messrs. Rawlings in this colliery and that
2 feet of the upper part of the Main Coal Seam is entirely cut off by dykes and other
casualties, in general the Upper Main Coal Seam is 5ft 10 ins. In thickness exclusive
of the bottom or ground coal and by the boring is only 3feet 2 ins. Have also made
several other trial borings to an upper or top coal and also by drifts and coal workings
in the said seam the coals are of an inferior quality not fit for merchantile ship coal.
The colliery lies in a very bad situation surrounded with a multiplicity of dykes and
troubles from the above circumstances and the coal at a depth of 107 fathoms we are
of opinion it is not practicable to win and work the said colliery to profit, therefore
recommend to the lessees to desist any further trials respecting the dip seams.
Seam of Coal at Washington Colliery
First seam is called the Upper Main Coal Seam which is mostly all wrought in the
whole coal and above the dykes.
Second Maudlin Coal which seam is won at the present no coals wrought (NB coal
bad)
Third Low Main Coal which is now working upon on the north side of the dyke and
not won or wrought from the fire engine.

Fourth The Hutton Seam is now working upon the dyke and not won at the fire
engine.
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Brenkburn Colliery April 14th 1785
We viewed the situation in this colliery and find it can be won from a level from the
Coquet to be drove in Mr Fenwick’s own estate; the expense to complete the same we
estimate to £400 we also find (if liberty was obtained from His grace the Duke of
Northumberland) thro’ his ground the said colliery could be won at the same level at
the expense of £200 or thereabouts.
Suppose His Grace condescends to accommodate Mr Fenwick with liberty of
watercourse it cannot possible be of any prejudice to His Grace’s colliery as Mr
Fenwick can win his own colliery independent and as effectual and rather lower level;
for such liberty we recommend His Grace accept a certain yearly rent of £7.10.0 for
3190 fothers of coals and a further rent of 2s 6d per ten each ten 52 fothers of coals
wrought out of Mr Fenwick’s estate by means of such water course.
We also observe that the same water course will win and lay dry a small tract of coal
in His Grace’s estate Mr Fenwick should be under contract to work the same at the
rate of 3d per fother.
Thos. Taylor
Christ. Bedlington
John Bedlington
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Shilbottle Colliery Sept 15th 1784
Belonging to His Grace of Northumberland and tenanted by Robt. Redhead (is within
4 miles of Alnwick)
Viewed the colliery in the new winning and find that two drifts have been made from
the Engine water level to the south 220 yards in bad Danty coal laying unregular with
several small troubles in it, at present the coal appears brighter, burns better; and is
beginning to come into a more regular rise and dip, from these circumstances I am
induced to believe that by continuing the drifts good coal will be got (but how far is
uncertain). The old workings have nor been able to supply a sufficient quantity for the
trade for several months past owing to sundry disappointments in sinking pits upon
the old waste which could not be wrought for styth and water, however there are now
three pits down to the coal to the rise of the Windmill Level, the new winning has
taken of the limestone feeders the remainder is drawn by horse gins and tubs, by this
means in few days they may be able to supply the trade until a further discovery is
made in the new winning.
I am apprehensive that in wet weather additional feeders of water will be got more
than can be drawn, by the above means; therefore no tine should be lost to get good
coals at the level of the fire engine.
This view made by George Green
Corrected and signed Christ. Bedlington
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Ingoe Colliery September 6th 1784
There has been few coals (but for the kilns) wrought here lately a pit has been sunk
near the town and wrought a little by virtue of a watercourse made many years since

thro’ Mr Shaftoe’s colliery this communication has been stop’d by the tenant of the
said colliery and in consequence thereof the workings in the above pit are drowned
and laid off, whether or not the tenant has a right to stop this watercourse requires the
consideration of His Grace’s agents. Coals are now working in the rise part of the
colliery upon the common.
Debden Colliery September 14th 1784
There are now four men driving the drift to win the coal which advances very slowly
from its being in very hard stone has also a Whin Dyke to pass thro’ which makers it
uncertain when the winning will be completed, but recommend that the winning be
continued with the same number of men.
Denwick Colliery September 15th 1784
This colliery is in much the same state as my last account; the coals at present being
wrought being unfit for any purpose but burning of lime.
Snokoe Colliery September 19th 1784
Viewed this colliery and find the coal by the present winning will be of short duration,
recommend therefore that such trials be immediately made as were set forth in my late
reports.
NB the above collieries belong to His Grace of Northumberland the views were made
by George Green, corrected and signed,
C Bedlington
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Samuel Barras’s Report of Sheriff Hill Colliery
August 16th 1784 With Mr Christ. Bedlington’s remarks thereon
1st Engine Pit-------54 fathoms Low Main Coal wrought out
2nd Ann Pit----------57 ditto same as above
3rd Bess Pit----------65 do. Five Quarter Coal in the pillars may last ¾ of a year, and
then to work the six acres of the Low Main Coal now remaining unwrought.
4th Centre Pit--------65 fathoms. Five Quarter Coal very bad not to be wrought. The
Low Main Seam may work one year and then to Five Qtrs in this pit good as any} C
Bedlington Edge Pit
5th Doll Pit---------18 fathoms Five Quarter Coal all wrought. This pit to be an Air
Course for the Edge Pit (see below No. 6)
6th Edge Pit --------97 fathoms Five Qtr. Coal about 1 year’s work as in Bess Pit sunk
to the Low Main Coal along with the Doll and Fann Pits. These pits have all the coals
brought up the Edge Pit may produce from 10 to 15000 chaldrons a year from 10 to
15 years, by having a machine and double shift work.
{ Mr Bedlington recommends this 5/4 coal for oversea or may be mixed with the
Upper Main Coal in small proportions.}
Total cost 1s per chaldron to the Staith
7th Fann Pit--------100 fath. Has all the yard seam Five Qtr. & Low Main yard coal
bad in the height felt both foul & low and not worth working.
{91 fathoms to the level of the fire engine CB}
Five Qtr Coal hard, burns into a white ash very dear working cost 10s per chaldron to
the Staith, the seam low the putting comes very high.
{If the 5/4 coal should not be left, will cost 1s 6d per chaldron CB}

Low Main Coal may be carried to the Staith at 7 or 6 s per chaldron and wrought at
the Edge Pit No 6
{This seam will cost 7s per chaldron providing they are drawn by a water wheel CB}
8th George Pit------67 fathoms Upper Main Coal six feet, of which 2ft 9in very fine
producing 5000 chaldrons a year for London market. The underpart burns into a white
ash, produces 4000 chaldrons a year, to be mixed with Five Qtr Coal for coasting by
Mr Bedlington & the upper part for London.
{ Upper Main Coal will cost 7s p chaldron upon the Staith CB}
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This pit very foul and slaty will last 4 or 5 years and as one pit will only supply 5000
chaldrons for London Market another drift should be driven southward and a pit sunk
so as to be able to send 40000 chaldrons to London; 2 pits more will work out this
Upper Seam in 18 years
{coals very capable of being made clean under proper management CB}
n b----It will cost £6 per fathom sinking boring & wood and will be 1 ½ years before a
new pit can be got ready}
Observations
A trial of the different seams to be made by burning & examining g the ashes. The
qualities and values to be distinctly ascertained. The cost of each seam to the loading
and profit and loss fixed.
The High Main produces bad brasses
The Low Main Seam produces good brasses. Query the value
Ans. About £20 p ann. P C Belington
The High Main is very foul and full of slates, care must therefore be taken to watch
the coals.
{nb The care must be first taken underground, the Wailers can’t be depended upon
CB}
It has been usual to mix the Five Quarter and Low Main Coal for London market.
Query the propriety of this measure, should not each seam be kept separate and
distinct trials of the upper part of the High Main Coal and also of the Low Main Coal
and also of the Five Qtr. Seams for Coastways. By Barras’s report the high part of the
High Main will annually produce 5000 chaldrons and the low part of 4000 chaldrons
and the Five Qtr now working about 6 or 8000 this Five Qtr seam appears to be a dead
loss, therefore an alteration as follows
The upper part of the High Main
5000 chaldrons
The lower part of do.
4000 do.
The Low Main instead of the Five Qtrs 6000 do.
15000
This is upon a supposition that the Low Main Coal may be introduced at London
market as well as the High Main but if it cannot be so, then there will be probably
occasion to sink a new pit to procure 5000 chaldrons more of high seam this will take
a year and a half in effecting…..
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….and when done will be by means of working more of the under part of the High
Main than can be vended for the High Main will then produce 10000 chaldrons (that
is) 10000 of the high part and 8000 of the under part. The Low Main must therefore

be laid in for want of sale, it is a matter of consideration whether a new pit should not
be postponed for 2 or 3 years as the present George Pit will last 4 or 5 years, when it
will be necessary to have a new pit for the vend of 5000 chaldrons of that seam to
London Market. To sink a new pit at present seams to be an extra expense, as the Low
Main may be worked by the edge Pit, having the Doll and Fann Pits for air pits, and
the coal of these two last all brought to bank at the Edge Pit. From every appearance
the Low Main may be sent to London provided it is sent distinct and no intermixture
with the Five Qtrs. seam this seam burning into a white ash destroyed the character of
the Low Main.
Proper books to be got and kept as a journal or diary by the viewers daily to enter all
transactions work etc. Vend of coals landsale and seasale and daily examined by the
Staithman, who as superintendent must keep proper books also of receipt and vend of
coals at the Staith, Farm acct., wood, iron, stables wagons, wagon ways, Engine and
other matters in general respecting the colliery.
The viewer to lay the coals in distinct fothers at 4 corves to a fother.
Jasper Harrison
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Chirton Colliery
A copy of some letters between John Burdon esq. and Mr. Chr. Bedlington respecting
the said colliery.
Sir,
I should be happy to have you concerned with us in our engagement at Chirton, and
hope it would not be a proposition acceptable to you. I trouble you with this to inform
you that I will put it to the Gentlemen concerned to take you in as a partner for a
fourth share of the business upon the following terms if it should meet your
approbation to adventure I trust you will favour me with an answer as immediately as
possible that I may with certainty say what your wishes are. Mr Liddle I find at
present is at Whitehaven and that circumstance will I hope account to you for your not
hearing from him instead of me, if it meets your wishes to enter into the present
engagement for a fifth share. I would beg leave to propose that no valuation be gone
upon until an article or deed of co-partnership was prepared by Mr Fawcett and
executed by the parties and that the application for wayleave might last until such
article was executed. The terms upon which my other partners join me and which I
trust you will have no objections to are,
That I have the undertaking of the working of and laying the coals upon the Staith or
ships at nine shillings per chaldron and have six pence per chaldron spoutage.
That the lessees shall erect a fire engine and effectually win the colliery and sink
another coal pit.
That the sum of 31s per ten for rents, damage or ground etc. and no more be deducted
from the above sum of 9s 6d per chaldron and the whole of the rents be paid by the
lessees.
If an additional fire engine is necessary the lessees to build and maintain it, and to be
executed under my direction. I again beg leave to request your immediate answer and
am
Most respectively Sir
Your obt. Servt.
C Bedlington
To

John Burdon Esq.
Hardwick
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Answer
Sir,
I have this moment received your favour of the 12th inst. And shall never think of
engaging in Chirton Colliery upon the terms you propose, I fully expected you would
have given Mr Kent (yesterday morning) a final answer about the materials agreeable
to the promise you made me when here, and which I desire you will immediately do.
I am in haste
John Burdon
Hardwicke 13th July 1785
To Mr C Bedlington
Walbottle
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Blackburn in Lancashire April 4th 1786
We have this day viewed the estate of Mr Joseph Fielding situate about one mile
south of the above place , have carefully examined the different stratas of stone in a
quarry now working in that estate which lays very fair and regular, and find in the
lane the resemblance of a small seam of coal laying on the bank side; near to this
place there are also several heaps of (apparently) pit rubbish and the surface sunk
much in different places, from these circumstances are led to believe that many coals
have formerly been wrought there but could not receive any information of either
their quality or what time wrought or by whom, however it is a further inducement to
make trials by boring, for which purpose have fixed two places, the southernmost one
to be begun first (and if no coal of value is met with sooner) to be bored to the depth
of thirty fathoms, this will discover at a small depth the seam of coal supposed
formerly to have been wrought, and whether or not it is of any value, the depth of the
second hole will be better determined after the first is done.
George Green
George Rawling (borer)
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Bigges Main Colliery
Messrs. Buddle & Straker
Gentlemen,
You are requested by the lessees of this colliery to examine the workings made in the
same in the Whole Mine, as also what progress has been made in the second working
thereof; and after having examined such working of the walls and pillars, would you
think it advisable to reduce them further by working them a second time over, and if
so, in what would you recommend it to be done. You will also be pleased to say
whether it will be injurious to the colliery if a creep should be brought on by reducing
the walls and to what extent.
In compliance with the above request, we have examined a part of the workings in the
A Pit, which have been partially wrought in the walls or pillars and fully approve of

the methods made use of by the lessees to obtain the same, in which they have
completely succeeded according to the most approved methods now practised in the
coal trade; we have also fully availed ourselves of the use of the colliery plan, and
having observed the situation of the remaining walls or pillars, we recommend a
second working of the same to be attempted and the place most eligible for that
purpose we are of opinion is the south west extremity of the A Pit workings ; but
previous to the commencement of which we recommend as a precautionary measure
which we have pointed out on the plan. After this pillaring round the shaft is
completed we advise that the remaining pillars should be wrought by holing the
stoping walls opposite the ends of the excavations formed by the late workings, which
will form roads or passages of communication thro’ the whole extent of the tract in
question by which the pillars may be wrought off in any way, that the nature of
existing circumstances will admit, we further recommend that every eighth wall
should be left entire thro’ its whole extent from top to bottom of the sheth with a view
to preserve the ventilation in as perfect a state as possible.
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Notwithstanding, we have recommended, the attempt of a second working in the
pillars; we are fully aware that a creep will speedily be the consequence but we are of
opinion that no injury can arise from that circumstance as its bounds are limited and
strongly secured by barriers previously prepared for that purpose; we are not however
of opinion that the consequences of any creep which may take place in this part will
eventually be prejudicial to the welfare of the colliery.
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Walker Colliery 2nd January 1804
Gent.
In compliance with your request I have attended at this colliery in order to give my
opinion how far it may be advisable to work a certain tract of pillars of coal laying
between an upcast and a downcast Trouble which said tract lays in a direction to the
South south east and South west of the Delight pit shaft.
As also to say how far it may be prudent to work said walls and pillars after the mode
proposed by the lessees of the said Colliery (namely) to work the whole of the wall
that is not in the range of the air stoppings or in other words what is generally named
the loose wall.
To that end I have examined the workings in the said Delight Pit and particularly that
part where the walls in question lie, I have also had the opportunity of inspecting the
Colliery plan belonging the lessees and fro every circumstance attending the same it
seems to me (particularly as those walls intended to be wrought lay between two
dykes or troubles as beforementioned) that it is a very eligible situation for making
such experiment and therefore approve of the plan proposed to be made use of for
working the same.
Altho’ I do approve of the plans proposed, yet it may not be improbable from the
tenderness of the coal in this quarter of the colliery but that a creep may be the
consequence. I therefore recommend as a precautionary measure that the workings
about the said Delight Pit should be pillared up with stones and rubbish at least 40
yards on every side thereof only leaving necessary openings for the purpose of barrow
ways air courses and water courses. Also that the two walls from top….
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…to bottom next adjoining the trouble at the south extremity should be left entire and
not removed and that those bords on the rise side of the last mentioned trouble that not
already closed by the roof having previously fallen should also be pillared up with a
view to preserve the walls from such creep(should it so happen) as lie on the south
side of the said upcast trouble.
I am gent.
With great respect
Your most obt. Servant
John Watson
To the Common Council
Newcastle upon Tyne
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Sir,
Agreeable to your desire I have examined the colliery you hold under lease from the
Duke of Northumberland for 21 years from Lady Day 1793 at Garrett Shields near
Otterburn, Northumberland in order to ascertain the probable expense of laying the
coals to bank at said colliery, the annual vend that may be expected and what rent you
might expect from a tenant in case you should sublet said colliery.
To that end I have viewed the said colliery and obtained their expenses that attend the
working and laying the said coals upon bank which I calculate cost as here
understated.
Estimate of the Expense of working coals at Garrett Shields Colliery near Otterburn,
supposing that 4000 fothers will be sold annually Nov. 1803
£ s d
Hewing and putting-----------------------------------------------------------251 13 4
Overmen’s wages----------------------------------------------------------------2 12
Drawing props--------------------------------------------------------------------1 8
House rent, binding & removing pitmen their fire coals etc.---------------9
Labouring work around the colliery making and upholding the roads---17
Props, deals and timber for every purpose------------------------------------35
Nails for every purpose-----------------------------------------------------------2
Drawing coals including horse banksman and gin driver-------------------58
Finding and upholding the tubs gins sledges etc.------------------------------4 10
Sinking pits-------------------------------------------------------------------------12
Leases and taxes-------------------------------------------------------------------10
Driving headways ridding falls etc-----------------------------------------------2 8
Colliery rent------------------------------------------------------------------------58 6 8
Ropes upholding mauls, wedges & the several utensils about the colliery-16 2
£410
It appears that near 4000 fothers have been sold annually which quantity I have
founded the above estimate upon yet I am very well aware that if the colliery were
prosecuted with more spirit that a much greater vend might be expected.
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The said quantity of 4000 fothers are sold to the inhabitants at 21/2 d per boll or 3s 4d
per fother which amounts-------------------------------------------------------£666 13 4
Dedt. The expense of working the said 4000 fothers as per estimate-----£400
Annual profit----------------------------------------------------------------------£166 13 4

It therefore appears from the above statement there arises a profit of £116 13 4 from
the said quantity of 400 fothers vended after paying at the rate of 3 ½ p fother for
colliery rent.
From the above circumstances it appears that you may fairly expect to let your
colliery upon the following terms which will still leave the tenant the sum of £145 per
annum, which I suppose will amply pay him for his trouble and risk of bad debts
attending the colliery.
1st term to be conformable to that granted to you from His Grace the Duke of
Northumberland and the tenant must be subject to the several clauses inserted therein.
2nd Certain rent £100 for 4000 fothers and each fother to contain 16 bolls of 16
gallons each and 6d per fother for surplus workings.
December 5th 1803 J Watson
Nb The above is exclusive of any land that might be let with the colliery
J Davidson esq.
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February 23rd 1804
Sir,
In consequence of an application from your bother I have visited your estate at Bird
Hope Cragg in order I might be enabled to give my opinion how far it may be
probable that workable seams of coal may be found in your estate.
To that end I have carefully perambulated and examined the grounds thereof, got
every possible information respecting the same and in the course of such information
I find there has been a seem of coal wrought tho’ of an inferior quality some years ago
and said to be about two feet three inches thick at two distinct parts of the estate. This
no doubt is a fact that coal has been wrought at both these places as there remains the
appearance of old pits on the surface but it doers not appear to me that it could
possibly be one and the same seam of coal unless the strata of coal has taken a much
less rise than what I suppose or that some great dip or trouble has thrown the coal in
on the north part of the estate as it appears from the rise of the strata to the north west
( as may be particularly observed in several places in the Sill Burn) that the seam
wrought on the south east part of the estate would be out at the earth’s surface long
before it got to the north past where the coal has been wrought; and it is said to be the
same seam which has been wrought on the south east part of the estate. Should my
opinion respecting the above be correct I consider it affords one strong argument in
favour that there may be other seams of coal met with in your estate.
There remains still stronger proofs that other seams may be found in your estate,
which is that other seams have bee found and are wrought at present at a colliery
called the Hullock which immediately adjoins your estate on the east, tho’ this had not
been the case the proofs we already have of coal having been wrought formerly in
your estate were sufficient to induce me to…
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…induce you to make effectual trials by boring.
I have therefore recommended that the first trial hole should be put down in a
direction to the south east from a large stone upon the hill and in a line to an old water
corn mill immediately west of Hullock Colliery and about 400 yards distant from said
stone which I calculate will be near a water level line from said Hullock colliery and
to the west from Sill Crag this situation I should wish an effectual trial should be
made for this particular reason that should coal be found here at a moderate depth

level can be easily had by bringing it up from the Sill Burn to lay a large tract of coal
dry.
Should we not be successful in the first attempt I should recommend a second trial
hole to be pit down north west of Bird Hope Cragg farm house and about 600 yards
distant therefrom .
With wishing you every success to the intended trials
Yr. obt. Humble sevt.
John Watson
ps When the bores go forward I should wish to have a particular account of their
progress every week as should very favourable symptoms appear and not have got the
seams wished for at the depth. I propose to put the first hole down to (namely 30
fathoms) it may induce to go to a greater depth.
To Colonel Reed
Sheriff Hill Colliery Apr 18th 1786
Gents.
You are desired to view this colliery and give your opinion on the following questions
Query 1st the names of the pits to be wrought and what seams
Answer We have viewed the colliery and examined the workings in the different
seams and give our opinions as follows.
1st From various circumstances such as the machines being erected etc. it becomes
necessary to work the Fann and Edge Pits. The Fann at present in the Yard Coal Seam
and the Edge (when ready) in the Low Main Coal Seam, and until ready would
recommend that the George pit be continued working in the Upper Main Coal Seam
and Bess in the Low Main Coal Seam, as at present only with this difference, that the
quantity wrought be more at the George Pit, and less at the Bess, to enable the Bess
Pit to work (with the Edge and Fann) such a quantity of coals as will employ thirteen
gin horses until the George pit be sunk to the Yard Coal Seam and ready for coal
work.
Query 2nd What direction must they work in each pits and where to curve to make the
coals as good as the nature of the seams will admit.
Ans. In the George pit to work the whole coal already laid dry and the pillars to the
south and east of a line drawn upon the plan and coloured yellow. In the Bess Pit as
much whole coal as conveniently can be got to the dip or south of the water level and
west of the Doll Pit headways (leaving the barrier of whole coal against Sir Hy.
George Liddell’s ground) and the pillars to the north and east of a line drawn, and
coloured as above and in the Fann Pit, the workings in the whole mine, to be extended
west as far as the barrier; to the north until they join Edge Pit’s old workings and to
the south so as to leave a sufficient quantity of coal for the George Pit to work which
distance will be regulated by comparing the expense of putting and drawing at the
Fann with the expense of….
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…of putting and drawing at the George. In regard to working the coals I think the
present method is as good as any providing it is carefully attended to.
Query 3rd You are to give your opinion about the working of the colliery in the
different seams, whether or not they are worked regularly and point out the
irregularity if any.

Ans. Have examined the workings in the different seams and find them pretty regular
at present.
Query 4th What seam of coal, and which pit is most proper to supply the land sale.
Ans, The land sale should be supported from the George pit that is the underpart of
the seam with a small proportion of the Bess Pit coals so as to make them
merchantable, after the George pit is done working in this seam should be supplied by
the Bess Pit wholly, unless any part of the Edge or Fann Pit coals should be worse
than common (which are obliged to be wrought) then as many of such coals should be
sent to landsale as could be vended taking care not to injure the trade.
Query 5th The Upper Main Coal Seam has been won on the south side of the Ten
Fathom Dyke at the level of the Stone Coal and the greatest part of the said seam
wrought to the rise of the said level, what would you recommend towards winning the
remaining part of the coal considering the drowned wastes and every other
circumstance attending the same, also to say what your opinion is respecting the
quality of the said coal and if proper for London market.
Ans. This business is of very great importance to both lessor and lessees, it being
certain that if a further winning is made and it should in any way communicate with
the old drowned wastes to the east, the present fire engine would not be able to draw
the water and as this seam ( so far as has been seen) is not of much value, would
recommend that no attempts be made at present, to win any more of it and especially
as there is so large a quantity of good coal already won on the north side of the dyke,
and against the time it becomes necessary to make such winning ( thro’ failure of
mine or any other circumstance) further discoverys….
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…will have been made, so as the method to be adopted will be then, pointed out than
at present.
The upper part of the seam, height from 2 feet feet 6 inches to 2 feet 9 inches is a
proper coal London market but no other part of it is.
Query 6th Describe upon the plan shown to you, what quantity of coal in your opinion
is sufficient to support the engine watercourse in the Low Main Coal Seam.
Ans.This is done and set forth in the second answer except in the Edge Pit where there
is two yellow lines drawn which should be the extent of the workings in the whole
mine.
A copy
Signed
John Buddle
George Green
Apr, 18th 1786
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Sheriff Hill Colliery August 8th 1786
Gentlemen
At the request of the lessees of this colliery you are to inspect and examine the state
and condition of the engine and machines upon the Edge and Fann Pits for drawing
coals, and give your opinion what alteration should be made so as to make the said
machines capable of drawing as many coals as is customary for machines to do fro
pits of the like depths.
I am gentn.

Your humble serv.
G Green
To Mr Geo Johnson
Mr J Buddle
Report
In compliance with the above request we have carefully examined and considered the
state of the engine and machines above referred to, and find the present application of
the water drawn at the Fann Pit Engine to the wheel of the machine at the Edge Pit is
by no means adequate to give the proper and effective operation to the same for the
purpose of drawing coals. We have also considered the several modes that might be
adopted for that purpose, and in consequence of such investigation we are of opinion
that the most eligible step to be taken, both with regard to the subsequent state of the
colliery and the present expense will be to erect an engine at the Edge Pit of powers
proportioned to the drawing of such quantities of coal at the said pit as may be desired
by the lessees of the said colliery.
A copy signed
G Johnson
J Buddle
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Cramlington August t 22nd 1786
At the request of Walter Trivelian Esq. have viewed this estate belonging to Sir John
Lawson baronet and find it joins Sir Matthew White Ridley Bt. Ground to the north
and east where a colliery is working providing no great dyke or trouble or other
material or alteration of the stratas take place. The seams of coal in this colliery (for
which description see below) should lay thro’ a part of Cramlington estate.
1st Seam From the extent of ground will lay at various depths from about 20 to 100
fathoms and is 2 ft 10 inches in thickness.
2nd Seam It lays about 4 fathoms below this and is 5ft 10 inches thick
3rd Seam It lays about 9 do. Below the second and is 4 ft. thick.
The coal in all these seams is of a coarse quality and burns partly to a white ash;
yields in working a very great quantity of small coals which are not vendable to profit.
The other part are very large ones will suit the coast trade much better than London
market.
Winning the colliery would be attended with a great expense and getting the coals to
the water at present almost impossible but shall describe the ways.
1st Hartley is the most proper place to ship them at, but then the wayleave Staith etc.
must be taken of Lord Delavell who I am doubtful would not grant them for reasons
very obvious.
Second place is Blythe where Sir Matthew Ridley would be as great and obstacle as
Lord Delavell at the first.
Third place is Cullercoats where the Duke of Northumberland and sundry other
peoples’ ground would be to come through and a harbour to make upon the shore
which renders this way only advisable when the Duke works his coal in Tinmouth
shire and would be at a proportional share of the expense of the harbour etc.
Fourthly. They might be brought to the Tyne but then having so many different
grounds to pass thro’ and consequently so many different wayleaves to take as to
make that way unpassable with profit.

Having therefore considered these ways with various other things relating the winning
and working the coal, and of opinion that at present it is of very little value, nor is
there any prospect of its being more in future unless to sell or let to Lord Delavell or
Sir Matthew Ridley when their collieries are near a conclusion which time is very
uncertain and may not perhaps happen for 30 or 40 years.
George Green
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West Denton Colliery January 3rd 1787
At the request of George Baker esq. I have this day viewed the said colliery and find
two pits are working in the Beaumont seam of coal (viz. the Engine and Beaumont in
the whole mine, the workings which are nearly all under the river are made seven
yards to the winning, three yards of which is taken for the bord, and the other left for
the wall, the holings are rather irregular being from fourteen to twenty yards distant, a
great part of those workings breed a little water. From the lessees plan there appear to
be about twelve or thirteen acres of whole coal in this seam which will yield about
850 Tens or 15000 chaldrons the quantity that may be got out of the old pillars is
uncertain, so far as I saw they were regular in some places thick and others thin.
In regard to attending the workings thro’ beneath the river into the Haughs and
working the coal which belongs to ----& partners by virtue of this winning I would
not have recommended it for various reasons; but in the present situation I think it
may be granted to the lessees as an indulgence to the lessees without much danger to
this colliery or loss to Mr Baker proving certain things are attended to such as Tentale
rent to be paid to Mr Baker for all coals wrought out of the said Haughs and sent to
bank at this colliery; and for making the communication or breaking the barrier which
barrier to be left strong and only two communications made through it, and those
closed up when done working by putting in frame dams.
Also to be confined to work a certain quantity annually and the said workings to be
made very regular in the whole mine and no pillars wrought and Mr B to have it in his
power to stop the said workings at any time that an increase of water is got, or any
other casualty to take place which may endanger this colliery in the present working
seam or be very detrimental in the future winning and working the lower seams. And
to win the Main Coal Seam at the present Engine Pit, and have also a coal pit sunk to
the said seam and a communication made between them in a certain time, or
otherwise there will be no coal to work in this colliery and consequently no chance to
exceed the certain rent.
I believe it will be necessary to insert some other clauses in the agreement, but I
cannot point them out unless I was further informed respecting their present
agreement.
George Green
Gateshead January 3rd 1787
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West Denton Colliery January 6th 1787
I have this day perused the lease of this colliery from George Baker esq. to William
Row and partners and examined the plans and am of opinion that Mr B may grant
them liberty (if he thinks it proper) to work through into the Haughs upon the
following conditions.
Viz. they have to leave a barrier of whole coal of thirty yards breadth between the
centre of the river (or extent of the workings into WB Colliery) and the workings to

be made into the Haugh and that only two communications or drifts to be drove thro’
the said barrier at such places as may be judged most convenient for the working of
the said coal, and to be obliged to stop up the said places by frame dams at the
expiration or sooner determination of the agreement: also when working in the said
coal to leave a barrier of thirty yards against the other adjoining collieries and no
communication to be made thro’ it.
To pay to Mr Baker 5s per ton of 440 bolls for all coals wrought out of the said
Haughs and sent to bank at this colliery.
To be obliged to win the Main Coal Seam at the present Engine Pit and have another
coal pit sunk to the said seam and a drift drove between them in the year 1787.
To work the said coal in a regular manner as they shall from time to time be directed
Mr B or his agent or viewer when in the whole mine and no pillars to be wrought on
any account.
If any increase of water to be met with in working the coal under the said Haughs, or
any other causality take place which may endanger the present workings in Mr Bs
colliery or be very detrimental in the future winning and working the lower seams
then and in such case Mr B to have it in his power to oblige them to stop up the said
communications by putting in frame dams as before pointed out.
Geo Green
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St Anthon’s Colliery June 27th 1787
There are three frame dams put into this colliery in the Upper Main Coal Seam one of
them is wedged at both ends; the other two are only wedged on the narrow end which
is next this colliery.
Query Whether the said dams are sufficient to resist the weight of water that has come
against them supposing to rise thirty fathoms above the said seam.
Ans. Have viewed and examined the dams at the ends next this colliery workings
which finds as follows. The first near the Venture pit appears very sound, the top,
bottom and sides also very close and strong, and from the report of the people who
attend during the time of putting it in, am of opinion it should be equal to resist any
pressure of water that there is reason to suppose may come against it. The second is to
the south east of the above pit in a coal drift that was drove thro’ some danty coal that
lays on the south side of the Jane Pit Dyke, the timber in it appears sound and the
wedging ( which has been done lately) makes it appear as effectual as any dam can
be, but as it was not sufficiently wedged on the end next Byker Colliery, cannot say
with certainty that it will twin the water that will come against it, yet think it
unnecessary to make any addition or alteration at present but would advise a way to
be left open to the Venture Pit that it may be examined at any time when a pressure of
water is laid against it, and if then found ineffectual another dam may be put in. The
third is to the south east of the second in another drift drove thro’ the said Danty Coal,
the timber in it is sound and wedged tight , but the coal on each side is a little shaked,
and in some places a small quantity of water oozes thro’ which am of opinion will
increase as it rises on the other side , recommend therefore that another frame dam be
put in about 4 feet south to be 4 feet thick, height will be about 5 feet 6 inches,
breadth uncertain until the loose coal on the sides be taken of and to taper 14 inches to
the south.
Query 2nd What distance of stone pillars would you recommend to pillar from the two
eastmost frame dams to prevent any creep or thrust from injuring the same.

Ans. Upon a plan shewn us have marked where the pillars ought to be left, and the old
workings stowed up with stones for security of the said dams which from the eastmost
one extends 40 yards south 40 yards west, north to join the Danty Coal, as far as can
be got for water.
Signed George Green, John Donnison
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St Anthon’s Colliery January 25th 1788
At the joint request of the lessors and lessees of this colliery, we have this day
examined the plan, and received every information of the state of the colliery from the
different agents concerned in working the same, from which, and our knowledge of it,
being formerly on views of this colliery are of opinion that there remains at present
unwrought and which according to the common course of working may be got, in the
whole mine 1680 Tens, and in the pillars 2450 Tens, but as this colliery is subject to
creep when working the pillars cannot say with certainty what quantity of this coal
may be wrought to profit.
It is impossible for us to say with certainty (as before observed) what quantity of the
coal now remaining amounting to 4130 Tens can be wrought to profit, we give our
opinion that the matter be settled, from time to time as the colliery is wrought by
viewers appointed agreeable to the above clause of the lease.
A copy signed Chr. Bedlington George Green
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North Biddick Colliery June 23rd 1788
Mr Chas. Nixon & Mr George Green
You will please to examine the workings in Haugh Pit at this colliery, and if the
lessees of the said colliery have taken effectual steps to stop the communication
between the present workings and the old waste and if the said workings in that pit be
working fairly and regularly and if the bords are drove too wide so that the colliery be
in any danger of creep by so doing and any other matter or thing that may occur to
you when you are in the said workings.
Ans. We have this day examined the workings in the Haugh Pit at this colliery, which
is sunk seventy fathoms to the Five Qtr. Coal Seam, as drift is drove to the north west
about one hundred and fifty yards in that seam and a stapple sunk twelve fathoms to
the Main Coal Seam which now working, the coals are drawn at the said stapple, led
along the said drift to the Haugh Pit with wagons and there drawn to bank; in the
workings of the stapple about seventy yards south and thirty four yards west a hole
has been bored three yards and holed into an old waste ( which is in the southernmost
part of the said pit) another hole has been bored and holed at five feet into the said
waste, which have been plugged up; sundry other holes have also been bored in all the
bords from there to the west mothergate seven yards in length, none of which have
holed.
In order to prevent a communication between the said old drowned wastes and the
present workings the lessees have put in clay dams against the two holes which are
bored into the said waste and set many strong props to support the roof which is bad
(owing mostly to the sulphur) before the said clay dams they have built some stone
pillars and filled up one of the bords with stones for about nine yards, upon the whole
we do not think an improper method has been taken , yet for the more effectually
preventing any injury arising from said communications with the old waste, we

recommend that the two southmost bords and headways be stowed with stones to the
even on headways; in order to do which effectually we would not…
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…have the pillars made more than four feet from each other that the people employed
may have an opportunity of filling behind the said pillars quite up to the roof which
cannot be done if they be made at any greater distance, from each other, this method
to be pursued in the third and fourth bords across the face in across the first headways
and that no more coals be wrought at present to the south, but that two narrow drifts
be set away at the face of the west mothergate (which is about fifty yards from the
said stapple) and boxed with five holes, which holes not to be less than five yards
before the said drifts, and the side holes to be bored every two yards, and seven yards
in to discover the old waste in that part, after which discovery will be better able to
judge what may be necessary in the future workings of the said pit.
We find most of the said workings at eleven yards to the winning, out of which four
yards and sometimes four and a half yards to be taken away, and also the headways
drove about four and a half feet wide, which we are of opinion will prevent a creep
coming upon the said workings.
Charles Nixon
George Green
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December 11th 1786 to Messrs. Temperley & green for viewing and examining
Berwick Hill Colliery & Scremerston Colliery
Berwick Hill Colliery in the Main Coal Seam.
You are to view and examine the workings and to lay down all such of them as shall
appear to you to have been made in each way and every part of the barriers agreed to
be left by Messrs. Terrott, Douglas and Smith and in case no workings shall have
been made into the said barriers you are desired to lay down the workings on the plan
delivered you which is not coloured, so as to show how far the workings do extend
towards the said barriers or any part thereof.
You are desired to inform yourselves as well as you can how much whole coal there is
unworked in Berwick Hill Colliery in the said seam and how long it may probably be
before the same be worked out and any further particulars which you may see
necessary you are desired to attend to.
Scremerston Colliery in the Main Coal Seam
You are to view (in case the same shall be found practicable) and examine whether
any and what workings have been made into the barriers above mentioned from
Scremerston in the said seam beside those already laid down upon the plans delivered
you and in case you should be prevented making such examination by means of
obstructions in consequence of thrusts underground or otherwise, you are desired to
make enquiry as to the workings adjoining upon the said barriers and whether any
workings whatever have been made from Scremerston into the said barriers besides
those already laid down upon the plans and to report the information you receive.
You are to view and examine the state of the water level from the sea to the forehead
and to lay down such part thereof as is to the west of the Anderson Pit that is not
already laid down upon the uncoloured plan, and particularly to observe whether a
sufficient barrier of coal of eight yards in breadth taken one part with another, and
allowing for holings have been left by way of preservation to the said level and to
note how far the forehead of the said levell is from the boundary of Mr Selby’s estate.

You are also to note whether the necessary stapples for air and otherwise necessary
for keeping open the said level are open and free and in good condition and repair or
how otherwise and ….
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……to observe whether there are any and what obstructions in the said water level
and at what places; and in general you are to consider and report what may be
necessary to be done by way of better securing the open communication between the
sea and the forehead of the said level.
Relating both collieries in the said Main Coal Seam.
In case you shall find that the barriers agreed to be left have been worked into except
as above mentioned you are to consider and report what may be most advisable to be
done to put the same into such state as may render the same effectual according to the
intention of the deed of covenants.
Scremerston Colliery in a seam lately won by a level from the sea.
You are to examine the water level from the sea to the present forehead to observe
whether the same is open and free and in case you find anything necessary to be done
by sludging or otherwise you will advise accordingly.
You must measure the exact length of the said water level which has been drove in
coal from the place in which coal was first cut to the forehead as it now stands and to
report the same and you are also desired to examine whether the level has been drove
a dead level, and carried forward in the coal according to the drawing which you have
had delivered to you.
Any observations which you think proper to make as to future operations in working
etc or any other matter you will take care not to omit, with your advice upon the
occasion.
Farnacres 11 December 1786
Watson & Turner
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… there is no part of the roof fallen, and the walls appear strong, the (?) is about one
foot deep all the way.
We also examined the water level east of the said pit 207 yards where it is roofed with
sludge and water but as far as we could see there was no stones fallen, in this distance
there are many holings to the rise where there is water coming out which is warmed,
occasioned se suppose by the rise workings being on fire, it appears the barrier of
whole coal about eight yards in thickness has not been very regularly left, being in
some places more and others less, however the roof is nearly all standing and the wall
on the rise side appears strong; the sludge is from one to nearly two feet deep, until it
comes near where it is nearly roofed there it is more.
Could not get down any more of the pits but one where the level cut the coal; to the
east of this it is nearly roofed with sludge and water and to the south west we went
about 60 yards where it is nearly roofed as above, for about forty yards of this the
sludge was only about two feet deep, in the other part it was roofed on the dip side, is
three yards wide and has not been drove dead level, and in some places the roof is
fallen and the stones are stowed on the sides. The stapples which we saw are all
timbered or walled but part of them are covered as are the dip pits except those we
were down and two more which were done for reasons before mentioned. In regard to
the better securing the said drift from the sea to the forehead, are of opinion that it
cannot be done but by beginning at the sea and clearing it out all the way, to effect

this most of the pits and stapples adjoining must be opened out for the purpose of
aircourses etc. and tis be feared that this cannot be done as the rise workings in
various parts are on fire which might perhaps increase much by these communications
for air etc. being made.
Scremerston New Colliery December 20th & 21st 1786
We have examined the water level from the sea to the forehead, and find the same
open and free except for two or three small falls, and near to the working pit these is
some sludge, both of these we recommend to be cleared away immediately. Have also
measured the said level which has been driven in coal from the place where the coal
was first cut, and find it has been driven true water level and is 99 yards….
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…to the forehead. There has also been a drift drove on the right side parallel with the
said level leaving a barrier of whole coal eight yards in thickness, which appears by
the holings or communications made at 40 yards distance; the other workings are
made \at six or seven yards to the winning, half of which is taken for the bord, and the
other half left, the walls are holed at about twenty yards, most of the bords are clear
and open to the face, the coal to the south is three feet four inches high appears
stronger and is much flatter, although there it rises 9 inches in a yard, in future would
recommend to drive the said water level forward with all expedition, and the bord on
the rise side also leaving a barrier of ten yards thick, and the holings be made at
twenty yards distance, the other workings so long as the coal rises much, may be
continued as at present, but when it turns flatter the pillars ought to be left stronger
and wrought in a second course of working.
Thos. Temperley
Geo. Green
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June 13th 1787 Minutes Respecting Choppington Colliery
1st It appears that the old Engine Pit with a number of other pits won by virtue of this
Engine pit are all wrought in the Two Feet, Five Feet, and Three Quarter Coal Seams,
except in two pits to the east which are only wrought in the Two Feet Seam, the said
Two Feet Seam has been won by a stone level from Main Seam on the Engine Level.
2nd There are several outstroke drifts from Choppington Colliery into Lord Carlisle’s
which outstrokes are understood still to be open therefore all old workings in said
Choppington Colliery to the deep must be drowned or filled with water up to the level
of the water in Lord Carlisle’s colliery.
3rd The quantity of coal yet to work in this estate is said to be about 300 acres in each
seam and may probably produce 60786 tens.
4th It appears from the depth of the old pits, surface level, and supposed dip of
colliery that a winning made so far towards the full dip of colliery as to enable the
whole to be wrought or come at would not be less than fifty or sixty fathoms.
5th This new winning will lay two miles north of Bedlington Colliery, four or five
from Netherton Colliery and from Shadfin Colliery one mile so that the inland trade
from the south and west would be entirely cut of, but the principal part of the trade
north and east would from the situation of Choppington with that country be secured,
but I do not think it would be considerable.
6th As the colliery is so near the sea and the coal from best information I could obtain
equal if not superior to the best Blyth or Hartley, I have no doubt that it would be

carried to the sea but at what period is very uncertain, that depending entirely on the
state of the coal trade on Tyne.
John Johnson
I have carefully perused the above minutes and have paid attention to the plans,
views, borings etc. delivered me by Mr Bulman. I have compared those borings with
others made in that neighbourhood to a greater depth, and am of opinion that there are
two or three good workable seams of coal below that of any which have yet been
found in that estate. I am also of opinion that there is a very high probability of this
colliery being won and wrought as a sea sale colliery in the course of fifty or sixty
years, and I have not a doubt that she will be very valuable.
George Johnson
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View of East Denton and that part of Benwell Colliery adjoining thereto July 28th
1775
This day we viewed and lined the workings in the south east part of East Denton
Colliery and also the drifts and workings lately made in the south west part of
Benwell and Beaumont seam we find the workings of that part of Benwell, are for the
present won by the present fire engine in East Denton and by pumps which left the
water to the said engine that the barrier between Benwell and East Denton has been
wrought through, and drifts and workings made in Benwell Colliery to very near the
third boundary stone in Benwell Estate north east from Scotchwood Bridge and that a
drift parallel to the 3,4,5,6 and 7 boundary stones in Benwell and the workings also, in
both Benwell and East Denton we find very regularly carried on. We recommend that
the workings in both Benwell and East Denton towards the barriers reserved between
these collieries be lined at least once in a month and these workings be laid down
upon a plan ford that purpose by the joint approbation of Mrs Montague and Wm
Archdeacon Rivers in order to prevent disputes between the parties, also that the state
of the drift parallel to the boundary stones be ascertained by the viewers jointly for the
above purpose.
{ witnessed W Brown E Brown a copy signed{ C Bedlington Richd. Brown
Wat-2-8-p171
Report of Benwell Colliery March 4th 1776
At the request of Mrs Montague and Archdeacon we have this day viewed and lined
the workings in Benwell Colliery and now working in the Beaumont Seam, and
particularly to the dip of the present engine level from Denton, and find that part of
the colliery is won by pumps wrought by hand to the dip of the third boundary stone
in Benwell Estate, and the coal wrought there the first working over at 9 yards to the
winning, viz bords in general 4 yards and the walls or pillars 5 yards and as it appears
to us at present not prudent to work the pillars there on account of letting down
additional feeders of water, these pillars will be drowned with water being below the
level of the present fire engine which we estimate to be left (and which may probably
be got) about 340 Tens of coals; therefore whenever the said pillars happen to be
wrought the water must in course be got out by some machinery for that purpose.
We also lined the workings adjoining East Denton boundary to the west of Benwell,
also the east boundary towards the boundary stones, we find there are
communications made between East Denton & Benwell in four different places, three
of which by bords from 3 to 4 yards wide, and one place by a drift about 5 feet in

breadth and we apprehend the said communications are to be stopped up by frame
dams before the expiration of the lease, therefore we recommend that a frame dam
may be put in at the boundary west from the 3rd boundary stone before the workings
are drowned up to the dip of the engine level.
Christ. Bedlington
Richd. Brown
Wat-2-8-p172
Throckley April 11th 1762
A copy of a letter from Mr William Brown to Robert Shaft Esq.
Sir,
I have yours of the 6th inst., I wrote to you by Thursday’s post and directed it as you
instructed me; if it comes to your hand before this it will please, and if it doers not this
serves to acquaint you, the fourth and last hole gives me the greatest pleasure.
The coal is at 34 fathoms deep 4 feet 6 inches high and fine the top part, a 2 feet next
the bottom course; in short Rawling says he never bored through finer coal, and I
never knew 4 holes more regular nor indeed promise better; if any other letter comes
to hand you’ll see all the deepness and thickness of coal. What remains is to know
your further pleasure as to the winnings for the borings are at an end.
Wm. Brown
Wat-2-8-p173
Shrockley April 5th 1763
A copy of a letter from Mr William Brown to William Shafto Esq.
Sir,
I have your favour of the 30th ult. And observe the contents you judge very right, that
the reservations you mention will certainly prevent people from purchasing all; or
perhaps any of the particular lots.
I have heard people speaking about the advertisement and all seem to agree that it is a
little extraordinary to propose to sell an estate; and at the same time to make
reservations; that may not only vex the purchaser; but deprive him of a part, of what
he purchases and wishes to enjoy peaceably.
The most valuable coal in Benwell Estate lies to the westward of a line beginning at
Mary’s Well viz where we sunk the pit and dove the drift lately, and continues
northward a little to the west of the cottage and so northward on a line to the Kenton
boundary, that is what is called the Beaumont seam and contains about 300 acres.
If I understand the advertisement right, a part of land under which a part of that coal
lies; is Lot No4 and No12; that seam will afford in whole and pillars about 90 tens p
acre and will let for about £1.1.0 per ten as it is circumstanced from what you can
judge yourself how much it is worth in ready money. As to any part of that seam, east
of that line, it is not by far so valuable, being deeper and the seam split thin strata of
stone; nor do I believe the remains of the main coal there worth notice.
The other valuable coal in the said estate is the main coal to the south east part of the
estate which if I judge right lies mostly under the estate now the property of your
brother; its boundaries more particularly begin near Kell’s Boat runs N East up the
bank to the lane between Benwell and Elswick, and then is bounded by Elswick to
the river, and along and up the river to Kell’s Boat again; there is doubtless a
considerable quantity of coal of the main …

Wat-2-8-p174
…seam left in pillars and perhaps barriers between the first mentioned line, to the
west, and the last mentioned line and Elswick Boundary to the east, but there is no
such thing as ascertaining the exact boundary, and even in the leases it is not at all
certain.
Whenever Mr Ord works Fenham Colliery, there are doubtless various ways he may
go, first he may go down the Town Moor to Ouseburn, and may be won out of the
Moor Colliery; he may be won out of Elswick, and go down that estate to the river,
may go westward and thro’ East Denton Estate to the river also. I could wish you
could resolve the old Kenton (and lately Brunton Way) to your own use and
particularly as Sir Aurthura Heselbridge is now dead and his estate will certainly be
sold, and that colliery as well as Kenton may be brought that way conveniently.
I do not think your chance so good as to Fenham unless she were won at Stumple
Wood.
As to the coal under the estates proposed to be sold, think some such advertisement as
follows advisable.
Viz. Together with valuable remains of the much esteemed Benwell Sea, and the well
know Beaumont Seam, all whole and other valuable seams of coal lately bored in
sundry places of the estate all lying at moderate depth adjoining the river, as may be
more fully seen by the borings in the hands of..
William Brown
Ps If you mean to reserve the coal to the west of the first described line and east of the
second line, I do not think the coal under the other part of the estate worth much
money.
Wat-2-8-p175
Throckley April 22nd 1763
A Copy of a letter from Mr William Brown to Robt. Shaft esq.
Sir,
I had your favour of the 15th (?) last Wednesday and yesterday I went to Benwell and
find Lowes’s Farm and that of Richardson’s comprehend most of the coal intended to
won by a winning to be made near Mary’s Well; most of lot the 12th and part of the 4th
or Cottage Farm lies to the west of the line you and I took together to the west of the
said line seems to be between 2 and 300 yards west of Mary’s Well in the south east
corner of Lowes’s Farm near the Bank Foot will drain all the coal under that and
Richardson’s Farm, and by sinking the pits near the east boundary of these farms most
of the coal may be got eastward to the line you and I took, but not much further from
the line for the putting would be at a great distance and the water to keep underground
by pumps. Think Lot 11 much out of the question it lies so far east. I find Lot 3,5, and
6joins your brothers estate on the west side and have the east bounds of yours from
the Carlisle Road to the south, or very nigh to the river: I think reserving a power to
sink staplers in these lots will deter purchasers from buying and that it will not be
proper to drive drifts or sink stapples in these lots---For the winning of Fenham
Colliery the properest place to drift and sink stapples in for the winning of that
colliery is in your brother’s grounds to go the shortest way from the river to the south
east corner of Fenham Estate ; it’s possible to begin a stone drift at the riverside and
drive it into Fenham estate without sinking a stapple at all; again you must know there
is a stone drift already drove from the Barley Mill to Benwell South Lane, where the
water was last drawn in the head of the close. Lot 5th and that drift may be continued
in stone into Fenham Estate without sinking a stapple; if the….
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…colliery were sunk to the coal in the south east corner of your brother’s grounds, a
coal drift would be best drove in his estate till it come to that which is now Mr Ord’s
and so into Fenham, but would not in any wise come near lot 3,5 and 6.
I find your reserves you can bring Kenton Brunton or any other colliery to the north,
to the river which gives me pleasure the old Kenton and Brunton Way is the same.
William Brown
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Report on Benwell Colliery April 14th 1761
It is very obvious there have been many and extensive workings in this colliery,
particularly the seam of coal called the Main Coal and that seam has been first won
first by a drift drove from the river which has cut into the coal at or near a place called
Mary’s Well at which place the coal lies at, or equal to the level of the river it is
highly probable about 300 acres of coal that lays under the west part of the estate was
so won and wrought to the north side about 2000 yards and indeed to the north
boundary; it also appears very plain that the next winning of this colliery was at
Delaval drift, at which place the coal lies ---fathoms under the level of the river; and
that the water has been drawn to the bank by some power fixed there for that purpose
and that the water in the former winning, was and now is prevented from falling down
into the last mentioned winning by a barrier of coal left for that purpose; the third and
last winning was made still more to the dip of colliery at a place from the south east to
Benwell town and the water drawn by horse gins from the bottom of the workings in
an upper seam and discharged there at or near the level of the river; it is also
observable that there must of necessity be a barrier of coal left between the last
winning and that at Deleval Drift, otherwise the water that is discharged at the said
drift would fall down into the workings of the last winning, from which it appears
there is to this day two barriers of coal left, extending from the river north as far as the
collieries have been wrought but at what breadth is at present unknown.
There has been several borings in the said estate (lately) in order to discover seam or
seams of coal below the main coal and a workable seam has been found that lays in
some places 27 others 28 others 29 and the last (nigh the cottage) at 32 fathoms below
the main coal; it appears to be of a good quality and is from 3ft. 1 in. to 4 ft.2ins. in
thickness as fully appears in the boring notes; at a place between Mary’s Well and
Delaval Drift it lies 32 fathoms below the river, and if a fire engine was fixed there of
proper dimensions would win upwards of 300 acres of that seam and all or most of the
old pits in the….
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…old winning will be of particular advantage as they are sunk to the Main Coal, also
by applying an apparatus to be wrought by the said engine the waste water in the
Main Coal may be drawn, as low as needful, and both barriers in that coal may be
wrought. To fix the engine more to the dip would subject the water to be raised higher
from the low seam and the sinking engine pit through the drowned waste at too great a
depth; and what is worse coal grows thinner to the dip.
A copy signed
Willm. Brown
Estimate of the Expense for Winning the above Seam of Coal
£ s
d £ s d
Fire Engine complete-----------------------------------------------------1200

Engine pit----------------------------------------------------------------500
Two coal pits with gins and ropes------------------------------------300
Tyne level pits &Do. Between pits------------------------------------50
Staith complete 4 keel berths with on & offgate and supposed
600 yds of wagon way and branches---------------------------------450
To ten coal wagons 1 ballast & 1 coop Do.--------------------------100
Contingents---------------------------------------------------------------400

3000 .0. 0

Machine to win the Barriers-Pits supposed six fathoms-----------------------------------------------50
Pumps and spears--------------------------------------------------------100
Slides complete------------------------------------------------------------30
Chains beams etc.---------------------------------------------------------50
Coal pits--------------------------------------------------------------------50
Contingents--------------------------------------------------------------20
300.0.0
Coals leather and attendance in time of winning the Low Seam
And barriers in the Main Coal-----------------------------------------------------200.0.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------£3500.0.0
Quantity of coal to be won (exclusive of the barriers) about 300 acres which will
afford about 75 tens per acre allowing ¼ for waste = 22500 tons
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Expense of working the within seam of coal with a 16 peck corf
s
d
Admit a score cost hewing----------------------------------------------------------1
10
Putting in a mean---------------------------------------------------------------------1
2
Overman’s charge--------------------------------------------------------------------7
Deals,nails,trams,shovels,mauls,wedges,props and sith---------------------------------8
Sinking, shifting and putting-----------------------------------------------------------------4
Drawing and banking----------------------------------------------------------------1
4
Corving---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
3
Ropes and gins---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
Wailing and pick carrying--------------------------------------------------------------------1
Contingents------------------------------------------------------------------------£2 6
8p
score
£ s
d
Ten such scores will be 171/2 Newcastle chaldrons over a ten & will
Cost---------------------------------------------------------------------------------3
6
0
Leading do. To the Staith at 6d per chaldron---------------------------------------8
9
Way wagons and spoil of ground-----------------------------------------------------2
9
Staith expenses staithman and offputter---------------------------------------------2
Engine expenses------------------------------------------------------------------------10
Agent’s salaries---------------------------------------------------------------------------3
To repay the expense of winning at £10 p cont & reckoning 800 tons
per annum--------------------------------------------------------------------------------8
0
Supposed rent of 20/- per ton on 600 tons------------------------------------£1 0
0
Per ton-----------------------------------------------------------------------------£6
0 8
Or per chaldron laid on the Staith
Note 600 such tens will be about 14000 Newcastle Chaldrons and if sold
at 6d per chaldron neat will leave a profit of
£
s
d

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------758
If at 8d per chaldron-----------------------------------------------------------1458
If at 10d per do.----------------------------------------------------------------2156
If at 11d per do.----------------------------------------------------------------2852
If at 12d per do,----------------------------------------------------------------3558
Wm Brown

6
6
6
6
6

8
8
8
8
8

Willing May 1st 1776
A copy of a letter from Mr William Brown to Robt. Shafto Esq.
Sir,
Yesterday Mr Gibson came to me with a message from you relating the coal under
part of Benwell Estate particularly under the east part of it. If I understand him right
it is the coal that lays in that part of the estate lately purchased by Mr Archdeacon.
Cooks Farm and Stumple Wood which together contains 423 acres to the coal, please
to take it as follows in tons and London chaldrons ---And first I must—observe in the
S East part of the estate called Stumple Wood, the Benwell Main Coal is whole under
70 acres, the height of the merchantable part of the seam is full six feet, a strong
burning coal lays from twelve to eighteen fathoms deep less or more below the
surface of the river, at high water mark which will afford 10,000 tons or in London
chaldrons 350000 after ¼ is deducted for waste; the Beaumont Seam in general 3ft.
2in. thick under the whole tract & the coal called the Low Main Coal or the Denton
Low Main is 3 feet 1 inch thick under the same tract. Therefore these two seams
together afford 59,000 Tens or 2,065,000 London chaldrons after ¼ is deducted for
waste in pillars etc. Consequently that tract of land will afford 69000 Tens or
2,415,000 London chaldrons in all a very great quantity of coal indeed, and very good
coal, but as it is uncertain what time that coal will be wrought it is very difficult to say
what it may be worth in ready money, however there is a very good precedent before
you sell by Mr Ord of Fenham that joins you to the north & who must take a
wayleave and Staith room fro you or some neighbours adjoining and lead more than a
mile; for which leave he must also pay, and yours joins the river and has no wayleave
or Staith room to pay at all, nor will you lead at a mean be 500 yards. Mr Rod I say
paid £5000 ready money for the same seams of coal which lays under his estate at
Fenham which had no right to work till he purchased it notwithstanding the surface
was his own before and if I am not much….
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…much mistaken his tract is much the same as yours is, you will likewise please to
observe there is a Tyne Level drift drove in stone in this part of the estate belonging to
you, from the river about 500 yards northward which will be sort of drain or indeed a
key to all the collieries that lay to the north of it, this you will consider likewise. Any
further matter I can assist you with you will please command.
Wm. Brown
Wat-2-8-p182
Hadley Fell or Rise Moor Colliery April 24th 1781
At the request of his Grace the Duke of Northumberland and the lessees of this
colliery we have carefully the present state and condition of the workings and other
matters agreeable to such requests.
Ans 1st We find the said colliery in the upper seams have been won and wrought by
virtue of a water level drift from N East part of Hedley fell which has effectually won

all the coal in the aforesaid seams on the north side of the Main Dyke, and we are of
opinion from the present state of the workings the number of old pits and the best
information we could obtain from the colliery plans, and persons concerned in the
management of said colliery for many years past that every means has been used to
obtain the greatest quantity of coals; also we are further of opinion that the said
colliery on the north side of the Main Dyke in the upper seams aforesaid is now fully
and fairly wrought out except a few walls or pillars in the Flat Pit which probably may
afford fifteen tons or thereabouts.
Ans.2nd Having examined the pits especially those adjoined the water level drift do
find them in tolerable repair: the remaining part of this query we apprehend is fully
spoke to in answer to the first query.
Ans.3rd We enquired of the viewer’s agents & others belonging to the colliery and
were informed that several boreings had been made by the lessees both on the north
and south side of the Main Dyke the particulars of which will be delivered to His
Grace’s agents and also the plans of the colliery requested.
Ans4th Have enquired of Mr Thos. Taylor agent of His Grace of Northumberland
respecting the boreings made by his direction and find two boreholes made up by
Thomas & George Rawling on the south side of the Main Dyke on Hedley Fell one of
which has discovered three workable seams of coal the uppermost of which…
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…appears to be 2feet 5 inches in height and lays at the depth of 48 fathoms the next
two feet 6 inches and at the depth of 60 fathoms the lowest two feet 11 inches and at
the depth of 65 fathoms from the surface. These seams we are of opinion are demised
to the lessees of Hedley Fell or Rise Moor Colliery and are the same as those Mr
Silvertop works.
Ans 5th The colliery (as said before) has been properly wrought & carried so as to
obtain the greatest quantity of coals. But as the gins and other materials were removed
from the pits adjoining the water course prevented our examining the same.
C. Bedlington
George Johnson
Rich. Brown
Robt. Donkin
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Haddon & Throckley Collieries July 5th 1785
The different seams of coal in that colliery taken from Mr John Gray of Newcastle
Fathoms Ft ins
1st Hodges Seam from the surface
18
2
nd
2 Engine Seam from Hodges seam
18
3 6 2nd best
rd
3 Three Qtr Coal from Engine Seam
12
2 3 3rd do.
4th Main Coal from Three Qtr Coal
21/2
3 6 4th do.
th
5 Splint Coal from Main Coal
18
3 6 1st do.
681/2
NB The part of colliery where this acct. was taken is not mentioned. Some remarks on
the colliery taken from Robert Renwick and John Peascod, Kenwick an old collier and
sinker ; Peascod a blacksmith both of Hedon on the Wall
First wrought in the Hedge Pit Three Qtr. Main Coal Splint do. Engine & Hodges
seams out

2nd Chance Pit Hodges Coal Engine Coal Three Qtr Main Coal Splint seam not won
3rd Do. Thistle pit Hodges Seam unwrought Engine do. Three Qtr. Coal Main Coal
nearly all whole to the south
4th Do. Mary Pit Engine Seam out Three Qtr. Coal, Main Coal nearly all whole to the
north
5th Do. William Pit Engine Seam, Three Qtr. Coal, Main Coal unwrought
6th Do. Three Qtr. Coal Main Coal unwrought
7th Engine Pit sunk to the Main Coal in a drift drove to the Hope Pit
8th Hope pit sunk to near the Main Coal
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9th Richard Pit in depth to the Main coal 22 fathoms and no other but the Main Coal
wrought.
10th King Pit the same, Engine Seam out in both these pits. The Main Coal appears in
the level or watercourse within the sight of day light.
The splint seam burst out at about 300 yards north from the Edge Pit. Engine Seam
burst out a little way to the north of the pitmen’s houses.
Full rise of colliery N West.
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Benwell Colliery March 16th 1789
We have this day viewed the situation of this colliery and have examined sundry
borings and other circumstances which we have been able to collect, are of opinion
the winning ought to be made in the east part of the estate, but previous to that we
advise a boring to be made at a place marked A upon the plan, being 240 yards west
from the east boundary and 60 yards north from the River Tyne which will prove the
height and quality of the Beaumont Seam; when that is effected will enable us to say
with greater certainty where the winning ought to be made.
Wat-2- 8-p187
Benwell Colliery June 1790
Having viewed the above colliery and considered the situation thereof; we are of
opinion that the present workings in the Main Coal Seam ought to be continued with a
view to the safety and convenience of winning the Beaumont seam for which purpose
we recommend that drifts be immediately begun and continued without loss of time
from the Aubone Pit north 200 yards and west 350 yards; and the said drifts be bord
with three holes each. If no interruption be met with before they reach that length,
then the winning of the Beaumont seam (ought as far as we are able to judge at
present) to begin with in some parts of the estate where workings have been carried
out in the Benwell Main Coal Seam, by virtue of the present winnings.
We apprehend that the colliery may receive great injury from a free communication,
drowned wastes laying to the west and north from the present engine, and as it cannot
be determined at present that those wastes communicate openly with each other or
not. We think the time and place of making a future winning will be in some degree

regulated by the discoveries which the lessees may make of this particular during the
time of driving the beforementioned drifts. We recommend that no workings in the
present seam shall be carried on without being previously boundered out by drifts and
borings and that the coal laying on the under side of the downcast dyke met with on
the south side of the Engine Pit shall not be attempted to be wrought, while the drifts
before mentioned are going forward.
Wat-2-8-p188
Sir,
The trials which have been made in Sir Matthew White Ridley’s estate at East
Heddon being unsuccessful we must decline engaging with it and I give you this
notice agreeable to the terms of the Articles. Mr Green will show you the particulars
of the borings and if you will give me a call any day that you are in town we will
cancel the Articles.
To the other proprietors and self
Sir, your obt. Servant
RN Lynne
Newcastle September 12th 1789
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Mr John Marley’s award of Damages at Ewehurst Head by Tanfield Moor Colliery
Workings
Having duly considered the premises I do hereby make, publish and declare my award
as follows (viz)
William Morton Pit esq. to pay to Mrs Wensley for 30 Tens of coals according to the
best calculation that can be made, which he the said Mr Pit has wrought from out of
and under the said Mrs Wensley’s grounds, in the hard coal seam at high Ewehurst
adjoining to Tanfield Moor, and which according to the usual accustomed rate and
price and letting in that neighbourhood at 15s p Ten £22.10.0
Also for the expense attending in sinking a pit and other consequent expenses, such as
driving the drift and drifts conveying air therein for circumscribing the waste made by
the said workings under the lands of the said Mrs Wensley; for the purpose of
discovering the extent of workings, and for ascertaining the quantity of coal wrought
from out and under the said Mr Wensley’s estate as per bill of particulars…£52.18.6
As also reparation for damage done the buildings on High Ewehurst Estate belonging
to the said Mrs Wensley by thrust or crush made by the falling of the waste
occasioned by the working of the coal from out of and under the lands and grounds at
High Ewehurst aforesaid as p estimate made by an experienced workman law charges
and mason……£20.0.0}
£4.11.6
£100.0.0
The above is according to my best judgement
John Marley
February 1789
Wat-2-8-p190
Copy of a Letter from Thos. Barnes to Mr R Rutherford respecting Endeavour Pit
Pillars

Sir,
At the request of Mr John Ord & Co. I this day attended Mr. Edw. & John Smith and
desired their assent to descend to the point in question respecting the Endeavour pit
Pillars in answer to which they delivered it as their opinion that they may be taken
away close to the Thistle pit dyke with the utmost propriety.
I think it necessary to inform you of this circumstance as I believe it will not be in my
power to attend the view tomorrow.
I am
Yours sincerely
Thos Barnes
Nov. 6th 1784
Wat-2-8-p191
August 12th 1790
This day I viewed Benwell Colliery in the Main Coal Seam which I found very
regularly wrought to 10 yards to a winning whereof 4 we are taken to the bord, and 6
left to the wall or pillar and the holeings made 30 yards as under which I esteem a
proper method of working the colliery in the present seam.
The workings here have of late been regularly boundered out or circumscribed by
Drifts and Borings which has already had so good an effect that the coals work very
dry particularly to the north west, where the principal part of them are wrought, are
where the greatest progress has been made. The coal having been found to dip
northward from the Aubane Pit has induced the lessees to proceed with all possible
speed to carry forward the Fire Engine level to the east and north from the Engine Pit,
but in prosecuting that level a very unexpected circumstance has occurred, the bore
rods having entered into an old waste at a distance of 5 yards north east from the face
of the drift or 145 in a direct line north east from the Engine.
From whence of from what winning this waste has proceeded is not easy to determine
at present, but I would recommend the water to be drawn out of it if possible and the
waste entered from one of the old pits that a thorough inspection may be made to
discover its extent and situation and until it can be seen whether this is practicable or
not. I think it would be very imprudent to advance the Engine Level any further or to
make any opening whatever into the waste from the present workings except by
boreholes which may be occasionally plugged.
The present borehole is 21/4 inches diameter and runs from the waste about 160
gallons per minute which added to the other feeders in the colliery makes in all about
400 gallons per minute for the Engine to draw, but this being not above one half of
what the Engine is capable of drawing I would recommend the hole to remain..
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…open and even to be enlarged if occasion requires it.
In the mean time the lessees have agreed to open one of the old pits in the south east
angle of the estate marked ‘A’ upon the plan annexed, which will prove whether the
workings of these pits are connected with the waste holed into or not, and they have
already ridded out one of the 4 old pits south east from Benwell town to the top of the
water which I found taken the declivity of the ground to lie 3 fathoms at least below
the level of the River Tyne at high water.
This seems to prove that the Engine is drawing off or lowering the waste, but as the
water still continues to run from Delaval Drift it appears that there is not an open

communication between the workings made from that drift and the waste of the old
winning where the beforementioned pit has been ridded which I think a favourable
circumstance for the colliery as it does not expose the winning to so good a quantity
of surface and waste water.
Thos. Barnes
Wat-2-8-p193
Witton Park Colliery February 10th 1797
We at the request of Messrs. George and John Dixon descended the said working pit
in the said colliery and examined the workings therein which are proceeding very
regularly. We therefore proceeded west and south through a part of the old workings
to the Fowlers Pit and found the said waste in an upstanding and good state; from
there went to the east of the said Fowlers Pit to where an outstroke has been made by
Mr W Flintoff out of the said Witton Park Colliery into Raiby Fell Colliery by which
means a watercourse is obtained and paid for by Wm. Flintoff (the same being made
without the knowledge and consent of the said Messrs. Dixon) notwithstanding the
water issuing through the same is a very small quantity.
We then proceeded to the westward from the said Fowlers Pit shaft to the Witton Row
Pit and further the same course for the distance of two hundred and forty yards or
thereabouts; at the extremity of which an opening or communication is made with
Witton Row watercourse and consequently admits a quantity of water to discharge
therefrom thro’ the said Raiby Fell Colliery into Witton park and from thence takes
the old watercourse made for winning the said Witton Park Colliery but cannot
conceive the said colliery has received any material damage thereby, and if the said
quantity of water should at any time prove injurious we are of opinion that the sae
may be effectually prevented having access thereto by putting in a frame dam as
contiguous to where the aforesaid communication has bee made as the situation will
admit.
Therefore from these circumstances we cannot with propriety recommend to Messrs.
Dixon to pay any sum or sums of money for doing so until the damage if any is
ascertained according to true intent and meaning of the covenants of the lease.
Sober Watkin
John Smith
Wm. Smith
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Memorandum of Mr Edward Brown’s remarks of Benwell Colliery delivered to Miss
Shaftoe at Benwell Lodge 1783 or 1784
Benwell Colliery being to the west side of a dyke being to the west side of Silver Hill
Farmhouse and a little to the west of Benwell Lodge from thence to a point where it
shall fall near the River Tyne, appears to be a large tract of coal as proved on the west
side of Benwell Estate from Denton and the ninety acres wrought in Benwell.
It appears that piece of coal will be sufficient for a winning and as Denton Colliery
was valued after the rate of £4000 p annum certain rent at 3s 2d per Ten it appears to
me that Benwell is very little inferior I am convinced nothing in quality.
And suppose a 21 years lease for the first three years to pay certain £500 p annum
with liberty to make up shorts at 30s per Ten 440 bolls to a Ten and for the remainder
eighteen years to pay £1000 p annum with leave to give up at the 12th 15th 18th or 21st
the full lease.
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Sheriff Hill Colliery April 1804
After considering the state and situation of this colliery I do report as follows---The
quantity of coal that is to work in this colliery in the different seams of coal, lays on
the south side of a downcast dyke of about 10 fathoms the said dyke runs nearly east
and west from the edge of the south side of the Lough on Gateshead Fell. In the High
Main Coal Seam there is to work 130 acres. In the Yard Coal Seam about 140 acres.
In the Low Main Coal Seam 180 acres which together makes to work 470 acres at 55
Tens p acre will produce 23850 Tens; and supposing this colliery works at the rate of
27000 chaldrons of coals yearly including Engine Machine Engines, Workmen and
Landsale Coals will not last above 15years. There is two other seams of coal that is to
work on the south side of the aforesaid downcast dyke, which go by the names of
Bensham and Five Quarters Coal Seams they are so inferior in quality which makers
them not a merchantable coal at this present time. But how far those last two seams of
coal merchantable at the end of fifteen years, which is the supposed time that the High
Main, Yard Coal and Low Main Coal will be all wrought that I will not pretend to say
upon any degree of certainty; but if so it will make the colliery to work about ten
years longer, at the rate of 27000 chaldrons yearly including Engines, Machines,
Workmen and Landsale Coals. There is another circumstance which I must observe
there is seam of coal that is to work that goes by the name of Harvey’s Seam, the said
seam of Coal lays nearly thirty fathoms below the Low Main Coal, and may be won at
the west part of the colliery, at a pit which is called the Bess Pit at the depth of 95
fathoms, but how far this seam of coal may in perfection….
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…it is impossible to ascertain it, upon any degree of certainty, till a discovery be
made by boring to the aforesaid seam of coal.
Chaldrons
The quantity of coals supposed to be wrought yearly---------------------27000
Deduct for Engines, Machines, Workmen---------------------------------- 4000
Ditto for landsale and river coals----------------------------------------------3000 do. 7000
Total quantity of ships coals--------------------------------------------------20000
And supposing 20000 chaldrons of ship coals at 2s 4 and 3000 ch. of landsale, and
river coals at 1s2 together will amount to £25800 and this sum upon 23000 the
average price will be found to be-------------------------------------------22s 5d per
chaldron
The average price for working and leading these coals as per estimate will be found to
be -----------------------------------------------------------------------------16s 10 per do.
Neat profit according to this calculation----------------------------------5s 7 p do.
And supposing the vend to be above stated, that is to say 23000 chaldrons yearly at 5s
7d p cha. Will leave a profit according to this calculation of about £6420
After considering every circumstance respecting to this colliery, and the workings to
be 27000 chaldrons yearly, and after allowing ¼ part of the said quantity to be taken
out, for inferior sort of coals I would suppose the remaining part might be made a
merchantable coal for sea sale.
The Bensham seam of coal is about 4feet 4 inches in height including two bands of
stone of about 7 inches in thickness. The Five Quarter Coal Seam is about three feet
in thickness including about 3 inches of splint coal this seam is very strong in….
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…texture, much stronger in texture than the Bensham coal but, very inferior in
quality. The Bensham coal is rather better in quality than the Five quarter Coal.
The Low Main Coal Seam is about 4 feet 6 inches in height not in the least dissected
with bands of stone; good in quality. The Yard Coal Seam is about 3feet 10 inches
including 1 inch of band in the workings adjoining to the Downcast Dyke, to the south
of about ten fathoms; in the south workings of this colliery adjoining to Eighteen
Banks North Boundary this seam is inferior in quality to Low Main. The High Main
Coal Seam is about 5 feet 6 inches in height exclusive of two bands of stone of about
12 inches in thickness.
The depth to the different seams of coal in the colliery on the dip or south side of the
Ten Fathoms Dyke viz.
The depth to the High Main Coal Seam-----------------------------------66 Fathoms
The do. to the Yard Coal-----------------------------------------------------91
The do. to the Bensham-----------------------------------------------------102
The do. To the Five Quarter------------------------------------------------113
The do. To the Low Main---------------------------------------------------123
There is about 2 feet 6 inches of coal very good in quality in the said High Main Coal
Seam which lays next to the roof, the other part of the seam is dissected by two bands
of stone and bad in quality.
The upper part of the said High Main Coal Seam altho’ it is good in quality is not
very strong in texture.
The Low Main Coal Seam is loose in texture
The Yard Coal is very strong in texture
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Willington May 25th 1804
Sir,
Having duly considered the present state and situation of your colliery at the Greens
near Newton and after such consideration I must beg leave to give you my sentiments
upon the business in as concise a manner as possible.
1st Then.- It appears to me that the coal that can possibly be obtained at the present
winning or colliery is a very small tract therefore of course cannot last working more
than a few months.
2nd It also appears p calculation that an annual profit of £500 be made upon a yearly
vend or sale of 5300 fothers of Best Coal and 1600 fothers of inferior coal for the
purpose of burning Lime.
Therefore taking the above circumstances together it appears (providing my estimate
of the annual profit is nearly correct) it would be advisable that a new winning should
take place and that immediately, and I think that the properest place would be at about
473 yards north along the Turnpike Road leading from Felton to Alnwick from
Andrew Peary’s dwelling house upon said road either in your own grounds or in
grounds belonging Frances Johnson esq. at Low Newton at a place or mark left for
that purpose which said winning I calculate will cost £1200.
But previous to commencing such winning I do recommend that an attempt such be
made to secure the coal under Mr Johnson’s ground as there can be no doubt but that
a large tract of coal will also be laid dry by virtue of such winning in the grounds of
Mr Johnson; even should the winning take place…
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… in your own grounds, the quantity of coal that will be obtained by such winning, I
cannot pretend to speak to at present as it will altogether depend where the winning is
begun whether in your own grounds or those of Mr Johnson, therefore of course
cannot say at this present time how long the coal that may be won will last. Working
until a proper survey of the grounds be taken and the certainty of obtaining Mr
Johnson’s coal, therefore of course must beg leave to decline giving you at present the
value of your colliery until such winning has actually taken place.
I do also recommend that this winning be made with a Fire Engine to be erected upon
a wood frame for the purpose of drawing the water as level cannot be had to be
brought up from any moderate distance so as to induce me to recommend it to win the
coal by virtue of driving a water level drift from a vale so as to win any part of the
coal now in question. Therefore as stated before should make the winning by means
of a Fire Engine constructed as before represented and previous to the
commencement of such winning do advise that borehole should be put down to
ascertain to a degree of certainty what depth the seam lays at, at the place pointed out
which will enable you to proceed with a greater degree of certainty when making the
winning.
John Watson
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Willington May 24th 1804
Sir,
Having examined the situation of your two estates in the north viz. the one at Row
near Elsdon the other at Shittlehaugh a little above Otterburn and having considered
the probability or improbability of finding coal seams therein and the probable
expense of winning those seams when so found I therefore of course have been
enabled to form my opinion what rent you ought to expect from a tenant in case you
should be inclined to let the same, which I consider to be as follows.
Terms for Shittlehaugh
1 Term 14 years from May Day last
2nd No certain rent to be paid for the first year but whatever coals may be wrought in
that time to be paid for at the rate of 9d p fother.
3rd Certain rent yearly after the expiration of the first year to be £100 for which 266 2/3
Fothers are allowed to be wrought and sold each fother to contain 16 tubs of 4 pecks
each.
4th Lessee to pay at the rate of 9d p fother for all coals that may be wrought over and
above the said stipulated quantity of 266 2/3 fothers in any one year or years of the
term.
5th Lessee to be allowed to make up short workings in any one year or years of the
term, but the overworkings in any preceding year or years shall not supply the
deficiency or short workings in any year or years following.
6th Lessee to pay all lessees and taxes whatever also to pay reasonable satisfaction for
spoil of ground as shall be settled by arbitrators.
7th Lessee not to be at liberty to determine this agreement without having previously
expended the sum of £100 in making….
st
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… trials by boring or otherways upon this estate in search of the coal. This to be
ascertained by proper vouchers to be produced of the money expended.
Rows Estate
As there cannot be a doubt as to a seam of coal being under this estate I give you my
opinion that I should rather (in case I were inclined to become a tenant) prefer this
colliery after taking every circumstance into consideration, therefore do not see why
the terms should not be equally as good as those specified above for Shittlehaugh.
I am sir,
With great respect, your obt. & humble sevt.
John Watson
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Gosforth House 13th November 1802
Messrs. Buddle & Watson
Gentn.
The lessees of Felling Colliery submit to your consideration the following queries,
and request that you will give your joint opinions on the impartially.
In compliance with the above request we have viewed Felling Colliery and examined
the plans and accounts thereof and have also availed ourselves of such other
information relative to the same as we conceive has enabled us to answer the
following queries with accuracy; at the same time we beg leave to say we have
observed the strictest impartiality.
Query 1st Do you think that the upper ground and underground business of this
colliery is conducted in an economic efficacious and proper manner.
Ans. This question appears to us to be too general to be answered explicitly under one
head, as it includes almost the whole of the matter contained in the subsequent
queries. We however give it as our opinion generally speaking that this colliery is
conducted in an economical, efficacious and proper manner.
Query 2nd Do you think (after minutely examining the interior parts of the colliery)
that there are a greater number of people of the description of Overmen, Deputies,
Wastemen etc than are required. If so you are desired to point out the reduction that
can be made.
Ans. Having examined the interior parts of the colliery and informed ourselves as to
the quantum of work necessary to be done….
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…in the different departments of the Overmen, Deputies, Wastemen etc. for the
conducting of the colliery with safety and regularity we are of opinion that the
establishment in point of numbers of that description of people is very properly
proportioned, but observe that the Overmen’s wages are rather more liberal than in
those collieries where we are concerned. The Overmen in Felling Colliery we observe
are paid after the rate of a guinea per week, and those in the several collieries where
we are employed not more than sixteen shillings p week.
Query 3rd Do you think the contingent expenses of the colliery might not be lessened
at present consistent with its future well doing, as the whole mine in the High Main
Coal is so much exhausted as to render the working of the pillars in a pretty large
proportion indispensably necessary, and in this case the contingent expenses must
unavoidably be fluctuating and uncertain, being altogether governed by existing

circumstances. But from the general extent of pillars which has been prepared for
working in the course of the present year, and consequent expense incurred in ridding
and pillaring the waste. We are of opinion that the contingent expenses have been
considerably larger than we have reason to suppose they me be in future provided
creeps and other unforeseen accidents are avoided which we do not see any
appearance of at present.
Query 4th Do you think that the colliery workings are properly ventilated and carried
forward regularly and safely.
Ans. The colliery workings are properly and judiciously ventilated and carried
forward with as much regularity and safety as the nature of the mine will admit.
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Query 5th Is the venture pit a proper situation for winning the Low Main Coal.
Ans. The Venture Pit appears to us the most proper situation in the colliery, for
winning the Low Main Coal.
Query 6th Do you think the sums that have been expended in exploring the new coal
are justified by the quantity of it obtained, and the means made use of sufficiently
proper to carry the business into effect.
Ans. After having investigated the various proceedings in exploring the tract of coal
lying between the present and old collieries we have no difficulty in saying that the
means made use of have been exceedingly judicious and proper for carrying the
business into effect, and that the coal to be obtained will fully justify the sums of
money expended and prove highly beneficial to the proprietors.
Query 7th As the place where the new pit is begun is the most proper as the
advantages of both the upper and under ground situations are very judiciously
combined.
Query 8th Anything that you may see not properly conducted, which is not mentioned
in these queries either above or below ground you are desired to name it, and give
your opinion therein.
Ans. We have not observed anything either above or below ground but what is
conducted according to the most approved methods now practised in the trade, except
cast iron rail roads underground, but which are intended to be introduced as soon as
the situation of the colliery will admit.
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Query 6th Is the Venture Pit a proper situation for winning the Low Main Coal
Ans. The Venture Pit appears to us the most proper situation in the colliery for
winning the Low Main Coal.
Query 6th Do you think the sums that have been expended in exploring the new coal
are justified by the quantity obtained and the means made use of sufficiently proper to
carry the business into effect.
Ans. After having investigated the various proceedings in exploring the tract of coal
lying between the present and old collieries we have no difficulty in saying that the
means made use of have been exceedingly judicious and proper for carrying the
business into effect, and that the coal to be obtained will fully justify the sums of
money expended, and prove highly beneficial to the proprietors.
Query 7th Is the place where the new pit is begun a proper situation for winning and
working to the most advantage.
Ans. The place where the new pit is begun is the most proper, as the advantages of
both the upper and under ground situations are very judiciously combined.

Query 8th Anything that you may see not properly conducted which is not
mentioned in these queries either above or below ground you are desired to name it
and give your opinion thereon.
Ans. We have not observed anything either above or below ground but what is
conducted according to the most approved methods now practised in the trade except
cast iron rail roads underground, but which are intended to be introduced as soon as
the situation of the colliery will admit.
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To Messrs Buddle Watkin Watson, Viewers on the part of the lessees and Mr Stobbart
as lessor’s viewers for Kenton
Gentlemen,
You will be s good as to give your opinion to the following queries, for Thos. Liddle
esq. I am getn. Your very humble servt.
Thos. Ismay
Newcastle 10th March 1804
st
1 Whether it would be advisable to make an effectual winning in Coxlodge by the
immediate erection of an Engine with sufficient power to draw the water during the
sinking, and afterwards be used as a drawing machine the probable difference
between time and expense between that and driving a drift in the main coal seam from
the Kenton Engine Pit to the new pit at Coxlodge and also the probable expense of
completing the same, laying wagon ways building Staith etc. etc. in such manner as
you may advise.
Ans. We are of opinion that a winning ought to be made at the present sinking pit, in
which the coal is supposed to lie at a depth of about 85 fathoms. If the feeders met
with in sinking down to the Tyne Level ( which is calculated to reach this pit at 35
fathoms from the surface ) should prove so large as to be too expensive to draw to the
surface in that case we would recommend the Tyne Level Drift to be continued from
East Renton, and another drift from the Winning Pit when sunk from the proposed
level to meet the former which would greatly expedite the business. The
establishment of this winning including everything specified in the question…
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….would we presume cost about £25000.
2nd What time in your opinion may Coxlodge be won by either methods and what
quantity of coals may reasonably be expected for sea sale when the winning is
completed, and what price they can be laid into keels at, taking in colliery wayleave
rents, fitting etc. as also estimate labour, hay, corn etc. and all colliery materials at the
present price, and till such winning is effected what quantity may probably be worked
for sea sale annually, and also the expense of laying them into keels.
Ans. The winning may be effected in two years from the time of its being seriously
set about: and from the fullest investigation of the business we are of opinion that the
coals may be put into the craft, under the rents and working charges mentioned in the
question and also an ample percentage for the liquidation on the expenditure of the
winning in the term of 21 years in the sum of 21s 6d per chaldron. As the latter part of
the question has reference to the coal to be wrought out of East Kenton, we have
estimated that the same, after the removal of the machine from the 20 Fathoms Pit to
the Engine Pit may be put into the keels for 17s 6d per chaldron, and that this colliery
will continue in work for 4 years under a year by sea sale vend of 16000 chaldrons.

3rd Whether you would recommend removing the machines at the 20 Fathom Pit to
the Engine Pit at Kenton or erect a new one.
Ans. We do not hesitate to answer this question in the affirmative and the sooner it is
done the better.
4th The probable duration of Coxlodge Colliery by virtue of the present winning on a
sea sale vend of 20000 chaldrons annually. Besides what other observations may
occur to you from the view.
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Ans. We have every reason to believe there is coal in Coxlodge Estate to afford a sea
sale vend of 20000 chaldrons annually, besides the small arising therefrom for more
than the term of the lease: as we are asked for other observations that may occur to us
on the investigation of this business, we think it right to observe that when Kenton
Colliery is put into the situation we have recommended in the answer to the 3rd query;
that the profits arising therefrom will in a great degree obviate the expense of making
the new winning of Coxlodge; and which will be further aided by the sale of the stock
of colliery materials at East Kenton on its ceasing to be wrought.
5th And what in your opinion under all circumstances may be the fair value of the
colliery and stock at present if so to be sold.
Ans. According to the present selling price of coals we estimate the value of the
collieries in question to be worth to purchaser allowing after the rate of £12% per
annum for his money.
East Kenton £21000
Coxlodge
£28000
----------------£49000
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Throckley February 12th 1765
Sir,
I am sorry it was not in my power to send you my plan and report of Heaton Colliery
sooner having been kept more than ordinary busy since the rect. of yours of the 21st of
December last. I find there is about 515 acres of coal whole and unwrought yet in that
Colliery (but except 35 acres that lie above or to the south west of the Thistle Pit
dyke). The now remaining part is all to the dip or east side of the said dyke and Plain
Pit dyke, and lies at a very great depth and is very much to be feared (from some
circumstances) that there will be other dykes in that tract of coal, as the coal lies at a
very great depth it is not certain what quantity will be got out of such pillars as most
unavoidably be left at first working, and the first working will not produce above 60
Tens p acre, admitting 20 Tens per acre will be got out of the pillars the whole
produce will be 41200 tons and if let at the usual prices paid for Benton, Walker etc.
(viz. about 15s p Ten) would bring in thirty years, in which time it is probable the
colliery would be wrought out if set soon to work, about £30000 but as the winning
the colliery at all is uncertain; and the time of beginning (if at all) is likewise
uncertain, also the disagreeable situation with the drowned waste to the west and
north the great depth, the fire that will indisputably plague her and fro many other
circumstances. I say when I consider the whole as above, I do not think the whole
interest or value of that colliery worth more than £8000 notwithstanding the coal is
certainly as good as any on the River Tyne.
William Brown
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Willington Colliery November 8th 1809
This day agreed with Mr John Watson Viewer for Messrs. Bell & Co. to work
Willington Colliery belonging to Messrs Bewick, Craster, Lake and Wilson as under
Viz.
To win thirteen yards to winning that is to say 81/2 yards for each wall and 41/2 yards
for each bord first working; each pillar in length 20 yards, and each headways 2 yards
in breadth.
John Bedlington
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Belsay Barns Colliery August 29th 1804
Sir,
Agreeable to your request I have this day maturely considered the present state of this
colliery now working by Messrs Goodfellow and Bones under agreement for –years
from May last under a certain yearly rent of £210 for liberty of working such colliery
with the use of the Lime Kilns & liberty to wine limestone in your estate annexed
therewith but nevertheless with liberty to give up the agreement at the end of the 3rd
year if they should be so aminded and desirous. In the course of my enquiry it has
been stated to me that the said lessees are desirous to be exonerated from the above
agreement altogether alleging the seam of coal has not proved as was reported and
contrary to their expectations.
To that end I carefully measured the height of the seam in several places and found it
vary in its height or thickness, which you will perceive by the annexed plan on other
side , have also examined the thickness of the seam given them by Mr Donkin which
account I here subjoin viz.
Fa. Yd. Ft. In
Earth------------------------------------------------------------------------------11 1
Sand------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
Clay------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 1
Whin----------------------------------------------------------------------------1
White Post---------------------------------------------------------------------1 1
Grey Girdle with water------------------------------------------------------1 1
Strong Whin-------------------------------------------------------------------1 2
Grey Girdles-------------------------------------------------------------------2
Black Stone--------------------------------------------------------------------5 10
Whin---------------------------------------------------------------------------1
Strong Whin------------------------------------------------------------------3 2
Black Metal-------------------------------------------------------------------6
Whin---------------------------------------------------------------------------1
Black Metal------------------------------------------------------------------1 2 6
Coal---------------------------------------------------------------------------1 6
Fathoms------------------------------------------------------------------------- 12
1 1 4
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Now Sir after comparing the above account with the height of coal measured this day
you will find no material diminution in the thickness of the seam from what it is

represented by the boring account to be ( viz. 18 inches I thickness) as by referring to
the plan on other side the height of the seam at shaft will be found to be -------171/2
inches,
Height of seam at face of the first working bord turned to east out of the north
headways from shaft 171/2 inches
Do. At face of second do. Turned to do. Out of do.--- 18 inches
Do. At face of third do. Turned to do. Out of do.--- 17 ¼ inches
At 23 yards along north headways the coal is found to be in thickness-- 17 ¼ do.
At face of north headways & 46 yards from the shaft the coal is found to be---13 ½
inches
No heights of the seam could be got to the west the bords being entirely stowed up
with stones.
I must therefore beg leave to state that it appears to me that the seam has been found
nearly as high at and about the shaft as represented therefore provided they had no
other accounts of a more favourable nature of the seam I cannot but think that the
seam was found nearly as high as the boring account sets forth. At the same time I
must remark that the coal has no doubt gradually decreased in height from 17 ¼
inches to 13 ½ inches in driving the headways to the north from shaft as stated upon
the plan which is certainly an unfavourable symptom. Add to this that it appears that
the charges for working the coal under the present circumstances will far exceed the
amount of the sales and will subject the lessees to an annual loss of £340 by…
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…working the said colliery.
How far these last two circumstances taking them together may entitle them to an
indulgence in a case of this kind must be entirely left to your own option. At the same
time I beg leave to remark that it appears to me that it is absolutely necessary that
three trial holes should be put down to ascertain the thickness of the seam at places
marked upon the plan for that purpose A,B,C before the colliery is condemned and
abandoned; and I think upon those experiments the decision must be formed.
With respect to the workings in the pit being properly ventilated I think they are as
much so as the nature of the colliery will admit of at present but no doubt there is a
deficiency and can only be remedied by the increasing the workings which requires
time to execute.
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Heaton Colliery November 8th 1804
It appears by the plan of the workings in Long Benton Colliery in the High Main Coal
Seam that the workings is not any way extended to the west boundary of said colliery,
or in other words to the east boundary of Heaton Colliery. As this is a state of the case
we deem it unnecessary to leave any barrier against the east boundary of said Heaton
Colliery and advise the workings to be extended to the said boundary hedge, which
we are of opinion will not injure the said colliery in the least.
From the best information we can obtain the workings in this colliery are extended
now within 80 yards of the old drowned waste of Heaton Banks, this being the case
we would recommend in order to be open a degree of certainty of ascertaining the
extent of the said drowned waste, to extend a drift with proper borings in order to
ascertain to a certainty, that there is not more than 80 yards left. But previous to
making a beginning to discover the said drowned waste we would recommend a
frame dam to be made, to be put down in said drift, provided they meet with any

feeders of water. We also give it our opinions that if the said precautions are taken no
great risk will be attended to the colliery by making such discovery.
For Messrs. Pulleine, Row and King for the representatives of the late Ann Dunford.
For Messrs. Johnson, Row & Co (lessees of Heaton Colliery)
Jn. Donninson
Wm.Casson
Jn. Watson
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Heaton Colliery October 30th 1804
I have considered the state and situation of this colliery for and on behalf of Henry P
Pulleine esq. Wm. Row esq. and Ambros Gilbert King esq. and do report as follows.
According to the plan of the workings in the High Main Coal Seam that has been
exhibited to me this day, I find that the workings in the whole mine in the A Pit are all
or about wrought, towards the north west and south west adjoining to a barrier of
whole coal of 80 yards against the old drowned waste of Heaton; as this is a state of
the case; I would therefore recommend for the advantage of both the lessors and
lessees, to make a beginning of a partial working in the pillars immediately for
reasons which I do assign as follows. If a partial working of the pillars as aforesaid be
abandoned to a future time I am of opinion that the expense of making access to them
will be more than the profits in all probability will arise thereon.
In the workings of the D and E pits, it appears to me according to the plan of the
workings, that the said workings are wrought at 12 yards to a winning, viz. 4 yards for
the breadth of the bord & 8 yards left for the wall or pillar; but as the coal in the said
pits workings, appears to be of very strong texture. I would therefore for the working
for the future recommend 4 ½ yards for breadth of the bords and 7 ½ yards left for the
wall or pillar which I am of opinion will be of a sufficient strength to support the roof
and to prevent the workings from creeping.
As it is considered by the lessees and lessors of this colliery to make a beginning to
bore to discover the perfection of the different seams of coal, that lays below the High
Main Coal Coal Seam, to the Low Main Coal Seam, I would therefore recommend a
beginning to be made at the D Pit which I am of opinion, it is as proper a place as any
that I know of but also the most convenient place at this time.
Jn. Donninson
Jn. Watson
I do also agree to the above report for the lessees of said Heaton Colliery
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King’s Pit Colliery November 19th 1804
Sir,
At your request we have visited this colliery for the purpose of examining the modes
making use of for the winning and working of the said colliery. And after examining
the workings situation etc. etc. we are of opinion that the colliery with respect to the
working part thereof is as well conducted as the nature of the same will admit of and
the present mode made use of is very proper. With respect to the mode intended for
the purpose of winning a tract of coal laying to the south east of the old workings (
namely by bringing up a water level drift from a vale) we do also further approve of;
and we recommend that as soon as the said drift cuts a seam of coal that the walls or

pillars should be left stronger than what has formerly been done against such drift or
water level course to prevent the roof from falling down into the same which will in a
great degree secure a passage for the water that may be met with in that part of the
colliery. We also examined the old or first water level drift which won the colliery
and find it is entirely run together and become of no use with regard to freeing the
colliery from the water, however it is necessary for us to state that this evil is
remedied by several communications having been made from the workings of Tann
hill Colliery into this which said Tan hill Colliery lying to a dip thereof secures it to a
free watercourse; otherwise if this would not be the case we conceive it would have
been very prejudicial to this colliery by allowing the said drifts to stop up. We also
advise that the coal should be all wrought off which is now won by means of the said
Tan hill Colliery drifts as above specified previous to the lessees beginning to work
the coal at the new winning.
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With respect to the quality of the coal we had many opportunities of seeing the fires
made of the coals produced from the colliery and have no hesitation in saying that the
coal is of an exceeding good quality tho’ rather of a tender nature.
And we beg leave to state to you that we have a very high opinion of the colliery
altogether where we consider the quality of the coal being good, the height of the
seam being also considerable (far above the height of many seams that are wrought at
landsale collieries being three feet nine inches in height which must be acknowledged
to be an excellent seam and add to these good properties the situation of the colliery
from the very large tract of country there is to be supplied with that necessary article
of life coal, which must always secure to this colliery a good and ready sale for the
coal. We also have made necessary enquiries relative to the future vend etc. and from
every information we are led to believe a much greater quantity might be vended than
is done at present provided the colliery was prosecuted with more spirit, but an
increase of vend at present we conceive cannot tend to your interest under the present
mode of letting, therefore for the future we should recommend in case you should let
the colliery for a term of years ( as soon as the present lease expires ) that a certain
annual rent should be fixed for which you should allow a certain quantity of fothers or
scores to be wrought and sold for such certain rent and to have a further rent of so
much p score or fother after they after the exceeded the stipulated quantity allowed to
be wrought for the certain rent. This mode of letting we conceive the most proper as
both lessor or lessee would then feel an interest in having the sale of coals increased
as much as possible.
With respect to what rent you may expect we have made….
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….an estimate upon the present annual vend of coals viz. 4500 scores and the present
price the coals are sold at to the consumers and we think if the colliery had to be let at
present you might fairly expect the following terms.
1st term to be 9 or 12 years
2nd Certain annual rent £250 for which 4500 scores should be allowed to be wrought
and sold, and a further rent of 13d per score for all coals that that may be wrought and
sold over and above the said stipulated quantity of 4500 scores each score to contain
21 corves and each corf of 6 pecks coal measure.
3rd Lessees to pay all lessees and taxes.

NB Should the lessees advance the price of coals to the consumers during the term
lessor to be entitled to one half of such advance.
To Henry Pulleine esq.
Jn. Watson
Jn. Donninson
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Estimate of the Expense of Working 4500 Score of Coals 9the quantity supposed to
be wrought annually) at King’s Pit Colliery belonging Henry P Pulleine esq. each
score 21 corves and each corf 6 pecks. Also showing the annual profits made therein
November 1804.
£ s d
Hewing 4500 score of six peck corves---------------------@1/- p xx
225 . .
Overman inspecting underground-------------------------------------5 5 .
Labouring work about the colliery, making and upholding the roads
Finding props deals & nails for every purpose---------------------------30 . .
Sinking pits-------------------------------------------------------------------20 . .
Drawing the coals------------------------------------------------------------140 12 6
Finding and upholding the tubs, sledges & jack rolls-------------------6 17 6
Losses & taxes---------------------------------------------------------------15 . .
Ridding falls cutting through metal riggs and shift work underground---- 56 . .
Ropes-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 10 .
Upholding mauls wedges picks and other utensils about the colliery------ 12 . .
Colliery rent------------------------------------------------------------------------ 190 . .
Agency----------------------------------------------------------------------------26 . .
Contingency expenses unforeseen 3 p xx------------------------------------56 5 .
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 965 5 .
The above quantity of 4500 scores will be disposed of as follows viz.
4380 scores will be sold into the country @6/1 ½ p------------------------1341 7 6
120 do. To the workmen @ 3/ ¾ ---------------------------------------------- 18 7 6
4500-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1359 15 .
Deduct the expense of working the said colliery as p the estimate
Above----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 956 5 .
Annual profit-------------------------------------------------------------------- 403 10 .
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Dear Sir,
Yesterday being rent day of Messrs. Bigge, Collingwood and others the lessees of
Little Benton Collieries I submitted to their consideration the enclosed report, the
contents of which they approved of, you may therefore on behalf of the lessors put the
matter it contains into execution whenever it suits your convenience.
I am dear sir
Yours very respectfully
John Straker
Felling Hall April 3rd 1805
Bigges Main Colliery 25th March 1805
Having examined the plan of the workings of Bigges Main Colliery relative to the
proposition of the lessees for tasking away the barriers of coal now reserved by the
covenants of their lease, and having fully availed myself of the present state of the

colliery with respect to the quantities of whole coal and pillars now remaining
unwrought I am of opinion that the removal of the said barriers of coal would not by
any means be prejudicial to the colliery as the interior parts of it have in a great
measure been exhausted in the whole mine, together with a great proportion of the
pillars therefore I would recommend the barriers to be wrought in every part of the
said colliery, where they are accessed in order to prolong its duration as much as the
nature and extent of the mine will admit. It may be here worthy of remark that in case
the said barriers were entirely taken away no immediate danger could follow, as the
colliery is defended on all sides by barriers formerly left by the adjoining collieries;
consequently whatever is left unworked is just a loss of so much mine, and of course
would be contrary to the interests of the lessors and their lessees.
To the lessees of Bigges Main Colliery#
John Straker
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Newcastle 23rd February 1799
In pursuance of an order from the lessees of Murton Colliery pointing out several
matters of investigation relative to the situation of that mine, we examined both the
seams of coal now working at the Engine pit and are unanimously of opinion that the
unfavourable situation that the coal has met with at Market is not altogether owing to
a deficiency either in its quality or texture, but in some measure to the manner in
which it has been wrought and vended, we are therefore far from thinking that such a
trial has been made as will justify the measure of laying the colliery in. On the
contrary we recommend that the lower seam should be effectually drained by
advancing the present east headways by at least eight winnings from the shaft and the
west headways or rather the north west winning drift 6 winnings from the shaft. When
these places have arrived at their respective lengths we advise that a north west bord
be continued from the end of each which together with the north mothergate bord
should be driven and kept 60 yards each before the workings which we think would
be the means of effectually draining the working bords so as to exhibit the coal in its
best state.
While the abovementioned drifts are going we are of opinion that the coals should be
sold to the different potteries or foundries in the river or to any of the oversea
markets. But as soon as the working places are in perfect order we advise the splint
coal and kirvings to be carefully separated from the other part of the seam and a trial
made of the remainder, but particularly of the Top Coal at the London and coast
markets.
In regard to the first seam we think it would be advisable to suspend the workings
until the effects of the plan we have pointed out are fairly ascertained.
Sober Watkin
Thos. Barnes
John Buddle jnr.
(no 224)
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St Anthon’s Colliery 27th November 1772
An estimate relating putting of the coals

The present distance of putting is on a mean about 400 yards at which distance a horse
puts 30 corves p day and costs an average of about 2/5 p score .
Thus by the same method the putting of 1000 Tens more which will cost one pit
working two years to get such quantity the mean distance of putting will be about 795
yards and will cost about 4/9 p score.
From the East Pit
To put or convey the said quantity of coals as said above (1000 tens) the same
distance by means of a wagon way and carriages made for that purpose may cost as
follows.
Expenses of the wagon way
£ s d
(?) levelling the way and pulling down bad stone--------------------------6 p yd.
Cutting or sinking the sleepers into the ground coal------------------------6
Iron rails at 2 yds. In length @4 is--------------------------------------------8
Pins--------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
Laying the way (carpenter work) --------------------------------------------3½
Sleepers say one in a yard------------------------------------------------------8
Candles---------------------------------------------------------------------------0½
Leading and letting down the rails sleepers etc.----------------------------1
Ballasting the way--------------------------------------------------------------2
P yard----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 3 0
Then say 400 yards of way be necessary at present @ 3/- p yard is----60 0 0
Cutting and preparing for the way through the trouble say the length
20 yards @ 5/------------------------------------------------------------------ 5 0 0
Making 3 sidings which will be about 60 yards in length of bye way
@ 3/- p yard------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 19 7
A crane for lifting and setting the corves upon the carriages with
Fixing etc.--------------------------------------------------------------------- 5
0 0
4 carriages @ 5/- each------------------------------------------------------- 20
0 0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 100 19 7
First cost of the way as above say £102 which in 2 years working or
1000 Tens is p score--------------------------------------------------------2¾
Upholding the wagon way and wagons 4d and setting on corves 2d-6
(?)------------------------------------------------------------------------------8¾
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£ s d
Brought over
8¾
Putting the coals on the carriages along said way with driving lights etc
7¼
Total expenses of laying the wagon way putting the coals p score------- 1 4
Putting the coals by hedges from respective places to where they are
Set upon the carriages the mean distance p 1000 tens being about 395
yards all deemed dip work which will cost per score---------------------2 4½
Total expenses for putting coals to East Pit-------------------------------3 8½
To put with sledges the same quantity as aforesaid 1000 Tens and the
Same distance being on a mean from the pit 795 yards may cost p xx---- 4 9 ½
Difference in making a wagon way etc.--------------------------------------- 1 1
Which difference on the quantity contended to be wrought at the East
Pit 2 years viz. 1000 Tens @ 440 bolls to a Ten is--------------------------476 13 4

Calculations by Mr Geo. Johnson at Walker Colliery June 28th 1775. East Pit gin 36
feet dia. Start or Swape 20 feet from Axle. Depth near 94 fathoms. 20 pecks of our
coals Winchester measure weighs 5 cwt. 2 11 ½. But as a pitman fills a 20 peck corf
they could weigh 6 cwt. And the same is drawn by 6 horses.
To find with what power the horses acts say 20: 18: 6 6: 5: 1 therefore the 2 feet to 5:
1: 15 which will be for each of the 6 horses 100 ½ weight 19 miles in 6 hours
(provided 6 horses draw 8 scores in 6 hours they then travel not less than 19 miles in
said time which may be stated thus each horse draws a load of 100 ½ weight 19 miles
in 6 hours ( provided 6 horses draws 8 score) or each horse raises 7 ton 3 cwt. 94
fathoms high in said time.
An underground horse eats about 19 stone of hay and 1 ¼ bolls of oats in 7 days. A
gin horse eats about 19 stone of hay and ¼ boll of beans in the above time.
An underground horse may be kept including oats, hay, trapping, shoeing horse
keeping etc. for £24 p annum.
And a gin horse will cost £28 p annum
An underground horse will run to the full dip of the colliery (1 yard in 20) 15 miles a
shift provided the barrow way be straight and good.
And the full rise 25 miles.
Walker Colliery Charges upon 26,000 chaldrons of coals 1775
£ s d
Underground expense including the whole expenses of bringing the
Coals to the shaft except the following particulars---------------------- 2926 6 0
28 horses keeping shoeing finding (?) wear and tear------------------- 656
Timber deals cribwood etc. etc.------------------------------------------- 220
Sledge sides shovels and hack shafts etc.------------------------------17
Nails-------------------------------------------------------------------------19 4
Oil and candles------------------------------------------------------------- 238
Bricks and lime-----------------------------------------------------------45
Smith work keeping and upholding hedge shoes, ironing shovels
Keeping mauls wedges etc.--------------------------------------------50
Wright and joiner work, sawing timber into planks and bratish deals
Making and repairing sundry materials----------------------------------- 200
To equal to 3/11 ¾ p chaldron--------------------------------------------- 4371 10
Drawing the coals 40 horses @ £26 p ginn, drivers £140, ropes
£160 keeping shafts in repair £30 banking and coals £150------------ 1520
Wear and tear of horses etc. etc.------------------------------------------- 100
To equal 1/6 p chaldron------------------------------------------------------1620
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An Estimate of the Expense of Winning Bedlington Colliery laying a Wagon Way
Rebuilding and Covering the Old Staith November 28th 1780
£ s d
To boring a trial hole east of Mr Pott’s farmhouse being on a south line
From a borehole made by Messrs. Rawlings near a house in Mr Baker’s
farm commonly called Hind Marsh House depth 40 fathoms---------------36 5
To sinking an Engine Pit 9 feet diameter with the use of a Fire Engine
keeping the same during sinking after the quantity of water exceeds
(what is kept by sinking) in the common way of sinking depth 40 fath.- 255 10

To building a Fire Engine complete with metal pumps cylinder 40
Inches pumps 12 in. diam. Delivering of water 25 fathoms----------------900
To drawing 88 yards of stone drift @ 10/- p---------------------------------- 44
To sinking a boring two coal pits 7ft diameter each 38 fathoms
timbering and walling the same----------------------------------------------316 10
Two coal gins 30 feet diameter repairing the old one for sinking-------120
To pit materials as props, tubs, trams, mauls, wedges, shovels, deals
For barroways, sinking materials etc.---------------------------------------102 19 6
To rebuilding and covering the old Staith----------------------------------450
To building 16 chaldrons wagons @ £9.9.0--------------------------------151 4
To laying 2200 yards of double wagon way with fine beech rails and
Ballasting the same at 4/6 p yard--------------------------------------------495
To laying 100 yards of pit branches @ 2/6 p p with (?) rails----------- 50
To cleaning and amending the river near the Staith--------------------- 100
To rebuilding the Bishop’s Quay for ballast----------------------------- 200
The unforseen expenses----------------------------------------------------- 78 11 6
Signed by Mr Newton & Edw. Smith-------------------------------------- 5000
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An Estimate of the Expenses of Working a Chaldron of Coals out of the Main Coal in
Walker Hill Colliery 1783
Quantity Annually 10000 chaldrons
£
Hewing p score with a 20 peck corf-------------------------------------------------Putting-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Overman and Deputies wages propping brattishing, laying barrow ways,
Ridding stones in workings, cutting sumps, pumping water, oil, wick and
Candles lamp and lampkeepers-----------------------------------------------------Onsetting-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Driving headways holing walls wet, double and narrow working, twinning
And laying out bords water levels and other drifts setting over the dykes and
troubles---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Trapdoor keepers , attending fire lamps underground, building stoppings
including bricks and limes and shift work in the waste-----------------------Props barroway staff brattish and other timber except for wagon way and nails
underground----------------------------------------------------------------------------Smith work including iron sharpening sledge shoes, trams, wagon and wagon

s
2
4

d
3

9
1¼

10
6
1

way plates mauls wedges shovel irons and chains, traces chains, underground
and corf bowes------------------------------------------------------------------------1½
Wright work including wagons and wagon ways, sledges trams shovel bords
maul shafts and framesticks---------------------------------------------------------2
drawing 2/3 the quantity with machine & 1/3 by the gin upon an average
banking including man and horses-------------------------------------------------4½
Corving (exclusive of corf bowes) ------------------------------------------------3½
Walling , shovelling, screens, snaps, barrows etc.-------------------------------4
Ropes and gins------------------------------------------------------------------------4
Binding pitmen (?) coal etc.---------------------------------------------------------8
Viewers and agents salary at the pits----------------------------------------------4½
Contingencies unforeseen-----------------------------------------------------------6
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 14 6 ¼
Which will be per chaldron----------------------------------------------------------- 6 11 ½
Fire Engine----------------------------------------------------------------------------8
Leading--------------------------------------------------------------------------------9
Wagon way and wagons upholding everything---------------------------------3
Rent at 35s per Ten-----------------------------------------------------------------1 7
Wayleave rent to Sir Matt. Ridley @ 2/6 p Ten --------------------------------1¼
Damage of ground annum about £40---------------------------------------------1
Staith rent £20-----------------------------------------------------------------------1
Engine house £25-------------------------------------------------------------------0¾
Drawing to bank rent @ 2/- p Ten-----------------------------------------------1½
Wayleave rent to Mr Lewins @ 2/6 p ten--------------------------------------1¾
(?) buildings including materials with leadings for every purpose----------2
Staith charges including staithman off putters turnrail (?) trimmers, shovels
Barrows repairing and upholding Staith and spouts--------------------------3½
P chaldron-------------------------------------------------------------------------11
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July 29th 1783 An Estimate of the Expense per score of a 16 peck corf of putting
Bedlington Coal on board of ship at Blyth Harbour Including all Expenses, Working,
Drawing Landing, Keelmen etc.
Suppose the quantity 10000 chaldrons be worked annually
£ s
d
Engine keeping----------------------------------------------------------------6
Hewing p score----------------------------------------------------------------4
2
Putting p score----------------------------------------------------------------1
6
Oil and candles p score------------------------------------------------------4
Overmen deputies & shift work--------------------------------------------6
Setting on corves and lamp keepers---------------------------------------1¼
Finding sledges shovels and maul shafts---------------------------------1
Smith work--------------------------------------------------------------------2
Banksmen and drawing the water-----------------------------------------5
Drawing coals & corving 2 ½ @-----------------------------------------11 ½
Props and barrow way deals-----------------------------------------------2
Ropes wear and tear of gins ¼ --sinking of------------------------------3¼
Leading coals-----------------------------------------------------------------1 3
Hauling the coals at the heap----------------------------------------------2
Wagon and wagon way repairs-------------------------------------------4

Expense of winning the colliery £9000 @ 10%-----------------------Agency----------------------------------------------------------------------Staithman wages and Staith charges-----------------------------------Keelmen’s wages--------------------------------------------------------Casting coals on board of ship-------------------------------------------Rent of the keels £10 each p annum on 8 keels-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2
6
1¾
11 ½
1
2
3
0 16
¾
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An Estimate of the Expense of Working one Ten of coals out of Bedlington Colliery
laying the same upon Bank leading them to the Staith and delivering them on Board
of Ship in the River Blythe
NB each Ten to contain 528 coal bolls or 22 Newcastle Chaldrons and to work yearly
800 Tens or 17,600 chaldrons----------------------------------------------£
s
d
8 Newcastle chaldrons to a keel
To working and laying on Bank one Ten-------------------------------- 4
2
6¼
To loading 22 wagons ----------------------------------------------------14
8
To keeping in repair the wagon ways, wagons and gatekeeping----6
8
To Staith expenses--------------------------------------------------------5
To colliery rent------------------------------------------------------------10
To damage or spoil of ground by wagon ways pit heaps Engine,
Trespass of cattle---------------------------------------------------------2
To agency about the colliery @ £150 per annum--------------------3
4
To conveying 22 chaldrons or one Ten of coals of board of ship in
The River Blythe @ 10/- for every keel or 8 chaldrons--------------- 1
7
6
Expenditure in winning the colliery to interest of £5000 @ 8% p
Annum on 800 Tens-----------------------------------------------------6
7
To keeping a Fire Engine with all materials @£200 p annum------5
To setting thro’ Dykes & troubles--------------------------------------5
To keeping 17 keels @£5 p annum each------------------------------2
11 ½
To sinking & drifting p Ten --------------------------------------------3
9
Total expense per Ten---------------------------------------------------- 9
5
4¾
Or for a Newcastle Chaldron-------------------------------------------8
6½
Signed by Matthew Newton
Edw. Smith
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An Estimate of Expenses of Laying Staith Coals upon Bill Quay
Vend 6000 chaldrons
s
Hewing & putting on an average p chaldron-------------------------------- 2
Setting on the pit finding oil and candles, driving headways, drifts
Walls etc.-----------------------------------------------------------------------Props, deals, framesides, shovels etc.--------------------------------------Smith & wright work--------------------------------------------------------Settig down troubles, laying thro’ falls and other contingencies------Drawing water-----------------------------------------------------------------Sinking------------------------------------------------------------------------Corving------------------------------------------------------------------------

d
6
6
2
1½
6
6
4
2

Drawing coals including ropes wear & tear of gin Banksmen, gin
Driver, Wailers, Screeners etc.--------------------------------------------7
Agent’s salary----------------------------------------------------------------4
Rent------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 1
Leading with carts------------------------------------------------------------- 1
6
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8
2½
£
s
d
Expenses upon 6000 chaldrons @ 8/- p
2400
Suppose
4000 Ch sold @ 12/-p--------£2400
1000 -- ---- -- @ 8/-p ------- £300
1000 -- ---- -- @ 3/-p-------- £150 =
2850
Profit £450
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Prices for Drawing and (?) out of Coals per score and 21 corves to a score at Harraton
Lambton and Brownmoor Colliery belonging to General Lambton 1784
s
d
Drawing with a 20 peck corf from depths not exceeding 50 fathoms
For every five fathoms-----------------------------------------------------1¾
Ditto from 50 to 80 fathoms---------------------------------------------2
Ditto from 80 to 100 fathoms--------------------------------------------2¼
Lambton wagon way out and wagon p Ten---------------------------- 8
7
Brown moor ditto -------------------------------------------------------- 5
7
Quantity p annum from each colliery 900 Tens including small coals etc. Undertaker
to be paid at the rate of £50 p annum for each mile of wagon way unoccupied for the
space of 6 months.
Drawing coals from depth not exceeding 50 fathoms for every 10 fathoms 3 ¼ p score
Ditto-------------------------------------------50 to 80 fathoms--------------------4d p score
Ditto------------------------------------------80 to 100 etc.----------------------- 4 ½ p sc.
Screening out coals finding banksmen and horses------------------------------5d p sc.
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An Estimate of the Expense of Sinking a Pit N. West of the Milbank Pit Dyke in
Rillington Colliery May 1784
£
s
d
To sinking 85 fathoms including timber and all stops @ £6 p fath.510
To boring said pit-------------------------------------------------------- 60
To ridding and securing Milbank drift for water course------------ 130
To erecting an Engine & machine------------------------------------- 900
To ridding the Milbank Pit and sinking her 15 fathoms, driving a
Drift from the intended pit to said Milbank Pit--------------------- 300
To laying wagon way from said pit to Engine pit branches------ 120
----------------------------------------------------------------------------£2020
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An Estimate of Sinking the Edward Pit in Willington Colliery and
drawing a stone drift to the fall dip from there for the purpose of bringing the coal to
said pit wither in boats or wagons May 1784
To Sinking Edward Pit 18 fathoms including drawing stones to bank etc.
@ £3 p--------------------------------------------------------------------------------54. 0 .0
To driving a stone drift 6 feet high and 8 feet wide 45 yards including

putting drawing and stowing the stones @ £25 p----------------------------562.0.0
To sinking 3 stapples 12 fathoms each 36 fathoms @ £2.10 p fathom--- 90.0.0
To building 4 boats @ £40------------------------------------------------------ 160.0.0
To loss by extra putting 35200 score of coals-------------------------------- 300.0.0
To Mr Collingwood’s Tentale rent for drawing Mr Milbank’s coals south
Of the Venture Pit 400 Tens @2/6 Ten each Ten 440 bolls---------------- 440.0.0
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------£1606.0.0
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An Estimate to lay North Banks Main Coal upon the Staith p chaldron from 25th
December 1784 to & with 25th December 1785 b(Thorn Pit)
£ s
d
To hewing p score with a 16 peck corf
1
1
Putting the coals to a distance of 290 yards
1
2
Drawing winning headways & holing walls
1¼
Finding candles % oil 2 ½ repairing shaft ½
3
Overman and deputies wages
2½
Drawing levels under 16 ins. And setting over
Troubles under coal height
2½
Driving 29 fathoms say
8
Sledging out 3 ¼ corving 2 ½
5¾
Wailing 1 ½ smith work 1d wright work ½
3
Finding ropes & gins
1¼
Repairing the water courses & ridding stones
1½
Double & wet working keeping off the water when in the
Power of 1 man
1¼
Nearly p chaldron
2
10 ¼
Expenses in binding pitmen
¾
Workmen’s fire coal
½
Agency’s and viewers
1½
Deals and planks 1d props 3d
4
Leading with a wagon reputed 19 bolls @15d p
1
8
Paid Lord Ravensworth & partners for repairing the
Wagon way from Bowls Bridge to the Staith
5
Paid Mr Pit for (?) from the joining Tanfield Moor way
To Bowls Bridge
1¾
Repairing the wagon suppose
3½
Repairing the branches at the Pit
½
P chaldron------------------------------------------------------

£

s

d

3¼

1
4

3

2
5

5

6¾
11 ¾

Copy given in December 28th 1784
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An Estimate of the Expenses of Laying Mount Moor Coals upon the Staith from the
May Pit 5 years from February 1st 1785 to February 1st 1790
2s 8d p score for hewing the Low Main Coals in the May Pit with a 16 peck corf this
article may cost more the seam being very low not above 36 inches high and may
perhaps be left in the west.

1s 3d p score for putting on a mean we commonly give an indulgence of 2d p score
for four or five charges and sometimes other helps on account of swellys etc.
1d p score for drawing winning headways suppose the north headways goes 180 yards
double and 20 stentons each 3 yards at least that is 420 yards @ 1/2 d will cost
£24.10s but if the water be troublesome to the east than the double of the above and
suppose 9000 score is wrought out of the pit at 1d will amount to £37.10.0
4d p score for holing walls we drive 16 yards to the holing but by reason of meeting
with blowers etc obliged to hole corner say 15 in a mean the coals in holing 6 yards of
wall and 15 bord will produce nigh 14 score @ 4d will be 4/8 and holing the walls 6
yards @ 10d—5/½ d p score for driving narrow bords and double working this sis sometimes more and
.sometimes less but there will be boring coal to the west.
3 ½ d p score for finding candles & oil suppose the pit work 140 score p day and the
pit consumes 7 dozen of candles @ 6/- is £2.2.0 too little by 14d NB the duty omitted.
5d p score for finding barrow way deals, props, shutters and doors etc. suppose the pit
work 9000 Tens @ 3d will be £112. 10.0 the pit will use in three years a great
quantity of planks (?) deals, nails and props.
½ d p score for repairing & finding trams, mauls shafts etc. this is paid & more.
2 ½ p score for keeping trap doors, suppose 6 in a mean is £1.10.0 in a fortnight if the
pit work 140 score @ 2 ½ d is £1.9.2.
1 ½ d p score for keeping a fire lamp suppose 140 score @ 1 ½ d is 17/6 lamp keeper
is 14d coals 3/- and extra attendance for the banksman on Sundays is 6d in all 18/-.
1d per score for building stoppings, finding bricks and lime suppose 9000 score
wrought in this pit @ 1d will be £37.10.0 each stopping will last say 100 bricks 18
lime 5d banksmen letting down bricks and lime and buildings 16d is 3/6 suppose….
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….20 headways or stenton stoppings and 198 sheth stoppings @3/6 will be £38.3s.
Suppose the breadth of the pit is 36 bords that will require 9 sheths and the distance
from east to west 22 pillars or holings makes 218 stoppings.
0 ½ d p score for setting over troubles suppose 9000 @ ½ d is £18.18s this is little for
3 years or more.
1 ½ d p score for repairing the air & water courses suppose 3000 score wrought in a
year will be £18.15 s suppose 3 more each 2 days in a fortnight @ 20d p day is 5/- p
week this is £13.10s but oftentimes we are obliged to have some more men besides
timber nails and candles.
1 ¼ d p score for drawing water to the engine level suppose 3000 score @ 1 ¼ d is
£15.12.6 and suppose the water is drawn 26 times in a year 2 men & 1 lad cost 3/6
and 4 horses cost 6/- candles 3d say 9/9 a time besides ropes, tubs and lamps cleaning
it may be drawn (?).
0 ½ d p score is £6 .5s it will do if nothing extra happens.
1 ½ d p 6d for smith work and finding shovels this is the sum he is paid which he the
smith says will not do.
0 ¾ d p score for finding timber for gins, clogs, cows & suppose 3000 score it is
£9.7.6 but if any accident happens it may be more.
2s 4d p score for drawing 80 fathoms @ 1 ¾ d p corf it is hard work at that.
3 ¼d p score for sledging out this is the price Thomas Smith receives.
0 ½ d p score for the banksmen’s odds 5/- every pay suppose 140 score @ ½ d is
5/10d
3d p score for cowing this is the sum paid.

2 ¼ d p score for wailing suppose 140 score is £1.6.3 if there is no heap shoveller @
12 p day 3 railers @ 3d p is £1.7.0d
3d p score for finding ropes @3000 score p year is £37.10 2 pair will scarce draw
3000 score and as we use the ropes made of small yarns will cost above £40 then it
may be the old rope is worth £2.10s.
4d p score for binding pitmen suppose 9000 score is £150 the binding and expenses of
with leading their goods etc. is more than £150.
5 ½ d p score for workmen and engine coals suppose 9000 wrought in a year @5 ½d
is £206.5s the engines consume about 500 fothers @2/- & leading 4d p fothers is
£93.6.8 the several workmen cost some 1200 fothers @ 2/- p is £120 which is equal
£213.6.8
2 d p score for agency suppose 9000 is £75 to pay Stokoe and Dobson and suppose
Stokoe receives £50 and
10s 7d Dobson £20 is £70 besides several expenses both for men and horses.
10s 7d per score is equal to 6/4d 8/40 p chaldron paid on bank.
NB There is nothing for heap consumption coals stolen and short measure
To the expenses of laying the coals on bank as above --------6/4d p chaldron
To leading the coals-----------------------------------------------1/3 ¼ d – p score
To upholding wagon way----------------------------------------0. 5 ¼ d----p score
To do. wagons---------------------------------------------------- 0 2 ½d ----p score
Total---------------------------------------------------------------£0 8 4d
Wat-2-8-p 239
An Estimate of the Expense of Working Pelton Common Coals with the leading and
Putting into the keels at Chatershaugh for the use of John Lambton esq.
Besides 15000 chaldrons----------------------------------------------£
s
d
Working charges according to the basis of the underground
Agreement-------------------------------------------------------------5
6
Leading with a 19 boll wagon---------------------------------------1
10 ¾
Staith expenses taxes and lessees ----------------------------------3¾
Colliery rent viz. 11s p Ten for the main coal and 13/4d p Ten for
The 5 Quarter Coal Seam and supposing to work equal quantities
of each will be an average of 15/8d p Ten---------------------------10 ¾
Agency at say £200 p annum------------------------------------------3¼
River duty --------------------------------------------------------------3
Wayleave £742 p annum--------------------------------------------11 ¾
Unforeseen expenses -----------------------------------------------1¼
--------------------------------------------------------------------------10
2½
Then say 15000 chaldrons sold on an average @ 12/6d p----- £9375. 0. 0
15000 chaldrons will cost working as above @ 10/2 ½d----- £7565. 5. 0
Colliery rent @10 ¾ d -------------------------------------------£671 . 17. 6
General Lambton--------------------------------12/24-----------£355. 18. 9
----------------------------------------------------------------------Rights on 15000 chaldrons-------------------------------------

£355. 18. 9
£2054. 13. 9

Suppose vend of coals from the river in the year 1785 together with the distance each
colliery is from the river and their names etc.
North Side of the River Tyne
Quantity Distance
1 Wylam Moor the property of John Blackett---------------------12000
5

2 Greenwich Moor Greenwich Hospital-------------------------- 14000
Walbottle Moor Duke of Northumberland----------------------- 15000
Callerton
Colonel Schultze------------------------------------ 16000
Montague Main Mrs Montague---------------------------------- 24000
Byker Hill Sir John Lawson----------------------------------------10000
St Anthony’s Lewis & Hargrove-------------------------------- 6000
Walker Corporation of Newcastle------------------------------ 29000
Willington Ralph Milbank & others----------------------------- 30000
Wallsend Dean & Chapter of Durham------------------------- 19000
Willington Moor Lord Carlisle----------------------------------- 22000
South Side of the River Tyne
Whitefield George Silvertop------------------------------------20000
Pontoppike Lady Windsor & John Simpson-----------------30000
Blaydon Main Lord Mountstuart & partners------------------- 7000
Tanfield Moor John Pitt----------------------------------------- 17000
Stanley Grand Allies------------------------------------------- 30000
Marley Hill Andrew Bowes------------------------------------ 8000
Family Colliery of Sir Henry George Liddle Bt.------------ 26000
Park Moor--------------------------------------------------------12000
Bush Blades George Silvertop------------------------------16000
Faud (?)-----------------------------------------------------------10000
Felling Chas. Brandlimg------------------------------------16000
---------------------------------------------------------------------380000

5
5
6
1½
1½
1½
1
2½
1
1½
6
11
1
8
12
4
3
3½
11
1
1

Wat-2-8-240
An Estimate of the Expense that will probably attend the sinking of two coal pits
erecting an Engine on Milbank Pit – driving the Stone Drifts etc. at Willington
Colliery January 15th 1787
£
s
d
£
s
d
Erecting an Engine finding and setting pumps etc. on
Milbank Pit cylinder 65 ins.& pumps 11 in. diam.
900
Bottom to the dip of 85 fathoms drawing out the water
Putting in brattish nailing timber in shaft and drifting
In the black stone 100 yards--------------------------------510
------------------------------------------------------------------1410
Bell Pit will cost if sunk with above hole from her
Present bottom------------------------------------------------ 715
2125
The Bell Pit if sunk by an Engine will cost (including
the expense of Fire Engine £2246.0.0
A trial drift from the deep part of Edward Pit workings
to a supposed Dyke with a double drift 350 yards------------------------200
Boring a hole to a depth of 100 fathoms south west
from Willington town--------------------------------------------------------300
Cutting out the staple in Edward Pit by a stone drift
and making other trials-------------------------------------------------------200
NB. The expense of drifting in the Edward Pit and
pumping water in the Bigg Pit will cease except what

may be to pump out of the south headways which will
be a saving of about £300 p annum
The trials through the dyke in the Bewick Pit upon the
narrow bords -----------------------------------------------------------------50
The stone drift staple etc. at the Craister Pit very
uncertain but say-------------------------------------------------------------200
The Craister pit will probably be sunk this year to
a depth of 70 fathoms @ £20 p------------------------1000
Pumps to sink that depth wanted with spears etc-- 330
-------------------------------------------------------------1330
Sinking the Craister pit from the abovementioned
depth with a borehole to the bottom say 35
fathoms including----------------------------------------377
bratish & borehole keeping Engine til borehole
is made. --------------------------------------------------------------------1330
Preparing the staples and water level underground------------------ 150
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------£4932
Wat-2-8-p241
Cash to be expended in the year 1787. Each fortnight expenses
£
s
640
320

d

£
}
}

s

d
for 12 months to go forward

130

5

for 12 months to be stopped

200

6

for 12 months do.

200

16

for 6 months very uncertain

1490
50

5

for 5 months to go forward

200

8

for 5 months very uncertain

1330

40

for 12 months to go forward

150
3220

4

for do.

Do,

Wat-2-8-p242
An Estimate of the Quantity of coal remaining unwrought in the West Denton Estate
in the several seams of coal with the value of the same
Beaumont Seam-------------------------------------------------------------- 700 tons
Denton Low Main Coal --------132 ½ at 60 Tens p acre---------------8550
Kenton Seam exclusive of barrier ----177 ½ --4/6 @100--------------17750
Total---------------------------------------------------------------------------27000

Proportioned as under
Viz. Beaumont Seam----------Ship coals--------------------------------6400 tons
----------------------------do.---------Small--------------------------------2150
8550
Kenton Seam-------------------Ship coals--------------------------------11500
Do.-------------------------------Land sale--------------------------------- 2700
Do.------------------------------- Small--------------------------------------3550
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------17750
Sold as under
London and coast 319.900 chaldrons @ 15/- p chaldron-----------£239925.0.0
Landsale-----------47.025 @ 7/6 p chaldron--------------------------£17634.7.6
Small-------------- 76.333 @ 4/- p chaldron-------------------------£15266.12.0
Total value of coal------------------------------------------------------£872825.19.6
Coals cost working as under
£
s
d
First sum extended to put the colliery to work-------------------4500
Beaumont seam 700 tons @£4 15 p Ten @ 418 bolls----------3325
Denton Low Main Coal 8550 Tens @ £6 p Ten-----------------57300
Renton Seam----15050 Tens @ £5 5s p Ten---------------------79012 . 10
Do. Landsale 2700 Tens @ £11 22/55 p Ten--------------------- 1539
Colliery rent exclusive of Engine coals 22460 Tens
@ 13s 33/110 --------------------------------------------------------- 14935. 18
Fittage & owner’s wages 319.900 @ 3s 4 ½ p---------------- 53983. 2.
6
Agencies and other expenses at London p annum------------ 2700
£229108.0.6
Profit in 27 years------------------------------------------------------------- 43717.19.0
The above sums is exclusive of the prospect of advantages in working 60 acres of
Beaumont Seam on the south side of the River Tyne.
Wat-2-8-p243
February 19th 1787 Estimate of the Expenses of building an Engine and Machine for
drawing coals
£ s d
£
s
d
Wood consumed--------------------------------------------------124
4
Add 1/8 for waste do.------------------------------------------- 15 10 ½
Metal------------------------------------------------------------7 7 4
Brass--------------------------------------------------------------- 3
8
Iron work--------------------------------------------------------- 45 5 9
Workmanship--------------------------------------------------- 60
255 4 1 ½
Mason work
Wheel hole------------------------------------------------------ 47 12
Lime to do.----------------------------------------------------- 13 10
Leading stones p Bargain------------------------------------- 12 5
Do. By ballast wagon----------------------------------------- 12 5
Labouring at quarry------------------------------------------4
Cutting out wheel hole--------------------------------------15 6
104. 18
360 2 1 ½
Building boiler seat------------------------------------------- 16 10

Stones lime and bricks to do.------------------------------Building a house over the firehole including bricks
Lime timber & tiles-----------------------------------------Building chimney------------------------------------------Bricks & lime to do.---------------------------------------Metal work £338.2.1 brass work £29.1.7----------------Copper do. £3.3.6 Iron do. £187.10.8 boiler £180 -----Lead do. £41.7.5 solder £7.0.0 timber £46.17.8--------Plumbers 18 days @2/6 £2.5.0 workmanship £31.10.0Sundry expenses getting wood to the colliery-----------Waste of timber---------------------------------------------Drift and pond----------------------------------------------Cribbs-------------------------------------------------------Planking do.-----------------------------------------------Troughs etc. etc.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

18

7
9
367
370
98.
33
8
26
11
11
12
20

5

8
10
3
14
5.
15
17

6

6
6
8
2
1

34 15 6
10

17

16

19

9

6

12
5
3
£959.15.5
£1382.9. 9 ½

Wat-2-8-p244
An Estimate of the Expense of Winning the Low Main Coal at
Byker Colliery September 20th 1787
£
To repairing & enlarging the Success Pit shaft including deals
Nails & workmanship---------------------------------------------------------95
To widening the staple to the Metal Coal & cribbing and planking
to stop back the Main Coal water------------------------------------------32
To sinking a shaft 9 feet diameter 54 fathoms @ £10 p fathom-----540
To 60 fathoms of air brattice @ 18/- p fathom------------------------ 54
To timber deals & nails for rough cleading etc.---------------------- 45
To water drawing--------------------------------------------------------- 80
To keeping the present Engine the time of sinking 60 weeks @
£4 p week----------------------------------------------------------------- 240
To carpenter work------------------------------------------------------ 60
To main sinking & 1 pair coal ropes with other cordage--------- 70
To keeping the fire lamp 60 weeks @ 9s--------------------------- 27
To coals consumed by blacksmiths sinkers etc. 120 chaldrons @
5/- p---------------------------------------------------------------------- 30
To carts employed loading materials etc.-------------------------40
To Agency------------------------------------------------------------60
To tubs corves & other incidents----------------------------------35
To erecting a machine for drawing the Low Main Coal--------- 1500
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2908
Signed Thos. Barnes

s

Wat-2-8-p245
A Calculation of laying the different Collieries on the River Tyne
upon the staiths etc. January 28th 1788

d

£
s d
s d s d
s d s d
Shire Moor Colliery
14000 {1} 10000 {2) 9{3} 1 {4} 1 5 {5} 1 {6} 11 9{7}
Long Benton
26000 25000
10
1 1 1 11
1
12. 11
Willington
30000 28000
10
1
1 10 1
12 . 10
Walls end
30000 22000
9
1
1 51/2 1
12 . 3
East Benton
30000 12000
9
1
91/2 1
11 . 5
Walker
30000 25000
9
1
1 8
1
12 . 4
St Anthony’s
17000 10000
9
1 2
1 2
1
11 . 9
Brandling Main
16000 25000
9
1 3
3 11/2 1
13.0
Gateshead Park
17000 10000
8
1 2
1 2
1
10. 9
Sheriff Hill
14000 14000
8
1 3
2
1 31/2 12,61/2
Team
26000 18000
8
1 2
1 41/2 1 3 ½ 11 31/2
Low Moor & Eaton Banks 14000 10000
8
1 3
1 5
1 3 ½ 10. 1/2
Tanfield Moor
17000 9000
9
1
1 01/2 1 3 ½ 10. 1/2
L Pike Colliery
37000 25000
9 no small
1 4
1 3½ 11.51/2
South Moor
22000 20000
9
do.
1 93/4 1 31/2 11.111/2
Neat Pontop
10000 8000
10
do
1 7
1 3 ½ 11 51/2
Blaydon Main
8000 10000
8
do
2 6 1 3 ½11.111/2
Whitefield
18000 9000
7
do
1
1 5 ½ 12.61/2
Denton
20000 8000
8
1
101/2 1 41/211.61/2
Greenwich Moor
14000 6000
8
6
101/2 1 41/2 8.111/2
Holywell Main
14000 6000
8
9
101/4 1 41/2 10. 81/2
Heddon Main
10000 6000
8
1 3
1 21/4 1 4 ½ 11.91/2
Walbottle Moor
13000 7000
8
1 1
1 03/4 1 4 ½ 11.21/2
Wylam Moor
14000 8000
9
1
111/2 1 4 ½ 12.11/2
West Denton
8000 4000
8
1 3
1 41/2 141/ 2 10.0
11/2
1 A proportional vend of each colliery
2The capital supposed to be sunk in each colliery
3 Expense of laying upon Staith in chaldrons
4 Draw back up on small coals
510% upon the capital
6Fitage and wages
7 Total expense of laying coals on board of ship

Wat-2-8 –p246
An Estimate of the Expense to win Walker Hill colliery in the Low Main Seam
£
s
Erecting a Fire engine with 60 fathoms of pumps & completing the same1200
Repairing the Success Pit shaft & timber-------------------------------------- 100
Sinking the Success Pit for an Engine coal pit 60 fathoms @ £20 p
Fathom----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1200
Keeping 2 Fire Engines with coals, oil candles and all other materials
to be completed 2 years @ £800 p annum---------------------------------- 1600
Sinking a coal pit from the surface to the Low Main Coal & timber
brattishes etc
1400
Driving drifts between pits for air courses------------------------------200
Smith work drawing 2 years------------------------------------------------600
Repairing the present machine to draw coals-----------------------------400
Additional machine to ditto.------------------------------------------------- 1200
Stock of horses, hay, corn. Wagons, wagon ways, hedges, frames &
Other materials necessary to set the colliery to work-------------------- 2200

d

Ropes & timber--------------------------------------------------------------800
Contingents-----------------------------------------------------------------300
Agencies of all kinds-----------------------------------------------------300
Total expense to win the colliery at Walker Hill---------------------£11800
Suppose this colliery to be won at St Anthon’s Colliery will in all probability take 4
years as St Anthon’s Colliery must be won ad drifts drove into this colliery and
afterwards two pits sunk before it can be in a situation to work coals ( to profit) such
winning will save as above.
Wat-2-8-p 247
£
Brot. Forward Total expense to win the Colliery
At Walker Hill------------------------------------------Fire engine complete on the other side with timber
And boring £10 p fathom------------------------------1200
Sinking the Success Pit difference £10.0.0--------- 600
Keeping 2 Engines for other side £1600 1 Engine
4 years until the winning is made £1200---------- 400
Smith work—600 for 4 years to the Engine 400
Props and timber 800------------------------------- 200
For 4 years 2 coal pits 500
Contingents & leading materials 600----------------300
For 4 years sinking pit etc. 400-----------------------200
Agency the same---------------------------------------

s

d

£

s

d

11800

£2900
£8900
From the above estimate it appears this colliery will cost £8900 provided it be won
from St Anthon’s therefore add to this sum the agreement to be made with the owners
of St Anthony’s Colliery together should St Anthon’s Colliery draw the water from
the Low Main Coal Seam at Walker Hill would only be a saving of £140 p annum.
Signed Charles Bedlington.
Wat-2-8-p248
An Estimate of the Expense of Winning the Low Main Coal at Walker Hill Colliery
March 26th 1799
£ s d
To Fire Engine with pumps etc. to High Main Coal making a beam,
Finding spears, spear plates etc. etc. with 60 fathoms of 9 inch pumps
Fixing the same with collarings etc. to Low Main Coal---------------------1700
Repairing Success pit shaft finding timber etc.------------------------------- 100
Sinking the Success Pit 60 fathoms 11 feet diameter with double
brattish down the same , finding coals, leather, oils, candles and all
other materials upholding everything during the winning----------------- 2500
Drawing drifts between Success Pit and (?) coal pit for air course------ 350
Repairing the present machine to draw coals------------------------------- 200
Stock of horses, hay, wagons, wagon way, hedges, ropes, timber and
Other materials necessary to set the colliery to work--------------------- 2000
Contingents-------------------------------------------------------------------- 200
Agency of all kinds --------------------------------------------------------- 300
Sinking second pit 60 fathoms 8 feet diameter with brattish etc. etc.-- 600

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------£8100
Geo. Johnson
Wat-2-8-p249
A Calculation of the Charges of Working a Ton of 550 Bolls at Crawmont Colliery
Also every other expense in putting into the keel viz.
£
s
d
Expense of laying 1 score of 16 peck corves upon bank
Hewing---------------------------------------------------------------------2
Putting upon a mean-----------------------------------------------------1
Overmen, finding candles etc.----------------------------------------5
Smith & wright---------------------------------------------------------1½
Barroway, boards, props etc.----------------------------------------3
Gin and ropes---------------------------------------------------------1
Hanging on the corves etc.----------------------------------------------1
Binding the pitmen etc.-------------------------------------------------1½
Sinking and drifting------------------------------------------------------2½
Drawing suppose the mean 25 fathoms------------------------------10
Banking 2 ½ Corving 2 ½ ---------------------------------------------5
Suppose Engine keeping--------------------------------------------------2½
Unforeseen incidents------------------------------------------------------2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------5
11
13 ¾ such scores will be a Ten which @ 5/11 p score-------------Leading a Ten with a 25 boll wagon is 22 wagons @ 1/- p------Keeping the wagons--------------------------------------------------Colliery rent-------------------------------------------------------Wayleave etc. 5/2 damage for spoil of grounds & taxes 4d ---Smith charges etc. 5/6 Agency 5/----------------------------------Suppose the winning of said colliery and stocking be above
£3500 say a moiety as removable stock and the other moiety as
Dead stock viz. the removable stock £1750 say 5%--- £87.10.0
Dead stock ------------------------------£1750 say 10%--£175.0.0
----------------------------------------------------------------£262.10.0
Therefore 900 Tens be led in 1 year is equal to----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 7

4

15
5
6

5
3

1
4
3

4½
6

6
6

10
8¼

A Ten of 550 bolls is equal to 23 chaldrons which at £7.3.8 ¼ p Ten stones the
Undertakers to about 6/2 ½ p chaldron upon the Staith.
Calculation how those coals may be sold at different markets and different prices etc.
13 chaldrons to London market @ 14/- p chaldron £9 2s 0d
Crimpage on (?) @2/- £7.6s.0d
Fittage on ------ @1/- £0 13.0d
£
s
d
Owners wages on @ 5 ½ £0.5.11 ½ -----£2.4.11 ½--------6
17 0 ¼
4 chaldrons to glass houses @ 6/- p-------------------------1
4
------------- to pans etc. ‘ 4/- p------------------------------1
4
23 corves suppose all corves @ 10/- p chaldron £11 .10.0
Fittage -----------------------@ 1/- p --------------- 0. 10.6
Abatement 1 keep p score------------------------- 0. 11.6
£2.5.0 ½
Leaves £2.0.3 ¾ p Ten-----------------------------------------------£9.4.11 ½

Wat-2-8-p250
An Estimate of the Expense of Working and putting on Board of Ship from the High
Main Coal Nightingale pit on two Quantities viz. 8000 chaldrons and 17000
Chaldrons Annually with a 22 Peck Corf
On
8000
Hewing p score------------------------------------------------ 3 6
Headways holing walls and driving narrow bords ------ 5 4
Overmen’s wages, oil, candles, trapdoors, onsetters
Lampkeepers-----------------------------------------------1
9
Driftwork & wastemen attending the separation of the
Coals--------------------------------------------------------9
Setting on the grain, masons work and materials,
Pumping water putting thro’ hitches, sumps, levels,
water leading, working under the top & double
working----------------------------------------------------8
Consideration for accidents, lamp keeping, incidental
Shifts, timber, deals, and nails--------------------------10
Smith & wright work------------------------------------4
Sledging---------------------------------------------------5
Drawing--------------------------------------------------1
10 ½
Ropes------------------------------------------------------6
Wailing & heap shovelling and other attendance at
heap-------------------------------------------------------8
--------------------------------------------------------18
17
St. Anthon’s Nightingale Pit

On
17000
3 6
5
3
1

9
7

7½
8
4
5
10 ½
6

1

8
5

Wat-2-8-p251
Restoration Pit St Anthon’s

Hewing--------------------------------------------Putting--------------------------------------------Holing & headways & narrow bords---------Overmen’s wages, oil, candles, onsetting,
putting up brattish and repairing barrow way-Shift work & wastemen--------------------------Trapdoors------------------------------------------Props, planks, brattish, deals & nails---------Building stoppings-----------------------------Smith & wright work---------------------------Lampkeeping at the Venture pit-----------------Keeping water, setting through hitches, sumps,
levels etc.------------------------------------------Corving-------------------------------------------Consideration for accidents--------------------Sledging out--------------------------------------

Chaldrons
13000
17000
2
2
3
9
1

5
3
5
8
2
4
1¼
4
4
2
6

Chaldrons
6000
7000
2 2
2 10
9
1

4
3
5
8
2
4
2½
5
4
2
6

Driving-------------------------------------------- 2
Ropes--------------------------------------------- 1
Wailing & heap shovelling with attendance
on the heap--------------------------------------Water drawing from the Low Main to the
High Main -------------------------------------Supporting air course between the Restoration
And the Venture Pit & other unforeseen
Accidents------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 15

9
1

2
1

9
1

4

5

4

7

1½
5¾

15

3
7½

Wat-2-8-p252
Estimate of the Expense of laying Mount Moor Coals upon the Staith
s d
s
d
Hewing p score with a 16 peck corf--------------------------- 2 8
Putting in a mean------------------------------------------------ 1 3
Driving & winning headways--------------------------------1
Holing walls----------------------------------------------------4
Driving narrow bords & double working------------------0½
Oil and candles------------------------------------------------3½
Overman & deputies’ wages-----------------------------------5
Barrow way deals, props, shutters and doors---------------3
Repairing & finding trams, maul shafts etc.---------------0½
Keeping trap doors------------------------------------------2½
Keeping fire lamps-------------------------------------------1½
Building, stoppings, including bricks & lime----------1
Setting over hitches & troubles-------------------------0½
Repairing the air & water courses----------------------1½
Drawing water to the engine level---------------------1¼
Repairing shafts-----------------------------------------0½
Smith work & finding shovels--------------------------1½
Timber for the gins, cloggs, cows etc.---------------0¾
Drawing 80 fathoms-------------------------------------2 4
Sledging out----------------------------------------------3¼
Banksmen’s odds----------------------------------------0½
Corving---------------------------------------------------3
Wailing---------------------------------------------------2¼
Ropes----------------------------------------------------3
Binding pitmen----------------------------------------4
Workmen & engine coals----------------------------5½
Agency--------------------------------------------------2 10/7 pxx
10/7 p score will be p chaldron----------------------6
4
Leading-------------------------------------------------1¾
Upholding wagon way-------------------------------5¼
Wagons------------------------------------------------2¼
Spill of ground, poor less & gatekeeping----------1
p chaldron-------------------8 4
Wat-2-8-p253

Estimate of the value of Swizel Colliery to General Lambton supposing the same to
be let and considered by the Coal Trade as a distinct colliery--------------------------It is supposed that the Five Quarter, Main, Hutton and Low Main Seam of coal will
produce upon an average as follows.
£ s d
st
1 Five Quarter Coal Seam 70 acres as 76 Tens p acre will be 5320 Tens
@ 14/- p =
3724. 0. 0
2nd Main Coal Seam @ 100 acres @ 80 Tens p acre 8000 @ 18/- p = 7200. 0 .0
3rd Hutton & Low Main very uncertain but say 100 acres each will be
16000 @ 18/- p----------------------------------------------------= 4400.0.0
---------------------------------------------------------------------25324.0.0
12662.0.0
Wayleave over General Lambton’s estate 30 years @ £300 p
annum ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 9000.0.0
£21662.0.0
Therefore it appears that General Lambton will receive in 30 years the above sum of
twenty one thousand six hundred and sixty two pounds.
Mr Bowes gives I believe about £6500 for his moiety and expects £7000 for it now.
The rentals of the whole estate at present are as follows.
Robert Storey’s farm-------------------£140 p annum
High Farm-------------------------------£80 p annum
Mr Forster’s-----------------------------£10 -----Thomas Forster------------------------ £8 ------Hagg----------------------------------- £ 40 -----278 @ 25 years purchase---- £7506
Wood on the estate------------------------------------------------------ £1200
½ 8700
Value of Mr Bowes’ moiety------------------------------------ £4350
Valuation of a moiety of the estate & mine----------------£7000
Mr Brown’s moiety of the coal-----------------------------£2647
The colliery is supposed to go thirty years and will
produce 39300 tons a moiety of which with the wayleaves
is------------------------------------------------------------------ £21662
This colliery assumed being a distinct one will take from
the trade about 15000 chaldrons annually and will be a
loss to General Lambton’s other collieries of 3000
Chaldrons annually which suppose @ 2/- p chaldron is
in thirty years ---------------------------------------------£12662
NB purchase of colliery £2647 in thirty years with compound interest will be about
£11000.
Wat-2-8-p254
An Estimate of Sinking & Laying upon bank a Score of coals on Different Quantities
out of Reepier Colliery viz. upon 1800, 2500 and 4500 scores annually
1800
2500
4500
£ s d £ s d £ s d
Hewing p score with a 12 peck corf---------------------1 7
1 7
1 7
Putting upon a mean-------------------------------------10 ½
10 ½
10 ½
Winning headways, holing, rails, driving water levels
2½
2½
2½

Props, deals & nails--------------------------------------2
1¾
1½
Smith & wright work, wood, iron included------------3½
3¼
3½
Overmen’s wages-----------------------------------------3
2½
2
Corving---------------------------------------------------2¼
2
1¾
Gin and props------------------------------------------1¼
1¼
1¼
Binding pitmen & pitmen’s fire coal---------------1½
1½
1
Sinking pits, repairing pit shafts etc.-----------------4
4
4
Sledging out the coals---------------------------------3
2¾
2½
Damage of ground and repairing roads-------------1½
1¼
0½
Colliery rent p annum--------------------------------1 2
1 0½ 1 0½
Agency--------------------------------------------------4½
3½
1¾
Keeping fire engines viz. enginemen’s wages------}
Assistance, leather, oil & candles------------------- }
6¾
5
2¾
Upholding the boilers & all other Iron materials
Fire (?) mason work etc.----------------------------3
2¼
1¼
Poor loss for the colliery & sundry incidental charges- 3
2¼
1¼
Coals consumed by the engines 25@ p
7 1¼
7 3¾
6 6¼
Coals consumed 25 @ p will be--------------------1 1½
9¾
5¼
Whole charges of working different quantities
815 12 6 1015.12.6 1510.6.3
Sold into Durham 1000 scores @ 9s p £450.0.0
Sold into the country 800 @ 9/- p----- £360.0.0
810
Sold into Durham 4700 @ 9/--------£765.0.0
Sold into the country 800 @9/- p-- £360.0.0
1125
Sold into Durham 3700 @ 9/- p ---- £1665.0.0
Sold into the country 800 @ 9/----- £360.0.0
2025
5.12.6
109.7.6 454.13.9
Supposing 4500 scores could be sold at 10/6 p score the annual profit would be
£792.3.9
Wat-2-8-p255
An Estimate for Sinking a pit in Brownmoor Colliery Seven feet and a half in
diameter to the shill of the High Main Coal say 67 fathoms.
£
s d
£
s d
Sinking of 67 fathoms @ £3.5.0 p-----------------217 15
Boring 35 @------------------------------------------27 10
Fixing brake etc.-----------------------------------5
Allowing for boring in whin 70 days @ 20d p--5 16 8
256 1 8
Winning stones & walling 14 fathoms @ 3s 2d p-22 8
Waste of timber, nails etc.----------------------------15
Setting up gin & labouring at heap-----------------6
43 8
Oak timber for cribs 240 feet @ 2/- p-------------24
5.0.0 deals for cleading @ £8.10 p---------------42 10
1.0.0 for scaffolds etc. @ £8.10 p----------------8 10
Air boxes or deal partitions------------------------22
9
Nails 7 bags @ 40/- p------------------------------14
111 9
Wright work making cribs jointing deals etc.--18
Smith etc.--------------------------------------------18 4 6
Hack shafts-----------------------------------------1 15
Labouring at and about the pit------------------1
5
Ropes, centre line, hand line etc.---------------3 10

Leading materials to the pit---------------------Sinking horses-------------------------------------Coals & leading-----------------------------------Sinking flannel and other incidental charges---

6
45
40 13 4
10

144 7 10
£555 6 10

Wat-2-8-p 256
January 1st 1790
Mr Cameron’s machine drew in 12 hours 27 score and two corves of coal of 21 pecks
corves, 1 corf of dung and 28 men and boys.
Let down also in same time 1 corf of picks, 1 of wood and 22 men and boys.
The whole time lost in drawing and letting down the men and boys and wood and
drawing the dung with other stops occasioned by accidents in the pit was exactly 57
minutes therefore the above quantity of coals were drawn to bank in 11 hours and 3
minutes.
There was no straining nor any particular exertion made use of in the business only
the engine was kept as regularly at work as possible.
The corf as mentioned above contains 24 pecks or 3 coal bolls of coals and weighs
upon a mean 7cwt. 0 qtr. 15 lb.. The corf itself weighs 1cwt 2 qtr. 16 ½ lb.. The depth
of the pit called the A Pit at Byker Main Colliery where this experiment was made is
93 fathoms 1 yard and 2 feet.
The coals consumed by Mr Cameron’s engine in doing the whole of the above work
weighed 36 cwt. 2 qtrs. 13 lb. and measured to 17 bolls and 13 quarts.
Cwt. Qtr lbs.
7 score of round coals @ 6 cwt. 0 qtr. 14 lb-------------------- 857 2
0
10---- Chinley------ @ 7
1
12
1471 1 20
10----Small--------@ 7
2
14 ----------------------- 1525 0
0
27 score of corves = -------------------------------------------- 3853 3 20 7cwt 0 qtr
15 lb mean weight of coal
17 bolls 13 quarts@ 8 pecks p boll 18 quarts p peck and 2 stone 2 pound p peck = 36
cwt. 2 Qtr. 13 lb weight of coals consumed by the engine.
Wat-2-8-p257
Estimate of the Expense of a Machine
£ s
d
Shill boards for a 22 foot water wheel 150 feet @ 5/6 p--------------- 26 5
Axeltree 14 feet long 2 feet square and lining 96 feet @ 5/6 p------- 16 16
Arms to 170 feet @ 2/6 p-------------------------------------------------- 21 15
Buckets & cleading 150 deals @ 2/- p---------------------------------- 15
Gudgeons for axletree ----2 cwt. 0 qtr. 0lb @ 18/- p----------------1 16
2 brasses to do.------------ £1 ‘ 16/- p----------------------------------7 9 4
Ironwork for water wheel for buckets etc. £2.0.0 @ 32/- p--------- 3 4
Do. For axletree & lining---£5.0.0 @ 32/- p-------------------------8
Do. For brake wheel brakes & gudgeons---£10.0.0. @ do. --------- 16
Rope wheel 17 feet diam. Arms, cribs, cladding & iron------------- 14
Brake wheel and brake half wheel----------120 feet @ 2/6--------- 15
Brakes & frames to do.------------------------108 @ do.-------------- 14
Headstocks & framing about do.------------200 @ 2/- p-----------13 2 6
Cistern 25 feet long 12 feet broad with frames etc.---------------38
Frames under cistern---------------------------500 feet @ 15 p----31

Braces about cistern frames-------------------210 @ do.----------13 2 6
Waste boxes and clowes with ironwork---------------------------20
Shaft frame & pulleys------------------------------------------------20
Building and setting to work---------------------------------------55
-------------------------------------------------------------------------356 3 10
The following is calculated to be the annual charge of keeping down the water at
Gateshead Park
The capital to be expended in drawing the Tyne level and purchasing altering and
repairing the fire engine is computed @ £4000 which at 10% will be a yearly charge
of £400.
Estimated yearly charge of keeping the fire engine paying water course and engine
rents upholding the drift etc. £1390.
Total------------------------------£1790
Mr Brandling by proposing to advance one half of the above capital and £310 per
annum towards the other expenses subjects himself to a year’s charge of £510.
The owners of Walker for themselves and their lessors having proposed to expend the
other moiety of the above capital @ £4000 p annum afterwards will have to sustain a
yearly charge of £600.
There will be left about £680 p annum which it is supposed may be raised from the
undermentioned collieries in the following proportions.
Saint Anthony lessors and lessees------------------£152
Wallsend lessors & lessees------------------------- 258
Biggs Main lessors & lessees---------------------- 212
Heaton lessors & lessees---------------------------- 58
----------------------------------------------------------- 680
Wat-2-8-p258
s
2

Estimate of the expense of working and laying upon bank out of 5/4 Main
Coal Seam at Petton Common Colliery one score of 16 peck corves each score
21 corves hewing in a mean p score and stowing small coals under putting
p score and deputies’ wages
Onsetter-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Keeping trapdoors, keeping fire lamps and buildings, stoppings including
Materials and shift work in the waste--------------------------------------------Smith work including iron, sharpening. Hedge, shores, trams, mauls, wedges
Shovel irons, hooks and chains corf bowes etc.-------------------------------Wright work including sledges, trams, shovel bords, maul shafts hamsticksDrawing including horses gins singletrees gin , drivers grease for gin and
repairing horseways, banking including man and horse ----------------------- 1
Corving inclusive of corf bowes-------------------------------------------------Wailing, heap shovelling, screens heap. Shovels, snaps barrows-----------Ropes and gins----------------------------------------------------------------------Sinking and drifting in stone and boring including timber, iron &
workmanship----------------------------------------------------------------------Binding and removing pitmen and their fire coal----------------------------Agents and viewer’s salary------------------------------------------------------Unforeseen incidents------------------------------------------------------------p above----------------------------------------------------------------------------8
8/- p score will be p chaldron--------------------------------------------------4

d

9
0¾
1½
2
1
1
2½
2
2½
2
5
6
2¾
6¾

Leading p chaldron-------------------------------------------------------------1
Wagon way and wagons upholding everything----------------------------River duty------------------------------------------------------------------------Wayleave rents £742 2s say---------------------------------------------------1
Colliery rent---------------------------------------------------------------------Repairing old shafts all buildings including materials with leading for
every purpose -----------------------------------------------------------------Staith charges including offputter turn rail, wailer, trimming, shovels,
barrow repairing and upholding staith and spouts------------------------Loss by small coals (say 1/6) and bad measure-------------------------Deduct the general wayleave rent and colliery rent---------------------- 10
1
9

10 ¾
9½
1½
10
2½
3
8
4
2
2

Undertakers will be subject to the payment as above----------------- 4
6¾
Wagon way and wagons----------------------------------------------------9½
Repairs, shafts, buildings etc.---------------------------------------------2½
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5
6¾
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Expense of working West Denton Colliery on a basis of 8000 chaldron May 10th 1790
s
d
Hewing p score with a 16 peck corf-----------------------------------2
4
Putting -------------------------------------------------------------------1
4
Winning headways including stentons------------------------------5½
Stowing underground small coals p score---------------------6½
Cutting thill for height & wet working----------------------------3
Keeping trap doors & incidental shifts------------------------------1½
Overman, deputy, finding candles & leading water----------------6½
Barrow way deals & brattish deals-----------------------------------3½
Drawing----------------------------------------------------------------1
5
Hedging out 3d Corving 3d------------------------------------------6
Screening & heap shovelling---------------------------------------2½
Sinking & drifting----------------------------------------------------3½
Ropes & gins----------------------------------------------------------2
Smith work to find shovels, mauls, irons, wedges, corf bowes,
Swingletrees and fire lamps-----------------------------------------2¼
P score--- 9
3
9s 3d score equal p chaldron---------------------------------------5
6
Leading on a mean--------------------------------------------------6½
Wagon way and wagons------------------------------------------2
Drawing water with horses---------------------------------------Keeping the engine £500 p annum------------------------------1
3
Damage of ground including taxes and leases----------------1
Agency & office expense-----------------------------------------3
Leading materials by carts---------------------------------------0½
Keeping fire lamps and unforeseen accidents-----------------3
p chaldron----------------------------------------------------------- 8
1
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Coal unwrought at Willington Colliery 1791
Acres
80 =
19 =
119 =
43 =

Tens
6400
1520
9520
3440

Geo. Lake esq. land marked on the plan-----------------x
Glebe land---------------------------------------------------O
R Wilson esq.-----------------------------------------------X
Bewick and Craister---------------------------------------H
Total on the north side of Benton Lane So of the Great
Dyke---------------------------------------------------------- 261 =
20880
Thos. Charles Biggs esq. ground as follows
To the north of the Bigge pit-----------------------------41 =
2870
To the south of the Bigge Pit marked 106,107,108,111 18 =
1260
To the south of Bigge Pit marked 106, 107, 108 & 114 40 =
2800
------------------------------------------------------------------- 99 =
6930
Edward Collingwood esq. to the north of Bigge &
Engine pit------------------------------------------------------ 50 =
3500
Ditto to south to the dip------------------------------------- 140=
9800
R Milbank esq. to the north------------------------------- 100 =
7000
Ditto to the south------------------------------------------- 160 =
11200
Bewick & Craister north and west from the Craister
pit exclusive of that part north of Benton Lane --------- 470 =
32900
Ditto in sundry places--------------------------------------- 20 =
1400
Coals underground north of Benton Lane –Tens 20880
@ 30000 chaldrons 12 years
Coal now won by Willington Engines etc in the Milbank
Bell, Bigge, Bewick & Craister pits etc.---------- 48,930 @ ditto = 28 years
Coal to the depth of the present winning----23,800
@ ditto 14 years
Coal belonging to Bewick & Craister 400 acres
@ 60 Tens p acre-----------------------------24,000 14/68
--------------------------------------------Deduct 12/56
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Estimate of the Expense of working and leasing the coals at West Denton Colliery to
lay them on the Staith by the chaldron for a term of 5 years to commence August 21st
1791
s
Hewing the coals with a 16 peck corf p score----------------------------------- 2
Putting the coals--------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
Winning headways, holing walls------------------------------------------------Stowing small coals underground say 1/5 part--------------------------------Cutting thill for height and working--------------------------------------------Keeping trap doors and incidental shifts--------------------------------------Overman deputy finding candles and leading water------------------------Barrow way boards and brattish deals-----------------------------------------Attending the stowing of the small coals underground---------------------Binding pitman and workmen’s coals----------------------------------------Drawing the coals 55 fathoms on an average-------------------------------- 1

d
4
4
5½
6½
3
1½
6½
3½
1½
4½
5

Sledging out the coals 3d and corving 3d ----------------------------------Screening and heap shovelling-----------------------------------------------Sinking and drifting------------------------------------------------------------Ropes and gins-----------------------------------------------------------------Smith work to find shovels, iron, mauls wedges, corf bowes,
swingletrees and fire lamps--------------------------------------------------Wright work p Ten, to find shovels, barrows, trams and hedges-------p score--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 9
p chaldron--------------------------------------------------------------------- 5
Leading the coals on a mean----------------------------------------------Keeping the fire engines £500 p year-----------------------------------1
Damage ground including damage and leases------------------------Agency & office expenses----------------------------------------------Leading materials by carts----------------------------------------------Keeping the fire lamps including coals @ £67 a year on a vend of
8000 chaldrons will be equal to-----------------------------------------Accidents unforeseen in working this colliery-----------------------The leadings will fall short of the workings in this colliery---------p chaldron 8
The vend to be supposed 8000 chaldrons a year

6
2½
3½
2
2¼
1¼
3
6½
6½
3
1
3
0½
2
3
2
6
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East Benton Colliery 27th July 1791
Expense of Making a new Botton and Mending different Parts
£ s d
Isaac Cookson esq. for iron------------------------------------Pay no. 11 men’s wages---------------------------------------Ale given the men---------------------------------------------Pay no. 12 men’s wages---------------------------------------Ale given the men---------------------------------------------Pay no. 13 men’s wages-------------------------------------Ale given the men---------------------------------------------

4
4
1

13
19
15
18
10
5

£ s d
41 13 2 ½

6
5 12 6
4
2 5 13 6
8½
1 15 8 ½
£60 6 ½
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June 26th 1792 Calculation of work Flatworth Colliery
After the rate of 1000 Tens yearly viz.
s
Hewing p score with a 20 peck corf-------------------------------------- 2
Putting------------------------------------------------------------------------ 1
Overmen’s wages, oil, candles & shiftwork---------------------------Headways holings walls & narrow work------------------------------Driving levels and keeping water---------------------------------------Props, deals & nails -------------------------------------------------------Drawing with machine & gin £p---------------------------------------- 1
Sledging out---------------------------------------------------------------Corving---------------------------------------------------------------------Wailing & screening------------------------------------------------------

d
6½
9
10
4
1
5½
1
4
3½
2½

Gin & ropes--------------------------------------------------------------Finding mauls, wedges, shovels & hedges---------------------------Inspecting above and underground------------------------------------Sinking and drifting ---------------------------------------------------Settings through troubles----------------------------------------------Binding men and (?)---------------------------------------------------Unforeseen accidents-------------------------------------------------Ten & 21 corves to a score

£31

9
13

Leading p Ten 17 ½ chaldrons @ 12p--------------------------17
Tentale for wagons--------------------------------------------------3
Tentale for wagon way------------------------------------------6
Keeping engine with workmanship & all materials included9
Staithman offputter & Staith opener---------------------------2
Colliery agent--------------------------------------------------------3
Workmen’s coals house rent & removing Pitmen’s & lent money}
Firecoal-------------------------------------------------------------------- } 2
Gatekeeper & repairing gates---------------------------------------Upholding livestock @ 10%---------------------------------------6
£6
1

2½
3½
1
3¾
1
2
1¼
2 = score p
4

6

9
6

6
2
2
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Acct. of the Expense of Winning the Coal under the Spanish Closes and Heaton
Estate viz.
1791 Paid sundries p cash acct.------------------------------£8085.7.7 ¾
Debts due 30th June 1792------------------------------------ 8297.4.2
----------------------------------------------------------------- 16382.11.9 ¾
Pay cash received at different times from sundries---25.9.3
---------------------------------------------------------------- £16357. 2.6 ¾
The 20 yards of barrier to be left in Spanish Closes to 6 ½ acres which at 80 Tens per
acre will be 520 Tens @ 54/- p Ten ( that is to say) 27/- p Ten for lessees as their
profits will make the sum of £1404. The whole of the coal that can be got is supposed
to be as follows.
Spanish Closes 100 acres} 250 acres
A moiety of Heaton}
Which at 80 Tens p acre will be 20000 Tens. Then the question is what must be the
abatement p Ten in the way leave lease to pay the above sum of £1404.
20000 Tens: 1404 : 1 Ten nearly 1/4 ½ p Ten. Therefore if we get an abatement of
only 1 shilling we lose in 31 years £375 or £187.10 each party I mean lessor & lessee
of Spanish Closes and Heaton.
Coal unwrought at West Denton Colliery
Acres R P
128
1
2 @ 80 Tens p acre---------------------178512 chaldrons @ 10000 p annum
17 years & 10 months

Coal wrought in the Yarmouth Pit 13 acres 3 Roods 19 pecks
Ditto-------in the Sussex Pit ------- £12. 1. 0
Wat-2-8-p265
Prices Paid for Hewing etc. etc. with a 22 Peck Corf at Mr Bussell’s
Washington Colliery
s
d
Hewing until the band is 12 inches with a 22 peck corf & 21 corves
2
9
to a score--------------------------------------------------------------------The Hewer is paid 2d p score for every 3 inches the band increasing
Above 12 inches}
Finding oil & drivers candles p score----------------------------------2
Corving p score-----------------------------------------------------------2½
Sledging p score --------------------------------------------------------2½
There is two pits each pit works 32 score p day the machine engine consumes 10-22
peck. Corves for drawing 32 scores. The Overmen is paid 12/- p week they have no
deputies, on one of the pits a boy is employed to lead away the band from the places
where it cannot be stowed. There is 5 wheelers at each pit 2 at 12d and 3 at 8d p day,
they use about 10 props p day at each pit and very few deals, the machine engine men
have each 13/- p week the water engine had formerly 8 hours going in 24 but now is
fully employed by an increase from the sinking pit, there is two engine men at the
water engine at 13/- p week each. Mr Bussell pays to the River Tyne for leading 1/6 p
chaldron and the River Wear 10 ½ d p chaldron, there is 60 householders belonging to
the colliery.

Wat-2-8-p266
Estimate of the Expense of working Wylam Colliery in the High Main Coal Seam on
the south side of the River Tyne—

Hewing p score with a 16 peck corf----------------------------------------Putting--------------------------------------------------------------------------Hedging out & corving------------------------------------------------------Overman and deputies for Headways, Holing walls, wet, double and
Narrow working, candles, oil and onsetter etc.--------------------------Props & deals---------------------------------------------------------------Drawing 15 fathoms--------------------------------------------------------Smith & wright-------------------------------------------------------------Binding pitmen, fire coal etc.--------------------------------------------Sinking & drifting, driving levels etc.-----------------------------------Screening & heap shovelling---------------------------------------------Agency’s--------------------------------------------------------------------Ropes & gins----------------------------------------------------------------Unforeseen incidents--------------------------------------------------------p score--------------------------------6/- p score will be p chaldron---------------------------------------------Engine-----------------------------------------------------------------------Leading wagon way & wagons------------------------------------------Half of Staith charges------------------------------------------------------

s
1
1

d
6
7

6
3
1
2

7½
2½
4½
2
3
3
3½
6
1
2
0
5
8
3

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7

4
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Estimate of the Expense of Working Heaton Colliery Quantity annually 20000
chaldrons
£

s
2
2

d
3

Hewing p score with a 20 peck corf---------------------------------Putting-------------------------------------------------------------------Overman and deputies’ wages, propping, brattishing, laying barrow
Ways, ridding stones in workings, cutting sumps, pumping water,
oil, wick and candles, lampkeeper and lamplighter---------------Onsetting--------------------------------------------------------------Driving headways, holing walls, wet double and narrow work,
Twining and laying out bords, water level and their drifts setting
over Hitches and Troubles
Sinking and keeping pit shafts in repair---------------------------Building stoppings including bricks, limes and shift work in the
Waste etc.---------------------------------------------------------------Planks, deals, props, barrow way, stuff brattishes and other timber
Except for wagon ways underground-----------------------------Smith work (including iron) deals for wagon, wagon ways, Hedges
Trams, shovel boards, Maul, shafts and hamesticks------------------Drawing the coals with machines--------------------------------------Banking including man and horses-----------------------------------Corving exclusive of corf bords-----------------------------------Wailing, shovelling, screens, shovels, snaps and barrows-----Binding and removing pitmen their fire coals etc.--------------Ropes-----------------------------------------------------------------Viewers and agent’s salaries-------------------------------------Surgery and subsistence to sick and maimed pitmen during
their illness------------------------------------------------------------Contingencies unforeseen------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- p score------------------£0

1½
4½
12 10

Which will be p chaldron----------------------------------------Fire engine--------------------------------------------------------Leading upon an average---------------------------------------Carried over-------------------

6 1¾
1
9
7 10 ¾

9
1¼

4
6
1
2
1

8
4½
4
4
8
3½
6
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Brought over
£

s
7

Wagon way and wagons including everything----------------------Rent of 30/- p10 (440 bolls to a Ten)--------------------------------Wayleave rent & Staith room @ 4/= p Ten with all other taxes
& losses-------------------------------------------------------------------

1

d
10
3½
6
2¼

Damage of ground----------------------------------------------------1½
Loss by small coals----------------------------------------------------7
Repairing buildings including materials, turnrail, whealers,
Trimmers, shovels, barrows repairing and upholding staith &
spouts------------------------------------------------------------------3
To replace the sum of £17000 laid out in winning at % p annum1
8¼
Fittage & owner’s wages---------------------------------------------1
3½
P chaldron exclusive of (?) at London-----------------------------13
11 ¼
Having given the depth & expenses of winning in the Spanish Close the quantity of
coal to be obtained thereby and the expense of laying them on board of a ship –shall
now endeavour to answer your last query viz. the eligibility of such an undertaking by
showing the advantages and disadvantages that may attend the same.
1st then it appears that 400 acres or 32000 Tens of coal may be attained by this
winning @ £15.11.8 } £498666.13.4 Ten reckoning 440 bolls to a Ten
2nd That 320000 Tens of coals laying on board of ship will cost £12.16.8 p Ten }
£410666.13.4
3rd Suppose the premium at London cost 1/- p chaldron or 18/4 p Ten upon the whole
quantity ---------------------------------------------------------------£440,000.0.0
Profit------------------------------------------------------------------- £58666.13.4
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Estimate of the Expense of Draining a Marl Moss at Whitdig near Morton belonging
Hugh Scott esq.
£ s
d
Driving a drift or drain 3 feet wide & 4 feet height including
putting or leading the metal to the pit or staple p running yard-------8
Drawing the said metal up the pit or staple p running yard------3
Line used in walling & arching the said drift running yard-----2
Leading the said lime---------p ditto-------------------------------4
Leading sand------------------p ditto-----------------------------4
Workmanship in dressing stones for the arch-- p do.------------2
Leading the said stones from the quarry---p do.----------------10
Walling & arching the said drift------------p do.------------------3
Penning the bottom of said drift-----------p do.------------------6
Taking down the old stone houses walls, etc. and leading the
same for side walls & penning p running yard---------------------8
Candles for masons & drifters p---do.-----------------------------9
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- £1 1
5
To 1100 yards of drift at the above price of £1.1,5--------------- 1177 18
Sinking 5 staples or pits about 84 yards-----@ 10/- p----------42
Walling the said staples------------------------@ 2/6 p ---------10 10
5 hand barrow----------------------------------@3/- p -------------15
10 Trams---------------------------------------@ 8/-p---------------4
24 kibbles------------------------------------- ‘ 4/- p------------------4 16
250 common deals for barrow way sattle boards etc. @ 11/8 p
20 16
Nails, hammers,handsaws, axes gimbles etc.---------------------3
Spade, shovels, hacks, etc.------------------------------------------5 12
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1269 8

4

8

0

Wat-2-8-270
May 31st 1794
Memorandum respecting the extended colliery at Wolverhampton
1st if the vend of coals required 10 ½ acres to be wrought out of a five foot seam of
coal annually the quantity being supposed to be 50000 Tens and to sell at 5/10 p Ten
then the rent to be paid to the lessees would be ( according to the following
proportions) as follows viz.
One eight part of £14488 being the amount of the sale of the coals at the prices above
mentioned will amount to upwards of -------------------------------£1811 p annum
One ninth part of------------------------------------------------------- £1609 p annum
One tenth part of------------------------------------------------------ £1448 p annum
On one eighth part will amount to 1/11 p chaldron or----------- £ 1. 15.0 p Ten
One ninth---------------------------@1/8 p---------------------------£ 1.10.11
One tenth---------------------------@1/6 ¼ ------------------------ £ 1. 7.10
Nb a Ten of coals consists of 440 bolls Winchester measure and each boll 36 gallons
and each boll weighs 2cwt 23 lb and each Ten 970 cwt or about 48 ½ tons. One
chaldron consisting of 24 bolls and weighs 53 cwt @ 5/10 p Ten is equal to 15/5 ½
Expense of Building a Machine and Engine to draw 30 score of 20 peck corves 90
fathoms p day
£ s d
Cylinder 44 inches dia.---------------------------------------------------------- 80
Bottom & piston----------------------------------------------------------------- 15
Beam chains & ironwork ------------------------------------------------------ 60
Pumps & spears----------------------------------------------------------------- 90
Boiler, boiler seat & chimney------------------------------------------------- 180
Working gear & lead pipes -----------------------------------------------------20
Brass work------------------------------------------------------------------------ 15
Trams & building the Engines-------------------------------------------------- 50
Wheel & cistern------------------------------------------------------------------ 70
Engine {?) plates & metal work----------------------------------------------- 30
Ponds cutting & mason work-------------------------------------------------- 50
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------£700
To work and uphold the above machines p score
One engine man & one brakeman--------------------------------------- 2 ½ p score
Leather, oils, candles & engine Wright------------------------------- 1 ½-----Coals---------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 ½ -----Upholding boiler & metal work-----------------------------------4 -----Plumber work & brass work--------------------------------------½ ------Upholding machine, maul, break (?) etc.-----------------------1 ½ ----Interest & loss at the engine in 5 years------------------------3 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------17d p score

Wat-2-8-p271
Calculation of the Depth of the Main Coal Seam at Pallion
The ¾ Coal Seam is out at the surface of Lambton Engine. The distance from
Lambton Engine to Pensher pit is 2533 yards at 1.2 inches p yard for descent of the
seam will make the depth to the ¾ Coal Seam at Pensher equal to----------

Fathoms
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------42
From ¾ Coal to Main coal---------------------------------------------------35
Surface level from Lambton Engine to Pensher Pit---------------------- 19
At Pensher---------------------- 96
From Pensher to Pallion 7300 yds. @ 2 ins, p yd. will be--------------121
Fathoms------------217
Prices of Hewing etc. at Cowpen Colliery November 6th 1794
s d
Hewing p score with a 14 peck corf------------------------------------ 3 2
Wet working-----ditto---------------------------------------------------- 0 2
Double working---ditto-------------------------------------------------- 0 2
Hollowing stone---------------------------------------------------------- 0 4
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 10
NB it is thought necessary to cast back 2 or 3 corves to the score the hewer is to be
paid as above.
Driving double headways with 2 men 10d with 4 do. 1/- with 6—14 with 8 –16d.
Holing walls 8d p yard driving narrow boards 8d p yard. If a load of coals should
come to bank to contain 5 quarts of stones among the coals the hewer of such corf to
pay 6d the same.
Estimate of the Expense of Winning Wolverhampton Colliery near New Merenton
about 5 miles from the town of Wolverhampton—Nov 14th 1794
£

s

d

A fire engine cylinder 40 ins. diam. A 13 ft. boiler & 25
fathoms of pumps-----------------------------------------------800
Sinking Engine pit 28 fathoms & 8 feet dia.--------------- 224
Do. 4 coal pits-------------------------------------------------- 160
Finding hacks, picks, corves, ropes, corf bowes, chains,
Sledges etc. hammer, anvils, bellows etc.----------------- 256
6 gins----------------------------------------------------------- 120
50 tons of hay @ £4 per ton-------------------------------- 200
500 bolls of oats @ 6/- p boll----------------------------- 150
20 pit horses------------------------------------------------- 400
12 horses @ £15------------------------------------------- 180
Contingents-----------------------------------------------110
Agency during the winning------------------------------- 200
--------------------------------------------------------------- £2800
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Prices of Putting Coals p Score each Score 21 Corves and each Corf 21 pecks
s
d
Average distance
---250 yards 1
2
285 ------- 1
4
320------- 1
6
355------- 1
8
390------ 1 10
425------ 2
0

460-----495-----530-----565-----600------

2
2
2
2
2

2
4
6
8
10

Prices of putting with wagons p score
s
Average distance

d
8
9
10
11

300 yards- -- 350-----------400 ----------450-----------500------------ 1
550------------ 1
1
600----------- 1
2
Estimate of the Expense of laying a Chaldron of Coals upon the Staith at St Anthon’s
from Heaton Colliery January 14th 1795
s
d
Vend 40000 chaldrons-----------------------------@ 11
1 ¾ p chaldron
Vend 30000-----------------------------------------@ 11
7 p
S Watkin

W Stobart
Wat-2-8-p 273
Messrs. Lisle Row & Co.

To 1825 ch. @ 19/- p
-------------- @ 15/- p
-------------- @ 3/- p

To Balance

Heaton Colliery September 16th 1795
£
s
1733 15
6
11 17

d 1795

£ s
d
By amount of pay bill no 18 766. 11. 4
By fittage on owners wages 41 17 10
By---- spouted @ 1825
28 9 4 ½
By St Anthon’s Coll 79 @ 3/- 11 17
By Thos Wright @ N Shields 8 @ 15/-6
1912
By Balance 896 16 5 ½
£1751.12.0
£1751.12.0
£ 896.16 5 ½
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An Estimate of the Expense of making a new Winning to the Low Main Coal by St
Anthony’s Colliery upon Bird Nest Estate.
£
s
Sinking a pit 12 feet dia. From the surface to the Main Coal Seam 72
fathoms including brattish timber, smith work etc. @ £20 p fath.
1440
Sinking from the Main Coal Seam to Low Main say 60 fath.
Including timber, brattish etc.--------------------------------@ £12 p ---- 720

d

Building a stone Engine house--------------------------------------£250
Materials wanted for the Engine more than we have on hand viz a}
Steam chest, communication pipes, 15 fath, jack head, nine inch}
Pump, new cisterns for pumps to stand in and oak bottoms for }
pumps ------------------------------------------------------------------- 150
Replacing boilers, the main chains and attempting other iron
work belonging to old Engine}------------------------------------- 150
Taking down and removing old materials from the old Engine
For the new winning}-------------------------------------------------100
Engine wright work say ---------------------------------------------- 60
Building a steam engine capable of drawing 40 scores a day
Double shift after deducting what materials we have on hand
Fit for the same
Building smith & wright shop storehouse. Gins etc.
Laying wagon way from Restoration Pit to new winning
Double way 330 yards--------------------------------------------@10/Driving a Tyne level offtake drift 440 yards------------------ @£2

710

800
100
165
960
£4985

PK Atkinson
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An Estimate of the Expense of Working and Laying a Chaldron of Coals upon St
Anthon’s Staith from the Bird Nest pit Colliery for a Term of Seven years upon a
vend of 15000 chaldrons Annually------------------------------------------------------s
d
Hewing p score with a 24 peck corf------------------------------------------- 2
8
Putting upon a mean------------------------------------------------------------- 3
0
Driving winning headways 2 ½d Holing walls 3d-------------------------5½
Finding candles 2 ½ d finding oil 1 ½ d------------------------------------4
Overmen & deputies’ wages 4 ½d finding props 1d nails ½ d----------6
Finding brattish 1 ½ d planks or gallows timbers 2d keeping shafts in
repair 1d------------------------------------------------------------------------4½
Setting the corves at the shaft 1 ½ Hoisting & setting on corves at the
Beam 2d------------------------------------------------------------------------3½
Keeping the trap doors 6d Keeping firelamp or furnace 11d----------- 1 5
Finding bricks, lime and workmanship for stoppings 3d Repairing air
courses 4 ½ d -----------------------------------------------------------------7½
Smith work 2d wright work 1d---------------------------------------------3
Drawing the coals 135 fathoms including ropes------------------------- 2 6
Sledging out the coals including horse-----------------------------------6
Corving 4 ½ d wailers 1 ½ d heap keepers etc. 2 ½ d-----------------8½
Screeners 1 ½ d cart hire 2 ½ d------------------------------------------4
Laying & upholding wagon way & wagons underground-----------3½
p score 14 3

14s 3d p score will be p chaldron--------------------------------------5 8¼
Keeping fire engine------------------------------------------------------1 2
Binding pitmen including house rents & fire coal------------------4
Leading materials with carts------------------------------------------1¼
Agents salaries with office expenses -------------------------------2½
Taxes lesses and spoil of ground------------------------------------2½
Leasing coals to the Staith-------------------------------------------7½
Repairing wagon way & wagon -----------------------------------2
Staith expenses-------------------------------------------------------1½
Colliery rent £420 wayleave rent say £210-----------------------10
Surgery bills-----------------------------------------------------------0½
Contingent expenses unforeseen------------------------------------6
p Chaldron
10
0
Supposing that 15000 chaldrons be wrought and sold as follows viz----£
s
d
12000 chas. @ 18/- p and 3000 chas. @ 15/-------------------- 11550
Deduct the cost of laying 15000 chas. Upon the staith 10/- p 7500
-----------------------------------------------------------------Profit £4050
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Estimate of the Value of Biggs Main Colliery the propriety of Messrs. Brown &
Johnson, June 1801
Heads of Indenture of Lease from Messrs Collingwood and others to Messrs. Bells,
brown and Johnson of East Benton Colliery in Northumberland
Term 41 years from 12th of May 1785
Certain yearly rent after the 12th day of May 1787 is £600 for 480 Tens of coals
reckoning 528 Bolls to a Ten payable at two days or times in the year ( i.e.) the 22nd
day of November and the 12th day of May in each year by equal portions the first
payment to begin and be made on the 22nd day of November 1787.
A further rent of one pound five shillings p ten on coals wrought and led above the
quantity of the quantity of 480 tens in one year.
Lessees may drive outstroke drifts into any adjoining colliery and draw the coals won
and wrought by virtue of such outstroke to bank at the pits of the colliery herby
demised in case the owners or owners of such adjoining collieries and also the owner
or owners of the lands and grounds where such pit or pits shall be shall thereto
consent but not otherwise.
To pay 2/6 p ten rent for all coals so wrought out of any adjoining colliery and drawn
to bank at the pits of such adjoining colliery.
A further rent of 2/6 p ten for all coals so wrought out of any adjoining colliery and
drawn to bank at the pits of the colliery hereby demised.
Tentale rent to be paid on the 12th day of May for overleadings in the preceding year.
Lessees pay taxes.
Damage of ground to be settled by two indifferent person’s lessees to expend £6000 at
the least in prosecuting the winning of the said colliery hereby demised.
Lessees to pay rent in proportion provided the colliery hereby demised shall be
deemed a current going Colliery before the 12th of May 1787
• To work the colliery in a fair & orderly manner

•

To give Lessors a just account of the quantity of coals wrought and
vended…
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… monthly as requested.
Lessees may inspect Overmen and staithmens books of attempts may keep clerks at
their own proper cost to take an account of the workings and may gauge the
wagons or other carriages at the pits.
May stop wagons or other carriages carrying over measures till reduced to a proper
gauge.
May descend the pits to examine the workings.
Lessees covenant to deliver up quiet use and peaceable possession at the expiration
or sooner determination of this demise.
Liberty to make up shorts.
To fill up and level the ground if requested
Lessees covenant for peaceable enjoyment.
Lessees may lead away all materials within 12 months after the expiration of this
lease.
To pay no rent for workmen’s coals or a proportionate part of coals consumed by
the fire engine for drawing of water.
Lessees may use wagons of any size above 21 bolls.
To give lessor’s three months notice in altering the size of the wagons.
If obstructed from working three months together to pay no rent during such
obstruction on giving three months notice.
May determine this demise on giving 12 month’s notice.
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£300 for the 5th year in lieu of 240 tens of coals
£400 for the 6th year in lieu of 320 tens of coals
£600 for the 7th year and every succeeding year of the term in lieu of 480 tens of
coals.
First payment to be made on 22nd November 1788
A further rent of one pound five shillings per ten for coals wrought and vended
after the first three years more than the respective quantities allowed in each
succeeding year.
Liberty to drive one or more outstroke drifts into the adjoining colliery of Edw.
Collingwood esq. and partners if they consent thereto.
Five shillings p ten for coals wrought out of East Benton liberty by virtue of such
outstroke drifts and drawn to bank at the pit in Little Benton liberty and led over Mr
Biggs’ grounds there.
Lessor to have 100 fothers of the best coals annually.
The certain rent of £600 to be paid for the 4th year of the term instead of £200
provided the Colliery shall become a current going colliery before the 12th of May
1788 and 160 tens of coals be wrought in any one year previous thereto.
To sink only one pit and erect only one fire engine for drawing the coals.
To have a barrier of coal 60 yards against all adjoining collieries except the colliery
of Edward Collingwood esq. and Partners.
Lessor or his tenants to have all manure bred on the grounds of Little Benton @ 6d
p fother provided such manure be not used by lessees for their present farm.

Lessees not to sell any manure but on the grounds of lessor at Little Benton without
his consent in writing.
Workmen and machine coals to pay no rent unless they exceed 30 tens
Ten 526 bolls.
Lessees may determine present lease on giving 12 months notice in writing.
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Heads of Indenture of lease of wayleave over grounds at Wallsend in
Northumberland
The Dean and Chapter of Durham to Bells Brown and Johnson
Term 21 years from 20th day of November 1791
Rent £200 p annum payable at two days or times in the year i.e. on the 21st day of
March and the 28th day of September by even and equal portions the first payment
to begin and be made on the 28th of September 1792.
Lessees may determine this lease on giving 12 months notice in writing.
Ground rent of Byker Hill houses £6.11.0 p annum
(?) of houses built on Wallsend Estate £2.2.0 yearly rent of Biggs Main ongate £9
Agency to Ward and Brown £50 p annum.
Sea vend in 1798 {Keels
{Spout

1799

1800

20.733
5.400
26.133

{Keels 23.252
{Spout
6.740
29.992
{Keels 27.523
{Spout 9.111
36.636
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Estimate of the Expense of Laying a Chaldron of coals on the Staith from Biggs Main
Colliery, for the Term of eight years (viz.) upon a vend of 30000 chas. Annually for
the first 5 years and upon a vend of 20000 chas. Annually for the last 3 years.
Vend of 30000
Vend of 20000
£ s d
£ s d
Hewing p score with a 24 peck corf upon a mean 2 9
2
9
Putting upon a mean------------------------------- -5 9½
5 9½
Keeping trap doors--------------------------------6¾
6¾
Overmen’s deputies & keekers wages drawing props
Laying barrow ways, ridding stones in the workings
Cutting sumps, pumping & leading water-----------11 ½
11 ½
Oil, wick, candles, grease, fire lamp keepers and
Lamp lighters---------------------------------------1
1
Cranemen, onsetters at crane & shaft---------------4
4
Driving heads, holing walls, wet, double & narrow
Working, driving & boring the bounder drifts

adjoining the waste of Old Benton, turning bords,
cutting levels, putting thro’ hitches and Troubles
keeping pit shafts & gins in repair---------------Sawing timber & sundry other labouring works------Building stoppings including bricks and lime and
Shift work in the waste----------------------------------Pillaring up bords in different places so as to make a
Barrier to prevent the creep injuring the remaining
part of the pillars, ridding across bord rooms and
making the barrow ways ready -----------------------Smith work ( including iron) sharpening hedges,
shoes, trams underground wagons and wagon way
plates, mauls wedges, shovels irons, hooks, and
chains, trace chains, corf bows & nails for every
purpose--------------------------------------------------Wright work ( including timber) for underground
wagons and keeping in repair sledges, trams, shovel
bords, maul shafts and Hame sticks-----------------Drawing coals by machines-------------------------Sledging out coals (including man and horse)------Carried forward------------------------------------------ 1
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Brought forward------------------------------------------£
Corving exclusive of corf bows----------------------Wailing, shovelling the heap, attending screens,
shovels, snaps and barrows---------------------------Binding & removing pitmen, their fire coal etc.--Ropes---------------------------------------------------Viewers and agents expenses with office salariesSurgery and subsistence to the sick and maimed
Pitmen during their illness--------------------------Loss by finding pitmen’s bread corn---------------A moiety for drawing Gateshead Park Colliery
water---------------------------------------------------Pillaring up wall rooms after the judds are taken of
the wall ends-------------------------------------------Cutting through top coal, greasing wagons ways &
Banksmen’s waiting on money---------------------Lamp coals, cleaning out the rings in shafts,
attending air tubes etc.
Contingencies unforeseen--------------------------p score
1
Which will be p chaldron-------------------------Keeping fire engines-------------------------------Leading upon an average--------------------------Wagon way and wagons-------------------------Colliery rent-----------------------------------------Wayleave rent and Staith room with all taxes &

1½
2

1½
10

4¼

3¾

1

2

4

1

11

11

3

3

1
0

s

10 ¾

1
6¼
9½

19

d
7

£

1

s

6¼
10 ½

d
7

1
11
10 ¼
5

11
10 ¼
7¼

2
3½

2
3½

2¼

2¼

3¼

3

3¼

3¼

1¾
1½
6 0
10 4 ¾
11 ¾
10 ¼
3
1
1½

1

5
10
1

1

1¾
1½
4½
2
5½
10 ¼
3
1½

leases-------------------------------------------------Damage of ground----------------------------------Loss by small coals----------------------------------Repairing buildings including materials----------Fittage etc.-------------------------------------------Staith charges including staithmen, off putters,
turn rail, wailers, trimmers shovels, barrows,
repairing & upholding Staith & spouts---------£

2¾
¾
2
1
7¾

2½
15 0

4
1
2
1
7¾

15

3¾
6
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Biggs Main Colliery June 1801
At the request of Matthew Bell and William Brown esq. I have to the best of my
judgement calculated the probable expense the coals will cost laying on board of ship
at the Staith p chaldron upon two separate quantities viz. upon a vend of 30 and 20
thousand chaldrons annually as also what quantity of coal can possibly be obtained
from out of this colliery in order to ascertain the value thereof in present cash.
It appears by a measurement that there is yet to work about 52 acres of whole mine (
exclusive of barriers that are left against adjoining collieries) which reckoning at 60
Tens p acre ( reckoning and accounting 460 bolls to a Ten) will produce----------Score
of 24 peck corves 26961
It will require 15000 scores of 24 peck corves to be wrought annually to make a vend
of 30000 chaldrons of coals fit for the London market
, which in all probability may be obtained the first 5 years the colliery has to go, from
this time, which will require-------------------------------------------Scores 75000
Say 20000 chaldrons vended annually the last 3 years which on account of the mine
being at that time nearly exhausted will be all that can possibly be obtained which will
require for the three years vend----------------------------------- 31520
------------------------------------------------------------------------106520
From the above statement it appears that the mine will entirely be wrought out of this
colliery in the course of 8 years according to the above vends.
Having thus showing the quantity of coal that will probably be obtained & the
duration of the colliery, I shall now endeavour to show the annual profits that may
probably arise from a vend of the beforementioned quantities viz. 30000 chas.
annually for the first 5 years and 20000 chas. Annually the last 3 years provided the
different articles can be procured at the prices hereafter specified. Viz. hay p ton £4
iron p ton £32 oats p boll 7/- rye for supplying the pitmen with bread corn 12s 6d p
boll, oil p gall. 3/- and square timber at 2/2 p foot and allowing that the coals are sold
to the ship owners during the above time of 8 years at 2/4 the Newcastle chaldron
upon which prices I have made the estimates and following calculation from viz.
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1st year upon a vend of 30000 chaldrons @ 2/4 p will amount to £36000. Deduct the
cost of laying 30000 chaldrons upon the Staith ‘15/-p as p estimate----22500
13500
nd
2 year-----------------------------------as above-------------------------------------13500
3rd---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 13500

4th --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 13500
5th --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 13500
6th do. Upon a vend of 24000 chaldrons @ 2/4 p cha. Will amount to 24000
Deduct cost of laying 20000 chas. Upon the Staith @ 15/6 p--------- 15500
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 6500
7th year--------------------------------as above-------------------------------------- 6500
8th do.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------6500
Total amount of the supposed profit---------------------------------------------- £93000
Having thus sharing their profit which may probably arise, I shall next state what the
value of the colliery may be in present cash.
Value of the moveable stock----------------------------------------------------- £11900
Deduct 50% from the amount off----------------------------------------------£4500
Of the value of the stock in case it should be sold at the end of 8 years--7250
Debts due to sundries------------------------------------------------------------4420
11670
£7230
Interest in the colliery for 8 years as above-----------------------------------93000
Do. In the lease of a piece of coal let to the owners of Heaton Colliery
700
Cash due from sundries------------------------------------------------------4890
Total amount of the value of the colliery
£102820
According to the above statement the value of the colliery in present cash will be
(allowing £15 % p annum at compound interest and return of purchase money in the
course of 8 years £55261 2/16 of which will amount to £10055 the value of the share
which Mr Johnson holds in the above colliery. Although I should not recommend to
give more than £6000 for it when the risk in working collieries and the present
situation of Biggs Main Colliery is considered.
J Watson
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A Second Calculation of the Value of Biggs Main Colliery allowing a purchaser 10%
p annum: Interest upon the purchase money.
The coal remaining in the above colliery is calculated to last 8 years and the total
profits that may probably arise in the course of that time is calculated to amount to
£93000 which makes the annual profits to amount to £11625 upon an average.
Therefore the above annuity for 8 years is worth £5.1.1purchase allowing interest
upon the purchase money at the rate of £10 % p annum ---------------------£ 61998.6.8
Using stock such as hay, corn, horses, iron etc.------------------------------4400
The value of the remaining stock such as engines machines wagon way
and wagons, etc. etc. amounts to p valuation to £14500 but when the
said stock comers to be sold at the termination of the colliery, in all
probability it will only bring half of the above value which will be £7250
Therefore the present worth of it will be allowing a purchaser £5 % p
annum compound interest upon the purchase money---------------------- £4823.13.8
the interest in a piece of coal sub let to the owners of Heaton Colliery
for the sum of 7 years @£100 p annum, which is worth 4.3.1 4/10
purchased at £10 5 p annum-----------------------------------------------£486.13.4
Total value of Colliery------------------------------------------------------ £7176.15.8
Debts due to sundry tradesmen etc £4420.0.0

Due from sundries--------------------£1890.0.0
Neat value--------------------------------------------------------------------

£2530.0.0
£69238.15.8

3/16 of £69238.15.8 = £12982.5.5
Minutes of the conditions of late Mr Johnson’s share of Biggs Main Colliery held at
Turner’s Newcastle 1801
The present mortgage which Messrs Featherstonehaugh & co has upon said colliery to
the amount of £5899 to be paid off at £1000 annually with the interest at the rate of £5
% p annum upon the sum remaining.
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…unpaid each year until the whole is liquidated.
The purchaser to pay a deposit of £10% upon the purchase money upon the day of
sale.
The purchaser to be put in possession on the 17th day of September on paying the
remaining part of the purchase money.
(not sold) Condition of sale dated March 21st 1801
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To Mr J Watson
October 25th 1802
Sir,
You are requested to give your opinion to the three following questions relative to the
coal mines and colliery belonging His Grace the Dukes of Portland at Castle Sowerby
in the county of Cumberland.
Ques. 1st What is the present worth of the coal seams now discovered in his Grace’s
two farms at Castle Sowerby.
2nd Which is the best mode in your opinion to win and work the remaining part of the
coal at the said colliery whether by bringing up a water level drift from a vale or by
erecting a fire engine for drawing the water from the said mine in case his Grace
should be desirous of making a new winning, as the coal laid dry by the present
winning is nearly wrought off.
3rd Are you of opinion that there may be other seams of coal below the present one
now working in his Grace’s estate; if so, what means would you recommend to be
made use of in order to ascertain it, and in what situation; and what sum of money do
you apprehend it might cost to make a satisfactory trial.
I am sir,
For His Grace the Duke of Portland
Your obedient servant
Wm Hobson
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…valuable yet discovered in that neighbourhood as to the remains of the 10 inch seam
which lays about 24 fathoms above the 16 inch seam I do not consider it of sufficient
consequence to take notice of it in this estimate.
I am informed that the whole of the two farms contain 462 acres 2 roods 22 pecks of
which 65.2.23 has already been wrought which together with the grounds where it is
ascertained the coal does not exist being deducted will leave 397.0.0 to work; and as
this seam will yield or afford 2868 Skips per acre and skip containing 12 bushells

Winchester measure, will produce in all 1138596 skips of coals, but as this quantity
will be diminished one seventh part by pillars being left for the support of the roof
next the water courses, lost by troubles etc. etc. therefore the neat quantity which will
be obtained will be 975,940 skips which will be sufficient to supply an annual vend of
13000 skips (which appears to be about the average vend for some years back) for
seventy five years provided the seam is of the same thickness and quality in the
unexplored parts of the grounds as where they are now working.
I must here beg leave to observe that in the course of the aforementioned time of
seventy five years it will be necessary from the various Troubles or what we generally
term dykes which almost invariably at this colliery (from what experiments has been
made by boring) throw the coal down to the west which will oblige whoever works
the colliery to make a new winning betwixt each of the said troubles and will from
these appearances have to be made at three different places at least before the whole
of the coal in the two farms can be completely won which I estimate may cost £1970
therefore I think his Grace cannot expect a greater rent or profits in case he should
work the colliery himself during the same term more than £400 p annum upon an
average and to take place as soon as the coal that is remaining at the present winning
is wrought off which I calculate to last about 2 years from this time, and for that time
may leave an annual profit to his Grace of £840 as p estimate.#
Therefore suppose as above stated for the first two years £640 p annum will be £1680
For the last 73 years £400 p annum will be ---------------------------------------- £29200
£30880
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Ans. to Query 3rd Having before observed in the ans. to question 1st that from the
particular situation the coal lays in by being thrown down to the west at various
distances one Trouble from another from the east extremity of this estate to the west
and running in a direction from north to south and supposed to nearly parallel to each
other makes it necessary to have three or it may be four winnings before the whole of
the coal in the two farms is completely won and wrought, I am therefore xxx clearly
of opinion that the new winning ought to be made by means of a frame engine for the
purpose of drawing the water that may be met with in sinking, or which may be
lodged betwixt two of the said Troubles which will be the most expeditious as well as
best calculated to answer every purpose of xx winning and working the remaining
part of the coal in the said two farms; and I cannot in any point of view think (suppose
level could be obtained at a reasonable to cut the coal that’s laying at the greatest
depth) of recommending a water level drift to be driven from any point to answer a
good purpose, as in the first place it will cost a vast deal both of time and expense
before it can be completed and even when done it may from the causes above stated
only win a very small tract of the coal, as it appears to me very clearly that it cannot
be brought up from any part of the neighbourhood so as to win the court on the east
part of the said two farms; therefore from all the said circumstances it appears that an
engine will be the most eligible and I therefore should recommend it to be so
constructed as to be removed to different situations when necessary.

With respect to the properest place of making the new winnings I would recommend
it to be made at or about 224 yards in a direct line to the south from a borehole put
down by Mr Rawling to the 16 inch coal and found at the depth of 37 fathoms which
will be on the south side of a downcast Trouble of 4 fathoms to the south; at the same
time should further recommend a borehole to be put down to the 10 inch coal at the
place fixed upon, for the winning in order to ascertain the regularity of the strata
before the winning is begun: should they lay regular I calculate the first 10 inch coal
will be found at the depth of about 17 fathoms, with respect to the working of the
seam I should certainly recommend pursuing the present mode made use of in such
thin seams as those already found; that is, working it all away in the first working
over, except a few pillars of coal might be around the shafts and adjoining…
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…to any water levels or air courses that may be necessary to be kept open and
upstanding.
Ans. To Quest. 3rd With regards to the probability that the seams of coal may be
below the present ones, it would be rather forward of me to pretend to decide upon it,
all that I can say or should say is that there is every probability of other seams being
found below those already discovered therefore I do certainly recommend an
experiment for that purpose to be made by boring and should be made from the
bottom of the old pit that is 11 fathoms in depth to the 16 inch (or present working)
seam provided there be sufficient air in it so as to admit the men to work; and also
recommend that the said borehole should be put down to the depth of 35 fathoms
from the bottom of the said shaft which I estimate will cost about £70 provided no
seams are met with previous to reaching that depth.
November 6th 1802 John Watson
NB With respect to Warnell Fell Colliery, should recommend in case the selling price
of coals cannot be raised to 4/- p skip or 12 bushells (the same price as at Haver Hill
Colliery) that as soon as the whole of the coal is wrought off in the present pits to
stop her, as it appears to me that she will not work to profit in her present situation;
and there doers not appear to be any tract of coal left, of any magnitude, to warrant
any new proceedings.
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Estimate of the Expense of laying a skip or 12 corves (each corf of 1 Winchester
Bushell) of coals upon the bank at Haverhill Colliery belonging his Grace the Duke of
Portland upon a vend of 13156 skips p annum p J. Watson
s
Hewing p skip a mean------------------------------------------------------------ 1
Putting upon a mean-------------------------------------------------------------Sinking pits------------------------------------------------------------------------Planks, deals and props for every purpose------------------------------------Smiths work with iron & steel for the use of the colliery------------------Wright work for making pick shafts, corves, repairing gins etc.--------Drawing coals including ropes--------------------------------------------------Agency-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Drawing water (including men and horses)------------------------------------

d
2
5
1½
½
1
¾
3¾
1
2¾

Making and repairing roads about the colliery, labouring work---------}
Damage of ground and lessees and taxes--------------------------------------}
Setting thro’ troubles, driving drifts and wet working----------------------Repairing water tubs, tending candles shovels and blacksmith’s coals---Total expense of skip---------------------------- 2

¾
1¼
¼
8½
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Estimate of the Expense of laying a skip or 12 corves ( each corf 1 Winchester bushel)
of coal upon bank at Warnell Fell Colliery belonging his Grace the Duke of Portland
upon a vend of 10088 skips p annum p J. Watson
s
Hewing p skip upon a mean-------------------------------------------------- 1
Putting upon a mean---------------------------------------------------------Sinking pits-------------------------------------------------------------------Planks, deals, props, timber for every purpose-------------------------Smith’s work, iron & steel for use at the colliery----------------------Wright work for making pick shafts, corves making & repairing ginsDrawing coals with ropes & upholding jack rolls-----------------------Corving 6/- p week; agent’s salary £50 p annum------------------------Drawing water including men & horses----------------------------------Damage of ground with lessees and taxes-------------------------------Setting thro’ troubles & wet working------------------------------------Making & repairing roads upon bank & labouring work at colliery--Upholding water tubs, candles and shovels------------------------------Total expense p skip---------------------- 3

d
2
5½
1½
1
1
½
4
1¾
7¾
¼
1¼
½
¼
3¼

Then the aforesaid quantity of 10088 skips to be vended annually at ¾ d p skip will
amount to ------------------------------------------------------------------------- £1681.6.8
Deduct the cost of laying 10088 skips upon bank @ 3/3 ¼ d p skip
Estimate-------------------------------------------------------------------------- £1649.16.2
Profit-----------------------£31.10.6
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February 6th 1787 An Estimate of the Expenses of Winning Black Close Colliery for
his Grace the Duke of Portland at the depth of 65 fathoms with a cylinder of 74 ins.
diameter etc. etc.
£
s
Sinking engine pit 65 fathoms 11 feet diameter @£4p----------------- 260
Suppose timber 8 fathoms @ £1.8.0 p fathom--------------------------- 11 4
Smiths weights, gunpowder etc. for ditto-------------------------------- 30
Building an engine house with timber etc.------------------------------ 300
Carpenter work & setting the engine to work-------------------------60
Engine beam of oak with heads etc.------------------------------------45
Fixtures of wood in the house & out of the house--------------------- 104 17
1 Hotwell £2.2.0 waste boxes £3, cylinder cup £1.4.0---------------6
2 15 feet boilers of iron at £170 each---------------------------------- 340
Sundry other smith work & screw work about the engine----------- 170

d

6

1 74 inch cylinder with piston and bottom etc. sundry other cast
metal work------------------------------------------------------------------ 206
Grab ropes------------------------------------------------------------------ 34
Plumbers work about the engine---------------------------------------60
60 fathoms of metal pumps @1/4d p cwt.---------------------------230
1 15 inch working barrel 2/6d-----------------------------------------25
Jack head iron pumps @ 1/4d-----------------------------------------60
1 coal gin 30 feet dia. wood, iron & workmanship-----------------60
Jack well with standards-----------------------------------------------1
Fire doors with frames, plates bars etc-------------------------------63
Buckles, clacks etc.-----------------------------------------------------26
Sundry other materials that will be wanted-------------------------10
3 pair of blocks---------------------------------------------------------4
2 ground posts-----------------------------------------------------------3
90 fathoms of hand line------------------------------------------------2
40 fathoms of piston rope---------------------------------------------2
2 gin ropes 75 fathoms each------------------------------------------9
1 jack roll rope---------------------------------------------------------1
Ropes for blocks etc.--------------------------------------------------3
Sundry other spun yarn rattling line etc----------------------------6
2 ground ropes------------------------------------------------------------40
1 sinking gin 20 feet diameter-----------------------------------------24
Sundry other unforeseen materials may be wanted----------------100
The whole cost & about the Engine------------------- £2297

4

10
4

5
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£
Brot. Forward 2297
A Newcastle Keel with all materials new which carries 8
Chaldrons of coals costs----------------------------------------------130
Building a Staith to hold 800 chaldrons viz.
Framing & wall-------------------------------------------------------200
Roofing & flooring--------------------------------------------------100
On gate & off gate---------------------------------------------------100
Extra unforeseen say-------------------------------------------------150
Suppose three main spouts to load ships at £20 each------------60
1 chalder wagon with iron wheel complete with oak bottom
and back tops---------------------------------------------------------12
1 yard of wagon way levelling & workmanship @ 4/4 p yard-3049
Cost on and about the Staith not including the wagon way £752
To a pitman’s house value, building, spars timber etc.----------24
3073
A Sunderland keel with all new materials which can be wrought
With one man and a boy---------------------------------------value
90
A Newcastle keel is wrought with 3 men and a boy------ value
130
Difference 40

s
5

d

4
9

4
4

9

4
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Estimate of the Expense of working a score of 8 peck corves at Morpeth Banks
Colliery April 27th 1802 upon a vend of 5000 fothers annually
P J.Watson
£
s
d
Hewing p score with an eight peck corf--------------------------1
10
Putting upon a mean-----------------------------------------------6½
Overmanship---------------------------------------------------------4
Banksman 4d gin driving 1 ½ & upholding gin horse 3 ¼ ---6¾
Drawing water with wear and tear of Engine & coals---------1
0½
Corving--------------------------------------------------------------1½
Finding props 2 ½ barrow way deals & nails 1d---------------3½
Binding pitmen with their allowance for finding candles &
fire coal--------------------------------------------------------------2¼
Candles for lights upon the barrow way------------------------1
Sinking pits, setting thro’ troubles etc--------------------------1½
Driving heads, holing walls--------------------------------------2
Smith work including sharping, keeping trams in repair, mauls
Wedges shovel irons, corf bows, hooks & chains etc.----------1
Ropes & gins---------------------------------------------------------0½
Lesses & taxes--------------------------------------------------------1

5s 10d p score make p fother---------------------------- 2s 4d
Colliery rent being £80 p annum certain upon the
quantity of fothers is nearly----------------------------- 0 4
2 8
Coals sell for 3/- p fother which makes a profit of 4d p fother which will p year upon
5000 fothers £83.6.0
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Estimate of the Expense of working Black Close Colliery 1757 at 10 xx p day with a
13 peck corf to work the present seam of coal and to draw water
s
d
s d
Hewing p score -------------------------- 1
1
Putting with horses---------------------9
Headways & walls (that is)
7 ¼ yards @ 4d per---------------------3
Trams ^ shovels------------------------2½
Mauls & wedges-----------------------1½
Onsetters--------------------------------1½
3 1½
Overmen’s wages, shifts finding
candles & lamps
Drawing-----------------------------Hedging------------------------------

1
6
3

Corving------------------------------Wailing------------------------------Smiths, wrights, ropes, cogs, rings
slides etc------------------------------

2
1 1/8
6

1 6½
5 8

Suppose 13 score at 5s 8d p score is p Ten-------------------------------Leading 18 wagons @ 3d p wagon is p Ten-----------------------------Keeping the way & wagons at p ditto------------------------------------Drawing the water @ 4 Tens p week-------------------------------------

£
3

4
10s 2d p Ten working & leading etc
15s
p Ten rent of the colliery
18 Chas. P Ten @ 6/6 p cha. as
Reported by John Watson is---Working, leading & rent--------Pay servant’s wages & Staith charges and keel dues etc.

s
13
4
4
7
10

d
6
6
6
6
2

£4

5
5

17
5 9

William Pick
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Estimate of the Expense of Working and laying a score of eight peck corves upon
bank (21 corves to the score) at Morpeth Bank Colliery upon a vend of 5300 fothers
annually August 20th 1802---p J Watson
s
d
Hewing p score with an 8 peck corf-------------------------------------1
10
Putting p score on a mean------------------------------------------------8½
Overmanship-------------------------------------------------------------6
Putting p score on a mean----------------------------------------------8½
Sledging out the coals including banksman, drawing the gin---------} 1
1
Keeping and upholding gin & horse------------------------------------- }
Drawing water with wear & tear of Engine and coals------------------- 1
0
Corving----------------------------------------------------------------------1¼
Finding props 2 ½ barrow way deals & nails 1 ¼----------------------3¾
Binding pitmen their house rent, with allowance for finding their
own candles and advance money etc.-------------------------------------2
Wet working------------------------------------------------------------------2
Wright work & upholding the roads--------------------------------------2½
Leading workmen’s coals and two horses, shoeing & saddlery goods4
Ropes & gins------------------------------------------------------------------½
Contingent expenses unforeseen-------------------------------------------¼
Total expenses p score------------------------ 7
Which will be p fother------------------------------------------------------- 2
8
Colliery rent ( say £80 p annum)-----------------------------------------3½
Damage & spoil of ground with ropes & taxes-------------------------¾
Expense p fother of 8 bolls----------------3
0¼
Therefore 5300 fothers will cost laying upon bank p estimate
3s 0 ¼ d p fother which will amount to p annum-------------------£800 10
5
The coals sell at 1 ½ d p boll or 3/- p fother which upon the

above quantity of 5300 fothers ( the supposed vend for the
year) will amount to------------------------------------------------Less p annum-----------------------

795
£5 10

5
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Estimate of the Expense of laying a score of coals upon Bank at Chapple Colliery
supposing 1820 score to be wrought annually March 5th 1796
£
Hewing p score with an 11 peck corf------------------------------Putting p ditto--------------------------------------------------------Overman’s wages & finding candles-----------------------------Holing walls, driving heads and narrow bords-----------------Drawing-------------------------------------------------------------Wear & tear of gins ropes etc.------------------------------------Smith work 2d corving 2d----------------------------------------Finding beech planks for B ways, props, deals, etc.----------Agency--------------------------------------------------------------Wailing--------------------------------------------------------------Colliery rent-------------------------------------------------------Loss by finding the workmen (?)--------------------------------

s
2

1

8

d
11
8
10 ¾
3¾
8½
1
4
1
8¼
2½
8¼
6½
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Cowpen Colliery March 24th 1801
Sir,
Agreeably to your desire I have examined the state and situation of this Colliery in
order to give you an estimate what the coals cost laying on board of ship p chaldron;
as also to give you my opinion of the present value of the said colliery. There appears
to be three workable seams of coal in this estate, the first is a seam 39 inches thick,
and lies at the depth of 56 fathoms; the second is 56 inches thick and lies at the depth
of 91 fathoms; the third and lowest seam is 36 inches thick and lies at the depth of 101
fathoms and one yard.
These seams are all clean and entirely free fro all bands and other refuse and are of
excellent quality; the two first seams mentioned which are already won bear a fair
character at the different markets. There appears to be about 700 acres of coal to work
in each seam, which at a very moderate computation will produce as follows.
Tens
First seam or 39 inches thick coal----------------------------------------------42000
Second seam or 56 inch coal-----------------------------------------------------45500
87500
Third seam or 36 inch coal------------------------------------------------------- 38000
125500
This quantity of 125500 Tens will take about one hundred and 36 years in working
supposing 920 Tens to be worked annually, but as there is little probability of the third
seam being won from the great depth it lies at, and thinness of the seam. I shall only

calculate of the quantity of the coals that shall be produced by the first and second
seams (which are already won) which will yield as above state 67500 Tens, and
allowing that 920 Tens to be wrought annually will last working 95 years; at the same
time it must be observed that the value of the colliery can only be calculated on the
term of the present existing lease which has to go about 34 years before its expiration.
I am sir, your obedient servant
John Watson
To M Morrison esq.
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Estimate of the Expense of laying a chaldron of Coals on Board of Ship at Cowpen
Colliery upon a vend of 16000 chaldrons annually.
Low Main
s
d
The present undertakers are paid for working, leading etc.- 10 3
Fittage-------------------------------------------------------------- 1
0
Colliery rent------------------------------------------------------ 0
9
Keeping in repair the quays, Staith, channel etc.
( including Blyth lights)--------------------------------------0
2
Agency etc.----------------------------------------------------0
5
Loss by small coals stowed underground------------------0
5½
Putting thro’ troubles above 12 feet------------------------0
1¼
Loss by upholding double measure at London on a
supposition that the measure here makes out 15 ½
chaldrons to the keel is 8 ½ ( say ½ vended to London)-- 0
4¼
13
6

High Main
s
d
11 3
1
0
0
9
0
0
0
0

0
14

2
5
5½
1¼

4¼
6
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Calculations on the Value of Cowpen Colliery allowing a purchaser at the rate of
£155 p annum upon the purchase money
May 1801
It appears as stated on the other side that 920 Tens will be wrought annually which
said quantity will produce 16000 chaldrons of ship coals therefore the total value of
the coals sold at 23s p chaldron will be ---£18400
Deds. The expense of laying 16000 chaldrons on board of ship which is upon an
average of 14s p chaldron as p estimate on the other side-----£11200
Net annual profit-----------------------------------£7200
Then admitting the yearly profit to be £7200 as above for 34 years the time the
present lease exists, and allowing a purchase £15 % p annum upon the purchase
money and his capital paid back within the time the value is--------------------------£47586
The moveable stock valued to the undertakers amounts to £6511 which is worth in
ready money allowing the purchase £5 % p annum upon the purchase money-------£1495
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------£49081

Ded. Debts due to sundries & the amount of the using stock which the undertakers
paid for when they entered, which will have to be reimbursed when their seam
expires----£1903
Value------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------£47178
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Two further Calculations of the Value of Cowpen Colliery viz. allowing a purchase at
the rate of £10 & £20 % p annum upon the Purchase Money
May 1801
1st It appears p calculation upon the other side that 920 Tens of Coals will be wrought
annually which said quantity will produce 16000 chaldrons of ship coals therefore the
total value of the coals sold at 23/- s p chaldron will be-------------------------------------------------------------£16400
Dedt. The expense of laying 16000 chaldrons on board of ship which is upon an
average at 14/-s p chaldron as p estimate on the other side---------------------------------------£11200
Net annual profit----------------------------------------------------------------------£7200
Then admitting the yearly profit to be £7200 as above for 34 years the time the
present lease exists, and allowing a purchase £10 p annum upon the purchase money
and his capital paid back within the time the value is -------------------------------------------------------------------£69180
The moveable stock valued to the undertakers amounts to £6581 which is worth in
ready money allowing the purchaser £5 % p annum upon the purchase money-------£1195
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- £70675
Dedt. Debts due to sundries & the amount of the using stock which the undertakers
paid for when they extend, which they will have to be reimbursed when their term
expires---£1903
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------£68772
2nd Again the above £7200 considered as an annuity for the said time & that £20 % be
allowed upon the purchase money the value is £35285
Value of the stock above---------£1495
-----------------------------------------£36780
Dedt. Debts due to sundries & cash to be advanced to undertakers for the using stock
when their term expires-----------------------£1903
Net value of the colliery------£34877
Signed J Watson
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Wat-2-8-p302
Estimate of the Probable expense of making a New Winning on the So. East part of
Willington Colliery Feb. 1805
£ s d
A main engine including pumps, spears, and everything complete
4500
Sinking the pit 13feet diameter including sinkers & enginewrights wages leather
, oil candles gunpowder sharping the sinking gear etc. say the depth 125 fathoms
@ £20 p ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2500

Timbering the shaft thro’ the clay 12 fathoms @ £12.10.0------------------------------150
Tubbing that may be necessary, from the bottom of the above clay to the bottom
of the brown post with water as p boring 12 fathoms at £26-------------------------312
Ruff cleading that will be necessary at several places in the shaft (say 35
Fathoms @ 36.6.0-----------------------------------------------------------------------------220
10
The main and cross brattices in the shaft 125 fathoms @ £4.15.0----------------- 593
15
Two machines for drawing coals est. at £1500 each------------------------------- 3000
Coals for the consumption of the main engine ( say 168 chas. p month
for 20 months @ 6/- p chaldron----------------------------------------------------- 1000
Laying a new wagon way from the pit to join the present way including
The expense of making batteries & say 950 yards which will cost about- 480
Driving a delivery drift & arching the same say 100 yds. @ £1.3.0------115
Binding pitmen the first year, Agencies, leading materials and sundry
other contingent charges--------------------------------------------------------- 320 15
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- £13200
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Estimate of the Expense of laying a chaldron of coals upon the Staithes from the
intended New Winning upon a vend of 32500 chaldrons Annually
£
s
d
Having p score of 24 peck corves-----------------------------------------------------------3
6
Putting up Do. Upon a mean-----------------------------------------------------------------6
21/2
Keeping trap doors-----------------------------------------------------------------------------31/2
Overman, Deputies and keekers wages, drawing props, laying barrow ways ridding
Stones in the workings, cutting sumps and leading water------------------------------8¾
Oil, wick candles grease, fire lamp keepers & oil lamp lighters---------------------1
Cranemen and onsetters at the crane & shaft-------------------------------------------3
Driving headways, holing walls, wet double and narrow working turning boards
Cutting levels, putting thro’ hitches and troubles & driving stone drifts------------6
Keeping pit shaft & gins in repair-------------------------------------------------------------1
Sawing timber & sundry other labouring work---------------------------------------------1
0¼
Building stoppings including bricks lime & other shift work in the waste-----------4½
Planks, deals, props, barrow way stuff, Brattices & timber for other uses---------2
2½
Smith work including iron, sharping gear, repairing sledges, shoes, trams
underground wagons and wagon way plates, upholding mauls, wedges, shovel

irons, hooks & chains, corf bows and nails for every purpose-------------------------1
Wright work, including timber for underground wagons, keeping in repair
Sledges trams shovel boards, maul shafts and Hame sticks----------------------------3
Drawing coals by the machines (exclusive of ropes)-------------------------------------1
Hedging out the coals including men and horses---------------------------------------8
Corving (exclusive of corf bows)-------------------------------------------------------------6
Wailing, shovelling the heapstead attending screens, finding shovels, snaps &
Barrows------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8
Binding & removing pitmen with their firecoals etc.--------------------------------10
Ropes & other cordage--------------------------------------------------------------------8
Viewers and agents salaries with other expenses-------------------------------------4
Surgery & subsistence to the sick & maimed pitmen during their illness--------2
Loss by finding bread corn for the pitmen-----------------------------------------------4
Carpenters & joiners etc. about the colliery-------------------------------------------3½
Laying & upholding wagon or Rolley (?) ways underground-----------------------2
Contingent expenses unforeseen---------------------------------------------------------3½
£1

3

4
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£
s
d
Say
£1.3.4 p score will be p chaldron-------------------------------------------------------9
4
Keeping the fire engine including coals consumed-------------------------------8
Leading upon an average---------------------------------------------------------------8
Leading timber, corn etc.,, for the use of the colliery----------------------------2
Upholding wagon way & and wagons--------------------------------------------------3
Colliery rent-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------5

Wayleave rents with Staith room and all lessees & taxes---------------------------7
Damage of ground----------------------------------------------------------------------------¾

Loss by small coals---------------------------------------------------------------------------8
Repairing buildings including materials-------------------------------------------------4
Fitting agency in London etc.---------------------------------------------------------------7¾
Staiths, charges including staithsman, offputters, twintails, wailers at the
Staithes, trimmers, shovels, barrows, repairing and upholding the staithes and
Spouts
2½
Total expense p chaldron
£0
14 0
The quantity of coal obtainable by the intended New Winning will be about 290 acres
which will produce-------- as follows-------------By the first working over 73 Tens p acre ------equal to--------------------------- 21,170
Tens
Second------------------- Do. 37 Do.------------------------------------------------10,730
31,900
31,900 Tens (as above) reckoning 410 bolls to a Ten will be 555,591 2/3 chaldron &
allowing 35,000 chaldrons be wrought and vended annually will last working nearly
16 years.
Add to the above 270 acres of pillars remaining unwrought in the Edward, Bigge and
old Engine Pits and supposing 30 Tens p acre will be got therefrom the produce will
therefore be 141.075 chaldrons which will supply a further annual vend for 4 years
and makes the duration of the Colliery’s working 20 years.
Then suppose the annual quantity of 35000 chaldrons be disposed of in the following
manner viz. 30000 chaldrons sold by shipping at 26/- p chaldron will amount to
£39,000.0.0
2500 do. River vend @ 10/- do. (upon a mean) £1,250.0.0
35,0000 value of annual vend--------------------------------------------------------40,250.0.0
Deducted the expense of laying 32,500 chaldrons upon the staithes @
14/-p {as above estimate}------------------------------------------------------------- 22,
750.0.0
Annual Profit-------------- £
17,500.0.0
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Etc. upon the same.
It must also be observed that any material alteration in the selling price of the coals to
the ships, from the prices stated above, or in the materials used in the working of the
colliery (in the above time) will of course effect the annual profits, but under present
circumstances I consider the above statement to be fair.
Signed John Watson

Willington House February 1803
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An Estimate of the probable expense of Working and Laying upon bank a chaldron of
coals at Heaton Colliery upon a Basis of 33000 chaldrons annually per term of years
3000 of which is set aside for Engine’s and workmen’s fire coals on the premises and
the remaining 30000 deemed as merchantable coals---Present expense Probable
expense term of 7 yrs.
£ s
d
£
s d
Hewing with a 20 peck corf----------------------------2 3½
2
3½
Putting upon a mean----------------------------------8 2
3 9
Winning headways holing walls, driving narrow
Bords and cutting top coal---------------------------6
6
Double working, wet working & ramble-----------21/4
2 1/4
Overman & deputies’ wages-------------------------7 1/2
71/2
Keeping trap doors------------------------------------43/4
43/4
Oil candles, lamp and lamplighters---------------7
7
Shift work, wastemen’s wages, stowing and cutting
Levels etc.-----------------------------------------------------1
8
1
3
Props deals & nails-------------------------------------------1
10
1
10
Setting on at the shaft--------------------------------------1½
1½
Cranemen & onsetters wages---------------------------2
2
Drawing props---------------------------------------------21/2
11/2
Setting through Troubles & hitches under coal
Height--------------------------------------------------------11/2
11/2
Smith’s work underground----------------------------31/4
31/4
Wright work do.-------------------------------------------1
1
Building stopings, labourage, bricks, lime leading
In and attendance---------------------------------------5
5
Laying, removing & keeping the wagon way-----6
4
Boring & drifting against Heaton & Benton old
Waste, filling & teaming drift coals included----21/2
21/2

Pumping water & putting down sumps etc.-----21/2
Coals & attending the furnace----------------------4
Repairing and upholding timber in the shaft etc.--11/2
Drawing with the different machines coals
Included--------------------------------------------------------- 1 11
Sledging out the coals, horses included-------------81/2
Ropes---------------------------------------------------------6
41/2
Corving including drift & sinking corves--------------6
Wailing the coals & attendance at the heap---------61/2
Coals stored underground, smart money & sundry
Incidental charges which comes under no particular
Denomination-----------------------------------------------23/4
Total p Score-----------------------------------------------£13.5.1

21/2
6
11/2
1
6

6
61/2

2¾
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Brought forward £1.3.5 & £1.0.0
Present working
Probable working
£
£
s d
Per chaldron--------------------------------------------------9 7
Binding & retaining pitmen all expenses included---3
Furnishing pitmen with bread corn at a reduced price-13/4
Fire coals & leading to pitmen, viewers, agents,
Hinds & horsekeepers etc.-----------------------------93/4
Working & keeping main engine coals included---8
Carpenter’s work & sawyers work for Colliery use--2
Smith’s work out of contract----------------------------1
Mason’s work at and about the colliery materials
Included------------------------------------------------------

s
11
4

63/4

111/4
8
2
1

½

finding nails for colliery purposes------------------------

½

!/2

3
13/4
½

½

House rents----------------------------------------------------3
Fencing of pits, wagon ways, glazier work & sundry

d
23/4

½

Delivering timber & leading materials to pits---------21/4
Lessees taxes & sundry tolls------------------------------13/4
Damage ground-----------------------------------------------

9

3

Other charges which comes under no particular head-1
1
Sinking & drifting------------------------------------------------2
2
Salaries & office expenses------------------------------------4
4
Agencies, risk & unforeseen contingents-----------------2
2
Deficiency of measure upon the quantity wrought (say--2
2
Total of chaldron laying on bank------------------------------- 15
8
13
4
Should an additional engine be required for the purpose of drawing water, or any
increased expense that may in future be upon the present Water Engine, I have not
taken into consideration, that being at present a matter impossible to account for,
consequently the expense whatsoever the same xxx must be added to this estimate.
Wagon way and wagons (keeping & upholding the
Same) -------------------------------------------------------------11/2
11/2
Leading to the staithes--------------------------------------1
101/4
1
63/4
Advance or gratuity to wagon men--------------------½
½

Colliery rent-------------------------------------------------3
11/4
Sundry wayleave rents---------------------------------101/2
The owners of Walker Colliery for drawing water-01/4
Pittages, staithes expenses & all other charges
Attending the delivery of coals to the ships----------103/4
------------------------------------------------------------------ £1
11/2

2

5
101/2

01/4

103/4
2

13/4

1

0
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Estimate of the Value
To be vended by keels-----20000 chaldrons----@ 26/- p-------------------- £26000
----Do.----by spout ships- 10000----------------@ 26/6 p--------------------- £13250
Gross amount of sales-------------------------------------------------------------£39250
Dedt.---- The charges of shipping free on board, fittage
Included on 30000chaldrons----------@ 18/6 p------------------------------ 27750
Annual profit------------------------------------------------------------------------ £11500
Considered as an annuity for 10 years certain and allowing
The purchase £10 % p annum the value is ---------------------------------- £70661
As no interest is here appropriated for the dead stock, the
Present value of the disposable part thereof at the end of the
term (ten years) is-------------------------------------------------------------- 4297
using stock for carrying on the colliery---------------------------------- 3323
£78281
Deduct for the erection of a new engine & machine at the

Sinking pit-------------------------------------------------------------3000
Value------------------------------------------------------------------£75281
Data on which the estimate is founded
Oats at 5/- p boll through the year on an average, old hay @ £5 p ton , oil at 2s 6d p
gallon, candles 8s 6d p doz. Materials and labour of all kinds at the present prices.
The vend regular as stated, and for prices continued the same.
No consideration is made for bread corn for the pitmen, nor is any value put upon the
Low Main Coal, or other seams as they have not yet been explored.
Coal in the colliery to supply a vend a vend of 30,000 chaldrons p annum for 10 years
provided creeps are avoided.
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Valuation of St Anthon’s Colliery
Annual vend supposed
12000 chaldrons @ 22s p---------------------£13200.0.0}
2000 do.-----------@ 16s p---------------------- £1600.0.0} £15450.0s.0d
1000 do.--------- @13s p----------------------£650.0.0 }
15000 chaldrons shipping ------------------ @13s p--------9750.0.0
Profit
£5700
An annual vend of £5700 p annum for 15 years the time the seam will supply the
above vend is worth at £10 % p annum
} £4346.0.0
Dead stock is worth at the end of the term-- £1385.0.0
Using do. Is now worth-------------------------- 1200.0.0
46047.0.0
Deduct the expense of opening out the
Restoration Pit to the Low Main Coal---1150.0.0
Value----- £44897.0.0
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West Denton Colliery 30th October 1801
We have this day viewed the above colliery and measured the quantity of coal
remaining to be wrought in the whole mine and pillars, both in West Denton &
Sugley; and find mine sufficient to supply an annual vend of 10739 chas. which is the
average vend for the last three years, for eighteen years to come, exclusive of
workmen’s fire coal, and small coals foe engines etc. providing the seams are of the
same thickness and quality in the unexplored parts of the colliery. As where they are
now working.
Suppose the selling prices of the coals to be for the best 20s oversea 16/- and small
sold in the river (?) p chaldron in the same proportions as for the last three years; the
colliery being wrought at the same expense, exclusive of bread corn for the workmen,
the annual profit ought to be £1800 which considered as an annuity for 18 years @
£10% p annum is worth £14760.
Value of stock--------------------2800
Value------------------------------- £17560
Best coals-----------------------------------------------------------------5485 chaldrons
Oversea-------------------------------------------------------------------1241
Small---------------------------------------------------------------------- 4013
10739
Jn Buddle jnr.
Jn. Watson
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Heaton Colliery 30th October 1801
We have viewed Heaton, West Denton and St Anthon’s collieries and availed
ourselves of such information relative to the same, as enables us to state the annual
profits and of course the respective values thereof to be as follows viz.
1st Heaton Annual profit on a vend of 30000 chas. p annum £11500
considered as an annuity for ten years being the time the colliery may probably
continue in work and allowing a purchase of 10% p annum the value is--------------70661
Present worth of the disposal part of the stock & materials-7620
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------78281
Dedt. For the expense of a new Engine and machine at the sinking pit—3000
£75281
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Heaton------------------------------------------------------- £75281
St Anthon’s------------------------------------------------- 44897
Weat Denton--------------------------------------------- 17560
Total value -------------£137738
The above estimates are grounded on the present price of materials but any attention
either in that respect, or the selling price of coals will make a material difference in
the values of the collieries, but the above is what we conceive to be their fair values
under existing circumstances.
The book debts for or against the collieries are not considered in the above estimates.
John Buddle jnr.
John Watson
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Sundry Prices for Sundry work at Willington Colliery
Mason’s for 10 inch Brick Wall--------------------------- 51/2 d p yard
15 inch do.----------------------------------------------------- 9d p do.
20 inch do.---------------------------------------------------- 111/2 d p do.
22 inch do. Stone------------------------------------------ 111/2 d p do.
Five places set with hudstones 5/- each
Do. With bricks------------------- 3/- do.
Plastering with 1 coat----------2d p yard
Do. ----------2 do.----------------3d do.
Ceiling----------------------------3d p do.
Tyles laying on and pointing 14/- p
Chimneys 1 storey----------- 12/- each
Do------2------do---------------15/- do
Flooring with bricks---------- 3d p yard
Do. With flags---------------- 1/9d do.
Staithing with flat bricks----21/2d p do.
Do. With brick on edge----- 2d p do.
Smiths for driving levels putting thro’ trouble and driving for finding hacks steel
picks wedges drills etc. etc. { Stone drifts---------1/- p solid yd.
{ Sinking pits 9ft diameter 9/- p fathom
{ Staples -----5ft-------do.--- 2/9d p do.
Carpenters for driving levels etc. as above 3d p solid yd. for finding slack {sinking
pits 9ft diameter 1/- p fathom
Shafts, Trams, shovels (?) { staples-----5ft do.------1/4 p do.
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Willington Bigges Main Wagons Measured Weighed May 6th 1803
No.
Bigges Main
Willington
Bells
A Pit
B Pit
Wm Pit
Geo. Pit
Engine Pit
cwt. qtrs. lbs cwt qtrs. lbs cwt qtrs. lbs
cwt qtrs. lbs cwt qtrs. Lbs
1
2
1 21
2
2
7
2
1 23
2 1
9
2
2
3
2
2
1 23
2
2
1
3
1 26
2 2 9
2 1
14
3
2 2
4
2 2
1
2
1 20
2 1 17
2
1
19
4
2 11
5
2
1
25
2
1 23
2 1 21
2
1
20
5
2 1
14 2
2
2
2
1 15
2
2 6 2
1
20
6
2 1
23 2
1
23
2
1 25
2
1 23 2
1
21
7
2 1
24 2
2
12
2
1 17
2
1 25 2
1
18
8
2 1
18 2
1
5
2
1 17
2 2 25
2
1
18
9 2 1
16 2
2
10
2
1 22
2 1 26
2
1
12
10 2 1
18 2
2
8
2
1 22
2
1 24 2
1
12
11 2 1
12 2
2
8
2
1 22
2
1 12 2
1
11
12 2 1
3 2
2
22
2
1 7
2
1 26 2
1
16
13 2
1
19 2
1
19
2
1 1
2
1 22 2
1
20
14 2 1
17 2
1
26
2
1 15 2
1 24 2
1
15
15 2 1
24 2
1
21
2
1 15 2
1 21 2
1
16
16 2 1
16 2
1
16
2
1
16 2
1 18 2
1
24
17 2 1
15
2
1
15
2
1
24 2 1 24 2
1
16
18 2 1
21
2
1
23
2
1
18 2 1 15 2
1
14
19 2 1
19
2
1 24
2
1
16 2
1 19 2
1
21
20 2 1
15
2
1 21
2
1
15 2
1 15 2
1
13
21 2
22 2
23 2
24 3
51

1 9 2
1
4
2
1
8
2 1
12 2
1 9 2
1 4
2
1 15
2
1
10 2
1 10 2
1 21
2
1
5
2
1
18 2
1 3 2
1 19
1
4
4
2
1
18 2
1 11 59 1
3
56 3
4
55
3 9 57

1
1
1
1
2

18
15
10
7
8

Inside dimensions of the above wagons as under
Length at the top-------------------------------------------7
Do. At the bottom---------------------------------------- 4
Breadth at the top---------------------------------------- 5
Do. At the bottom-----------------------------------------2
Length in the middle------------------------------------ 5
Breadth in do.-------------------------------------------- 3
Height------------------------------------------------------ 4
NB The coals were all filled in the face of the heaps

Ft ins
6
31/2
43/4
91/2
61/2
10
1
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Estimate of the Probable expense in opening out the Yarmouth Pit at West Denton
Colliery from the Low Main Coal to the Low Low main Coal Seam February 1803
£
s d
To fixing sliding spears from the main engine to the Norwick pit and putting
In a 9 inch sett of pumps between the 2 seams viz. 12 fathoms------------------140
Ridding out Yarmouth pit shaft 11 fathoms @ 40s p---------------------------------22
Drawing water from the old workings-------------------------------------------------8
Ridding the west mothergate in Low Main Seam 160 yds 23/------------------24
Airing the old workings-----------------------------------------------------------------43
Sledging out heads drove betwixt the Norwich & Yarmouth pits 140 yds @ 2s--- 14
Putting in brattice between the two seams 12 fathoms @ £2------------------------ 24
Blowing down stone thro’ swelly betwixt Norwich & Yarmouth pits say
100 yds @ 10/-s-----------------------------------------------------------------------------50
Winning out Boards in whole coal say 400 yds @ 15d--------------------------25
Waiting on at Bank, removing a gin to Norwich pit-------------------------------50
£400
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Estimate of the Expense of laying a chaldron of coals upon the Staith from West
Denton Colliery upon a vend of 12000 chaldrons annually p J Watson
£
s
d
Hewing p score with a 16 peck corf---------------------------------------------9
Putting upon a mean---------------------------------------------------------------6
Driving heads holing walls, wet, double and narrow working making
Height for barrow way etc. -------------------------------------------------------9
Overmenship oil & candles for underground---------------------------------9
Cranemen onsetters at crane and shaft----------------------------------------

2
1

3

Drawing props, teaming & leading water, cutting sumps & keeping
Shafts in repair--------------------------------------------------------------------03/4
Driving wagons underground and keeping trap doors------------------10
Sawing timber, wright work and sundry other labouring work about
the colliery------------------------------------------------------------------------61/2
laying Rolley ways cutting levels etc. ------------------------------------------21/2
Planks, deals, props barrow way, stuff, brattices and timber for
Every other purpose about the colliery--------------------------------------4
Smith work including iron and nails for every purpose----------------8
Barrow way plates and other metal work--------------------------------5
Candles oil and grease, for sundry purposes above and below ground1½
Drawing coals by machines including coals----------------------------41/4
Sledging out the coals and odds-------------------------------------------21/2
Corving exclusive of corf bowes--------------------------------------------4
Binding and removing pitmen their fire coal etc. with surgery and
Subsistence for the sick and maimed------------------------------------81/2
Viewer’s and agent’s expenses with office salaries---------------2
Keeping lamps and furnaces above and below ground with the
Coals they consume-------------------------------------------------------11/4
Ropes and other cordage------------------------------------------------4
Contingencies unforeseen----------------------------------------------31/4
Laying upon Bank p score----------------------------------------------- £
11
8
11s 8 d p score as above will be p chaldron--------------------------7
Keeping and upholding fire engine for drawing water
Including the coals consumed----------------------------------------1
Leading upon an average---------------------------------------------3
Keeping & upholding wagon horses underground & cart Horses41/4
wagon way & wagons---------------------------------------11/2
Carried over-----8
83/4
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£ s d
Brought over---6 63/4
Colliery rent-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 91/2
Wayleaves and Staiths worn with all lesses and taxes------------------------------01/2

Damage of ground---------------------------------------------------------------------------do.
Repairing buildings including materials and house rents---------------------------1
Fittage and agency’s in London etc.----------------------------------------------------1 8
Staiths charges including Staithmen and offputters wages, wailing, trimming,
Repairing, and upholding Staith & spouts----------------------------------------------31/4
Loss by small coals-------------------------------------------------------------------------2 5
Total expense of laying a chaldron of coals on the Staith----------------------15
Messrs Rows & Carr June 3rd 1803
Gentlemen,
Having taken the situation of West Denton Colliery into serious consideration in order
to ascertain the most proper steps to be taken to secure to this colliery a further supply
, that by working may prove advantageous to the lessees and in order for me to give
an opinion upon the same, have viewed and examined the plans, the various situations
of the tracts of coal remaining in the different seams in this colliery, and it appears to
me that the most advisable mode to obtain a few years coal would be to open out the
Yarmouth Pit to the Low Low Main Coal Seam where I think there is every
probability of obtaining 54 acres of merchantable coals which will supply an annual
vend of 12000 chaldrons of ship coal for three years, exclusive of coals consumed by
fire engines , machines workmen and small coals, and in order to show the eligibility
of such an undertaking have made an estimate of the expense of laying the coals upon
the staithes, the expense of opening out the Yarmouth Pit shaft from the Low Main
Coal to the Low Low Main Coal seam, with the other necessary expenses attending
the same also what manner the above vend of 12000 chas. may be disposed of
annually which I consider may be as follows viz.
£ s
d
8000 chas. of best coals----------------@ 18/- p chas.------------------------------------------7200 0
0
2000 do of oversea coal----------------@ 15/- p do.-------------------------------------------1500 0
0
2000 do. Of river vend----------------@ 10/- p do.--------------------------------------------1000 0
0
12000
9700 0
0
Dedct. The expense of laying 12000 chas. upon the Staith @ 15/- p--------------9000 0
0
Annual profit--------------------700 0
0
3
Carried forward2100 0
0
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£
s
d
An annual profit of £700 for 3 years is equal to-------------------------------------------2100
0
0
Dedt. The expense attending the opening out of the Yarmouth Pit as p estimate 400
0 0
Profit for 3 years the time the coal supposed to last working-----------------------1700
0
0
NB. In the above I have made allowance for small coals that may be sold which are in
the estimate to be drawn and laid upon the bank at the different pits so that any
quantity vended after deducting the colliery rents & the expense of leading to the
Staith may be esteemed, neat profit and added to the above sum of £1700.
John Watson
Wat-2-8- p320
Heaton Colliery 11th
July 1803
We have this day valued the above colliery upon the supposition of 33000 chaldrons
of the best coal being annually vended for 101/2 years, which is the time we conceive
the colliery will yield such quantity provided that part of Old Benton Colliery lately
agreed for should prove good to the extent we have calculated, viz. 55 acres and to
produce 100833 chaldrons of coals including small. We have also considered the
selling price of the coals as well as the prices of all Colliery materials to continue at
the present standard, and suppose 1/3 of the whole quantity shipped to be vended by
the spout.
On those conditions the value will be as below Viz.
20000 chas. by keel---------------------------@ 26/- --------------------28600 0 0
11000 chas. by spout------------------------@ 26/6 ------------------ 14575 0 0
630 chas. river & landsale------------------ @ 12/- ----------------378 0 0
Deduct working charges on 35674 chas. including
Small for colliery consumption @ 16/- p chas.-------------------- 2839 4
0
Net annual profit--------------------------------------------------------- £1513 16 0
Say £15000
£
s
d
Then admitting the yearly profit to be £15000 for 101/2 years
And allowing the purchaser £10 % p annum for the purchase
Money, and his capital paid back within the time the value is- 94750 0 0
Present value of the dead stock at end of the term-----------6000 0 0
Value of the using stock---------------------------------------------4573 0 0
Total value
£105323 0 0
John Buddle jnr
John Watson
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Coal Wrought Heaton Colliery October 1804
Ac R
P
Whole Coal in Spanish Closes------------------------------------------------------------------------- 19 2

Do. 4 ½ acres awarded to Heaton Estate---------------------------------------------------------- 11 2
Total of whole mine----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 15
Pillars in Spanish Closes------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 25
4
Heaton Estate
Whole Coal----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 173
Dedt. For barriers say 80 yds. Against old Heaton Banks----------------------------------- 46
125
Add whole coal in Long Benton Grounds----------------------------------------------------25
Total of whole mine----------------150
Pillars in Heaton, Long Benton & Little Benton Estates----------------------------------224
Reckoning 75 Tens p acre in the whole mine and 25 Tens to be got from the
second working over each Ten 440 Bolls
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May 18th 1802
Valuation of Murton Colliery taking the standard vend from an average of quantity of
coals vended in the years 1800 & 1804. And supposing them to be vended in the same
proportion to London Coastways River Vend and Landsale as in the year 1804. The
total vend being 9496 chas, Round Coals & 1096 small do be disposed of as below
viz.
Chas.
£
s
d
Round coals {8774 London & Coastways--------------------------@ 18s---------------------- 7893 18 0
{ 550 River vend----------------------------------------@13s---------------------- 362 14 0
{ 167 Landsale ------------------------------------------@12s--------------------- 100 4 0
Small coals { 188 London & Coastways------------------------- -@ 9s----------------------84 12 0
{ 856 River Vend---------------------------------------------- @6s------------------------ 256 16 0
{ 52 Landsale-------------------------------------------------- @ 6s---------------------- 15 12 0
Total vend 10592 chas. Amount of sales----------------------------------------------------£8743
16
0
Charges on Delivery (viz.)
£
s
d
10373 chas. led to the Staith--------------------------------- @ 13s-------------------------£6742 9
0

219 do. Landsale at Pits ------------------------------------- @16s 21/2d-------------------67 15
1
6810
4
1
Say £1900 the annual profit-------------------------------------------------------------------£
1903 11
11
The term unexpired in the lease is 181/2years nearly & allowing a purchaser £10 % p
annum to liquidate the purchase money in that time on a yearly profit of £1900 is
worth £15675. 0. 0
Value of the livestock with hay corn & crop upon the said Farm as p valuation book
£1147.11. 6
£16822. 11 6
Value of Engine Machine Staith wagon way & wagons, iron materials etc. -----------£4614.13. 10
Workmen’s houses--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- £1655. 0 0
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- £6269.13. 10
Carried forward------------ £16822.11.6
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Brought
forward £16822.11.6
of
£6269.13.10
No interest being charged upon the above sum in the expense of delivery, I calculate
its value in reversion, allow the purchaser £10% p annum for the money for
181/2years, which is--£1070.19.2
Total Value £17893.10.8
The above estimate is grounded on the prices of materials as well as workmen’s
wages etc.being at their present rates & prices : and no allowance is made for bread
corn for the pitmen—the selling prices of coals as on the other side. Any alteration in
these particulars must affect the value of the colliery materially, but to what extent
must be determined by the speculative opinions of the parties. The fittage is included
in the calculation.
John Buddle junior
Workings 1/3 Main Coal
2/3 Yard Seam
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May 10th 1802
Valuation of Murton Colliery taking the standard vend from an average of quantity of
coals vended in the years 1800 and 1801, and supposing them to be vended in the
same proportions to London Coastways, River Vend and Landsale as in the years
1804. The total vend being 9496 chas. round coal, and 1096 small to be disposed of as
below viz.
Chas.
£ s d

Round coals { 6774 London & Coastways-------------------@18s---------------------------7693 18 0
{ 558 River vend---------------------------------@13s------------------------362 14 0
[ 167 Landsale----------------------------------- @12s--------------------------100 4 0
Small coals { 188 London & coastways----------------------@ 9s----------------------------84 12 0
{ 856 River vend-----------------------------------@6s------------------------------ 256 16 0
{ 52 Landsale----------------------------------------@6s---------------------------- 15 12 0
Total vend 10952 chas.
Amount of sales--------------------------------------------------- £8743 16 0
Charges on Delivery
--------------------------@ 13s----------------------------

10373 chas. Led to the Staith
- 6742 9 0
219 do. Landsale sold at the pits------------------------- @ 6s 2d ¼ ----------------67 15 1

6810 4 1
Say £1900 the annual profit-------------------------------------------------------------------£1903 11 11
The term unexpired in the lease is 181/2 years nearly and allowing a purchase £10% p
annum to liquidate the purchase money in that time on a yearly profit of £1900 is
worth £15675 0 0
Over and above the value of the colliery which £15675. The colliery stock as valued
by indifferent people amounts to £7417 5 41/2 including the crops upon the farm.
The farm which contains about 200 acres of excellent land is attached to and in lease
with the colliery; it is tythe free, and will in the opinion of people conversant in
farming leave a profit of £200 p annum.
John Buddle jnr.
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Felling Hall 30th September 1802
Estimate for working Shilbottle Colliery on a quantum of 6000 Days (?) p annum
s
d
Hewing & putting p day of 24 corves---------------------------------------------------------------- 4
2
Putting to shaft with galloways & boys------------------------------------------------------------6
Repairing and laying wagon ways-------------------------------------------------------------------1
Props--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11/2
Onsetter 2s 4d p day-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------11/4
Banksmen-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11/2

Landsale man---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11/4
Ropes-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
Machine engine, repairs & coals------------------------------------------------------------------7
Smithwork-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11/4
Fire engine expenses---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
8
Sinking pits making levels etc.---------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
6
Colliery rent--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3
7
Incidental charges------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6
Capital sunk upon the new winning-------------------------------------------------------------41/4
Total p day to lay the coals upon bank---------------------------------------------------------13
71/4
Suppose a (?) of coals sells for------------------------------------------------------------------- 18
Profit p day---------4
5
This will leave a profit of 4s 5d p day and the quantity estimated to be wrought
annually being 4000 (?) is p annum £1325
John Straker
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An Estimate of the Expense in opening out the Restoration Pit to the Low Main Coal
Seam St Anthon’s Colliery—
£ s d
To drawing out the water standing in the shaft----------------------------------------------12
Ridding out the shaft 20 fathoms @ £3 5s p-------------------------------------------------65
Putting in a double brattice from the surface to the bottom including the
repairing of the rough cleading in the shaft----------------------------------------------538
Walling the shaft from the stonehead 5 fathoms--@ £6 p---------------------------30
Putting in a tub & pillaring up behind the same at the High Main Coal seam---90
Building up stoppings & coursing the air in the waste--------------------------------130
Pillaring up board looms etc. in order to prevent any communication betwixt
The Restoration & Nightingale Pits------------------------------------------------------40

Building a fire tube & arch drift from shaft------------------------------------------95
Making a new cistern for the Machine in case a new Machine is not erected
For drawing the coals----------------------------------------------------------------------63
Repairing the framing at and about the Machine----------------------------------40
Leading materials & sundry other charges-------------------------------------------47
£1150
Erecting a small engine to supply the main engine with jackhead water
From the River Tyne--------------------------------------------------------- £720
Erecting a new machine capable of drawing 26 scores of 24 peck
Corves in 13 hours------------------------------------------------------------ 1370
2090
Deduct for what materials are on hand that may be converted into use for building the
above
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An Estimate of the Expense of Working and putting on board of ship a chaldron of
Coals from the Low Main Coal Seam at Saint Anthon’s Colliery upon a vend of
15000 chaldrons Annually
s
d
Hewing p score with a 24 peck corf------------------------------------------------------------------ 2
8
Putting upon a mean----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3
6
Driving headways, holing walls, wet double working and narrow working--------------10
Finding oil, candles, lampwick & lamp lighters-----------------------------------------------8!/2
Overmen and deputies’ wages cutting sumps and leading water---------------------5½
Finding props, deals, planks and nails for every purpose----------------------------------1
7
Working the crane Onsetter at crane and shaft----------------------------------------------31/2
Keeping the shaft repair 1d keeping trap doors 5d-----------------------------------------6
Building stoppings including bricks and lime & repairing air courses------------------71/2
Smith work 2d wright work 11/2 ----------------------------------------------------------------31/2
Drawing the coals 135 fathoms including ropes------------------------------------------2
6
Sledging out the coals including horses-----------------------------------------------------6

Viewer’s and agents salaries with office expenses--------------------------------------5
Surgery and subsistence to sick and maimed pitmen during their illness----------31/2
17
11
17s 11d p score will be p chaldron---------------------------------------------------------7
2
Keeping fire engines & a moiety of the expense in keeping down the water at
Gateshead Park----------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
10
Leading--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------71/2
Keeping wagon way and wagons in repair----------------------------------------------2
Colliery rent------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
Staith room rent with all lesses and taxes---------------------------------------------3
Damage of ground--------------------------------------------------------------------------1
Loss by small coals---------------------------------------------------------------------------6
Repairing buildings including materials------------------------------------------------2
Fittage etc.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
Staith charges including Staithmen, offputters, wailers, trimmers, shovels
Barrows, repairing & upholding Staith & spouts-----------------------------------2
Contingent expenses unforeseen-----------------------------------------------------31/2
14

3
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We shall therefore suppose that there is a probability in the present state of the Trade
to vend 15000 chaldrons at the following prices.
Viz.
£
s
d
8000 chaldrons to the London Coastways Markets @ 22/- p
4000 chaldrons to the Oversea Markets------------ @ 16/- p
3000 do. To the River Tyne--------------------------- @ 10/- p
£13500
Deduct the cost of Laying 15000 chaldrons upon the Staith @14/3d p as
P estimate on the other side--------------------------------------------------------£10687.10.0

8800
3200
1500

Profit
£2812.10.0
1803

John Watson
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Estimate of the Value of Coal in Long Benton Colliery
Coal unwrought 479 acres 3 roods 5 perches say 480 acres at 60 Tens p acre = 38,400
Tens @ 15/- p Ten = £28,800. Suppose it exhausted in 27 years (nearly 1400 Tens p
annum) is worth p annum £1066.13.4.
£1066.13.4 p annum for 27 years is worth in ready money (reckoning £5 5 compound
interest) -- £15616
Dedct. For risk £20% ------ 3123.4.0
£12492.16.0

£ s
d
Bewick & Craister’s shares-----------------------------------------------------------10 8
Mr Lake’s--------------Do.------------------------------------------------------------2082
2 8
Mr Wilson’s-----------Do.--------------------------------------------------------------2 8

8326

2082

£12492 16 0
May 1st 1798
Total quantity of ground belonging to Messrs Bewick, Craister, Lake & Wilson at
Long Benton Colliery – Acres 1011 Roods 0 Perches 14
Ground under which the coal is already wrought-----366.1.01
A barrier of coal (suppose 50 yards in breadth) to be left against the adjoining
collieries—48.0.20
Ground on the north side of the great downcast Dyke under which the coal cannot be
obtained at the said Colliery-------479.3.05
Total quantity of coal which in all probability can be obtained at the said Colliery—
479.3.05
May 1st 1790
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April 2nd 1800
It appears as well from ancient reports as from measurements of Mrs Dunford’s plan
that when the present Lessees contracted for Heaton Colliery the Upper Main Coal
was whole under at least 500 acres, of which the Lessees say 125 acres came under
the denomination of Spanish Closes.
If we admit this division in the present estimate we must assert that the Colliery
contained when the Lessees entered upon it under Heaton 375 acres & under the
Spanish Closes 125 acres total—500 acres.
But from this quantity must be deducted a barrier reserved by the Corporation of
Newcastle against Walker Colliery containing under Heaton 31/2 under the Closes 5.
A barrier supposed to be necessary against Little Benton Colliery containing--- 7.
Another against Old Benton containing 81/2.

And finally a barrier of 100 yds. against Old Heaton & Byker wastes containing ---66--3
Making a total deduction for barriers of------------------------ 65--------6-----------93
It may therefore be stated that the Lessees entd. upon—290-----117-------407 of
workable coal out of which quantity they have already passed thro’ the first working--155----75------230
Leaving --- ---------- 135-----42-----177 of whole mine on the 2nd April 1800 which I calculate to produce at the first
working 75 tons of 440 bolls p acre independent of coals exempted from Heaton
10,125 Tens from Closes 3,150 Tens---total 13,275 Tens.
In addition to this produce of the whole mine must be added 20 Tens p acre upon 290
acres of the Heaton and 117 of the Spanish Closes supposed to be obtainable from the
Pillars----making
5,800----2,340---8140
Total expectation of coal from the Colliery--------------------15,925------5,490----21,415 Tens
The above quantity will supply a vend of 1784 Tens on 32700 chaldrons annually for
sea river and landsale 12 years viz.
Heaton at the rate of 1327 Tens annually at 25/- p= Ten £1658. 15.01/2 of which is
£138.4.6 and the Spanish Closes at the 457/1784 annually at 27/- p Do. = £616.19.0
1/6 do. Is £102.16.6
Total annual expectation from 1/12 share of Heaton & 1/6 share of the Spanish Closes
£241.1.2
Which in 12 years would accumulate by compound interest @ £5% p annum to £3830
and this last sum by the rule of reversionary payments should be worth in present cash
£2130, but everything considered I would not be inclined to give—
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--more for the above shares than £1800.
It does not appear from the trials made at Biggs Main on the East Lawson Main on the
south and the Ouse Burn on the west that any seams under the Upper Main Coal ought
to have a place in this estimate.
Thos. Barnes
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Calculation of a piece of coal lying below a dip Trouble to the west of Ten feet on the
south west part of Chas. Wm. Bigge Esq. estate at Little Benton. Intended to be sublet
from lessees of Little Benton to the lessees of Heaton Colliery.
Ac Ro. Pe.
The total quantity appears to be ( p admeasurement)----------------------------------12
3
00
Deduct for the barrier to be left along the boundary hedge should the coal be
wrought to Bigges Main Colliery------------------------------------------------------------7
3
30
Total quantity as above--------------------------------------------------------------------- 12
3
00
Dedct. For the barrier to be left along the face of the above dip Trouble
Should the coal be let to the owners of Heaton Colliery-------------------------- 6
1
00

6
2
00
It appears that 61/2 acres of the above coal may be wrought to Heaton Colliery which
reckoning for the first working 10 Tens p acre (each Ten 528 bolls and each boll 36
gallons Winchester Measure) will yield 520 Tens say 50/- p Ten that is 25/- for Mr
Bigge’s tentale rent and 25/- to Messrs. Bells Brown & Co as being Lessees of Biggs
Main Colliery-- £1300.0.0
The coal that will probably be obtained by working the walls or pillars in 61/2 acres
say 30 Tens p acre is 195 Tens ‘ 50/- p Ten as above ---------------------- £487.10.0
----------------------------------------------------------------- £1707.10.0
One half of the above sum will be £893.15.0 for each party. I mean the lessor and
lessees of Little Benton Colliery.
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Heaton Colliery February 28th 1803
th
Valuation of 1/6 part of the Coal Mines remaining under the lands and grounds
called the Spanish Closes also 1/6th part of a share or moiety of the Coal Mines under
the manor or Lordship of Heaton belonging George and Isabella Atkinson now let
under lease to Messrs. Johnson, Row & Smith for the term of 31 years from the 1st
May 1790 for the certain yearly rent of £500 for 370 10/27 Tens of coals that may be
wrought and led from forth and out of the said Spanish Closes and a further tentale
rent of 27/- p Ten for surplus workings over and above the said certain quantity of 370
10/27 Tens and for Heaton a further certain annual rent of £500 for 400 Tens of coals
that may be wrought and led from the same and 25/- p Ten for surplus workings, each
Ten to contain 440 bolls and each boll 36 gallons Winchester Measure.
NB Lessees have a power to give up the said lease at any time during the said 31
years on giving 12 months previous notice in writing and also a power to give up at
any time either of the above collieries in which case the certain rent for the same
ceases and to be no longer paid or payable provided it appears that the whole of the
coal that can possibly be obtained has been wrought and gotten.
Lessees have a power to make up shorts at any time at each respective Colliery; and
also that in case of either of the said respective annual quantities of 370 10/27 Tens or
400 Tens should fall short and be made up in any one year, then in that case Lessees
are allowed to make up such deficiency from the other from time to time and at all
times.
Lessees are allowed by Lessors 1/- p Ten for every Ten of coals led from and out of
the said collieries towards defraying a part of the wayleave rents paid to the Mayor &
Burgesses of Newcastle for going thro’ their grounds at Walker which reduces the
tentale rents viz.
Spanish Closes –26s p Ten
Heaton----25s do.
The total vend from the Heaton Colliery appears to be about 35000 chaldrons p
annum upon an average and from the present situation of the works the vend will be
supplied from the royalties as under
1/3 of 35000 chaldrons from Spanish Closes its continuance is p annum 116662/3
chaldrons
2/3 do. From Heaton------------------------------------------------- will be p do. 233331/3
Annual Vend------- 35000
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It appears p admeasurement that there is yet to work 19 Acres of whole coal in the
Spanish Closes and reckoning that 100 tens p Acre will be obtained from the same

viz. 75 Tens p acre the first working and 25 Tens p acre in the second working , each
Ten to contain 440 bolls and each boll 36 gallons Winchester measure, the produce
will be---- 34833 chaldrons.
And 5 acres of pillars the produce at 25 Tens p acre will be ---2292
Total produce of Spanish closes---------------------------------37125
Deduct the proportionable part of the coals to be consumed by fire engines,
workmen’s fire coal etc.
------------------------------------------------------------------------2125
Neat produce out of the Spanish Closes chargeable with rent---35000
Consequently the above will supply the proportionable part of the vend (as stated
before) for 3 years viz 16664 2/3 chas. for 3 years ------------------------------- 35000
There is also yet to work in Heaton 943/4 acres of whole coal which at 100 Tens p acre
will produce------------------------------------------------------------------------- 173708
chaldrons
Also 103 acres of pillars the produce at 25 Tens p acre will be---47208
Total produce of Heaton Manor -------------------------------- 220916
Deduct the proportionable part of the coals consumed by the fire engines for drawing
water, workmen’s fire coal etc. p 3 years at 1600 chaldrons p annum----4800
The last 4 years at 2700 chas. for the above purposes the (time the colliery is
calculated to last working) will be 10800
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 15600
Neat produce out of Heaton chargeable with rent------------------205316
It therefore appears there is yet to work in both places of merchantable coals as p
statement above viz.
Spanish Closes 35,000
chaldrons
Heaton----------205316
240316
chaldrons
Which will supply the annual vend of 35000 chas. for nearly 7 years
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Having given the total produce the number of years the coal will last working and in
what proportion in all probability the coal will be wrought out of each respective
royalty; shall now show what sum or annuity the lessor will receive annually.
First then 1/3 of the annual quantity of 35000 chas. (for 3 years to come) will be
wrought out of the Spanish Closes which is 116662/3 chas. which @ 26/- p Ten is------------------ £227.5.51/2
2/3rds of the said annual vend will be wrought from Heaton which amount to 233331/3
chas. One moiety of which is 116662/3 chas. @ 24/- p Ten amounts to ----------------£763.12.83/4
The share which Geo. & Isabella Atkinson are entitled to is----------------- 1/6
1590.18.21/4
The Annual Income for the first 3 years-----------------------------£265.3.0
Secondly after the expiration of the first 3 years the annual vend of 35000 chas. will
be altogether supplied for the remainder of the time the colliery will go (viz 4 years)
from Heaton; therefore the total number of Tens contained in the said annual vend
reckoning as before will be

Tens
Bolls
1909
40
Deduct ---one full moiety of the above-------------------------------------

954

240
954

240
Tens Bolls
954 240 @ 24/- p Ten amounts to £1145.9.1 one sixth part of which being the share
which being the share which Geo. & Isabella Atkinson possesses in the moiety of
Heaton which makes to them an income of £190.18.2 for the last 4 years that the
colliery will last working.
Therefore the aforementioned sum of £265 p annum for the said times, allowing a
purchaser £10% p annum ( for interest and risk attending the working of coal mines)
upon the purchase money and return of capital is worth in present cash £1181.2.6
Jn. Watson
NB I have not taken the Low Main Coal or other seams into consideration as I very
much doubt that any of them ( when explored) be found in a workable state either in
Heaton or Spanish Closes as they have never, as yet, been found so, in any trial that
has been made to ascertain them on the north east side of the several—
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--Dykes, Troubles of various magnitudes running nearly parallel to the Thistle Pit
Dyke and within a very short distance of the same. From that circumstance I have
great reason to believe that it is these Troubles which occasion that material change of
the low seams to the north and east of the said Troubles (amounting nearly to an
extermination of them) as appears by several trials made; two of which were made
under my own immediate inspection. The first made in the year--- at the Edward Pit
Willington Colliery and there found the Low Main Coal thrown into several strata’s
by different bands of metal being intermixed therewith. The second made at Biggs
Main Colliery, which immediately adjoins to Heaton and made at the A Pit shaft
which is only about 1000 yards from the boundary of Heaton and Spanish Closes, this
situation being nearer to Heaton & Spanish Closes than any trial that has been made
on the north east of the said Troubles in which direction Heaton & Spanish Closes
immediately lays between. I shall here subjoin the results of the experiments made to
ascertain the seams that were expected to lay below the High Main Coal.
Faths. yds. Ft. ins.
1st The A pit in depth from the surface to Thill of High Main Coal
92
1 1 6
2nd Sunk below the High Main to where the Low main Coal was
Expected to lay viz.
Sunk thro’ different stratas to the depth of
55
0
1 10
Coal----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0
0
0
9
Grey metal stone---------------------------------------------------------------------------3
0
0
7
Coal----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0
0
0
2

Grey metal-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------0
0 0
8
Coal--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0
0
0
4
Grey post-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0
4
4
0
(supposed to be the Low Main Coal Seam)
59
0
2
4
Total Sunk
152
0
0
10
Bored below the above and did not meet with any workable seam
38
1
1
6
Total Sunk & bored
190
1
2
4
To the above supposed Low Main Coal drifts were drove a considerable way to the
south and south west which is in a direction towards Heaton but the coals so drifted in
did not increase in thickness.
At the face of the above drifts a boreholes was put up and down and no alteration
taking place in the thickness of the different stratas sunk & bored thro’ in the shaft
this is no doubt appears an unfavourable symptom no further proceeding was thought
necessary.
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Admeasurement of the whole Coal & Pillars remaining in Heaton & Spanish Closes
February 28th 1803 p Mr Thomas of Denton & Jn. Watson.
Spanish Closes Whole Coal
Fig 11—286000}
12—646600} Laying to the west from the C Pit shaft
13—974400 Do. Above the Thistle Pit Dyke up the West Mothergate in B Pit
19 acres
Pillars
262200
242250} Laying to the west from C Pit shaft
5 Acres
Heaton Whole Coal
Fig 1st 298900}
2nd 3044250}
3rd 319000}
Whole laying to the North & West from the present workings of the C
and D Pits
4th 262800}
5th 3073200}
6th 432900}
7th 1237500}
8th 336600} West of the C Pit shaft
9th 100000}
10th 370600 Above the Thistle Pit Dyke & lays on the south side of W. Mothergate
943/4
Pillars
9365400 The principal part of the C & D Pits workings west of the C Pit shaft
943500

103 Acres
19 Acres of Whole Coal remaining in Spanish Closes
94 ¾ Do. of do. In Heaton
113 ¾ Total acres of whole coal remaining this day viz. February 28th 1803
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5 acres of pillars remaining in Spanish Closes as p other side
103 Do. Of Do. In Heaton ----as p Do.
108 Total acres of pillars remaining at the same time Feb 28th 1803
Chas.
The consumption of coals for the old engine in 1802 was------------------------------------971
----------for workmen’s fire coals in do.-----------------------------------------------------------941
----------- for new engine suppose-----------------------------------------------------------------406
Total consumption for 1 year & calculated to continue the same for 3 years--------2318
Present consumption of coals by the fire engine workmen etc. as above for 1 yr.-2318
Add to this 382 chaldrons p annum for the last 4 years as an increase of water
may be expected when the E Pit workings extend to the north and west towards
the old drowned wastes Old Heaton Banks and Old Long Benton---------------312
Consumption p annum for the last 4 years-------------------------------------------------2700
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November 10th 1802
Fenton, Murray & Wood, Leeds
Prices of Patent Steam Engines
Power
Prices
1 horse---------- £100
2 do. --------------175}
4 do.-------------- 250}
6 do.------------- 400] Boilers included Portable combined engines ready money
10 do.------------ £360---£69 Supposed prices of boilers not included
15 do.---------- 483---95
20 do.--------- 600---126
25 do.--------- 715—148
30 do.--------- 630--- 177
35 do.--------- 938---217
40 do.--------- 1045---257
45 do.-------- 1150—274
50 do.-------- 1247—296
60 do.------- 1437—354
70 do.------- 1633--- 434
80 do.-------- 1817--- 514
85 do. ------- 1914---- 537
90 do.------- 2112----- 548

95 do ------- 2121 ----- 570
100 do.----- 2231----- 592
Patent steam engines
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Willington near Newcastle upon Tyne November 15th 1803
Sir,
I received your favour of the 24th of October last in which you request me to
recommend to you two steam engines for the purpose of raising water and on the most
moderate terms. In answer to yours I do certainly recommend those engines generally
adapted at present in our coal works which are made by Messrs Fenton, Murray and
Woods, Leeds or those of Messrs Bolton, Watt & Co. Soho, London, the principles on
which they work are nearly the same, altho’ they will appear to you rather high, you
will find that they answer every purpose best. I shall therefore give you as near as I
can an estimate what they will probably cost laying on board of ship.
Estimate of the expense of putting on board of ship sundry engine materials for
raising a column of water 48 fathoms 11 inches diameter to work 14 strokes p minute
each stroke 7 feet 9 inches long.
Fenton, Murray, Woods price for the metallic materials for the inside of engine house
the steam pipes and feed apparatus for the boiler. The iron connecting parts that join
the spears to the beam etc. £850.0.0
Pumps 48 taths. Including 2 working barrels, 2 windbores and 2 bucket trees £350.0.0
Buckets clacks etc for the above pumps---------------------------------------------£12.0.0
Freight on canals, labourage etc.------------------------------------------------------338.0.0
£1250.0.0
The above engine will require one 12 feet boiler to work her and will consume 18
bolls of coals in 12 hours
Estimate of the expense of putting on board of ship sundry engine materials to raise a
column of water 23 fathoms 18 inches diameter and 26 fathoms 17 inches diameter to
go 12 strokes p minute and each stroke 7 feet long.
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Fenton, Murray & Woods charge for the metallic materials for inside of engine house
etc.
£1817.0.0
Pumps including 2 working bands, 2 windbores & 2 bucket trees------------ £610.0.0
Buckets, clacks etc. for the above pumps------------------------------------------ £25.0.0
Freight down the canal labourage etc.-------------------------------------------- £48.0.0
£2500.0.0
The above engine will require two 14 feet boilers and consume 38 bolls of coals in 12
hours.
You name this last engine in your letter as a machine, should it be for the purpose of
driving machinery only, or drawing any produce from mines minerals etc. I should
certainly recommend it to you to apply your engine immediately to your machinery
(provided the column of water you named is not obliged to be drawn) which will
answer every purpose wanted and will require a much less engine; of course the
expense of making it will be greatly diminished; but this you will best be judge of as I

cannot be expected to speak to not having any particulars stated for what purposes the
last engine or machine is intended for. Should you want any other information upon
the above subject I shall be happy in doing it- and should you be inclined to have
either of the engines I shall get proposals from Messrs Fenton & Cos. As also Bolton
Watt & Co. for putting such engines on board of ship and transmit them to you for
your inspection but I consider they will cost you near about what I have estimated
them to.
I am sir,
Your most obt. Servant
John Watson
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Calculation of the Value of Murton Colliery allowing 10000 chas. of the best coals to
be vended annually as by agreement with the present undertakers upon which quantity
the cost laying upon board of ship will be as under viz.
£ s d
The undertaker for laying them upon Staith are paid-----------------------------------------14
Agencies with office expenses----------------------------------------------------------------------1
Fittage keel rents & short measure----------------------------------------------------------------1
16
Then admitting the above 10000 chaldrons will be sold at 20/- p Ch. Will amount to£10000.0.0
Dedt. the expense of laying on board of ship at 16/- p ch. Est.----------------------------£6000.0.0
Net annual profits--------------------------------£2000.0.0
The unexpired term of the lease being 16 years nearly and allowing a purchase r
£10% p annum interest the capital to be liquidated & repaid in the same time the
above annual profits of £2000 is worth in present cash------------------------------------------------------------------------------ £15633.0.0
The dead stock, such as engines, machines, Staith, w. way wagons and other materials
amounting p valuation to £2985 upon which sum allowing £5% p annum int. is worth------------£1300.0.0
Present Value of the Colliery-------------------------------------------------------------------- £16933.0.0
In the above estimate of the colliery I have considered the price of coals @ 20/- p cha.
(being the price they have generally sold for) altho’ the selling price at present is 24/p cha. But I consider the present rise of price will not be upheld, therefore have not
calculated upon it; nor are the book debts for and against the colliery noticed in the
above estimate.
Should any of the present proprietors of the colliery be inclined to dispose of their
shares the two following restrictions will have to be attended to.
1st That leave must be obtained from His Grace the Duke of Northumberland for such
purpose as a clause exists in the colliery lease, which prohibits the present proprietors
from selling their shares without first having obtained such licence.
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2nd
The present proprietors to have the refusal of whatever share there may be to be sold
in preference to any other person or persons agreeable to the partnership deed.
According to the foregoing estimate & statement the value of the colliery in present
cash appears to be worth £16933 5/16 of which is worth £5291.11.3
John Watson
Willington House
Nov. 3rd 1803
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An Estimate of the Expense of working a Ten of coals (or 418 bolls) at Plessey
Colliery and putting them on board ship August 12th 1779
s
d
Common working which Robert Smith has to do-----------------------------------------------3
Putting do. for horse & driver-----------------------------------------------------------------------1
3
Hardways & walls holing p score-----------------------------------------------------------------11/2
Overman’s wages p score---------------------------------------------------------------------------1 1/2
Oil & candles-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------23/4
Onsetter & double working----------------------------------------------------------------------13/4
Props & shovels p score-----------------------------------------------------------------------------1
Smith work p score for sharping picks upholding mells, wedges, shovels & corf
bowes
Shoeing gin & underground horses--------------------------------------------------------------21/4
Wright for upholding sleds & common repairs of gins p score---------------------------½

Drawing 45 fathoms @ 13/4 p score for every 5 fathoms------------------------------------1
33/4
Corving p score---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------31/4
Wailers & heap shovellers-------------------------------------------------------------------------11/4
Ropes p score------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
Banksman & horse p score-------------------------------------------------------------------------4
Upholding stock p do.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------2

Unforeseen expenses p score---------------------------------------------------------------------11/4
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7

8

£

s

d

Ten 6xx 10 = Ten at 7s 8d p ------------------------------------------------------------------ 3

5

2

Small coals left underground upon an average p Ten-----------------------------------

2

6

Sinking & drifting p Ten------------------------------------------------------------------------

2

Screening coals above ground p Ten--------------------------------------------------------

1

Smith & wright work p do.---------------------------------------------------------------------

1

6

Enginemen 1s 9d coals for engine @ 50 bolls p day wear & tear of engine
2d p Ten---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7

3

Contingents underground such as pumping water setting through Troubles
Driving levels etc p Ten-------------------------------------------------------------------------

1

Contingents above ground such as leading Mason work labourers etc.----------

1

Agency p Ten--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2

Binding pitmen p Ten---------------------------------------------------------------------------

2

Unforeseen accidents & expenses p Ten--------------------------------------------------

2

Carried up--------------------------------- £ 4

7

5
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£ s
d
Brot. Forward-------------------------- 4 7
5
Leading 22 wagons at 15d per gate which is a Ten------------------------------------------------ 1 7
6
Wayleave paid to Sir john Dalaval £300 per year per Ten--------------------------------------6
Wagon way upholding with wood and workmanship 5 miles p Ten-------------------------7
6
Upholding wagons per Ten----------------------------------------------------------------------------3
6
Expenses at Staith p Ten including agency there------------------------------------------------5
1
Total expense of a Ten of coals---------------------------------------------------------------------- 6 17
0
A ten of coals is equal to 171/2 chaldrons @ 13 p chald. Or 13 chaldrons of London

Coals @ 15d p chaldron £9.15.0-----------------------------------------------------------------6
And 41/2 small coal @ 7d p do. 1.11.6
Profit p Ten---------------------6
171/2 chas. £11.6.6

11 6
4 9

NB the proportion the round coals bear to the small is nearly as 13 is to 41/2 so that selling
the coals as they come to bank @ 13s per chaldron is much the same.
Robt. Smith
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An Estimate of the Expense to win Heworth Colliery by Erecting an Engine in Mr Brandling’s
Felling Estate--£
s d
Sinking an Engine pit from the surface to the Thill of the Upper Main Coal Seam
With timber 61 fathoms-----------------------------------------------------------------------600
Driving a drift from Mr Brandling’s Engine Pit at the 40 Fathom cistern 30 yards
@ 20s per yard with timber------------------------------------------------------------------30
Sinking gin ropes and other materials-----------------------------------------------------50
Building a Fire Engine complete with pumps & 76 inch cylinder etc.-------------2500
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3180
Driving a stone drift from Mr Brandling’s east boundary 200 yds. Into Heworth
Estate @ 30s per yard with leading stones etc.---------------------------------------300
Keeping the Fire engine the time of driving 40 weeks @ 15s per----------------600
Sinking a coal pit suppose 65 fathoms 10 feet diameter with timber-----------1500
Keeping the Fire Engine the time of sinking the coal pits suppose 50 fathoms
30 weeks---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------450
6030
Building two coal gins----------------------------------------------------------------------Laying a wagon way and making battaries-------------------------------------------Building 4 wagons to lead coals @ 15p-----------------------------------------------Twenty six horses to draw and lead the coals @ £12 p with Gears------------Building a Staith----------------------------------------------------------------------------Time to complete the same--------------------------------------------------------------

140
200
60
312
600
1970
9312

Sinking the Engine Pit and erecting the engine 36 weeks
Do. And drifting to the East Boundary---------- 120 do.
Drifting into Heworth as above------------------ 40 do.
Sinking the coal pit after the bore hole is made-30 do.
52 226
4 years 18 weeks
Chr. Bedlington
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Ship Coals vended in the River Tyne in 1770
Lord Ravensworth and partners-------------------------------------------------

Chaldrons
56773

The representatives of Lady Winsdor-----------------------------------------33127
Mr Simpson (Pontop)-------------------------------------------------------------19411
Busblades----------------------------------------------------------------------------12333
Whitefield----------------------------------------------------------------------------15236
Duke of Northumberland--------------------------------------------------------13186
Mr Bell & co. (Throckley)--------------------------------------------------------14686
Mr Gibson & (Willington)-------------------------------------------------------14142
Mr Cramlington & Co. (Holywell)---------------------------------------------10432
Wylam-------------------------------------------------------------------------------11327
Mrs Montague (Denton) -------------------------------------------------------14162
Byker---------------------------------------------------------------------------------12973
Walker-------------------------------------------------------------------------------18255
Mrs Ormston & Co. Parkmoor----------------------------------------------13214
Sir Thos. Clavering-------------------------------------------------------------5121
Mr Waters (Hedley Fell)------------------------------------------------------10291
Top Moor------------------------------------------------------------------------9111
Preston Moor--------------------------------------------------------------------15505
299285
Lord Ravensworth ------------------------------------------------------------25989
Marley Hill----------------------------------------------------------------------7144
Mr Pit---------------------------------------------------------------------------16979
Chirton-------------------------------------------------------------------------16430
Total------------365827
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Ship Coals Vended in the River Tyne 1779
Lord Ravensworth & partners------------------------------------------The representatives of Lady Winsdor--------------------------------Mr Simpson (Pontop)---------------------------------------------------Busblades ------------------------------------------------------------------Whitefield------------------------------------------------------------------Duke of Northumberland----------------------------------------------Mr Bell & co. (Throckley)----------------------------------------------Mr Gibson & co. (Willington)----------------------------------------Mr Cramlington (Holywell)--------------------------------------------Wylam----------------------------------------------------------------------Mrs Montagu (Denton)-------------------------------------------------Byker------------------------------------------------------------------------Walker---------------------------------------------------------------------Mrs Ormston & co. (Parkmoor)--------------------------------------Sir Thos. Clavering-------------------------------------------------------Mr Waters (Hedley Fell)-----------------------------------------------Top Moor-----------------------------------------------------------------

Preston Moor----------------------------------------------------------Lord Ravensworth--------------------------------------------------------Mr Pit------------------------------------------------------------------------Chirton------------------------------------------------------------------------

Chaldrons
45542
25817
14065
9014
12981
10871
11517
11686
7395
8753
12176
11369
20995
10362
2929
7366
7450
230288
12143
23996
14693
15014

Marley Hill------------------------------------------------------------------Total----------------

6539
304673
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Ship Coals Vended in the River Tyne 1780
Chaldrons
Lord Ravensworth & partners------------------------------------48446
The representatives of Lady Winsdor--------------------------25589
Mr Simpsons (Pontop)----------------------------------------------15021
Mr Silvertop (Busblades and Whitfield)------------------------23452
Duke of Northumberland (Walbottle & Preston Moor)----26121
Mr Bell & co. (Throckley)------------------------------------------11528
Mr Gibson & Co (Willington)----------------------------------11754
Mr Cramlington (Holy Well Main)---------------------------4989
Wylam--------------------------------------------------------------6340
Mrs Montague (Denton)--------------------------------------11531
Byker----------------------------------------------------------------10833
Mr Ormston & co. (Park moor)------------------------------8842
Mr Brandling (Felling)-----------------------------------------8139
Top Moor---------------------------------------------------------8917
Mr Waters (Hedley Fell)--------------------------------------2856
226350
Fenton------------------------------------------------------------3159
Walker--------------------------------------------------------------20496
Lord Ravensworth-----------------------------------------------25994
Marley Hill---------------------------------------------------------6321
Mr Pitt-------------------------------------------------------------17629
Chirton------------------------------------------------------------7695
Total----- 307692
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An Account of Coals Wrought out of Benwell and East Denton Collieries from Dec. 31st 1778
to and with Dec. 31st 1779
Close pit Benwell Close pit Denton Union pit Denton
Benwell
Scores
Scores
Scores
Scores
January 14th -------------------------1 -------------------------139--------------- 106------------168
Do. 28th ------------------------------2--------------------------216
128
225
February 11th --------------------- 3-------------------------196
100
188
Do. 25th ---------------------------- 4-------------------------220
106
225
March 11th ----------------------- 5--------------------------230
96
220
Do. 25th -------------------------- 6 -------------------------237
102
242

April 8th -------------------------196
Do. 22nd ------------------------222
May 6th -------------------------221
Do. 20th -------------------------230
June 3rd ------------------------211
Do. 17th------------------------219
July 1st ------------------------174
Do. 15th ----------------------208
Do. 29th ---------------------223
August 12th ----------------184
Do. 26th -------------------220
September 9th ----------202
Do. 23rd ------------------184
October 7th --------------108
Do. 21st -------------------110
November 1st -----------189
Do. 18th ------------------180
December 2nd ---------173
Do. 23rd ----------------303
Do. 31st ------------------------

7---------------------------

193

100

8--------------------------

236

96

9 ------------------------

231

108

10 -------------------------

212

104

11 -------------------------

218

88

12 ------------------------

230

88

13 ------------------------

205

75

14 ------------------------

223

58

15 -------------------------

224

57

16

24.10

163.10

71

17

55.10

170.10

69

18

80

138

67

19

185

------------

100

20

194

------------

126

21

126

-------------

101

22

195

-------------

128

23

164

-------------

120

24

180

--------------

160

25

302

---------------

280

26 -----------

---------------

48

1506

3701

2682

5105
To 15068 score 5105 score = 6611 score at 11 score to a Ten 601 Tens Total wrought out of
Benwell Liberty
To 3701 & 2682=6383 at 11 to a Ten 580 Tens 120 bolls Total wrought out of East Denton
Liberty
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Dr & Mrs Elizabeth Montague to the Executors of Wm. Archdeacon esq. Deceased
To coals wrought out of Benwell Liberty from Dec. 31st 1778 to and with Dec. 31st 1179----604 Tens

-

Deduct for two Tens delivered Mr Shafto-------------------------------------------------------------------2
Do. 12 Tens for the engine p agreement-------------------------------------------------------------------12 but charged @ 10s per ten----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 14
587 @ 28s p----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- £821.16.0d
To 12 Tens @ 10s p-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6
0 0
To coals wrought out of East Denton Liberty from Dec. 31st 1778 to and with Dec. 31st 1779580 Tens 120 Bolls
Deduct for 42 Tens burnt by the engine etc.--------------------------------------------------------------42
538.120
The executors entitled to 1/3 part of 530 Tens 120 Bolls = 107.288 @ 32s p £172.4.111/2
Short of the Certain-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 27.15.03/4
1027.16.0
Executor Christopher Bedlington
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Chirton Colliery Dec. 8th 1783
An estimate to ascertain the expense the coals will cost delivered into the ships 1784 for the
Stuble & Hill Pit
Working 300 score per fortnight equal in a year to 7500 score including hewing, driving,
wailing, smith, corving teaming water etc. @ 7s p score--------------------------------------------2625.0.0
Contingent charges for do. Such as carpenter work, leading pitmen’s coals, mason smith
Work, keeping the wagon way & wagons (exclusive of wood) £17 p fortnight---------------442
Keeping 76 horses to draw the coals & water etc. @ £30 p annum each (included
Failures) additional horses which must necessarily be bought----------------------------------- 2280
72
Now 7500 score (exclusive of pitmen’s fire coals 266 chas.) leading the same @ 9d p-575.9.3
And 15359 chaldrons will be nearly 838 Tens @ 23/6d p Ten---------------------------------948.13.0
Lord Carlisle’s certain rent for the Engine----------------------------------------------------------100
Mr Milbank’s wayleave & damage of ground----------------------------------------------------107.4.0
Ageing about --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------250
Timber of all kinds-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------260
Ropes of all sorts gins & tubs for drawing water----------------------------------------------210
Damage & spoil ground exclusive of what is paid to Mr Milbank---------------------------40

Staith expenses £2 p fortnight----------------------------------------------------------------------52
7962.6.3
Suppose the coals sold in the following proportions
11650 chas. of round coals @ 11s 6d ---------------------------------------------------------£6698.15.0
4669 do. Of London @ 10s 6d----------------------------------------------------------------876.11.6
2040 do. Of small sundries @ 6s 0d -------------------------------------------------------612
Profit --------224.13.3
NB The calculation is exclusive of the interest of the value of the stock or failure of sinking or
drifting
Suppose more pains are taken with the coals I am of opinion they may be sold as under
15359 chaldrons
11250 chas. of round coastways @ 11s 6d p ---------------------------------------------- £7593.15.0
1069 do. of do. of London @ 12s 6d -------------------------------------------------------668.2.6
2340 to salt pans others & small coals @ 6s p-------------------------------------------702
700 to landsale @ 9s p -----------------------------------------------------------------------343
9278.17.6
Difference 1316.11.3
Christ. Bedlington
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Joseph Liddell esq. is possession 3/8 of this colliery
Edward Collingwood esq.-------- 2/8 of do.
Mr Lawson --------------------------2/8 of do.
Jn. Burdon esq.--------------------- 1/16 of do.
Mrs Montague--------------------- 1/16 of do.
The present lease is now I n possession of Mr Burdon esq. of Hardwick and John Harrison
esq. of Claden for the term of 31 years which expires at Candlemas 1785 at the prices
undermentiomed
Colliery rent--------------------------- 16s p Ten each Ten 440 Bolls
Wayleave to Staith Collingwood & Lawson------------- 6s 6d
Do. Duke of Northumberland------------------------------ 1s 6d
Sir Ralph Milbank----------------------------------------------100 p annum
Do. Carlisle------------------------------------------------------ 100 p do.
26/- total p Ten
Mr Collingwood has offered to let Mr Burdon Hardwick and Mr Liddell has offered to take a
further lease of the colliery and coalmines for the term of 31 years to commence at
Candlemas 1784 at the following terms viz.
Colliery rent ---------------------------------------------- 22s p Ten
Wayleave & Staith is Collingwood’s----------------- 6 p Ten
Jn Lawson esq. suppose-------------------------------- 1 p do.
Duke of Northumberland suppose----------------- 2 p do.
31 p Ten
NB The colliery rent makes no difference to Mr Liddell if he works his own share. Mr
Collingwood, Mr. Liddell, Mr. Burdon as proprietors must apply to the Duke of
Northumberland for the renewal of their leases for wayleave.
It is not necessary to apply to the Earl of Carlisle or Sir Ralph Milbank as the colliery under
their grounds will be nearly wrought out at the expiration of the present lease.

I am of opinion Mr Liddell cannot fix anything positively with Mr Collingwood until he has
had a conference with Mr Burdon , nor even then until the Duke of Northumberland be
agreed with for wayleave every other matter must be conditionally.
C Bedlington
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Chirton Colliery December 2nd 1783
£ s d
Tuesday Pit
Horses for drawing water
To keeping the barrow way underground 60 shifts------------------------------------ 3 10
Finding candles for do.-----------------------------------------------------------------------5
Teaming water 2 weeks @10s 6d---------------------------------------------------------- 1 1
Driving the gin horses 42 days @ 10d p-------------------------------------------------- 1 15
Five men 2 weeks bed money---------------------------------------------------------3
Thos & Jn Potts 2 weeks @ 10s 6d---------------------------------------------------9
Wm Saunders 2 do.---@ 3s------------------------------------------------------------6
Twenty days @ 14d p--------------------------------------------------------------------1 3 4
Five quarts of oil @ 9d p--------------------------------------------------------------3 9
Eight carts of coals @1s 10d---------------------------------------------------------14 8
Thomas Taylor 2s 6d house rent--------------------------------------------------2 6
9 15 3
Hill Pit
To keeping the barrow way 83 shifts @ 14d----------------------------------4 16 10
Finding candles do------------------------------------------------------------------6 11
Jer. Davidson & partners---------------------------------------------------------1 8
Jn. Young 12 days @ 14d--------------------------------------------------------14
George Swaler 16 days drawing water @ 18d p--------------------------1
4
Driving the gin horses 47 days @ 10d p-------------------------------------1 19 2
James Curry 2 weeks @ 2s 6d-------------------------------------------------5
George Jobling 1 shift------------------------------------------------------------1 2
Four quarts of oil @ 9d----------------------------------------------------------3
Taking up the scaffold 2 weeks @ 9d p-------------------------------------1 6
Banksman short charge the last pay-----------------------------------------8 1
11
7 8
Tuesday Pit to draw the water
Twelve horses to draw the water
150 bolls of oats consumed weekly
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To corving 243 scores @ 41/2d p-------------------------------------------------------Contingents----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

£
4
5

s d
11 1
15 10
6 11

Smith work on 243 scores @ 2d p---------------------------------------£2.0.6d
Contingents------------------------------------------------------------------ £1.8.2d

Six horse keepers 2 weeks---------------------------------------------------------Two Jehoe men----------------------------------------------------------------------Carpenter work ----------------------------------------------------------------------

3

8

4
1
2

8
4
4

8

Thos. Pott’s note--------------------------------------------------------------------Jn. Vary Mason----------------------------------------------------------------------Thos Pott’s do.----------------------------------------------------------------------

1
2
2
£13

7
7
8
19

8
5
2
3

Coals sold for 11s coastways
To get the quantity of small coals sold to the salt pans yearly , yearly quantity delivered to
the workmen agents & others to measure the w. ways.
Round coals vended 8677 chaldrons from January 1st to and with Nov. 19th
Small vend do vended 127 keels 611 do.
9828 total chaldrons
Pan coal 1094 chas.
£
s
d
Staith expenses -----------------------------------------------------------------------1
17
Formerly--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 402 14 11
Leading this pay------------------------------------------------------------------------ 12 15
9
417 7
8
Pitmen
Sixty households & ten fothers yearly
Twenty do.--------& ten do.
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An account of the charge of working Chirton Colliery for the use of John Burdon esq. from
Nov 5th to and with 19th of Nov. 1783
£
s d
John Gowland and partners for working 116 score of coals at Tuesday
Pit 2/4d makes 8050 score of coals since the 25th January 1783-------- 13 10 8
Driving the underground horses 110 days @ 1/- p------------------------- 5 10
Keeping the lamps 2 weeks @ 1/- p-------------------------------------------12 6
Wet working 7 ramble 24 days @ 2d p trap doors 45 days @ 6d p----- 1
6 6
Heap shovelling 2 weeks 6/- calling 2 weeks @ 4/- double work
20 days 3d--------------------------------------------------------------------------1 5
Driving the gin horses 18 days @ 8d holing walls 34 days @ 10d----2
4
Finding oil for 116 scores of coals @ 1/------------------------------------14 6
Overman 2 weeks wages @ 8/----------------------------------------------16
Shift work at sundries---------------------------------------------------------9 15 3
Thos Laidler corving 116 scores @ 41/2d----------------------------------2
3 6
Banksman sledging 116 scores @ 21/2d----------------------------------1 4 2
Wailing the coals 47 days @ 6d-------------------------------------------1 3
6
Mark Harrison smith work 116 scores @ 2d---------------------------19 4
£41 1 3
Jn. Sheldon for working 127 scores of coals at the Hill Pit @ 2s 4d
1262 scores since 5th June 1783-------------------------------------------Driving the underground horses 91 days @ 1/- p--------------------Keeping the lamps 2 weeks @ 2s setting on cowes 28 days @ 14dSouth headways 13 days ‘ 18d wet work and ramble 32 days @ 2d pHoling walls 14 days @ 10d-------------------------------------------------Driving the gin horses 36 days @8d trap doors 57 days @ 6d------Finding oil for 127 scores @ 1/2d-----------------------------------------Overman 2 weeks wages @12/--------------------------------------------

14
4
1
1
2
1

6
4
11
5
3 10
11
8
12
6
15 10
4

Shift work wrought at sundries--------------------------------------------Thos. Laidler corving 127 scores @ 41/2d-------------------------------Banksman sledging 127 do. Of do. @ 21/2d----------------------------Wailing 12 days @ 10d p 35 days @ 6d p------------------------------Mark Harrison for smith work 127 scores @ 2d---------------------Above------------------------

Contingent charge
Wrights, labourers and one wagon man-------------------------------Carpenter work wrought at sundries------------------------------------Carried forward----------

11
2
1
1
1
44
44
85

6
2
94

7
7
6
7
1
10
1
11

8
7
5
6
2
6
3
9

11
4
7

3
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Brought forward
Mark Harrison for smith work at sundries------------------------------------Robert Southern attending the casts at pit 2 weeks @ 6/- --------------Sundry carts leading workmen’s coals-----------------------------------------Thomas Potts for smith work----------------------------------------------------John Narvey for mason work----------------------------------------------------Thos. Laidler for leading coals----------------------------------------------------Half year’s wayleave rent due to Ralph Milbank at Martinmas 1782----

£ s
94 7
1 8
12
1 17
1 7
2 7
15
53 12
70 16

Stable charge
Six horse keepers 2 weeks wages @ 44/- -----------------------------------4
Two jehoe men 2 weeks @ 12/------------------------------------------------1
Thos Potts shoeing gin horses-------------------------------------------------2
A black gelding rising 6 years old bought of Geo. Duxfield-------------6
Four hundred and forty three bolls of oats @ 4/4d bought of sundries- 95
110
Staith charge
Leading 341 wagons of coals @ 9d from 5th of November to and with
9th December 1783------------------------------------------------------------------ 12
Attending the gates £4.10s Edward Metcalf expenses 7s---------------1
14
Coals wrought from 1st January 1783 with a 20 peck corf
262
260
244
211---333
200---53
212---64
234---32
145---31
217---43
200—57
185—45
138—55—37
193—54---43

d
2
11
8
5
10
3

8
4
8 2
15
19 8
14 10

15 9
17
12 9

190---49---49
213----9---49
192---------107
104---------123
191---------106
178---------111
181---------153
155---------167
120---------163
110---------127
4338 321 1217 to and with 19th November 1783
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An Estimate of the expense to win the Felling Colliery belonging to Charles Brandling esq.
April 30th 1777
£ s d £
s d
Sinking
Sinking a coal pit to the stone head boring two holes with timber etc.
Being cash already distributed--------------------------------------------------230
Sinking the engine pit to the stone head with timber 48 fathoms @
£7 per--------------------------------------------------------------------------------126
Do. From the stone head to the coal 50 fathoms suppose 15 fathoms
To be sunk without the engine @ £5 per-----------------------------------75
Sinking 35 fathoms with the engine @ £10 per---------------------------350
Keeping the engine the time of sinking with coals, leather plugmen
& all repairs 60 weeks @ £16 per ------------------------------------------960
Cutting cistern & Bunton holes---------------------------------------------50
1941
Driving a delivery drift 200 yards @ 16/-s per --------------------------160
Fire Engines
Building an engine house with timber etc.----------------------------120
One cylinder 74 inches diameter with piston and bottom--------163
Two cylinder beams & other timber in the house------------------50
Two boilers each 15 feet diameter------------------------------------300
Regulating beam gudgeon & other iron work at the beam-----50
Brap regulating flap with iron springs and all other brass cocks30
Two main chains and all other iron work------------------------140
Carpenter work for erection only-------------------------------------65
One hundred fathoms of metal pumps 13 inches diameter
Including windbore working barrel etc @ £5 p--------------------500
Injection steam gauge & other pipes (lead) -----------------------40
Jack head beam with iron gear about it----------------------------10
Crab rope ground and other ropes-----------------------------------160
Holwell jack head and pit cistern-------------------------------------30
Spears, buckets and clacks--------------------------------------------25
Grates & fire door frames------------------------------------------------45
26 fathoms of jack head pumps including w. barrel----------------78
Contingents about the engine and pit unforeseen-----------------94
Carried forward---------------

1900
£4001
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Brought forward----------------------------------------------------------- £ s d
One sinking gin 18 feet dia.---------------------------------------------- 25
One coal gin 32 feet do.-------------------------------------------------- 55
Leading materials and labouring work during the time of
Winning the colliery------------------------------------------------------ 150
Four horses kept for sinking gins (suppose 18 months)--------- 110
Ropes, tubs etc. at the time of sinking----------------------------50
Laying a w. way and making batteries to the Staith with a
Lading spout (exclusive of the Staith) --------------------------130
Driving between the engine and coal pits at sundry times as
occasion requires ------------------------------------------------------50
Building 4 wagons to lead the coals @£15----------------------60
Four wagon horses for do. -------------------------------------------60
Nails flannel oil, candles and other contingents------------- 290
980
Sinking a coal pit from the surface with timber 68 fathoms------------ 380
5331
Suppose two engines are required will cost p other side---------------- 3611
£8942

£

s

d
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An Estimate of the expense to win Benwell Colliery in the Beaumont Seam of Coal July 16th
1777
£ s
d
Sinking an Engine pit to the stone head 10 fathoms @£7----------------------------------- 70
Do. from the stone head to the coal 24 fathoms suppose 45 fathoms ( sunk
without the engine) and timber £7 p------------------------------------------------------------ 105
Sunk 19 fathoms with the engine @ 312 p--------------------------------------------------- 228
Timbering 19 fathoms @ £3---------------------------------------------------------------------- 57
Keeping the engine during time of sinking with coals, oil, leather, labour &
Repairs 30 weeks @ £42-----------------------------------------------------------------------360
Cutting cistern bunton holes (suppose)-----------------------------------------------------40
Driving a delivery drift 400 yards @ 12/- p------------------------------------------------240
1100
Fire Engine
Building an engine house (complete with timber)-------------------------------------160
One cylinder 54 ins diameter with piston etc & unbored----------------------------120
Two boilers each 12 feet diameter--------------------------------------------------------240
Regulating beam gudgeon and other ironwork about it------------------------------50
Brass regulating flap coacks & other brass work --------------------------------------20
Two main chains and other iron work----------------------------------------------------150
Carpenter work for erection only---------------------------------------------------------60
Thirty two fathoms of metal pumps 17 inches diameter with windbore working
Barrel etc @ £6p fathom---------------------------------------------------------------------192
Cylinder beams with other timber at the pit & house--------------------------------60
Injection steam & gauge pipes (lead)----------------------------------------------------40
Crap rope ground and small ropes--------------------------------------------------------90
Jackhead beam with iron gear about it---------------------------------------------------10

Hotwell jack head and pit cistern---------------------------------------------------------Grates & firedoor frames --------------------------------------------------------------------Twenty fathoms of jackhead pumps with w barrel @ £3p--------------------------Spears buckets and clacks------------------------------------------------------------------Contingents unforeseen about the engine etc.-----------------------------------------

One sinking gin 18 feet diameter--------------------------------------------------------One coal gin 28 feet do.-------------------------------------------------------------------Leading materials & labouring work---------------------------------------------------Sinking a coal pit from the surface with timber 46 fathoms---------------------Four horses kept 18 months for sinking-----------------------------------------------

30
40
60
25
103
1450
25
45
150
135
110
465
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Brought forward-----------------------------------------------------------------------Ropes tubs etc. for the use of sinking--------------------------------------------Laying a wagon way & building a Staith with four keel berths--------------Building six wagons to lead the coals @15p------------------------------------Foyr wagon horse for do. @ £15 p------------------------------------------------Nails, flannel, oil and other contingents-----------------------------------------

3015
60
360
90
60
165
735
3750
As there are many unforeseen accidents to attend the winning of collieries this may
probably cost (if another engine be erected) £6000.
The above engines will discharge from the bottom of the delivery drift 4 feet 11 inch setts of
pumps or-------------- 872 (?) per hour
Deduct a ¼ part for failure of buckets and clacks loss of time etc. about ¼ ----- 218
654
hundreds(?) p hour
Benwell
A R P
Stubble wood farm--------------------------- 60
30
Spittle flat do.--------------------------------- 57 2 25
Battery Cooks do. --------------------------- 51 1 30
Boat Green do.------------------------------4 3 20
Factory---------------------------------------4 1 11
178 1 34 total
Signed Chr. Bedlington

Wat-2-8-p362
An estimate of the expense to work Benwell Colliery in the Beaumont seam of coal July 1777
Hewing, putting, overmanship smith work and all other expenses underground with wailing
shovelling etc. @ 7/- per score 10 scores per Ten with a 16 peck corf
£ s d
To £3 10s p Ten or 1000 Tens supposed to be vended yearly
3500
Keeping the fire engines with coals, attendance and repairs 3600 p annum----- 800
Workmen and agents fire coal p annum-------------------------------------------------50
Binding money to the pitmen---------------------------------------------------------------- 120

Leading coals to the Staith 6s p chaldron or 17.500----------------------------------Wagon way wagons & laying new branches------------------------------------------Agency-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Staith expense exclusive of spout money-------------------------------------------Sinking and drifting with timber-------------------------------------------------------Keeping trapdoors suppose 6p day @ 6s p 3s---------------------------------------Leading materials, removing gins and other expenses---------------------------Damage and spoil of ground to the tenants -----------------------------------------

437.10
160
150
60
200
45
107.10
20
5650.0.0

Sold as under
16,000 chaldrons to London marked at 13/- p---------------------------- ------------ 10,400
1,500 {do. of small ‘ 5/- p exclusive of the coals consumed by the engine}
375 10.775
Profit p annum exclusive of the colliery rent
£5.125
Dedt. For colliery rent 1000 Tens @ 25/- p £1250
First seam £4000 sunk @ £10% ----------400
2000-----do------@ £5 p do.-----------------100
1.750
£3375
Neat profit per annum after making allowance for interest of the money in winning the
colliery & 25s p Ten colliery rent
A copy
Signed
Christ. Bedlington
Wat-2-8-p363
An estimate of the Expense to win Gateshead Park Colliery with an additional Fire engine in
the Adventure Pit
£
d
A regulating beam--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 60
Two main chains out of repair------------------------------------------------------------------ 22
One cylinder 62 inches diameter with the bottom to be bored ------------------------ 90
Part of the cylinder beams (and part of the springs) ---------------------------------------- 15
Iron geer for Y and working geer ---------------------------------------------------------------- 4
Brass cocks of different kinds --------------------------------------------------------------------- 16
Two boilers--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 170
Crown tree and sheives for sheer legs---------------------------------------------------------5
Fire door frame and plate -------------------------------------------------------------------------2
Iron offtake joints and bottom rods----------------------------------------------------------35
Fath metal pumps 12 inch diameter fath wood 12 inches diameter --------------------}
Two working barrels 12 inches diameter ------------------------------------------------------ } 190
Regulating place with brass flap etc.------------------------------------------------------------4
Building an engine house setting the boilers etc -------------------------------------------- 130
Cutting out the foundation and driving a level to take of the boiler water ----------- 10
Timber ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------45
Additional smith work ----------------------------------------------------------------------------90
Plumber work exclusive of cocks etc ------------------------------------------------------------ 56
Two setts of bars and grates for the furnace------------------------------------------------23

s

10

10
10
10
10

Crab ropes two ground ropes and other ropes -------------------------------------------70
Two cylinders---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------15
Leading materials ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 35
Carpenter work -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------40
Cutting the level for the cistern for the Adventure Pit-----------------------------------25
Driving the oftake drift with timber 50 yards @ 12 p---------------------------------------- 30
Driving a stone drift from the Adventure pit to the engine -----------------------------45
Sinking the Engine Pit and keeping the Engine during the time 16 fathoms @£12
P fathom ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 192
Contingents unforeseen boring the cylinder------------------------------------------------40
10
Additional pumps and shifting ----------------------------------------------------------------50
£1480
Wat-2-8-p364
An Estimate of the Expense to win Heworth Colliery by erecting an Engine in Mr Brandling’s
Felling
Estate January 6th 1780
£
s
d
Sinking an Engine pit from the Thill of the Upper Main Coal Seam with
Timber 61 fathoms -------------------------------------------------------------------600
Driving a drift from Mr Brandling’s Engine Pit at the 40 fathoms cistern
30 yards @ 20s p with timber--------------------------------------------------------- 30
Sinking gin ropes and other materials ---------------------------------------------- 50
Building a fire engine complete with a 76 inch cylinder with pumps etc --- 2500
3180
Driving a stone drift from Mr Brandling’s east boundary 200 yards in
Heworth Estate ‘ 30p with leading stones etc----------------------------------Keeping the fire engine the time of driving 40 weeks @ £15 p----------Sinking a coal pit suppose 85 fathoms 10 feet diameter with timber etc Keeping the fire engine the time of sinking the coal pits suppose 50
Fathoms 30 weeks---------------------------------------------------------------------

Building two coal gins-----------------------------------------------------------Laying a wagon way and making batteries ---------------------------------Building 4 wagons to lead the coals @ £12 p with gear ------------------Building a Staith --------------------------------------------------------------------Contingents --------------------------------------------------------------------------

Time to complete the same
Sinking the Engine pit and erecting the engine -------36 weeks
Do. and drifting to the east boundary-------------------120 do.
Drifting into Heworth as above --------------------------- 40 do.
Sinking the coal pit after the borehole is got --------- 30 do.
226 weeks or 4 years & 18 weeks

300
600
1500
450
2850
140
200
312
600
658
1970
3180
2850
£8000

Wat-2-8-p365
North Biddick May 10th 1783
An Estimate to win this Colliery near the Haugh Pit
A Fire Engine complete with a 74 inch cylinder & three 15 feet boilers ---- £2400
Sinking the Engine pit suppose 2 years
£
s d
Twelve sinkers p week ------------------------------------------------------------- 12 4
Candles etc. p do. ------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
Coals for the engine 20 chaldrons @ 6/- p chaldron ---------------------- 6
Ten Engine men @ 10/- each p week ----------------------------------------- 5
Oil, leather, muds etc. ------------------------------------------------------------ 5 10
Smith work and repairs --------------------------------------------------------6
30 14
Now 104 weeks (or two years) @ £30.14.0 p week----------------------Ropes of all sorts ----------------------------------------------------------------Timber & deals exclusive of the engine -----------------------------------Boring and sinking a coal pit 90 fathoms (with timber) ---------------Two coal gins with ropes etc.------------------------------------------------Ridding out the middle and fortune pits (dry) --------------------Drawing out the waste water & securing the old pits against the
floods -------------------------------------------------------------------------Making the Maudlin coal waste ready-------------------------------Wagon ways and loading spout ---------------------------------------Barrow ways trams etc. --------------------------------------------------Six coal wagons @ £14 p ------------------------------------------------Labouring work and unforeseen contingents with agency ------Horses hay and corn to set the colliery to work -------------------Binding the pitmen for one year ---------------------------------------

3190
350
500
700
200
300

400
150
200
120
84
500
600
150
£10194

Wat-2-8p366
An Estimate of the expense to win the said Colliery by erecting on the middle Pit a fire
engine
£
s
d
A fire engine complete with a 72 inch cylinder and three 14 feet boilers
2200
Ground ropes and other ropes-----------------------------------------------------250
Suppose 10 months to draw out the water
Coals 25 chaldrons p week @ 6/- p chaldron------------------------------------7 10
Eight engine men @10/- ---------------------------------------------------------------4
Oil leather candles etc.-----------------------------------------------------------------5 10
Smith work wear & tear----------------------------------------------------------------3 10
£ 20 10
Now 40 weeks (or 10 months) @ £20.10.0 p week ---------------------------820
Ridding out the middle & fortune pits (workmanship)
345
Sinking the east pit 28 fathoms (with timber)---------------------------------145
Two coal gins with ropes etc---------------------------------------------------------170
Drawing the water with horses the time of fixing the first set of pumps
(suppose 2 months) -------------------------------------------------------------------160
Making the maudlin coal waste ready with stoppings, trap doors etc. (suppose) - 150

Laying the wagon way branches etc. 600 yards @ 4/- s------------------------------Making a loading spout ----------------------------------------------------------------------Trams, barrow ways etc. --------------------------------------------------------------------Six coal wagons @ £14 p --------------------------------------------------------------------------Driving a water level pit from the middle pit headways to the Haugh Pit with
Brattice etc. 300 yards @ 30/- p-------------------------------------------------------------Sinking the Haugh Pit to the Main Coal Seam with timber etc. 80 fathoms------Horses hay and corn to set the colliery to work-----------------------------------------Binding the pitmen for one year------------------------------------------------------------Labouring work & other contingents-------------------------------------------------------

120
20
120
84
450
400
600
150
250
£6434

Wat-2-8-p367
A copy signed Christopher Bedlington, George Johnson William Gibson
There was a short report recommending the winning to be made at the middle pit, but it
was lost, therefore could not insert it above.
Wat-2-8-p368
Crake Scarr Colliery June 1st 1788
An Account of coals wrought from December 31st 1779
To and with December 31st 1780------------------------------------------------------------------- 1783
scores
From December 31st 1780 to & with Dec 31st 1784------------------------------------ 1896 do
From do.-----31st ----1784-----------------do 31st 1782---------------------------------- 1775 do
From do. ----31st----- 1782 to & with do.—31st 1783----------------------------------- 1663 do.
4/ 7117
1797 mean
quantity
Wrought yearly @ 8 corves to a fother = 4942 fothers or 39534 corves & sold thus round
coals 34592 corves @ 2d p -----£288.5.4
Small do. 4942 do. @ 1d p 20.11.10
39534
£308.17.2
This colliery belongs to Ralph Lodge esq.
Let it to John Perkin and John Hardy for £80 a year they also to give and lead gratis thirty
fothers of coal annually to Ralph Lodge esq. at Barnard Castle.
The term to be six years commencing Martinmas 1784. To have liberty to work as many
coals as specified in the former agreement which is more than they have ever vended.
A copy signed
Chr. Bedlington
George Green
Wat-2-8-p369
Butter Knowle Colliery July 10th 1780
An Estimate of the yearly value on rent of the said Colliery in the County of Durham
belonging to Robt. Lodge esq. wrought by Mr Longstaff
Quantity Wrot. Yearly 3480 scores
s
d

£

Suppose 2000 score of the above are sold at 3d p corf--------------------------------------- 555
10
1460 do. Of do. Sold at 2d p do.-------------------------------------------------------------------- 271
6
8
£826
16
8
Costs as under viz.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hewing 3480 score @ 8d p----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 116
Putting 3480 ditto @ 7d p----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 101
10
Overmanship candle etc. 2d p---------------------------------------------------------------------29
Barrow ways trams props & deals---------------------------------------------------------------30
Sinking p annum-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------10
Pumping and saving water ------------------------------------------------------------------------15
Damage and spoil of ground ----------------------------------------------------------------------10
One horse and driver to draw the coals -------------------------------------------------------30
Making and repairing the roads -------------------------------------------------------------------15
Gins ropes smith work and corving 2d p score ------------------------------------------------29
Banking and attending ------------------------------------------------------------------------------40
Contingents unforeseen----------------------------------------------------------------------------20
445.10.0
Profit and rent
381 6 8
We are of opinion that the rent to be paid to Robert Lodge esq. for this colliery ought to be
12d p score of 8 peck corves which will leave sufficient profit to undertaker.
A copy signed C Bedlington C Nixon
Wat-2-8-p370
Gateshead Park Colliery
An Estimate of the expense of laying the coals upon the Staith compared with what they sell
for
Hewing Driving Watering Headways Drawing and laying the coals upon bank @ 4s 10d p
chaldron
£
s
d
Now 1800 chaldrons @ 4s 10d is -----------------------------------------------------------------4350
Keeping the engine p annum without coals --------------------------------------------------- 380
Upholding wright work----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 80
Ropes of all kinds ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------40
Leading chaldrons @ 6d p----------------------------------------------------------------------360
Keeping wagon ways and wagons new branches ----------------------------------------90
Staith expenses making in etc.----------------------------------------------------------------250
Agents at the colliery and office salary-----------------------------------------------------140
Binding the pitmen and expenses in shifting ---------------------------------------------95
Leading materials to the colliery etc.-------------------------------------------------------145
Sinking and drifting -----------------------------------------------------------------------------100
Damage of ground -----------------------------------------------------------------------------30
Colliery rent -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------765
£6845

Suppose the coals sold as under
Round coals upon a mean after paying
8500 chas. Coasways---------@ 9/8 p------------------------------------------------------- £4126.0.10
3900 do. Round London-----@ 8/6d p ---------------------------------------------------- 1698.2.4
2000 do. Landsale -----------@ 9/- p -----------------------------------------------------900.0.0
2000 do. Small---------------- @ 4/- p ----------------------------------------------------400.0.0
18000
£7124.3.4
The coals sold as above will leave p annum -------------------------------------------£ 279.0.4
Chr. Bedlington
Wat-2-8-p371
An Estimate of the Expense of Working Walker Hill Colliery and laying the coals upon the
Staith Dec 4th 1784
Success Pit
£ s d
Underground charge on 18666 chas. @ 4s p---------------------------------------------- 3733.4 0
Keeping the fire and machine engine with coal and attendance-------------------480
Ropes oil and candles etc.--------------------------------------------------------------------157
Workmen and agents fire coal, binding money to the pitmen house rents etc---- 205
Leading coals to the Staith 17571 chaldrons @ 8d p-------------------------------------- 585. 14.0
Timber iron props etc. --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 276. 10.0
Leading materials -------------------------------------------------------------------------------40
Wagon way and wagons 958 tens @ 4s 6d p --------------------------------------------- 215.11.0
Agency p annum ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------90
Colliery rent on 848 ¼ Tens @ 35 s per ------------------------------------------------------ 1484.17.6
Wayleave rent to Sir Matthew White Ridley 1018 Tens @ 2s 6d p ------------------ 127.5.0
Unforeseen contingents------------------------------------------------------------------------80
£7790
This is 9s per chaldron on all coals and after all allowing 1/6 of the quantity to be small the
difference of the price will make the round coals @ 10s per chaldron laying upon the Staith
all London coals.
Wat-2-8-p 372
An Estimate of the Expense to win Chirton Colliery upon the Hill Pit October 20th 1784
£ s d
Fire engine complete with 60 fathoms of pumps and a 52 inch cylinder --1200
An offtake drift ---------------------------------------------------------------------------80
Staith to purchase ----------------------------------------------------------------------360
A water wheel to draw the coals --------------------------------------------------340
Wagon ways -----------------------------------------------------------------------------420
Six coal wagons @ 312 p------------------------------------------------------------72
Twenty underground horses ---------------------------------------------------------180
Six wagons do. -------------------------------------------------------------------------80
Sledges, mauls, wedges etc.---------------------------------------------------------150
Stock of hay and corn----------------------------------------------------------------400
Contingents -----------------------------------------------------------------------------200
Total cash to be advanced £3482
Materials to be sent from Sattleside
One fire engine to draw the coals ------------------------------------------------320
Eight coal wagons --------------------------------------------------------------------96

One gin -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Carts, mauls, wedges, shovels and other materials --------------------------546
£4028

30
100

Wat-2-8-p373
Park Moor Colliery January 30th 1784
New Wagon Way
£ s d
Suppose the first sum expended to complete the same cost £1400 @ 7s
p chaldron p annum ---------------------------------------------------------------------98
Wayleave and Staith rent upon 500 Tens suppose 4s p Ten-------------------100
Damage & spoil of ground -------------------------------------------------------------20
Keeping & upholding the new wagon way and Staith including timber
Ballasting gatekeepers, cylinders and all other work--------------------------246
Staith expenses of (exclusive of making Inn Coals trimming etc-------------52
Spoutage on 4000 chaldrons p annum--------------------------------------------25
Per annum
£541
By spoutage on 4000 chaldrons @ 6/-------------------------------------------------100
By abatement on leading 8750 chaldrons @ 1/- p--------------------------------36. 9. 2.
By loss for the use of the new wagon way so long as any coal remains
Unwrought in Gateshead Low Fell---------------------------------------------------404.10.10.
£541
Wat-2-8-p374
Walbottle Moor Colliery February 6th 1785
An Estimate to sink the Engine pit from the depth of 20 fathoms below Tyne Level Drift to
the Splint Coal Seam and sink two coal pits
£ s d
Sinking the Engine Pit 16 fathoms with keeping the fire engine during the
Time (leather oil candles, wrights etc.@ £12 p fathom-----------------------192
!7 fathoms of 13 inch pumps, spears, buckets, clacks etc.-------------------120
Cutting out a cistern hole at 20 fathoms below Tyne Level with buntons
Cistern, fixing etc.---------------------------------------------------------------------30
Timber, deals, brattice etc.----------------------------------------------------------40
Smith work including all iron------------------------------------------------50
Driving a drift to the success pit with keeping the engine 110 yards
With brattice etc @ 12d p----------------------------------------------------66
Sinking the Success Pit 32 fathoms with boring, timber etc @ £5 p---- 160
Coal ropes gin ropes ground ropes, and other ropes during the time
Of winning the colliery----------------------------------------------------------100
Leading materials attending the execution of the business and other
Contingents-----------------------------------------------------------------------100
Total £1098
NB His Grace to find small coals the time of performing the above business.
The price per Ten of working and leading the Splint Coal ought to be fixed before anything is
done towards winning the same otherwise sinking the Engine pit to said seam may raise
additional feeders of water that will increase the expense of working the Upper Seam now
contracted for Messrs. Cramlington & Bedlington are ready to work the said seam by the Ten
the price to be ascertained by two indifferent persons.

Wat-2-8-p375
Throckley Colliery May 4th 1785
An estimate of the Expense of laying the coals upon the Staith
Underground Charges
£
d
Hewing in the Splint Coal Seam & a 14 peck corf ---------------------------------------------Putting upon a mean ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
Drawing ------do.----------------- 25 fathoms -----------------------------------------------------61/4
Setting on the pits finding candles etc.------------------------------------------------------------41/2
Banking out (horse included)---------------------------------------------------------------------------21/2
Wailing & Screening--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
Props deals etc.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3
Dykes & Troubles ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
Corving------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------21/4
Upholding gins etc---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

s
2
1

¾

Ropes------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------½

5 3
Then if 363/4 bolls : 5s 4d : 418 bolls will give
3
1
Drawing water per annum £145 will be per Ten ------------------------------------------------ 101/2
Colliery rent per Ten & wayleave------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
Damage of ground -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------6
Leading per Ten 21 bolls for 15d-----------------------------------------------------------------1
4 10
Wagon ways and wagons---------------------------------------------------------------------------61/2
Agency per annum £140 will be per Ten -------------------------------------------------------9
Staith expense making Inn etc. -------------------------------------------------------------------2
Leading materials------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4
Iron & timber not included above for new work--------------------------------------------6
Binding pitmen etc.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------6
Sinking & drifting ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------3

1
2
3

6
2
3
1
1
2
2

Unforeseen contingents ---------------------------------------------------------------------------8
£6

13

This is 7s 7d per chaldron on all coals
George Green

Wat-2-8-p376
1st Chirton Colliery April 14th 1785
1st Leading the coals to the Staith by carts.
Leading charge 5d per fother on 15d per chaldron on 800 Tens yearly £680.0.0
Ways and charges 4s per Ten --------------------on----- do.------------------ 160
1040
nd
2 By a wagon way
Wayleave to Edwd. Collingwood esq. (suppose) 3s per Ten
Mr Lawson-------------------------------------------------2s.10
Duke of Northumberland ---------------------------- 1s.6
Keeping wagon way & wagons -------------------- 4s
Leading charge 7d per chaldron------------------ 10s 6d per Ten
Now 800 Tens yearly @ £1.1.10------------------ 873.6.8
Difference £166.13.4
A copy signed
Christ. Bedlington
Wat-2-8-p377
Sheriff Hill Colliery June 23rd 1785
An Estimate of the Expense to win the Upper Main Coal Seam and Yard Coal Seam on the
south side of the Geo. Pit Dyke
£
s d
Sinking the George Pit to the Six Quarter Coal 30 fathoms @ £5 p fathom
Driving a Stone Drift from the George pit thro’ the Dyke to the south east or dip of
Colliery 660 yards @ 26s per yard --------------------------------------------------------------Sinking a pit to the Yard Coal seam with timber etc 98 fathoms------------------------Laying & levelling wagon way 900 yards------------------------------------------------------The stone drift afterwards to be continued to the boundary being 350 yards more
At 20 s per yard ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This sum is exclusive of
the expense of erecting a machine to draw the coals

150
858
700
200
1908
350
£2258

Quantity of coal on the south side of the said Dyke
Upper Main Coal Seam 170 acres height of clean coal 5 feet will produce 2689 chaldrons per
acre = to ---------------------------457.130 chaldrons
Loss in working about ½ part 228.565
Leaves 228.565
Yard Coal Seam 180 acres height of Clean
Coal 3 feet will produce 1613 chaldrons p acre = 290.340
Loss in working ¼ part ----------------------------------72.585
Leaves 217.755
Total 446.320

Then suppose 16000 chaldrons be wrought per annum it will last near 28 years
A copy signed
Chr Bedlington
Wat-2-8-p378
Sheriff Hill Colliery December 12th 1785
An Estimate to work this Colliery and put the coals into keels supposing the vend to be
22000 chaldrons annually
Fan Pit in the Yard Coal Seam
£ s
d
Hewing with a 16 peck corf p score ------------------------------------------------------------2
6
Putting upon a mean -------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
3
Overmen, finding oils, candle and craneman-----------------------------------------------Onsetter ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Drawing by a machine including ropes -------------------------------------------------------1
Banking out (horse included)---------------------------------------------------------------------Props, barrow ways, deals, and underground wagon ways------------------------------Smiths 1 ½ Corving 31/2 --------------------------------------------------------------------------Wright work upholding trams, wagons etc------------------------------------------------Wailing and screening----------------------------------------------------------------------------31/2
Leading water, driving levels and setting over Troubles---------------------------------Unforeseen contingents -------------------------------------------------------------------------11/2
Total
8
Now suppose this seam affords 1/5 part small coals then it will take 13xx.co.13
to be a Ten (or 440 bolls) @ 8s 6d p score as above--------------------------------------- 5 16
101/2
Leading to the Staith (10d for 21 bolls) will be per ton---------------------------------17
51/2
Smith work at the wagons and finding wood and wheels-----------------------------1
Wright work upholding the wagons---------------------------------------------------------Wagon way upholding -------------------------------------------------------------------------4
Damage of ground -------------------------------------------------------------------------------Colliery and wayleave rent --------------------------------------------------------------------19
Binding the pitmen -----------------------------------------------------------------------------3
Keeping the engine £250 per annum (exclusive of coals)----------------------------4
Leading materials -------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
Staith expenses making in coals etc.-------------------------------------------------------3
Agency p annum £140 will be per Ten------------------------------------------------------2
Unforeseen contingents ---------------------------------------------------------------------1
Total per Ten £8 17
1
This is 9s 8d per chaldron on the Round Coals, supposing the Small left at the pits being
unvendable

9
1
1
3
5
5
1

3

6

8
7
6
6
6
3

9

Wat-2-8-p 379
Edge Pit in the Low Main Coal Seam
£
d
Hewing with a 20 peck corf per score-----------------------------------------------------------10
Putting upon a mean -------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
Overman, finding oil candles and craneman ------------------------------------------------8
Drawing with a machine ropes included -----------------------------------------------------1
Sledging out (horse included)-------------------------------------------------------------------33/4
Wailing and screening ---------------------------------------------------------------------------31/4
Props, deals, barrow ways etc.---------------------------------------------------------------4
Smith 11/4 corving 31/4 --------------------------------------------------------------------------Wright working, upholding, trams, wagons, wagon way -----------------------------2
Pumping & leading water setting thro’ the Troubles etc.------------------------------31/2
Unforeseen contingents ------------------------------------------------------------------------21/4
£0 7
Now suppose all those coals are led to the Staith and vended it will take
8xx 16 co. to be a Ten (or 440 bolls) @ 7s 9d per score is---------------------3 8
21/2
Leading and other expenses (see other side)--------------------------------------3
21/2
6 8
This is 7s per chaldron on all coals supposing them as above to be led to
The Staith and vended
George Pit in the Upper Main Coal Seam
Hewing with a 20 peck corf per score---------------------------------------------Putting upon a mean----------------------------------------------------------------Overman, finding oil, candles and craneman----------------------------------81/2
Onsetter------------------------------------------------------------------------------Drawing and horses --------------------------------------------------------------Sledging and horse included--------------------------------------------------Wailing and screening --------------------------------------------------------------Wright work at gins, sledge, underground wagon way and ways---------Props, spelkins etc.------------------------------------------------------------------Ropes for the gin -------------------------------------------------------------------Setting thro’ Troubles driving narrow bords etc.----------------------------Smith 13/4 corving 33/4 --------------------------------------------------------------

2
2

2

s
1
2

1

5

9

5

6
5

1
2
4
4
3
2
2
3
5

Unforeseen contingents ----------------------------------------------------------£0
Wa-2-8-p380
Then suppose the coals wrought being 22,000 chas. be vended as below
Round Coals
From the Fan Pit to London 7,500 ch.
The Edge Pit---- do.--------- 7,500
15,000 @ 10s 81/2 p cha.---------------------- £8034 5s
The do. to Coastways---- 3000 @ 11 81/2 p do.------------------------ 1756 5s
The do. To Landsale ----- 4000 @ 10 p –do. ------------------------ 2000
22000
11787 10s
Small coals from the Edge Pit to sundries 2000 chas.----4s 6d p---- 450
Do. For workmen and waste-----------------400 2,400
24,400
12237 10s
Then the expense upon the Fan Coals 7,500 chas. @ 9s 8d p
£3625
-----------------do.---upon the Edge----do. 16900 @ 7s p-------5915
Profit £2697

10

21/2
0

0d

9540

Wat-28-p381
An Estimate of the quantity of coal remaining unwrought on the south side of the Dyke near
the George Pit
Tens
Tens
Viz Upper Main Coal Seam------------------------------------------------------------------ 12485
Yard Coal Seam-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 12124
24609
NB the Six Quarter and the Five Quarter coal seams are all whole but under level of the
present Fire Engine
On the north side of the Dyke
Viz Yard Coal Seam to the North Dyke 191 acres
Suppose wrought by the old workings 20 do. 171266 Tens p ac 11286
NB This coal will be all wrought at the Fan and a new pit to be sunk to the north
Six Quarter Coal not good
Five do. Coal seam 176 acres at 70 Tens per acre 12320
To be wrought as the Yard Coal Seam (see above)
Five Quarter Coal pillars to be wrought at the Edge 20 acres---------600
Low Main Coal Seam at the Bess Pit --------------------------------------- 200
Low do. At the Edge Fan & new North Pit 221 acres------------------ 22400
46506
71115
To the north of the Main Dyke towards the turnpike gate viz. Yard Coal Seam the level of the
present Fire Engine------------------------------------------------------------------- 2772
73887
Five Quarter and Low Main Coal seams under level-------------- 7140
Do.-------------do.-----------------do. On the south side of the Ten Fathom Dyke 30600
37740
Total 111627
This estimate made wholly by WB and signed
Chr. Bedlington

Wat-2-8-p382
Sheriff Hill Colliery Nov 12th 1786
Yard Coal Fan Pit Coal costs at present laying upon the Staith after taking out 1/3 part of
Small ------------------------------------------------------------------------9s 9d per Chaldron
Upper Main Coal Pit after taking out 1/6 do.----- 9s per do.
Low Main do. Edge Pit after taking out 1/7 do.---8s per do.
Will cost if no Small Coals are taken out
Yard Coal Fan Pit p chaldron -------------------------8 s
Upper Main do. George Pit p do.---------------------8
Low Main Coal Edge Pit p do.-------------------------7

5d
1

Vend Nov. 1st 1786
Round coals to London 12945 chaldrons
-----do. To Coastways-- 180 do.
13125
16000 total
Supposed vend next year Round Coals 20000
Geo Green
Wat-2-8-p383
Walker Hill Colliery August 20th 1785
An Estimate of the quantity of coal remaining unwrought and which may probably be got as
under,
1st Sir John Lawson’s Estate
To London 8600 chaldrons @ 15s p £6450
Coastways 9900 do.
@ 12s p 5940
Small
2700 do.
@ 4s p 540
12930
21200
2nd In Endeavour Pit
The pillars in this Pit are considerably better than expected therefore in all probability the
quantity got will be------To London 4000 chas. @ 15s p ch. £3000
Coastways 10500 do. @ 12s p do. 6300
Small 2500 do. @ 4s p do.---------500
9800
17000
22730
Suppose Sir John Lawson’s coals cost upon the Staith 9s p per chaldron upon 21200---£9540
Ridding out the Recovery Pit timbering the same and removing the machine ------------- 350
Loss the time of winning to the north ----------------------------------------------------------------- 150
Walker Coals on Endeavour Pit 17000 chas. @ 7s 6d p cha. Exclusive of the rent---------6375
16415
6313

21200 chas
17000 do.
Total 38200 exclusive of the quantity of small coals consumed at
the fire engine.
It is uncertain whether the whole coal in Sir John Lawson’s Estate can be won or not , if not
will reduce the profit 8600 chas. @ 6s p 2500
£3735
The above is the state of this colliery. This estimate is made on a supposition that every
saving scheme is taken in working and managing the Colliery. The Recovery Pit will have to
opened for the convenience of an air course as soon as the north headways advances about
200 yards further to discover the state of the pillars.
Chr. Bedlington
Wat-2-8-p384
Brockwell Colliery Nov 28th 1785
Upper or Stone Coal at various depths but suppose where the winning might be made------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Fath yds ft
ins
15
From Stone Coal to the Five Quarter coal seam ---------------------------------From Five Quarter Coal to the Three Qtr. Do.------------------------------------From Three Quarter Coal to the Brockwell Seam---------------------------------

3
1 1
8 1
28
Stone Coal height 2ft 7in Strong coal works round has one small band in her. Principal seam
at Whitefield.
Five Quarter coal ----3 – Rather tender coal works chinly but good in quality, is wrought at
Whitefield and mixed with the Stone Coal.
Three Quarter Coal ---2-3 never wrought in Whitefield
Brockwell do.--- 3-2 Wrought in Barlow fell and now working in Grand Moor and good in
quality.
To win the said Colliery—
£ s d
Driving 25 yards of Stone Drift @ 12/-------------------------------------------------- 15
Do. 250 do. of coal do. @ 2/6 ----------------------------------------------------------- 31 15
Sinking a stapple 10 fathoms @ 21/---------------------------------------------------- 10 10
Do. ---a coal pit 28 do.----@ 30/---------------------------------------------------------- 42
Timbering do.----6---do----@ 40/---------------------------------------------------- 12
Boring do.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------6
60
Sinking other two coal pits---------------------------------------------------------120
237 5 0
Levelling the way and making loads--------------------------------------------------22 15 0
Carried forwd. £260
Wat-2-8-p 385
Brought forward-----------------------------------------------------------------£260
Three coal gins -----------------------------------------------------------------

80

Three pair of pit ropes ------------------------------------------------------- 25
One pair of sinking do. -----------------------------------------------------2 10
Leading materials ------------------------------------------------------------- 30
Buildings to be made --------------------------------------------------------- 140
Mells, wedges, trams, hacks etc. ----------------------------------------60
Barrow ways, deals, props etc.--------------------------------------------- 40
Forty corves, bowes etc.----------------------------------------------------- 14
Smiths, tools, bellows, anvils etc.----------------------------------------20
Levelling the pit heaps ------------------------------------------------------- 20
Fifteen fathoms of bore rods @ 17s 6d-------------------------------5 12 6
Kettle & man tubs---------------------------------------------------------2 10
Contingents ---------------------------------------------------------------26 7 6

469

Levelling and laying three miles of wagon way------------------------------------------------ 1200
Building 32 coal wagons @ 14 p----------------------------------------------------------------- 448
Do---1 ballast ----do.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------9
Building a Staith with 4 keel berths & ongate------------------------------------------------- 500
Agency during the winning------------------------------------------------------------------------- 160
Horses hay and corn (if the drawing etc. is not let)------------------------------------------ 400
Total £3439
To work the coals and lay them upon the Staith------s d
Hewing with a 16 peck corf per score
1 8
Putting upon a mean -----------------------------------------------1
Overman, finding oil, candles, headways etc.------------------61/4
Props and barrow way keeping ------------------------------------21/2
Sttting thro’ Troubles, leading water etc. -----------------------1
Wailing and screening ------------------------------------------------21/4
Drawing on an average ------------------------------------------------8
Upholding gins, trams, etc.-----------------------------------------11/4
Smith 1d corvings 3d ropes 1d -------------------------------------5
Sledging out (horse included) -------------------------------------3
Unforeseen contingencies ----------------------------------------2
5
4
Wat-2-8-p386
£ s d
Now 11 score is a Ten (or 440 bolls) @ 5s 4d p score--------- 2 18 8
Leading to the Staith 24 bolls for 2s will be per Ten ----------- 1 16 8
Sinking and drifting Do.------------------------------------------3
Upholding wagon way 6 miles @ 2s 6d Ten per mile ----15
Do. -------wagons --------do. ------------p Ten -----------------2
Damage of ground at the colliery wagon way etc. p Ten-9
Agency at the colliery ------------------------------------------3
6
Staith expenses making in coal etc.---------------------------2
3
Unforeseen contingents ----------------------------------------1
5
Workmen’s and agents fire coals -----------------------------1
Colliery rent --------------------------------------------------------13
Wayleave ditto to Lord Cooper suppose----------2s 6d
Aire esq. do.----------------------------------------------5
Teasdale etc ---------------------------------------------3

10 6
1 6
9
£7.10.0
Then suppose 800nTens be wrought yearly at £7.10.0 per Ten--- £6000
And 11733 chas. of round coals be sold @ 13s
Dedt. Pm & fitting ------------------------------ 2s 6d
10s 6d -----£6159.16.6
Total 2933 chs. Of Small Coals ------------@ 6s-------------879 18.0
7039.14.6
£1039.14.6
Binding the pitmen-------------------------------------------------Leading materials do.----------------------------------------------

Or suppose the working charge as above £6000
And 14466 chas of coals sold @ 9s 8d clear--------------------------7088.11.4
£1088.11.4
Geo. Ggreen
Wat-2-8-p387
Gateshead Park Colliery Feb 6th 1786
An Estimate of the expense to work the above Colliery and put the coals into ships or Keels
compared with what they sell for---s
d
hewing with a 20 peck corf (including wet & double working) ramble etc p score 2
8
Overman, finding oils coal, candles etc.----------------------------------------------------10
Onsetter--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------½
Putting horse & driver (on a mean)----------------------------------------------------------2
9
Drawing -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
Sledging out man and horse -----------------------------------------------------------------33/4
Underground sledge and wagon way expense ----------------------------------------2
Props, deals, etc. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------4
Sledges, gins & underground wagons upholding -----------------------------------------¾
Ropes for the gins --------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
Wailing and screening ---------------------------------------------------------------------------4
Smith 13/4 corving 31/2 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------51/4
Settimg through Troubles driving narrow bords etc.--------------------------------------2
Unforeseen contingents --------------------------------------------------------------------------¾
9
4
Now 8 sco. 16 co. is a Ten (or 440 bolls) @ 9s 4d p score------------------------------- £4.2.11/2
Leading to the Staith 16 wagons 8 bolls or a Ten @ 6d p wagon---------------------8.91/2
Upholding the wagons, wood, smith & workmanship-----------------------------------1.5
Do wagon way------------------------do. P Ten-------------------------------------------------1.8
Damage of ground for wagon way & colliery-----------------------------------------------9
Colliery & wayleave rent ( to HJ Ellison esq.)------------------------------------------------17
Binding the pitmen --------------------------------------------------------------------------------1.6
Keeping both engines exclusive of coals ----------------------------------------------------9.6
Leading materials ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------9

Agency p annum £100 is p Ten ----------------------------------------------------------------1.4
Staith expenses ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1.6
Upholding stock (new work) ------------------------------------------------------------------2
Unforeseen contingents -------------------------------------------------------------------------1
Total per Ten
£6.8.9
NB This is 7s 01/4 p chaldron on all coals

Wat-2-8-p388
It appears per other side that the expense of working and leading and putting them into
keels is 7s 01/4 per chaldron supposing the quantity wrought yearly be 28000 chaldrons
Round and Small and vended as below.
As it is impossible to say exactly what quantity will be vended to London and what
Coastways, I shall suppose them to be as under.
Round Coals
£ s
d
To London---------------------------------9000 chas. @ 11s 9d p chald.----------------------- 5287 10
Coastways ------------------------------- 9000 do. @ 12s 9d p do.-------------------------5737 10
Landsale---------------------------------- 3500 do. @ 9s p do.-------------------------------- 1575
18000
Small Coals
To cinder ovens etc. ------------- 3500 chas.----- @ 4s p cha.---------------------------- 700
Consumed by engines etc. ------3000 do.
6500
Total quantity wrot.
28000-------------------------------------------- 13300
Then the expense of working 28000 chas @ 7s 01/4 p ----------------------- 9829.3.0
Difference or profit
£3470.16.8
London price p chaldron 15s
Dedd. P----m 2s
Fitting-------1s 3d 3s 3d
11s 9d see above
Deducted fitting etc-------1s 3d 12s 9d do.
Should the quantity vended Coastways be less than supposed above, it will make very little
difference in the profit as the coasting vessels are mostly load at the Staith spout and for
which they pay sixpence per chaldron over and above the price set forth in this estimate.

Wat-2-8-p389
Blackburn in Lancashire February 11th 1786
An Estimate of the Expense to bore a hole there, being about 130 miles from Newcastle --for Mr Fielding
£ s
d
Boring 30 fathoms including sinking perhaps three or four fathoms -------------------------25
Two borers going and coming including their expenses ----------------------------------------- 4 4
Carriage of bore rods etc. from Newcastle---------------------------------------------------------- 1 1
George Rawling going and returning ----------------------------------------------------------------- 3
13 6

George Green do. 7 days -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5 5
Messrs Rawling and Green’s expenses on the journey, chaise hire of suppose----------- 10
£49.
3. 6
NB This estimate given to Joseph Lamb esq. who is to send it to Mr Fielding and receive his
answer
George Green
Wat-2-8-p390
Sheriff Hill Colliery May 20th 1787
An Estimate of the expense of working the said Colliery and putting the coals into the keels
etc. Quantity vended 20000 chaldrons
Fan Pit in the Yard Coal Seam
-s
d
Hewing with a 16 peck corf per score -------------------------------------------------------------- 2
6
Small coals thrown by underground --------------------------------------------------------------2
Double working wet, narrow bords and coal drifts -------------------------------------------3
Putting on a mean for 4 years --------------------------------------------------------------------- 2
Overman for finding oil, candles and headways ---------------------------------------------8
Onsetter and cranemen ---------------------------------------------------------------------------2
Trap doors keeping -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------½
Wailing and screening ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------4
Drawing with a machine including ropes ---------------------------------------------------------- 1
4
Banking out (horse included) ------------------------------------------------------------------------3
Corving ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3
Props, barroways, wagon way upholding---------------------------------------------------------3
Trams and wagons upholding and other smith and wright work --------------------------3
Cutting levels, leading water etc ------------------------------------------------------------------2
Unforeseen contingents ------------------------------------------------------------------------------11/2
8
9
total per score
£ s
d
Now 11 score to a Ten (or 440 bolls) @ 8s 9 p score ---------------------------------------- 4 16
3
Leading to the Staith (p Ten) being 11s per 22 bolls -----------------------------------------18
4
Upholding wagon way being near three miles ------------------------------------------------6
3
Upholding wagons -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
6
Damage of ground ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------6
Tentale rent to Henry Ellison esq.------------------------------------------------- 17s----------}
Wayleave do. to do. ------------------------------------------------------------------2s ----------}
19
Small coals for tuns ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1

Leading materials ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6
Pitmen’s binding money ---------------------------------------------------------------------------9
Sinking and drifting ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Keeping the Great Engine (exclusive of the coals at the old heaps) ---------------------Pitmen’s fire coal ----------------------------------------------------------------------------Upholding stock buildings etc. ----------------------------------------------------------Staith expenses making in coals etc.---------------------------------------------------3
Agency at the colliery & Newcastle etc.------------------------------------------------2
8 6
This is 9s per chaldron

1
2
2
7
1
2
6
5
0

Wat-2-8-391Edge Pit Low Main Coal Seam

hewing with a 20 peck corf p score -----------------------------------------------------------Putting on a mean for six years ----------------------------------------------------------------Overman for finding oils, candles, headways etc. ----------------------------------------Craneman and onsetter --------------------------------------------------------------------------Driving with a machine including ropes -----------------------------------------------------Sledging out (horse included) -----------------------------------------------------------------Wailing and screening --------------------------------------------------------------------------Props, deals and a sledgeway ---------------------------------------------------------------Smith 2d corving 2d --------------------------------------------------------------------------Wright work upholding wagons, sledges etc. ------------------------------------------Narrow bords, trapdoors etc. --------------------------------------------------------------Pumping and leading thro’ water and setting thro’ Troubles ---------------------Unforeseen contingents --------------------------------------------------------------------

s d
2 4
2 3
8
2
1 6
4
3
3
6
2
2
3
2
9s per

score
£
Now 8xx 16 co. to a Ten (or 440 bolls) @ 9s per score------------------------------ 3
Leading, rent, agency etc per other side ---------------------------------------------- 3

s d
19 2
9 9

Then suppose the quantity to be wrought annually 20000 chaldrons and vended thus--------£ s d
At Low Staith 13000 chaldrons @ 11s 8d per chal.-------------------------------7583 6 8
Landsale ------4500---Do.-------@ 9s 3d per do.--------------------------------- 2081 5
Small---------- 2000---do------- @ 4s per
do.-------------------------------400
Workmen engine etc. 500 ---do
20000
10064 11 8
The above will cost working etc as below
Yard coal 10000 chaldrons------ @ 9s--------------------------------------------- 4500
Low Main do. 10000 do.--------@ 8s 2d---------------------------------------- 4083
£8583 16 8
Difference on profit
£1480 15
Signed George Green

Wat-2-8-p 392
A Calculation to win Fenham and Benwell Collieries 1765
Will probably require and engine with a cylinder of 72 inches which with boiler etc will cost£2000
Sinking 20 fathoms @ £10 & 55 fathoms @ £55 -------------------------------------------------------2950
Sinking two coal pits ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------400
Agents and other contingents --------------------------------------------------------------------------650
First sum viz. £6000 @ £10 % on 1000 Tens is p Ten-----------------------------------------------£0
12 0
Keeping the engine £600 p an. On 1000 Tens yearly --------------------------------------------- 1
Working ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3
Leading p Ten ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8
Way and wagons ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4
Wayleave and Staith room --------------------------------------------------------------------------6
Sinking and drifting gins and ropes ----------------------------------------------------------------Staith charge and agency ----------------------------------------------------------------------------Laying 2 miles of wagon way building 10 wagons and a Staith ----------------------------6
Extra expenses ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4

11

£ 7 10
0 pTen
Or 8s 53/4 per chaldron
Robert Shafto & William Ord esq. (viz)
Mr Ord to erect a fire engine of a 48 inch cylinder at a place on Benwell estate at his own
expense to raise the water 16 fathoms that is from 14 fathoms that is from 14 fathoms
below the river paying Mr Shafto 20 s p annum for ground rent and spoil of ground which
engine will cost Mr Ord 1200
To 150 yards of drift jointly----------------Mr Shafto £75--------------------------75
To sinking the engine pit jointly----------------------- 150--------------------------150
Mr Ord a coal drift setting over Troubles 1500 yds ------------------------------ 750
Carried forward -------------------------------------------225--------------------------- 2175

Wat-2-8-p393

Brought fwd.--------------------------------------------------

Mr Shafto
£225

Mr Ord
£2175

8
5
6
8
2

Engine expense joint for 11/2 year---------------------300
Sinking 2 coal pits in Fenham -------------------------Do. One stapple in Benwell for Mr Ord’s own convenience
Sinking two coal pits in Benwell-------------------------------150
Agents and other contingencies------------------------------125
800
Then suppose Fensham works 1000 Tens per annum

300
400
100
125
3100

£ s d
The first seam viz £3100 @ £10% will be per Ten---------------------6 21/2
Half the engine expense keeping-----------------------------------------4
Working per Ten -------------------------------------------------------------- 3
Leading a chaldron wagon 8s p Ten -------------------------------------11 8
Way and wagons keeping --------------------------------------------------8 4
Wayleave and Staith room ------------------------------------------------5 6
Rent supposed ---------------------------------------------------------------- 1
Sinking, drifting, gins and ropes -----------------------------------------6
Staith charges and agency------------------------------------------------8
First sum (viz) for laying two miles of wagon way erecting a
Staith and building 10 wagons at £10 p-----------------------------2 6
Extra contingents -----------------------------------------------------2
91/2
6 15 0
Or about 7s 81/2d per chaldron
Difference in favour of making the winning in Benwell banks will be about £750 p annum
William Brown
Wat-2-8-p394
The Colliery in Stumple Wood near Benwell
September 15th 1766
The Main Coal Seam is about 4 feet 5 inches thick exclusive of 2 feet 2 inches of ground coal
which is very coarse and does not appear to have been wrought, it having been found by
boring where the other has been wrought.
It is impoosible to say with certainty what quantity of this Main Coal Seam is yet unwrought
but from the best computation that can be made there appears to be between 60 and 70
acres and therefore I shall call it 65 on a mean.
Estimate for working the above seam of coal
s d
Hewing p score with a 20 peck corf ---------------2 6
Putting on a mean -------------------------------------1 2
Overman’s wages, roadways, walls and candles-1
Props, deals, nails, sleds, trams, shovels
mauls wedges------------------------------------------10
Drawing in a mean ----------------------------------1 4

-

Corving and banking ---------------------------------8

-

Wailing, gins and ropes -----------------------------2

-

Sinking, drifting, smith wright etc.---------------4
8

£ s d
Then 9 score will be a Ten of 440 bolls @ 8s 0d----------------------------------------- 3 12
Rent supposed ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 10
Suppose the expense of winning be £4000
£2000 of which charge as sunk @ £10% -- 200
£2000 of remainder as stock @ £5% --- 100 300 per annum on 1000 Tens supposed to be
vended yearly will be per Ten ----------------------------------------------------------------------6 6
Say one fire engine @ £800 per year ----------------------------------------------------16
Staith and salaries ---------------------------------------------------------------------------6
Contingencies unforeseen ----------------------------------------------------------------4
7 10
The above Ten will be 18 ¼ chaldrons and suppose 11 chaldrons be sold at 11s 9d p chaldron
£6.9.9
4--------- ditto----------- to be sold at 8s p chaldron p do.-----------------------£1.12.0
3 ¼ ----do.----------------- be sold at 3s p-------do.------------------------------- £0.16.3
181/4 do.
£8.17.6
-Profit p Ten £1.7.6
11s 9d clear 1s 3d fittage etc. 15s best price to the masters
Wat-2-8-p395
Heddon Colliery May 20th 1789
An Estimate of the Expense of working this colliery in the Splint Coal Seam and laying the
coals upon the Staith (700 Tens vend)
s d
Hewing with a 14 peck corf per score --------------------------------------------- 2 8
Putting upon a mean ------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 2
Drawing 45 fathoms ------------------------------------------------------------------11
Overman finding candles, headways, holing walls, cutting thill etc.------7
Sledging out man and horse ---------------------------------------------------23/4
Wailing -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
Props, deals and barrow way -----------------------------------------------------3
Setting over dykes, troubles etc --------------------------------------------------2
Smith work, upholding mauls, wedges, trams etc. -------------------------11/4
Corving --------------------------------------------------------------------------------21/4
Wright work, upholding gins, trams etc. -------------------------------------1
Ropes of all kinds ------------------------------------------------------------------¾
Wet and double working, narrow bords & trap doors---------------------2
6 9
Then if 36 ¾ or 1 score : 6s 9d : 418 bolls ans. -----------------------------------------Leading 22 bolls for 14d will be per Ten -------------------------------------------------

£
3
1

s
d
16 3
2 2

Upholding the wagon way and wagons ------------------------------------------------Damage of ground -------------------------------------------------------------------------Agency £125 p annum --------------------------------------------------------------------Colliery rent 13s for 440 bolls------------------------------------------- 12s 4d
Wayleave bigge etc. ----------------------------------------------------9
Do Duke ------------------------------------------------------------------- 9
Do. Hospital -------------------------------------------------------------- 3 9
£1.5.10
Sinking and drifting ---------------------------------------------------- 4
Binding the pitmen and their fire coal --------------------------4
6
Leading materials ------------------------------------------------------- 1
6
Staith expenses -------------------------------------------------------4
Unforeseen contingents ---------------------------------------------- 1
3
New work not included within -----------------------------------2
Lesses taxes etc. ------------------------------------------------------3
£0.17.6
£7.14.7
Is 8s 10d p chaldron

8 6
10
3 6

Wat-2-8-p396
141/2 chaldrons of best coals
3 Do. of Splint do.
171/2 chaldrons to a Ten or 418 bolls which cost p other side
Suppose them to be sold as under viz.
10 chaldrons to London @ 13s 71/2 p chaldron---------------41/2 ---do----to Oversea @ 10 -- p do. -------------------------£10.2.3

£
7

s
14

d
7

6

16
1

3
10

Difference
2.7.8
Vend 600 Tens @ £2.7.8 profit or 10500 chaldrons-----------------------------£1430.0.0
Landsale Coals cost working p score------------------------------------------------ £0.6.9
Colliery rent per Ten ------------------------------- 12s 4d
Sinking and drifting -------------------------------- 4
Binding the pitmen ------------------------------- 4 6
Leading materials -------------------------------- 1 6
New work ----------------------------------------2
Unforeseen contingents --------------------1 3 £1.5.7d is p score 2s 3d
9
And sold for 6s p corf which is per score ------------------------------------ 10s 6d
Difference ------------------------------------------------------------------------1s 6d
Wat-2-8-p 397
An Estimate of the Expense to support the wagon ways and to lead coals from Heddon to
Lemington Nov 24th 178£
s d
1st by Wylam Wagon Way
To Tentale by Walbottle 750 Tens ------------------------------ @ 15d p -------------------------- 46
17 6

To Tentale to Waylam 750 do.---------------------------------- @ 20d p--------------------------- 63
5 7
To do. to Heddon 750 do. ---------------------------------------- @ 2s 71/4 p ----------------------- 97
3 7
To extra loading ashes to Heddon Runs p annum ------------------------------------------------- 40
To extra wear of rails on Heddon Way owing to the crookedness thereof------------------ 60
To leading 750 Tens @ 16d p chaldron ------------------------------------------------------------- 874
10 4
£1182
6 6
2nd By way of a new wagon way to join Throckley removing Heddon Way and laying
It down £120 @ 15 % p annum----------------------------------------------------------------------18
Purchasing a moiety of Throckley Way and Woodbridge (suppose £300 @ 15% p annum- 45
Tentale on Heddon Way to joining Throckley 750 Tens @ 20d --------------------------------- 62
10
To Ten tale on Throckley -----------------750 do.--------- @ 17d ----------------------------- ------ 53
2 4
To do. on Walbottle --------------------- 750 do. ------- @ 2s 11d --------------------------------- 109
7 4
To leading 750 Tens @ 12d p chaldron --------------------------------------------------------------- 655
17 9
Difference in favour of leading along Throckley Way p annum-------------------------------- 238
8 9
£1182
6 6
According to the above calculation it appears that Heddon owners will benefit £238.8.91/2
yearly for leading their coals down Throckley wagon way, they will also receive more
benefits by leading their coals as it is evident one horse can perform as much work in
Throckley Way with one boll of oats p week, as can be done in Heddon with three bushels.
Memd. The horse on the other way will earn 14s p week after paying the driver.
A copy
Signed
Christ. Bedlington
Wat-2-8-p398
An Estimate of the Expense of Levelling and Laying the intended wagon way from the crane
in Heddon Babks to the adjoining Throckley Wagon Way for Jos. Lambert esq. Dec 5th 1789
£ s
d
To levelling 1500 yards = 214 roods @ 1/- ------------------------------------------------------ 10 14
To laying 15000 do. of double way @ 5/- ------------------------------------------------------- 31 5
To ballasting do. 214 roods @ 2/- ----------------------------------------------------------------- 21 8
To levelling 500 yards of bye way @ 11/2d ------------------------------------------------------ 3 2
6
To laying do. @ 21/2 d -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5 4
2
To ballasting 500 yards = 71 roods @ 1s 4d ------------------------------------------------4 14
8
To pulling up the old wagon way 2000 yds. = 285 Ro. @ 5d ------------------------ 5 18
9
To leading old rails & sledges 2000 yds. = 285 Ro. @ 9d ----------------------------- 10 13 9

93 10
To pulling up and leading 508 yds Main Way
To do.------------------do.---666 do. Bye Way
1174 = 1671/2 Roods @ 14d p Ro. --------

0

9 15 5
£ 102 16 3

Wat-2-8-p399
Benwell Colliery March 11th 1789
Estimate to work the colliery in the Beaumont Seam and lay coals upon the Staith compared
with what they sold for supposing the quantity 1000 Tens of 440 bolls each wrought
annually
£

s
1
1
1

Hewing with a 16 peck corf p score -----------------------------------------------------Putting upon a mean ----------------------------------------------------------------------Drawing upon a mean 65 fathoms with a machine -------------------------------Sledging out man and horse -----------------------------------------------------------Onsetter and craneman 2d ( say a quarter wrought without them ) ---------Sledge, fins, underground wagon way & other wright work ------------------Props ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ropes for machines ---------------------------------------------------------------------Wailing and screening ----------------------------------------------------------------Smith, sharpening and upholding gear --------------------------------------------Setting thro’ Troubles, leading water etc. ------------------------------------------Trap doors keeping -----------------------------------------------------------------------Ridding the waste for air courses -----------------------------------------------------Overman, finding oils, candles 5d}
Headways, holing walls etc. ) ------------------------------------------------------------Causualities -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

½
½

9
11/4
7

Note 11 score is a Ten or 440 bolls @ 7s 3d p score ---------------------------- 3
Leading do. Being 181/3 chas. @ 6d p (suppose the third burnt)
Upholding wagons with wood, iron and labour ----------------------------------Do. Wagon way being upon a mean ¾ of a mile ----------------------------------Damage o ground suppose £25 p annum -------------------------------------------Colliery rent suppose ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
Binding the pitmen -----------------------------------------------------------------------Agency --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Leading materials workmen’s coals etc. --------------------------------------------Keeping the two engines (exclusive of coals £600 p annum ) -----------------Sinking and drifting -----------------------------------------------------------------------Staith expenses (exclusive of spouts) -----------------------------------------------Interest upon money sunk say £8000 @ £10% ------------------------------------Lessees and taxes -------------------------------------------------------------------------Unforeseen contingents -----------------------------------------------------------------Cost per Ten ------------------------------------------------------------------------------8

d
9
6
4
3
11/2
2 1/2
2
3
11/2
11/4
2

3

19 9
9
1 9
1 6
6
7
2 6
4
2 3
12
4
2 6
16
6
1 6
4 9

Wat-2-8-p400
Then suppose 1000 Tens cost working @ 4s 9d p £8237.10s 0d
And sold for to London 13000 Chaldrons @ 13s 8d p £8883.6s 8d
Do. Oversea ---------3300 do. @ 10s 8d p £ 1866.13s 4d
Burnt by engines -----1833--------------------------- 10750
1000 Tens is –18333
Profit p annum ---------------------------- £2512.10s 0d
George Green
Wat-2-8-p401
Gateshead Park Colliery July 12th 1789
I have viewed the workings of this Colliery in the different seams at various times for
some years past, from, which, and my observations on the surface, am of opinion if a
winning is intended of the Low Main Coal Seam, that it ought to be made about 200
yards south from the river side and so far N. West from the present Engine, as where
that seam lays, a little above the level of the river.
Have also made an estimate of the probable expense attending such winning that is to
erect one of the present fire engines, sink two pits to the coal, lay a wagon way to the
nearest distance to the river build a Staith etc. etc. so as to make her a current going
colliery and find it amount to near ------------------------------------- £
s d
9000
Dedt. part of the materials at present upon the colliery which
may be used in the winning------------------------------------------3000
6000
Add building two machines to draw the coals -------------------1600
Total-----------------£7600
An Estimate of the Expense of working the said seam when won
£ s d
Hewing with a 20 peck corf p score -------------------------------1 10
Overman finding oil, candles, drawing headways, holing walls
keeping the hedgeways etc. -----------------------------------------10
Narrow bords and trapdoors keeping ------------------------------2
Lampkeeper, onsetter and craneman-----------------------------3
Props, deals and sledgeway----------------------------------------4
Bricks, lime and building stoppings ------------------------------3
Leading and pumping water, drawing levels setting over Troubles
4
Wright work, upholding underground wagon, sledges etc. -------3
Drawing with a machine and ropes ---------------------------------1
4
Sledging out man and horse ------------------------------------------4
Wailing and screening -------------------------------------------------3
Smith 2d Corving 4d --------------------------------------------------6
Unforeseen contingents ----------------------------------------------4
Total £
10
Wat-2-8-p402
£
Now if 1 score or 50 bolls cost 10s then 440 bolls or a Ten will

s

d

Cost --------------------------------------------------------------4
Leading say 6d for 27 will be p Ten ------------------------8
Upholding wagon way & wagons do. ---------------------2
Damage of ground -------------------------------------------Colliery and wayleave rent ---------------------------------17
Binding the pitmen ------------------------------------------2
Sinking the stone drifting -----------------------------------2
Leading materials and workmen’s fire coals ------------1
Upholding stock, (new work) --------------------------------2
Keeping one fire engine (exclusive of coals) ------------6
Agency ---------------------------------------------------------3
Lesses and taxes ----------------------------------------------1
Staith expenses ------------------------------------------------3
Unforeseen contingents -------------------------------------3
Total p Ten £ 7 1

8
2
9
9

6
6

3
7
6

Which will be per chaldron near 8s 2d
In the above estimate I suppose the quantity wrought to be 21000 chaldrons annually
and believe the most eligible way to vend them
(thus) London and Coastways 10000
Over sea ------------------------3500
13500
Landsale
4500
18000
Small ----------------------------- 3000
21000 Total
In the present state of the trade am of opinion the coals would sell thus (p other side)
Wat-2-8-p404
£
s
London 10000 chaldrons @ 16s p ch-------- 8000
Oversea 3500 ----do. --- @ 12s p do. ------- 2100
Landsale 4500 –do ---- @ 9 s p do ------ 2025
12125

d

And would cost working
£
s
d
(thus) ------- 13500 chas. @ 9s 3d --------- 6243 15
7500 –d0. -- @ 7s 6d -------- 2812 10-------- 9056.5.0
Difference
£3068. 15.0
From the best information I can obtain tho’ perhaps not very accurate there Appears
to be about 750 acres in this Estate. And in the Salt Meadows or Corporation Ground
about 70/440
Deducted that part which lays so much to the dip of Colliery that I am doubtful it
cannot be got about -------60 acres
And for barriers -----------50—110
330 at 70 Tens per acre as equal to 23100 Tens or 423500 chaldrons which at a vend
of 21000 chaldrons p annum will last 20 years
A copy signed

Geo Green
Wat-2-8-p 405
A Calculation of laying the different Collieries upon the staiths in the River Tyne
February 8th 1788

Selling price each vend
s
d
chaldrons
High Flatworth 14
14000
Long Benton 17
26000
Willington
17
30000
Walls end
17
30000
East Benton
17
30000
Walker
17
30000
Saint Anthon’s 17
14000
Brandling Main 16
16000
Gateshead Park 17
17000
Sheriff Hill
17
14000
Teams
15
26000
Low Moor
14
14000
& Ayton Banks
Tanfield Moor
15
17000
Pontopike
14
37000
South Moor
13
22000
Neat Pontop
15
10000
Whitefield
12
8000
Denton
16
18000
West Denton
20000
Holywell Main
15
14000
Walbottle Moor
14
13000
Greenwick Moor 14
14000
Heddon Main
14
10000
Wylam Moor
14
14000

capital sunk
£
10000
25000
28000
22000
14000
25000
10000
28000
10000
14000
18000
8000

expense of laying on staith
s
d
9
10
6
10
6
10
9
6
9
6
10
9
6
8
2
8
8
8

9000
25000
20000
8000
9000
12000
4000
8000
8000
6000
5000
10000

9
9
9
10
7
8
7
8
8
8
8
9

6
9
6

9
2

Draw back up Interest @ Fittage / overmen’s expense laying on ships
Small Coals
10%
wages
s
d
s
d
s
d
£
s
d
9
1
5
1
31/2
12
51/2

1
1
1
1
1
1

9
9

1
1

6
6
6

1

2

11
10

1
1

31/4
31/2

1
1
3
1
1

5
11
8
5
6
4
11/4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3½
3½
31/2
31/2
31/2
31/2
31/2

1

1

1

31/2

1

4

1

31/2

14
14
13
12
12
13
15
11
12
11
10

5 ½
41/2
21/2
2 1/2
111/2
81/2
31/2
71/2
61/2
7½
5

1
1
1
1
1
1

9
31/4

1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
1
2

1
1
2
1
1

9
7
6

1
1

1½
21/2
10

2
91/2

1
1
1

5

1
1
1
1
1

31/2
31/2
31/2
31/2
31/2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

31/2
3½
31/2
51/2
41/2
41/2
41/2

11 41/2
12 11/2
12 91/2
9 51/2
11 31/2
10 5
12 6
11 10
11 71/2
11 71/2
11 71/2
12 111/2

Wat-2-8-p406
The Vends on the River Tyne in the Year
34 Walker
34 Willington
34 Wallsend
34 Bigges Main
62 Lidell & partners
30 Lords Mount & Beauchamp
261/2 Duke of Northumberland
26 Team
22 Mr Silvertop
22 Mr Montague
18 Byker
171/2 Gateshead Park
15 Mr Brandling
15Mr Simpson
15 Sheriff Hill
14 Mr Cramlington
131/2 Greenwick Moor
13 ½ Mr Blackett
131/2 Unsworth Main
91/2 West Denton
8 Heddon Main
8 Ryton Moor
8 Marley Hill
493
Mr Pit
Bushblades
Vended to 4th March
Total in 1789

27073
27069
26968
27073
49311
23880
21205
19740
17853
17587
14271
13933
11940
11984
11984
1117
8872
9795
10572
6745
5965
6647
6908

28605 700
-----26805 163
------26805
---- -------26805
---- -------48888 888 -------23651 5801 --------20892
217 -------20498
4 754
17344
1400 -------17344
37 ------14191
92 ------13797
454 ------11826
400 ------11826
1307 ------11826
90 ------11037
249 ------10643
410 1361
10643
560 288
10643
37 -----7490
376 369
6307
550 ----6307
400 ---6307
12 ------

388672 388672
44147 2772
17666 Custom House account
6055
412393
74237
486630

Wat-2-8-p407
1789 from 4th March Proportioned as Under
Coals to supply Proportion Oversea Amortised st 5/- Ch The shorts amortised at 3/To the trade
for each
Chas.
£ s d
£
s d
223
27028
45
11 5

223
163
223
408
197
174
--145
145
119
115
99
99
92
------89
--53
53
53
2772

27028
26968
27028
49288
23848
21066
19744
19489
19489
14310
13912
11925
11925
11129
9282
10355
10732
7121
6360
6360
6360
388672

41

10

5

45
11 5
23
5 15
32
8
139
34 15
-------------------364
91
98
24
21
15
59

20

287
548
1796

4

12

10
39

5

17

5 5
3 15
44 15
12
410
560

1 16
61 10
84

376
395

56
59

8
5

1796

269

8

5

71 15
127
449

The difference of 2/- carried to account £179.12
£449
Wat-2-8-p408
Supposing the coal on the south part of St Anthon’s Estate may be wrought to Felling
Colliery in the course of 14 years the tract of coals there remaining cannot possibly last more
than working 2 years allowing that a vend of 800 Tens can be disposed of yearly which at 10s
p Ten ( the price paid for the Low Main Coal) amounts to £400 p annum which being
considered as an annuity for the said two years commencing at the expiration of the said 14
years and allowing a purchaser £8% p annum upon the purchase money for risk of ever being
let and the hazard in working mines will be worth in present cash £233.6.8.
And allowing that Walker Colliery doth commence working that part of the remaining coal
adjoining to Walker on the east part of St Anthon’s estate allowing it to be wrought at the
same rate as that to be wrought to Felling and commencing at the expiration of 28 years it
may be supposed to last 3 years and allowing a purchaser at the same rate of interest upon his
capital will be worth ----------------------£120
Total value of the Low Main Coal Seam at St Anthon’s £353.6.8
Wat-2-8-p 409
An Estimate of the Expense of working and leading the Coals at Sheriff Hill Colliery to lay
the coals upon the Staith by the Chaldron the vend 20000 Chaldrons of ship coals
April 1804
High Main Coal
Hewing the coals with a 16 peck corf per score ----------------------------Putting the coals from workings to crane -----------------------------------Headways 2d holding walls 3d ----------------------------------------------Narrow bords 1d oil 3d candles 4d ----------------------------------------Overman and deputy wages ------------------------------------------------Finding props timber and deals --------------------------------------------

s
4
1

d
6
3
5
8
6
6

Setting on the corves at shaft and crane ------------------------------Keeping the doors 1d keeping the furnaces 4d ---------------------Setting over Troubles --------------------------------------------------Repairing air courses --------------------------------------------------Repairing the shafts ---------------------------------------------------Finding metal plates for wagon ways -------------------------------Smith work 4d wright work 2d -------------------------------------Finding bricks and lime for stoppings -----------------------------Drawing the coals 65 fathoms --------------------------------------Sledging 6d corving 6d ropes 6d -----------------------------------Wailing the coals and other attendance ---------------------------Or p chaldron --------------------------------------------------------Keeping engine and repairing water courses --------------------Binding pitmen 6d workmen’s coals 6d ------------------------Leading workmen’s coals and materials------------------------Agents salaries 3d lesses and taxes 3d -------------------------Sinking 1d contingents unforeseen 11d ------------------------Leading the coals from pits to Staith --------------------------Repairing wagon way and wagons -----------------------------Wayleave rent 4d Staith expenses 3d -------------------------Colliery rent 1s fittage 6d -----------------------------------------

3
5
1
2
2
3
6
1
1
6
8 15s p score

1
1
9
1
1

6
6
1
1

5
9
7
6

1

4 3
17s 3d p chaldron
Wat-2-8-p410
Yard Coal Seam
s
Hewing the coals with a 16 peck corf p score ------------------------4
Putting the coals from working to crane ------------------------------1
Headways 2d holing walls 4d -----------------------------------------Narrow bords 1d candles 4d oil 3d -----------------------------------Overman and deputy wages -------------------------------------------Finding props, deals and timber --------------------------------------Setting on corves at shaft and crane --------------------------------Keeping doors 4d keeping furnaces 1d -----------------------------Building and finding bricks and lime for stoppings --------------Setting over Troubles -------------------------------------------------Repairing shafts 2d repairing air courses 2d ----------------------Finding metal plates for wagon ways ------------------------------Smith work 3d wright work 2d -------------------------------------Drawing the coals 90 fathoms --------------------------------------1
Wailing and other attendance about heap --------------------------Or p chaldron --------------------------------------------------------Binding pitmen 6d workmen’s coals 6d ---------------------------Leading workmen’s coals and materials ---------------------------Agents salaries 3d lesses and taxes 3d -----------------------------Sinking charges 1d colliery rent 1s --------------------------------Contingents unforeseen ---------------------------------------------Leading the coals from pits to the Staith ------------------------Repairing wagon way and wagons ------------------------------Wayleave rent 4d Staith expenses 2d ---------------------------Expenses of fittage ----------------------------------------------------

d
3
6
8
6
6
3
5
4
1
4
3
5
6
6 15 p score

9
1

1
1

17

6
6
1
11 14
5
9
6
6
3 p chaldron

Wat-2-8-p 411
Low Main Coal Seam
Hewing coals with a 20 peck corf p score ---------------------Putting coals from workings to crane --------------------------Putting coals from crane to shaft -------------------------------Headways 2d holing walls 4d ----------------------------------Narrow bord 1d candles 4d oil 3d ----------------------------Overman and deputies wages ---------------------------------Finding props deals and timber -------------------------------Setting corves at shaft and crane-----------------------------Repairing shafts 3d air courses 2d --------------------------Finding metal plates for wagon ways ----------------------Smith work 3d wright work 2d -----------------------------Drawing the coals 125 fathoms ----------------------------Sledging 6d corving 6d ropes 9d -------------------------Or per chaldron ----------------------------------------------Keeping engine and repairing watercourses ------------Binding pitmen 6d workmen’s coals 6d ----------------Leading workmen’s coals and materials --------------Agents salaries 3d lesses and taxes 3d ------------------Sinking charge 1d colliery rent 1s ---------------------Colliery contingents unforeseen --------------------------

s
3
2
2

d

s

d

6
8
6
6
3
5
3
5
2
1
7
1
1

1
1

9
16s 2d p score
9

6
6
1

12.10
5
9
7
6
3. 3
16.1 p chaldron
Those estimates of the expense by the chaldron may in all probability be a sufficient price,
provided there being no advances in prices respecting to the working and leading of those
coals by the chaldron.
Those estimates are for a term of 15 years
Leading the coals from the pits to the Staith----------Wagon ways and wagons --------------------------------Wayleave rent 4d Staith expenses 3d -----------------Expenses of fittage ---------------------------------------

1

Wat-2-8-p412
Valuation of Coal remaining unwrought in the Low Main Coal, Yard Coal and Bensham Coal
Seams under the grounds at St Anthon’s May 1804
1st Then it appears p admeasurement that there is yet to work in the Low Main Coal Seam 114
acres which will produce 60 Tens p acre of 418 bolls therefore the total produce from this
seam is ---------------------6840 Tens
Also 240 acres of the Yard Coal Seam the produce p acre 40 Tens of 418 bolls which makes -----------9600
Also 240 acres of the Bensham seam the produce the same as the Yard Coal therefore of
course will be ------------------9600
Total produce 26040
Then admitting that this Colliery to be let to lessees at the expiration of 12 years from this
time (the time when no doubt a great proportion of the High Main Coal will be wrought out) .
I conceive that a certain rent of £500 a year might be expected allowing the lessees to work
for such rent 500 Tens p annum and they to pay 20/- p Ten for surplus workings and I
consider that the annual vend from this Colliery may be about 20000 chaldrons at that time,
therefore the said vend will require about 1380 Tens to be wrought annually to supply such

vend at the same time it must be observed that only 1150 Tens to be set aside for workmen’s
fire coals and …..
Wat-2-8-p413
Coals consumed by engines for drawing water etc etc therefore reckoning the Tentale rent as
above at 20s p Ten for the 1150 Tens which is chargeable with rent will make the yearly rent
or annuity to be £1150 during the continuance to work off the said colliery, and as the total
produce as particularly stated amounts to 26040 Tens it will last working according to the
annual vend specified 19 years.
Therefore the above sum of £1150 considered as an annuity for the said term of 19 years
commencing at the expiration of 12 years from this time is worth in present cash allowing a
purchaser £10% p annum for interest of capital risk of letting etc etc ------£3066
Add to this in all probability when this colliery should be opened out the coal lying on the
west belonging Sir John Lawson as also that belonging to Mr Thos. Brown will be won and
wrought to this colliery, therefore those two estates contain together about 250 acres, the
produce in the three seams will be 140 Tens p acre therefore the total quantity to work will be
35000 Tens which will last working 24 years at 1380 Tens to be wrought annually and
allowing that an outstroke rent, water course rent, and shaft rent making together 9s p Ten
takes place at the expiration of the said 19 years it will be a yearly income for the said
duration of 24 years of £621 which considered as an annuity for the said time of 24 years
commencing when the coal in the St Anthon’s Estate is exhausted or wrought out ( which will
be 31 years from this time) and allowing a purchaser interest as before upon the purchaser
interest as before upon the purchase money is also worth now ------£291
Total value of the Royalty £3357
Wat-2-8-p414
June 1804
The following heads are agreed upon by us as the data upon which we ground the value of
Sheriff Hill Colliery
1st We consider and agree that the duration of the colliery will be 18 years from this time.
2nd As the colliery stock was taken and valued Dec 31st 1803 it is agreed to be taken at the
same rate deducting the decrease of stock on the 12th May last.
Therefore the value of stock at Dec 31st 1803 was ------------£16611.14.5
Dedt. The decrease since that time tubbing etc. -------------- 1597.14.
15014.0. 5
Which said sum we consider as under
Using or live stock ---------------------------------------------- £1803.12.0
Dead stock -------------------------------------------------------£13210. 8 .5
We also consider there will be a loss sustained of £50% upon the dead stock in case it should
be sold at the termination of the colliery which will be at the end of 18 years from this time as
above specified.
We allow a purchaser £5% p annum upon the amount of the purchase money for the above
dead stock.
3rd We admit there is a balance of book debts against the colliery of £3808.13.2 which is to be
deducted from whatever the colliery may be valued at.
Also that the sum of £------ shall also be deducted being what we consider to be the amount of
new erections and other matters necessary for completing the new winning.
4th We admit and agree that a purchaser will be allowed 121/2% p annum upon the amount of
the purchase money for interest and risk attending the working of coal mines.
5th We agree that the profits to be made at this colliery will amount to £3200 p annum.
Wat-2-8-p415
May 12th 1804

Valuation of Sheriff Hill Colliery
For the purpose of ascertaining the value of Jasper Harrison’s share thereof to be purchased
by G Waldie esq. supposing the vend and consumption to be 27500 chaldrons annually viz to
sea 20000 landsale 3915 chas. Consumption for engine, workmen etc 3585 chas. Which will
continue for 18 years the time the colliery is calculated to last working and that the selling
price of coals continues as well as the prices of colliery materials continuing the same as at
present and that the above quantity be disposed of as follows.
£ s d
18000 chas. Of best coals ship & spout @ 22/6 ----------------------------------- 20250
2000 do.---- of ------do. -------- p keel @ 22/- ------------------------------------ 2200
3915 do. ---- of inferior ---p landsale @ 12/- ------------------------------------- 2349
23915
24799
3585 consumption
27500
Dedt. The expense of laying the above quantity of 23915 chas. Of coals on board of ship etc
etc @ 18/- p -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 21523.10.0
Annual profit
£ 3275.10.0
Say £3200
Then admitting the above £3200 profit for 18 years the time the colliery will last working and
allowing a purchaser £12% p annum upon the purchase money and his capital paid back in
that time the value is ------------------------------------------------------------ £23205
Using stock such as horses, hay corm, iron etc. ---------------------------- 1803
Carried over
£25008
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Brought over £25008.0s.d
The value of the remaining stock such as engines, machines, wagons, ways etc etc amount to
p valuation to £13210 but when the said stock comers to be sold at the termination of the
colliery I consider it will only bring half the above value which will be £6605; therefore the
present worth of this sum will be allowing £5% p annum compound interest upon the
purchase money ------------2715
The interest the owners have in subletting old Staith etc amounting to £38 p annum during the
continuance of the colliery is worth at £7% ---------------380
Interest of houses built upon the Fell renewable every year for paying a small fine after the
expiration of the colliery rental £24 @ £7% -----------------102
28205
Dedicated balance of book debts against the colliery----£3808.13.2
Also the amount of necessary erections wanted sinking the; pit and other matters necessary
for completing the new winning ----------------------- 3808.13.2
Neat value of the Colliery ------------------------------ 24396.6.10
5/16 of £24396.6.10 is £7623.17.11/2 the value of Jasper Harrison’s share
Say £7625
Wat-2-8-p417
Estimate of the Expense of laying a chaldron of coals upon the Staith from Sheriff Hill
Colliery supposing the annual vend to be as under –viz---------10000 chaldrons of Best Coals
3915 do. Of Small & fire coals
21915

£ s
4
1
2

Hewing p xx with a 16 peck corf ---------------------------------------------------Putting the coals from working to the crane --------------------------------------Do. From the crane to the shaft ----------------------------------------------------Driving headways and holing walls ----------------------------------------------Driving narrow bords --------------------------------------------------------------Finding oil and candles including overman’s and deputies’ wages -----------Keeker’s wages ----------------------------------------------------------------------Oil, candles, grease, etc found by the owners -----------------------------------Props, deals and timber for every purpose --------------------------------------Setting on corves at shaft and crane ---------------------------------------------Keeping trap doors and furnaces ---------------------------------------------------Setting through Troubles and keeping shafts & gins in repair ---------------Keeping and upholding wagons and wagon way underground ---------------Smith work including shovels, iron & nails for every purpose ---------------Wright and joiner work about the colliery ---------------------------------------Building stopping including bricks & lime & lime work in the waste, sawing
Timber ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Labouring work about the colliery ------------------------------------------------Drawing the coals 65 fathoms ------------------------------------------------------Ropes 5/- corving 6d and sledging out coals 6d ---------------------------------Repairing the water courses ---------------------------------------------------------Binding and removing pitmen their fire coals etc -------------------------------Surgery and subsistence to sick and maimed pitmen during their illness ----Sinking pits 5d wailing etc 51/4 ------------------------------------------------------Contingent charges unforeseen -----------------------------------------------------

2

d
8
6
5
1
½
½

11
1 63/4
5
53/4
11/4
61/4
111/2
8
11/2
31/4
1
1 51/2
¼

1

£1

1

£

s
12
1
1

1
101/4
41/4
6

Wat-2-8-p 418

£1.1.6 p score will be ------------------------------------------------------------Keeping the main fire engine including coals -------------------------------Leading the coals to the Staith ------------------------------------------------Keeping in repair wagon way and wagons (workmanship only) ---------Colliery rent ---------------------------------------------------------------------Wayleave 2 3/ 4 d Staith rent ¼ ----------------------------------------------Damaged ground and lesses and taxes ----------------------------------------Leading materials and repairing buildings -----------------------------------Agencies 111/4 fittage 1/- ------------------------------------------------------Contingencies unforeseen ------------------------------------------------------

d
10
1
8
3

1

£0

3
23/4
33/4
1 41/4
5½
19 6

Wat-2-8- p419
Newcastle 15th September 1804
An Estimate of the Expense of winning the Hartley Main Coal under the Earsden township
near the Holme, where it is supposed from the best calculation to be about 65 fathoms
£
Sundry borings to try the seams ---------------------------------------------- 300
Building an engine with every apparatus complete to lift a 12 inch
Pump 65 fathoms -------------------------------------------------------------- 2800
Building a machine for drawing coals ------------------------------------- 800
Sinking an engine pit 10 feet diameter 65 fathoms @ £12 p ---------- 780
Timbers for brattish ----------------------65 do. @ £2 p -------------------130

Tubbing (suppose) ---------------- 15 do. @ £70 p ---------------Timber cribs, deals, nail etc. --- 20 do. @ £15 p ---------------Wright and smith shop, storehouse and office --------------------Wagon way one mile with sidings metal work included --------25 wagons complete ---------------- @ £17 ------------------------2 ballast ----do. --------------------- @ £12 -----------------------40 pitmen’s houses -------------- @ £35 -------------------------20 wagon horses ------------------ @ £25 -------------------------Agent’s houses -------------------------------------------------------40 cart, sledge and ballast wagon horse @£18----------------10 underground ---------do. ----@ £12 --------------------------Stock of underground materials ----------------------------------

150
300
300
700
425
24
1400
500
200
180
120
300
10309
Sundry unforeseen expenses ------------------------------------1691
12000
Compound interest for 4 years at the end of which the colliery would be in a situation to make
profits equal to the calculation
£14586
Wat-2-8-p420
Earsden township contains at least 800 acres and suppose to work 600 acres of good
merchantable coal will produce as below viz.
600 acres of merchantable coal in the Yard Seam ‘50 Tens per acre ------- 30000 Tens
600 acres of do. In the Main Coal Seam @ 75 Tens per acre ---------------- 45000
75000
To work annually 1000 Tens of the best merchantable coal fit for sea sale will produce 17500
chaldrons annually and will continue to work that quantity 75 years at a moderate calculation.
From the present situation of the coal trade many of the best collieries viz. Heaton Bigges
Main and Walker Collieries will be wrought out in 6 or 8 years and there seems little
appearance of these collieries being replaced with coals of An equal quantity so that this
colliery must increase in value; but say the coals will maintain the present price would sell on
board of ship £1.5.0d
Expense in working, leading, paying all rents lesses and taxes, or whatever may come against
them fitting and agencies included------------------------------------------ £0.17.0d
0. 8. 0
15000 chaldrons vended yearly @ 8/- p chaldron------------------------ £6000
From the aforesaid estimate of winning the Hartley Main Coal under the township of Earsden
and the calculation of profits it appears to me the most eligible situation for a colliery at
present undertaken in the coal trade and if the seam is found 4 feet thick or upwards and a
clean coal without band I would strongly recommend a winning as a good and safe
speculation.
John Gray
Wat-2-8-p421
Calculation of the quantity of whole coal under the two mansion houses belonging Charles
William Bigge esq. at Little Benton Dec. 1804
A R P
3
3 25 under the red or westernmost house
3
0 25 under the whole or easternmost house
7
0 10 Total
Which said 7 acres will produce 60 Tens p acre (accounting 528 bolls to a Ten). The total
produce will then be 420 Tens & allowing Mr Bigge a tentale rent upon the same at the rate of
£25 p Ten the total value will be -------£2100

Or the said 7 acres will produce 9240 chaldrons and allowing Mr Bigge at the rate of 4/6d per
chaldron the total amount will be ------£2079
Wat-2-8-p422
Estimate of the Expense of building an Engine to raise a Column of water 60 fathoms 12
inches Diameter 1805
£ s
30 common pumps 10 feet long each 14 cwt. @ 19/- p cwt. --------------------- 399
2 windbors 2 bucket trees each ------- 19----- @ 21/- p do. ---------------------79
2 working barrels each ---------------- 16----- @ 30/- p do. ---------------------48
1 cylinder 66 inches diameter -------- 50 --- @ 30/- p do. ---------------------75
Bottom to ------------- do. ------------- 16 --- @ 20/- p do. ---------------------16
Peston turned --------------------------- 18 ---- @ 21/- p do. ---------------------18 18
Steam chest with valve to do. -------------------------------------------------------15 15
2 communication pipes --------------- 30 ---- @ 20/- p do. --------------------30
Horsefoot pipe hotwell pumps etc. ------------------------------------------------20
Jackhead pumps (suppose) ---------------------------------------------------------60
2 boilers ------------------------------------------------------------------------------400
Smith work iron included --------------------------------------------------------300
Plumber and brass work ----------------------------------------------------------150
Timber including beam -------------------------------------------------------------250
Wright work setting pumps --------------------------------------------------------200
Mason work, including bricks and lime ------------------------------------------150
Labour cutting out foundations etc -----------------------------------------------20
2 sets Barrs with fire door frames and plates ------------------------------------40
£2272 9
Wat-2-8-423
February 12th 1805
An Estimate of the expense of winning the Hartley Main Coal Seam under the lands of the
Township of Earsden near the Holme where it is supposed the coal will lay at a depth of 65
fathoms
£ s
Borings that will be necessary to ascertain the seam --------------------------- 300
Erecting an engine for the purpose of drawing the water with pumps and
Every other thing necessary about the same ----------------------------------- 3000
Sinking the pit 10 ½ feet diameter including sinkers and engine wrights
Wages, oils candle, gunpowder, sharpening the sinking gear etc 65
Fathoms @ £15 p ------------------------------------------------------------------ 975
Timber for main brattice in the shaft 65 fathoms @ £3 p------------------- 195
Ruff cleading that will be necessary to be put in at several places in the
Shaft (say 20 fathoms) ------------------------------------------ @ £10. 10s p 210
Tubbing that may be necessary to be put in to stop back water in the
Shaft (suppose 15 fathoms) ------------------------------------ @ £100
1500
Machine for drawing coals --------------------------------------------------1000
Coals for the consumption of the workmen and the fire engine during
The winning say 50 chaldrons p month for 18 months -----------------450
@ 10/- p
Laying a wagon way to join Munton wagon way including the expense
Of making cuts and batteries say 1 mile in length also sidings that are
necessary -----------------------------------------------------------------------771 10
25 wagons complete -------------------------------------------------- @ £18 p 450
2 ballast wagons ------------------------------------------------------ @ £12 p 24

d

d

3 carts etc. --------------------------------------------------------- @ £14 p
42
30 wagon and sledge horses ------------------------------------ @ £25 p
750
10 underground horses ------------------------------------------ @ £14 p
140
Carried over --------------------- £9807 10
Wat-2-8-p 424
Brought forward -------------- £9807

10

£
s
Building smith and wright shop, stone house & offices -------------- 300
40 pitmen’s houses -----------------------------------------@£40 p 1600
Agent’s house ----------------------------------------------200
Stables and trapping for all the horses -----------------250
Cutting out ponds making conducts leading materials during the
winning & sundry other labouring work --------------------------320
Two gins including ropes -------------------------------------------180
Sinking gear, underground mauls, wedges and all other under
ground materials -----------------------------------------------------300
Binding pitmen the 1st year ------------------------------------------500
Sundry contingent expenses ------------------------------------------742 10
£14500

d

Wat-2-8-p425
The Expense of Laying 1 yard double Main Way March 1805
s
To 2 sleepers ------------------------------------ @ 1s 6d ------------------------------To 2 yards for bottom rail --------------------- @ 1s --------------------------------To 2 do. Beach rail ---------------------------- @ 71/2 ------------------------------To pins ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------To workmanship ----------------------------------------------------------------------To levelling where cut or battery do not exceed 15 inches ----------------------

3
2
1

7

Expense of laying bye way
To 11/2 sleepers ----------------------------------------------------------------------To 2 yards fir rail --------------------------------------------------- @ 10d --------To laying the way --------------------------------------------------------------------To levelling do. ------------------------------------------------------------------------

2
1

4

d

3
1
8
2
2

3
8
5
2
6

Wat-2-8-p 426
Estimate of the Expense of laying a chaldron of coals upon the Staith from the West Pits at
Willington Colliery allowing 25000 chaldrons of the best coals to be vended annually
£
s
d
Hewing p score with a 24 peck corf ---------------------------------------------4
6
Putting p do. Upon a mean -------------------------------------------------------5
8
Keeping trapdoors -----------------------------------------------------------------6
Overman deputies and keekers wages drawing props laying barrow ways
ridding stones in the workings cutting sumps and leading water ---------1
Oil, wick, candles, grease fire lamp keepers and oil lamp lighters cranemen

and onsetters at the crane and shaft ------------------------------------------Driving headways holing walls, wet, double and narrow working,
Turning bords, cutting levels, putting thro’ hitches and Troubles and
driving stone drifts ------------------------------------------------------------Sinking pits, removing machines etc. ----------------------------------------Keeping pit shafts and gins in repair -----------------------------------------Sawing timber and sundry other labouring work --------------------------Building stoppings including bricks lime and shift work in the waste --Planks, deals, props, barrow way stuff brattices and timber for other usesSmith work including iron sharping gear repairing, sledge shoes, trams,
underground wagons and wagon way plates upholding mauls, wedges,
shovels, irons hooks and chains, trace chains corf bowes and nails for
every purpose-------------------------------------------------------------------Wright and joiner work including timber for underground wagons; keeping
in repair sledges, trams, shovelbords, maul shafts and hamesticks --------Drawing coals by the machines (exclusive of ropes) ------------------------Sledging out the coals including men and horses ---------------------------Carried forward ---1

1

2

2

61/4
3
1
6
5

1
3

1

6

1
4

5
4
8
61//4
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Brought forward ---1 4 61/4
Corving (exclusive of the corf bows) -----------------------------------------71/4
Wailing shovelling the heap stead attending screens, finding shovels
snaps and barrows -------------------------------------------------------------91/4
Binding and removing pitmen with their fire coal etc ---------------------1 2
Ropes and other cordage --------------------------------------------------------81/2
Viewers and agents salaries with office expenses --------------------------8
Surgery and subsistence to the sick and maimed pitmen during their
Illness ------------------------------------------------------------------------------21/2
Loss by finding bread corn for the pitmen -----------------------------------4
Laying and upholding wagon or rolley ways underground -----------------2
Driving bounder drifts and boring against Old Long Benton waste -------1
Contingent expenses unforeseen -----------------------------------------------53/4
P score 1 9 9

Say
£1.9.9d p score will be p chaldron ----------------------------------------Keeping the fire engine including coals consumed ----------------------Leading upon an average --------------------------------------------------Leading timber, corn etc. for the use of the colliery---------------------Upholding wagon way and wagons ----------------------------------------Colliery rent -----------------------------------------------------------------Wayleave rents with Staith room and all lessors and taxes ------------Damage of ground ----------------------------------------------------------Loss by small coals --------------------------------------------------------Repairing buildings including materials ----------------------------------Fittage, agency in London etc. ---------------------------------------------Staith charges including staithmen, offputters, turnrails, wailers at the
Staith, trimmers, shovels, barrows, repairing and upholding the Staith and
spouts -----------------------------------------------------------------------------sundry other expenses ----------------------------------------------------------p chaldron -----

18 6

11 103/4
8
1 5
21/2
4
101/2
7
11/2
9
4
73/4

¾

71/4

Wat-2-8-p428
Estimate of the Expense of laying a chaldron of Coals upon the Staith from the new winning
at East Willington upon a vend of 20000 chaldrons of the best coals a Year
£ s d
Hewing p score with a 24 peck corf ---------------------------------------------4 6
Putting p do. Upon a mean --------------------------------------------------------4 6
Keeping trap doors ----------------------------------------------------------------8
Overman, deputies and keekers wages, drawing props, laying barrow ways
Ridding stones in the workings, cutting sumps and leading water -----------1
Oil, wick, candles, grease, fire lamp keepers and oil lamp lighters, cranemen
and onsetters at the crane and shaft -----------------------------------------------1 6
Driving headways, holing walls, wet, double and narrow working, turning
Bords, cutting levels putting thro’ hitches and Troubles and driving stone
Drifts ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 5
Keeping pit shafts and gins in repair --------------------------------------------1
Sawing timber and sundry other labouring work ------------------------------1
6
Building stoppings including bricks lime and shift work in the waste -----5
Planks deals props barrow way stuff brattices and timber for other uses--3
Smith work including iron sharping gear repairing sledge shoes trams
Underground wagons and wagon ways plates upholding mauls wedges
Shovels irons hooks and chains trace chains corf bowes and nails for every
purpose-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
6
Wright and joiner work including timber for underground wagons, keeping
in repair sledges trams shovel bords maul shafts and homesticks ----------5
Drawing coals by the machines (exclusive of ropes) -------------------------1
4
Sledging out the coals including men and horses ----------------------------8
Carried forward ----- 1 2 6
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Brought forward
Corving exclusive of the corf bows ---------------------------------------Wailing shovelling the heapstead attending screens finding shovels
snaps and barrows ------------------------------------------------------------Binding and removing pitmen with their fire coal etc -----------------Ropes and other cordage ----------------------------------------------------Viewers and agents salaries with office expenses ------------------------Surgery and subsistence to the sick and maimed pitmen during their
illness --------------------------------------------------------------------------Loss by finding bread corn for the pitmen -------------------------------Laying and upholding wagon or Rolley ways underground ----------Contingent expenses unforeseen -----------------------------------------P score
Say
£1.7.9 p score will be p chaldron ----------------------------------------Keeping the fire engine including coals consumed ------------------Leading upon an average -------------------------------------------------Leading timber, corn etc for the use of the colliery -------------------Upholding wagon way and wagons ------------------------------------Colliery rent ----------------------------------------------------------------Wayleave rents with Staith room and all lesses and taxes -----------Damage of ground -------------------------------------------------------Loss by small coals --------------------------------------------------------

£
1

s
2

d
6
71/2

9
1 2
81/2
8

1

21/2
4
8
71/2
7 9

11 1
8
10
21/2
3
5
81/2
11/4
1

Repairing buildings including materials ---------------------------Fittage agency in London etc. ---------------------------------------Staith charges including staithmen offcutters turnrails wailers
at the Staith trimmers shovels barrows repairing and upholding the
Staith and spouts ---------------------------------------------------------Sundry other expenses --------------------------------------------------P chaldron -------

4
71/4

0

5
4
17 0
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Estimate of the Expense for laying a chaldron of coals on board of ship from Bigges Main
Colliery for the term of four years upon four separate vends viz. 1st year 30000 chaldrons
2nd 25000 chaldrons 3rd 20000 chas. and the fourth year 16000 chaldrons

Vend
Vend
Vend
Vend
30000
25000
20000 16000
£ s d
£ s d £ s d £ s d
Hewing p score with a 24 peck corf upon a mean --4
4
4
4
Putting upon a mean ------------------------------------8
8
8 10
4
Keeping trap doors -------------------------------------1 11/4
1 11/4 1 11/4 1 13/4
Overmen deputies and keekers wages drawing props
Laying barrow ways ridding stones in the workings
Cutting sumps pumping and leading water --------1 3
1 6
1 3
1 8
Oil wick candles grease fire lamp keepers and oil
Lamp lighters --------------------------------------------1 6
1 10
1 41/2 1
93/4
Crane men onsetters at crane and shafts -----------6
71/4
51/4
7
Driving headways holing walls wet double and
Narrow working driving and boring the bounder
Drifts adjoining the waste of Old Benton turning
Bords cutting levels putting thro’ hitches and
Troubles -----------------------------------------------5
21/2
21/2
21/2
Keeping pit shafts and gins in repair --------------2
2
2
2
Sawing timber and sundry other labouring works 1 31/2
1 5
1 6
16
Building stoppings including bricks and lime
and shift work in the waste -------------------------5
4
4
4
Pillaring up bords in different places so as to make
a barrier to prevent the creep injuring the remaining
part of the pillars ridding across bord rooms and
making the barrow ways ready --------------------2 4
2 4
2 4 2 4
Smith work (including iron) sharping sledge shoes
Trams underground wagons and wagon way plates
mauls wedges shovel irons hooks & chains trace
chains corf bows and nails for every purpose ---11
11
11
11
Carried forward 1 1 111/4 1 2 51/2 1 2 51/2 1 3 6
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Brot fwd.
Planks deals ropes barrow way
Stuff brattices & other timber

Vend of cha.
30000
£ s d
1 1 111/4
2

1

Vend of cha. Vend of cha. Vend of cha.
25000
20000
16000
£ s d
£ s d
£ s d
1 2 5½ 1 2 5¼ 1 3 6
1 10

2

2

6

Wright work (including timber)
For underground wagons &
Keeping in return sledges
Trams shovels and maul shafts
Hamesticks ---------------------Drawing coals by machines
Sledging out coals (including
Man and a horse
Corving exclusive of corf
Bowes ---------------------------Wailing shovelling the heap
Attending screens shovels
Snaps and barrows -------------Binding and removing pitmen
Their fire coal etc. --------------Ropes ---------------------------Viewers & agents salaries with
Office expenses
Surgery and subsistence to the
Sick & maimed pitmen during
Their illness --------------------Loss by finding pitmen’s bread
Corn --------------------------------A moiety for drawing Gateshead
Colliery water ---------------------Pillaring up wall rooms after
Judds are taken of the wall ends Cutting thro’ Top Coal (?) wagon
Way and banksmen waiting on
Money -----------------------------Lamp coals cleaning out the rings
In shaft attending air tubes etc ---Contingents unforeseen ---------P score

4
14

4
1 4

4
1 4

81/2

8½

8½

8

8

8

1

1 3

1 3
10

1 1

1 3
10

81/4

81/4

21/2

4
1 4
81/2
8

1 51/2

1 3
10
1

1 3
10
1

3

21/2

21/2

21/2

31/2

4

4

4

41/2

41/4

41/4

21/2

31/2

41/4

41/4

4

4

4

4

2
43/4

2
4

2
7

2
41/4

1 13 6

1 14 0

1 12 6

Which will be p chaldron ------13
Keeping fire engine -------------1
Leading upon an average ------1 11/2
Wagon way & wagons --------4¼
Colliery rents ------------------1 6
Wayleave rent with Staith room
& all taxes & lesses ------------3
Damage of ground ---------------¾
Loss by small coals -------------8
Repairing buildings including
Materials fittage etc. --------------73/4
Staith charges including
Staithmen offputter turnrails wailers
Trimmers shovels barrow
Repairing and upholding Staith &
Spouts---------------------------------21/2
Contingencies unforeseen --------¾
P chaldron -- 19

13 41/2
1 21/2
1 11/2
4 1/4
1 6

14 43/4
1 101/2
1 11/2
41/4
1 6

33/4
1
91/2

41/4
11/4
1

5
11/2
1 3

73/4

73/4

73/4

3
21/4
1

13 7
1 6
1 11/2
4 1/4
1 6

1 16 0

33/4
11/4
1 09

41/2
3
1 2 6
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Mr John Watson
Sir,
Mr Brown will thank you to answer the following questions as soon as convenient
I am dear sir,
Yours Sincerely,
James Potts
Bigges Main Colliery
December 24th 1804
Long Benton 27th December 1804
Quest 1st What quantity of coal remains unwrought in that part of Willington Colliery to the
west viz. under the lands and grounds of Messrs Bewick, Craister, Lake and Wilson in both
the whole mine and pillars and what quantity of coal is it probable will b e obtained therefrom
and how many years will produce coals to supply a vend of 25000 chaldrons of the Best Coals
annually. And can any of the coal under the glebe lands by wrought to this colliery, and how
does it lay to this colliery?
Ans to Quest. 1st It appears per admeasurement of the plan that there remains yet to work of
Whole Mine under the grounds of Messrs. Bewick, Craister, Lake and Wilson commonly
called the Long Benton grounds (exclusive of barriers) 460 acres of which it is supposed 80
acres will be cut off by the Great Downcast Dyke to the north therefore the net quantity that
will be obtained is 380 acres and will produce by the first and second working about 1788
chaldrons p acre.
The total produce will then be --------------------------------------- 679440 chaldrons
There is also in those grounds to work 280 acres of walls in the Craister, George and William
pits the produce at 480 chaldrons p acre -----------------------134400
Carried forward 831840
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Brought forward---------------------------------------------------- 831840
There is about 20 acres of Glebe Coal may be wrought by this winning as it lays convenient
for working to the William Pit or to a pit that may be sunk to the north side of the Trouble
now met with: a downcast to the north in the George and William Pits workings and will
produce by the first and second working thereof 1788 chaldrons p acre --------- 35760
Total produce 849600
The quantity of coal cut off by the Great Downcast Trouble to north belonging Messrs.
Bewick, Craister, Lake and Wilson in the Long Benton Grounds is ---------- 80 acres
Do. Under the Glebe lands --------------------------------------------------------- 32 do.
112
It will require about 30000 chaldrons of coal to be wrought annually to produce 25000
chaldrons of the Best merchantable coal. Therefore the above quantity 849600 chaldrons will
supply the vend for upwards of 28 years.
Quest. 2nd What quantity of coal remains unwrought on the east part of Willington Colliery
viz under the grounds of Sir Ralph Milbank Bart. Chas. William Bigge esq. and Edward
Collingwood esq. and partners in both whole mine and pillars and how much may be

expected to be got, and how many years will it yield mine sufficient to make an annual vend
of 20000 chaldrons of Best coals.
Ans The Whole Coal remaining under the grounds of Sir Ralph Milbank Bart. Charles
William Bigge esq. and Edward Collingwood esq. and partners lying in the east part of
Willington Colliery is 290 acres and will produce by the first and second workings therefore
1683 chaldrons p acre , the whole produce will be -------------------------- 488070
Carried forward 488070
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Brought forward 48870 chaldrons
There is also 270 acres of pillars to be wrought which will produce 510 chaldrons by the
second working the produce ------------------------------------------- 137700
Total produce ---- 625770
Suppose the annual vend of Best Coals from this end of the colliery to be 20000 chaldrons as
soon as the new winning is completed it will require about 25000 chaldrons of coals to be
wrought annually to produce such vend ; therefore the above quantity of 625770 chaldrons
will supply the said vend for 25 years.
Quest 3rd What is the present value of the whole of Willington Colliery in her present state
and taking into consideration that she will be divided into two separate collieries when the
new winning going forward on the east part of the colliery is completed and that the vends be
from west end of the colliery 25000 chaldrons and from the east colliery 20000 chaldrons
annually.
Ans. The present value of Willington Colliery when divided into two distinct collieries which
I consider will take place as soon as the new winning is completed on the east part of the
colliery and I calculate it will be done in two years from this time viz December 31st 1804. I
therefore consider that the colliery will have to be valued according to the following datas.
1st It appears from the admeasurement of the plan that there is coal in the west part of the
colliery viz under the grounds of Messrs Bewick, Craister, Lake and Wilson to supply a vend
of ship’s coals for 28 years as before stated. The annual vend of 25000 chaldrons I consider
will be disposed of in the following proportions namely --Wat-2-8-p435
16500 chaldrons vended to the ships by keel ------@ 20/- p ----- £23925.0.0
8500 do. -------------------------------- p spout ------@ 29/6 p ---- £12537.10.0
25000
36462.10.0
Deducted the expense of laying the said 25000 chaldrons upon board a ship or keel being 18/6
p cha. As p estimate No1 page 426--------------------------------- 23125
1337.10.0
Deduct the income tax --------------------------------------------833.10.0
Net annual profit of the West Colliery ------------------------£12504
Say £12500 the annual profit
2nd The quantity of coal to be obtained from under the grounds of Sir Ralph Milbank Bart.
And those belonging to Mr Bigge and Mr Collingwood lying on the east part of Willington
Colliery and to be wrought to the new winning is calculated to yield Mine sufficient to supply
a vend of Best Coals of 20000 chaldrons yearly for 25 years which is presumed will be sold to
the ships in the following proportions viz
12000 chaldrons by keel -------------------------- @ 29/- p ------- £18850
7000 do. --------- by spout ----------------------- @ 29/6 -------- 10325
20000
29175

Dedt. The expense of laying the above 20000 chaldrons on board of ship or keel @ 17/- as p
estimate No 2 pages 428 ------------------------------------------- 17000
12175
Dedt. The income tax upon said profits ------------------------761
Net annual profit of East Colliery ------------------------------11414
The separation of the colliery I consider to take place when the new winning is completed
when the two distinct vends will take …..
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….. place and not until that point. Therefore I consider the colliery (in that case) will have to
be valued according to her present mode of working for the first two years. I therefore
calculate that the annual profits made for the first two years upon a vend of 35000 chaldrons
at £17750 p annum which being considered as an annuity for two years allowing at the rate of
16% p annum for interest of money and the risk attending working collieries etc. the present
worth will be ------------------------------------------------------ £28400
The profits arising after the expiration of two years is calculated as above first for the West
Colliery £12500 p annum and £11400 p annum for the East Colliery during their continuance
which is worth now allowing after the same rate as above – 107035
Value of using stock such as horses, hay, corn, new iron timber, ropes etc –8600
Working stock such as engines, machines wagon way and wagons etc etc. at the expiration of
the collieries------------------------------------------------------- 2437
Deposit left in the bank ----------------------------------------- 1000
Dedt. The expense of completing the new winning making new erections laying wagon ways
etc------------------------------------------------------------------ £10430
Balances due to sundries for goods etc. etc. about --------- 9042
19472
The net value of Willington Colliery----------------------- £126000
Quest 4th What quantity of coal remains unwrought in Bigges Main Colliery how long will it
last working and what may be the annual profits during the continuance of the same and what
is the present value of the colliery and what is the value of Mr Brown’s share in the two
collieries of Bigges Main and Willington -----Wat-2-8-p437
Ans. --- The quantity of Whole Coal remaining in Bigges Main is only 22 acres and reckoning
that 1411 chaldrons p acre is got by the first working over the produce will be 31042
chaldrons.
There will be 184 acres of walls or pillars which I calculate to yield about ¼ of the whole or
454 chaldrons p acre which will produce ------------------------------------------ 83536
Total produce ----------------------- 114578
The above quantity of 114578 chaldrons will last working (provided creeps are avoided)
about 4 years supposing the annual vend of Best Coals to be as follows
1st year 30000 chaldrons
2nd year 25000
3rd year 20000
4th year 16000
91000
23578 chas. For workmen’s fire coal, coals for the engine machines etc. Rusty coals etc.
114578
The annual profits arising upon the said vends I calculate as follows viz.
1st year £15250
2nd year 11475
3rd year 8400
4th year 5350

Which said yearly sums is worth in ready cash allowing £20% p annum upon the purchase --£29098
Using stock such as horses, hay, corn, new iron timber, ropes etc p valuation book------------£8360
Carried forward £37458
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Brought forward ---------37458
Present worth of the other stock such as engines, machines, wagon way and wagons at the
expiration of the colliery viz 4 years ---------- 5717
Deposit left in the Bank ------------------------ 1000
----------------------------------------------------- 44175
Deduct debts to sundry tradesmen etc. ------ 1202
Net value of Bigges Main Colliery ---------- £42793
Value of Willington Colliery ---------------- £126000
Do. Bigges Main Colliery -------------------- 42793
£168973
The share which Mr Brown owns in the concerns being one fourth of the whole consequently
his interest in the above sum is £ 42243.5.0
NB No value is put upon the farm leases. The stock and crop upon the premises is included in
the above valuations.
Quest. 5th Is there any steps now to be taken against Sir Thomas Henry Liddell Bart. For
abandoning that piece of coal let to them belonging to Willington and thereby allowing the
workings to be drowned up contrary to a clause existing in the lease for letting the same.
Ans. This appears to be a question which can only be determined by the company themselves
how far they may be induced to proceed against Sir Thomas Henry Liddell Bart and partners
but should I venture to give my opinion upon the business I certainly consider they have
violated those clauses in the lease which I beg leave ----Wat-2-8- p439
--here to subjoin.
…. And shall not and will not do or commit or wittingly or willingly suffer to be done or
committed any wilful act matter or thing, whereby the colliery and coalmines hereby demised
or any part thereof shall or may be damnified drowned or overburthened with water or styth
or which may occasion or bring any creep or thrust upon the shafts or air courses or water
courses of the said colliery and coal mines.
…. And further that they the said Henry Lord Ravensworth and John Earl of Bute their
executors, administrators or assigns at the end and expiration of this present demise shall and
will yield and deliver up unto the said Matthew Bell Richard Bell and William Brown thus
their heirs or assigns the quiet and peaceable possession of the said colliery and coalmines
hereby demised with all the pits shafts staples, lifts, levels, watercourses and air courses that
shall or may be necessary or convenient for winning or working the then remainder of the
said colliery or coal mines free open upstanding and well walled or timbered without any
payment or consideration for the same.
Should the lessees of Willington be inclined to take any steps against Sir Thos. Henry Liddell
Bart. and partners for the damage sustained should recommend that counsel’s opinion might
be first had upon the business as there can be no doubt but the premises in question have been
abandoned several years and that the colliery has been Allowed to be drowned up,
consequently must be contrary to that clause where in Sir Thomas Henry Liddell Bart. And
partners expressly covenants not to do any wilful act whereby the colliery & coalmines ---
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….hereby demised or any part thereof shall or may be damnified drowned or overburthened
with water or stythe. This clause the y have completely violated as by plumbing the pit the
water is found to be standing only 47 fathoms 3 feet from the surface of course the colliery is
unquestionable drowned up.
Quest 6th What barriers ought there to be left in working Willington Colliery for the
preservation of the same, and to prevent water from finding a passage from the collieries that
may be laid in?
Ans. Considering the durability of Willington Colliery I certainly recommend that good and
sufficient barriers should be left against all the adjoining collieries at present in every part of
Willington not less than 60 or 80 yards in breadth particularly against Bigges Main and Long
Benton as those two collieries cannot be supposed to continue to work many years and when
done must be expected to fill up with water, therefore by not leaving sufficient barriers
Willington might be exposed to feeders of water that might find a passage over or thro’ thin
barriers which cannot be prevented by leaving them of a considerable thickness. Those
barriers may be thinned at any time afterwards or when the colliery is nearly worked out. I
should also recommend that a barrier of coal should be left all along the downcast Trouble to
north now met with in the George and William Pit workings as in the working of that coal to
the north the working of that coal to the north the water remaining in Long Benton Colliery
waste very probably will find a passage into these workings ( as Long Benton Colliery waste
lies to the full rise of this) in that case a frame dam or dams might be put into what drifts may
be made thro’ the dyke which I advise to be as few as possible such precaution will I conceive
be advisable as it certainly may be of use in shutting off these feeders if thought ….
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…thought advisable at any time ---I also recommend that a barrier of 150 yards be left against
Old Long Benton waste at present and that proper care to be taken to drift and bore as soon as
the workings of the William Pit extends within 200 yards of the same. As I am led to believe
the workings from the Bason Pit in Old Long Benton Colliery are extended beyond their
boundaries and wrought into this Colliery.
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Queries Respecting Flatworth Colliery
Query 1st From your knowledge of the neighbouring collieries are there any Dykes running
into the royalties we have taken? And what do you suppose to be their rise or fall? Also are
there any Hitches or Troubles towards our boundaries and where?
Query 2nd What do you suppose to be the water level line and full dip thro’ the extent of the
royalty we are possessed of
Query 3rd What do you suppose to be the quantity of dip from the borings that are laid before
you; and your knowledge of the depths of the pits and the bank levels of the neighbouring
colliers?
Query 4th Have you any reason to apprehend that we will be much troubled with water and of
what diameter would you recommend our cylinder to be, also would you advise us to build an
engine of the common sort or apply to Messrs. Boulton and Watt?
Query 5th Where do you propose our winning to be made and would you recommend a pit of
large diameter to serve as a coal pit and engine pit , or two pits of less size near together. Also
of what diameter should the pits be?
Query 6th From our having to take the whole stock of Flatworth consisting of fire engines,
wagons, wagon ways to the Tyne Coal Staith, workmen’s houses etc what do you suppose the
additional expense of laying coals on the bank and completely winning the colliery?
Query 7th What are the heights of seam in the adjacent collieries and are you of opinion that
upon the whole the seam will be found regular?

Query 8th The lease of Flatworth expires at Michelmas 1797 and after that period do you
suppose there will be any coal worth working either for itself or the purpose of keeping the
pitmen together?
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Sir,
It appears to me absolutely necessary that you should be prepared to answer in the fullest
manner the following queries at out meeting at 2 o’ clock.
I am sir,
Your most obedient servant
George Johnson
Query 1st What covenants are there in your lease with respect to your winning of the colliery.
Are you obliged to make it any particular place or depth…..Ans. they are not
Query 2nd At the expiration or sooner determination of Messrs. Ward and Errington’s lease of
the present colliery are you gentlemen to be first put in possession of it or does your present
lease comprehend both the old and new collieries and are they both under one certain rent viz.
£1500 p annum?
Ans. The old colliery to be taken at a valuation with the stock.
Query 3rd Is the Tentale rent of the colliery the same as the new one and what number of bolls
does your Ten contain Ans.... about 420 bolls.
Query 4th What are the powers you are possessed of for making outstrokes and what do you
pay for them for drawing up the shafts and wayleave etc. Ans. Outstroke into Bewick &
Craister 3/6 for shaft 3s/6d wayleave 7/6 together 14/6 p Ten.
Query 5th What time are you given for winning the colliery and at what period does it
commence? Ans.. 2 years from Michelmas
Query 6th Are you allowed to make up short workings in any time of your lease?
Ans. Allowed to make up shorts.
Query 7th Are you allowed coals for fire engines and workmen’s fire coals gratis?
Ans.. Allowed for the Duke but not for Bewick & Craister
Query 8th Are you at liberty by your lease to work any part of the whole mine in the new
colliery from the old one? The gentlemen think they have.
Query 9th What barrier is to be left against any adjoining colliery? Ans.. Duke’s barrier 20
yards no barrier in Bewick or Craister.
Query 10th What power have you of determining your lease? Ans. May give up at the end of
the 5th or any following years ongoing 12 months previous notice.
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March 9th 1797
Query 1st What do you suppose to be the difference betwixt the boring in 2nd trial or 3rd trial?
Query 2nd What advantages will occur from the 2nd trial to counterbalance the extra expense?
Query 3rd Do you apprehend the coal will be in great or perfection in the trial proposed or in
the last boring?
At a meeting at Flatworth this day present Mr Taylor Mr Watkin and Mr Barnes
They advise that the pit be sunk at the second trial hole, near to the water side 15 feet
diameter to the sand and that a metal cylinder be put thro’ the sand so that the pit may be 12
feet inside diameter at the stone head.
That the cuts be made 8inches by 4 or 6 as the timber suits.
That an offtake drift be driven between high and low water mark and be carried to the pit an
ascent of 12 feet which will help to keep the drift clean and that the side walls be of 10 inch
brick with a 5 inch cover for the arch.
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High Flatworth Colliery December 21st 1797
Gentlemen

At the request of the lessees of this colliery you are desired to give your opinions to the
following queries
Query 1st How would you propose working the whole coal against Murton and Shire Moor
old wastes which lie before the workings in George, Hope and New Pit?
Ans. We recommend carrying forward the drifts (from the places marked 1 and 2 upon the
plan) towards the old wastes lying in Murton and High Flatworth laying before the workings
of the George, Hope and New pits will all possible expedition until they are holed into by
bore rods and as it is probable that the distance from the face of the drifts to the waste is very
short we advised one front and two flank holes in each drift, the front holes to be always 4
yards in before the face of the drift, and the flank holes 6 yards. When these drifts have
reached the boundary of the waste or the as the case shall happen we advise bounder drifts to
be carried on from each in a north west direction to bounder out or circumscribe the limits of
the workings towards the waste, these last drifts to be bore in front and with one flank hole to
the north or rise in the manner before mentioned. These drifts or borings being considerably
ahead of the sheath of bords now working we conceive there can be no hazard in carrying
them forwards at present ; should any of the bords have the appearance of holing from
extraordinary bleeding in the coal etc. it will then be proper to stop them until the drifts are
up.
Query 2nd Would you advise to plug up the three boreholes made by Messrs Errington &
Ward which are \at present running from the above wastes as the water in this colliery
continues to rise.
Ans. As the water appears to be rising rapidly towards the Hope Pit we advise plugging off
the north feeders till the engine is put into good repair.
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Query 3rd Do you think it advisable to drive a drift from the Hope pit to the north west to
investigate the quality of the coal in that quarter as it has not yet been explored?
Ans. We are of opinion that no time ought to be lost in driving a drift from the Hope Pit in a
water level direction to the north west to try the quality of the coal.
Query 4th After comparing the different borings of the Yard Coal and four feet seam made in
Murton and High Flatworth estates and examining the nature and quality of the Yard seam as
won by Mr Plummer at Murton would you recommend to sink to those seams in High
Flatworth, if so, which pit do you think best adapted to win them from and if you think those
seams mixed with our present coal would be suitable for the London and Coasting markets or
that the quality of the coal is such as to make it eligible for the London and Coastal markets
without it being mixed?
Ans. After examining the different borings to the Yard Coal and Bensham seams of coal in
High Flatworth and Murton grounds and attending particularly to the burning of the Yard
Coal in Murton we are inclined to believe that the Yard and Bensham seams bored to in High
Flatworth and the Yard Coal sunk to in Murton are the same as the Hartley seams and are of
the same quality but as this conjecture is founded upon perhaps partial information we
recommend that no winning be attempted in High Flatworth until Mr Plummer has more fully
explored his colliery at Murton and this opinion we give the more readily as there is sufficient
quantity of coal left in High Flatworth to await a complete investigation. For the above
reasons we decline giving our opinion as to the propriety of mixing the main coal with the
lower seams at present.
Signed Geo. Johnson Thos. Barnes
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Minutes respecting the tub to be made use of at Flatworth October 21st 1799
1st The pit to be filled with clay up to the bottom crib and the space behind to be filled and
made secure.
2nd Pumps to be drawn as soon as the pit is secured and a cistern hole cut out for the standing
sett above the level of the water.
3rd A windbore and working barrel to be ordered the same size as the present ones.
4th Frame to be got ready for hanging the cistern pumps pit etc.
5th Extreme diameter of the bottom length of the cast iron tub 13 feet 3 inches at the distance
of ten feet upwards to the diameter to be reduced to 12 feet 10 inches and to continue that size
to the full length of the tub which is 30 feet. The tub to consist of 71/.2 lengths of four feet
each and each piece to consist of 6 segments to be put together with flanges 41/2 feet broad
and 11/2 inch high; perpendicular flanges the same as horizontal ones ; Seven 11/4 bolts in the
upright flanges. Thickness of the tub 1 inch the top piece to be made with a flange the same as
the other length.
6th A space of ¾ inch to be allowed between segment and segments for the purpose of
wedging.
7th A fire sheeting to be put between each length say ¾ inch thick.
8th The bottom length 11/2 inch thick and levelled off from the inside so that the bottom may
be ¾ inch.
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An Estimate of working the Chapell Pit near Gateshead Viz. 36 score p week equal 1872
score p annum 1796
£
Hewing with an 11 peck corf 20 corves to the score ---------------------------Putting upon a mean ----------------------------------------------------------------Winning headways, holing walls, narrow bord -------------------------------Stick odds keeping the lamp and trapdoors --------------------------------Overman and deputy candles -----------------------------------------------Double working, wet working, setting over hitches, barrowman
assisting the overman leading stones ------------------------------------------Props, deals and nails including water tubs ------------------------------------Drawing ----------------------------------------------------------------------------Sledging ----------------------------------------------------------------------------Corving ----------------------------------------------------------------------------Smith and wright work ----------------------------------------------------------Expenses of drawing and teaming water ---------------------------------------Binding pitmen and pitmen’s fire coal -----------------------------------------Gins and ropes --------------------------------------------------------------------Taxes and lesses and spoil of ground ---------------------------------------------Wailing and other attendance at the pit ------------------------------------------To finding pitmen’s corn at a reduced price ------------------------------------£0
Colliery rent -------------------------------------------------------------- £
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March 18th 1796
Whereas James Ramsay, Sober Watkin, John Donnison and Samuel Barras have descended
the Chapel Pit and minutely examined the state thereof, the seam of coal now working called
the Yard Coal, as also the working charges thereof and the prices received for the coals sold
and we are clearly of opinion that the said seam of coal cannot in its present situation be

wrought to profit, but before the said seam of coal ceases working we recommend the south
west drifts to be drove and an opening made into the Old Fold colliery workings.
Being requested to give our opinions whether or not it is advisable to attempt an immediate
winning of the Low Main Coal at the said pit, this question appears to us rather serious as
probably, the winning may be attended with great expense, we therefore decline giving our
opinion thereof until we can better investigate the business.
James Ramsey
Sober Watkin
John Donnison
Samuel Barrass
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Report on the Colliery Bindings Nov 30th 1805
We the undersigned being a committee appointed by the coal owners to investigate the
proceedings of the different collieries in the late binding of their pitmen having in pursuance
of such appointment arranged all the matters requisite to lead us to the completion of the
enquiry we have undertaken. In the first place we examined the returns and condition book of
each respective colliery and have the satisfaction to state that though there are deviations in
several instances they were of so little importance that the most of them were explained away
and therefore not of that consequence to be laid before a general meeting of the trade. The
most serious deviation from the spirit of the resolutions we have to notice arises from some
returns giving a larger average number of hewers than they were entitled to which makes the
deficiency of men appear more than it actually is. But their reasons we have every reason to
believe have not been made with the intention of increasing their number beyond the
proportion of other collieries but has arisen altogether from inadvertency in the mode of
entering the men’s names in the Bonds of the last three years.
For the better information of the Trade on the different Heads of our enquiry we refer to
schedules AB&C accompanying this report. Schedule A shows the number of men bound etc
and also shows that the deficiency of men after deducting ½ of the average number for two
years is --- which deficiency is occasioned by West Kenton Colliery continuing to work and
having bound 32 men, and as the Trade calculated upon the disposal of 50 men from that
colliery; the consequence is a difference of 82 men, which together with the late loss of
Hebburn of 39 men makes a difference of 105 men amongst the whole Trade. Had those …
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….. consequences not taken place it is clear that the number regulated for each colliery would
have been completed and considerable surplus left.
Schedule B shows the interchange of men between the different collieries on the Tyne as also
those which have gone from the Tyne to the Wear as well as from the Wear to the Tyne.
Schedule C is a general statement and disposal of the men employed from October 1804 to
October 1805.
From the minutes made from pursuing the respective colliery conditions we flatter ourselves
that such useful information will result from the investigation, as will enable the Trade to
enter into a similar regulation with greater facility at any future binding of the pitmen.
Signed
John Buddle
John Watson
John Straker
Nov. 30th 1805
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Statement of Pitmen Employed at the Different Collieries on the River Tyne including those
at Blyth, Hartley and Plessey in the year 1804 & 1805

Flatworth
40 42 40 2
0
3
3
0
0
Percy Main 125 108 108 0 0
11
5
2
0
Murton
0 49 50 0
1
4
0
0
0
Benton
89 67 90 0 23
5
21 0
1
Willington 97 94 99 0
5
13 10 0
3
Bigges Main 80 77 75 2
0
5
8 0
1
Wallsend 110 104 113 0
9
6
0 0
7
Walker
110 95 97 1
0
2
13 0
12
Heaton
105 93 93 0 0
8
8 0
10
Benwell
77 66 65 1 0
0
1 0
5
Montague
46 41 41 0 0
1
2 0
0
East Kenton 65 57 57 0 0
0
4 1
1
Bakers Main 50 42 52 0 11
3
4 0
8
Walbottle
51 49 58 0
9
0
2
2
8
Holywell
60 59 59 0
6
5
0 4
2
Wylam
90 64 71 0
7
5
2
2
3
Crofts Main 50 52 51 1
0
5
0
2
3
Whitefield 77 63 63 0
0
2
3
6
3
Garesfield 48 39 40 0
1
3
3
1
4
Pontop
75 63 64 0
1
3
6
0
6
Temple Main 117 105 109 0
6
4
8
0
6
South Moor 41 39 42 0
3 2
0
0
3
Low Moor
18 16 15 1
0 0
2
0
1
Marley Hill 19 16 15 1
0 3
0
0
0
Team
70 65 64 1
0 2
4
0
2
Tyne Main 37 35 48 0
13 0
1
0
2
Sheriff Hill 67 63 66 0
3
4
3
0
4
Brandlings 101 74 74 0
0
2
5
2
7
Hebburn
118 111 118 0
7 7 15
3
18
Tanfield Moor 42 39 39 0
0 4
0
0
0
Killingworth 42 75 92 0 17 3
8
0
0
Elswick
42 48 46 2
0 3
2
0
0
West Kenton 30 32 32 0
0
4 2
0
3
Gosforth
0 2
0 0
0
0 0
5
0
2112 2041 2147 12 120 124 151 28 131
2112 2041 2147 12 70 124 151 28 131
Deducted erroneous returns of hewers bound 1804
Column 1 Number bound Oct 1804
--------- 2 No. bound Oct 1805
-------- 3 Regulated no. to be bound 1805
-------- 4 No. bound more than the regulated number
-------- 5 No. bound short of the regulated number 1805
-------- 6 No. bound who were drivers or otherwise employed 1805
-------- 7 No. gone to different work 1805
------- 8 No. remaining unbound 1805
------- 9 Dead, deserted or otherwise left the collieries 1805
Plessey
Cowpen
Hartley
Totals

77
118
124
316

71 90 0 0
90 90 0 0
109 107 0 0
264 287 0 0

19
0
4
23

3
0
4
7

0
0
6
1
8
6
14 7

6
14
11
31
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Schedule C
Statement of Hours upon the Rivers Tyne and Blyth
To hewers bound 1804 Tyne 2112 Blyth 316
2428
Ditto come into the trade 1805 Tyne 124 Blyth 7 131
Tyne 27
Ditto come from landsales 1805 Tyne 27 Blyth 7 34
Ditto come from sea to Benton Colliery 2
Benwell do. ------------------------------- 1
Crofts Main do. -----------------------4
Pontop do.----------------------------2
Killingworth do. ---------------------1
Elswick do. -------------------------1
14
Ditto twice returned viz.
Wm Cragg’s returned by Walbottle & also by Baker’s Main ---1
S Forster do. by Holywell & also by Crofts Main ------------- 1
Do. Bound from the River Wear ------------------------------

2
150
2702

Short ---------------------------------------------------------------3
----------------------------------------------------------------------2765
Note the above deficiency of 3 hewers must arise from no notice having been taken in the
returns of young men who were hewers and drivers in 1804 and which ought to have been
retained as hewers come into the trade 1805
By hewers bound 1805 on the Tyne ----2041 Blyth 264 ----------- 2305
Do. dead, deserted or otherwise left the trade Tyne 131 Blyth 31-- 162
Gone to offhand work 1805 Tyne 151 Blyth 14---------------------- 165
Remaining unbound 1805 Tyne 28 Blyth 7 --------------------------- 35
Gone to landsales Tyne 8 Blyth 7 ------------------------------------15
Bound to the River Wear 1805 do. Tyne ---------------------------74
9 said to be bound to Cross Main from Holywell are supposed to be bound to Buston on the
Wear viz.
J. Henderson ---- 1
Thos Henderson—1
John Shield ------ 1
Thos Shield ----- 1
Edw. Alsop ----- 1
I Hall ------------ 1
I Jackson ---------- 1
I Jackson --------- 1
David Lynn ------ 1
9
89
2765
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Coals Vended from Different Collieries on the Rivers Tyne and Blyth from 21st Dec 1803 to
and with 31st Dec 1804
Tyne

Flatworth
Percy Main
Murton
Benton
Willington
Bigges Main
Wallsend
Walker
Benwell
Montague
East Kenton
Bakers Main
Walbottle}
Holy Well}
Wylam
Crofts Main
Whitefield
Garesfield
Pontop
Temple Main
South Moor
Low Moor
Marley Hill
Team
Tyne Main
Sheriff Hill
Brandlings
Hebburn
Tanfield Moor
West Kenton
Gosforth
Killingworth}
Elswick}
new collieries

Vend By
Sea
Chaldrons

River
Chaldrons

8462
21743
40362
30075
60132

469
2285
2040
782
818

3528

270

Landsale
Chaldrons

498
808
854
360

total
vend
12905
41474
9369
25836
43256
31217
60950
37669
31235
12774
17475
3798

15496

11394

202

27092
11049

12706
5061

3936
3982

178

30068
13954
5508
6365
22002
16434
17061
27650
42457
17159
8323

4919
174
16

539
120
25
246
1464

16910
9043
32288
35526
14248
5549
6611
25004
19534
22326
31623
44145
17989
10289

Blyth
Plessey
Cowpen
16393
Hartley
15996
Total amount of the Rivers Tyne & Blyth
Do. Of the River Wear

1537
3100
3610
3256
1542
846

4613

1655
717
149
830
1120

901/3 16489 1/3
958 21567
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Etall Colliery December 14th 1805
Sir,
In pursuance of an order from Mr Smith of Hay Farm I have viewed Etall Estate and also the
workings made at the colliery now working under a part of this Estate by Messrs. Libbett and

Smith the present lessees of the said colliery in order to report how far they are carrying
foreward the colliery in a fair and regular manner. As also to ascertain the quantity of coal to
work in the present winning and to point out the properest place for a new winning; as also to
give my opinion what rent may be expected for this colliery after Whit Thursday 1807 after
expiration of the present tenant’s terms.
To this end I descended the present working pits and find that the mode pursuant in working
the seam of coal called the Copereye Seam is what is generally termed the Long Way or in
other words working the whole of the seam away not have occasion to leave any part of it for
the support of the roof as this is supplied by pillars of stone being regularly drawn up behind
the workmen as the coal is wrought away, which precluded the necessity of having pillars of
coal standing which if left would unquestionably be a loss of so much of the mine ; I am
therefore fully of opinion that the modes now made use of is very proper as it appears from
the present inspection I have made of the old workings as well as from formed observations
from the working of this colliery which I have had frequent opportunity of making that nearly
the whole of the coal is obtained by this mode of proceeding therefore of course must be the
most advantageous way of working the seam. It appears that the whole of the Copereye seam
that could be won or laid dry by means of water level drifts brought from Vales has been
wrought in the Estate, it therefore has become necessary to adopt mechanical powers to lift
the water that is (?) with further dip of the colliery into the levels that have previously been
brought up from the low grounds in order to win the coals further to the dip of colliery which
those drifts could not win. The present lessees in the course of their undertaking have been
under the necessity of adopting this measure and have erected a fire engine for the purpose
above stated upon that part of Etall Estate called Slams Wood Moor which has won a tract of
coal about 120 yards in breadth further to the dip of colliery, than the drift drove from
Leatham Hill burn could win. The quantity of coal still to work at this winning I calculate to
be about 13000 fothers consequently the quantity left will supply that vend for nearly three
years.
With respect to forming an opinion of the annual rental of the colliery it is necessary to
ascertain where coal may be had to supply the vend for the term of years that may be fixed
upon at the colliery and by what means it is to be obtained. It appears then in the first place
that the existing lease continues until Whitday 1807. That being the case there will be about
one half of the coals left to work when the new lease takes place. It therefore becomes
necessary to point out where and how a further tract of coal can be won to supply the vend for
the duration of the term; for which purpose I would advise that the present engine pit be sunk
down about 12 fathoms and a stone drift drove from the bottom thereof to the full dip of
colliery which I conceive will be the easiest and most expeditious way of winning the coal…
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…. Under this part of the Estate and will without doubt ensure such a field of coal as will
supply the vend for several years.
It appears from the above statement that a new winning will have to be made which I consider
will cost the lessees somewhere about £1200 that being the case I am led to think that little or
no advance can be made upon the present rental as it appears the lessees will have to expend
the above sum immediately on the commencing of the new term. I beg leave however to
observe that the former mode of letting this colliery and other collieries in the neighbourhood
I do not approve of. The plan I recommend should be that a certain annual rent should be
fixed for which a fixed quantity of coals shall be allowed to be wrought and when the quantity
so fixed is exceeded in any one year a further rent to take place. This mode of letting the
colliery is most advisable as both the lessee and lessor will then receive a benefit by the sale
of coals increasing.

Having also taken a general survey of the grounds it appears to me that a considerable tract of
coal remaining under the north east part of the Estate which appears to be below the dip of the
colliery and the level of the drift drove from Berry Hill House Close consequently if ever it is
to be won the winning will have to be made by means of a fire engine. This tract of coal has
always been considered to lie at so great a depth that it could not be wrought and won to
profit but this being only conjecture I should recommend that in the course of the intended
new term that a bore hole should be put down at the east side of Berry Hill House Close in
order to ascertain at what depth the seam actually lies as in the event that the seam should be
found at no very considerable depth a very extensive tract of coal may be obtained in this part
of the estate.
JW
The following are the Heads and Conditions for the new lease & the terms by which I
conceive the colliery may be let upon.
1st Terms 14 or 21 years from Whitsunday 1807
2nd Certain annual rent £320 for which 256 Tens of coals shall be allowed to be wrought in
each year; and a further rent of 25/- p Ten for all coals that may be wrought over and above
the said stipulated quantity of 256 Tens in any one year or years of the term. Each Ten to
contain 418 Bolls and each Boll 36 gallons Winchester measure.
3rd Lessees to supply Etall House during the term without paying any consideration for the
same.
4th Lessees to have the workmen’s houses belonging the colliery without paying any
consideration for the same.
5th Lessees to find the tenants of Etall Estate with small coal at the rate of 3d p Boll each Boll
36 gallons.
6th Lessees to pay all lesses and taxes.
7th Lessees to make and uphold all roads for the use of the colliery, and also to pay for all
damaged ground for occasion of working the colliery each damage to be ascertained by two
indifferent people one chose by the lessor the other by the lessees.
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8th Lessees to have liberty to make up short workings in any one year or years of the term but
the overworkings in any preceding year or years shall not supply the deficiency or short
workings in any one year or years following.
9th Lessees not to have a power to drive an outstroke drift or drifts into any adjoining colliery.
10th The lessor or his agent to have power to descend any of the pits of the said colliery to line
and inspect the workings also to have power to gauge the corves , wagons or carts made use
of in working or leasing any of the coals from the said colliery and in case of the corves,
wagons or carts should be found over measure the same to be considered as having carried
such over measurement for the space of 12 calendar months unless an admeasurement of the
said corves, wagons or carts shall have happened to be made within the space of 12 calendar
months and then in such case they shall be reckoned from the time of such measurement.
11th Lessees to have a barrier of coal ten yards in thickness against every adjoining colliery.
12th Lessees to deliver the lessor an account of quantities of coals wrought and vended half
yearly (if so requested) and lessor or his agent to have power to inspect the banksmen and
overmen’s account or any other books kept for that purpose for ascertaining the coals that
may be wrought and vended from the said colliery.
13th Lessees to be allowed all such coals as may be consumed by any fire engine or engines
that may be erected upon the said premises for the purpose of drawing water only from out of
the said colliery and coal mines and also workmen’s coals without paying any rent for the
same.
14th Lessor at the end or other sooner determination of the term to have it in his option to take
or not to take the materials and utensils belonging to the said colliery at a fair valuation which
said valuation shall be made by two indifferent persons one of whom shall be chosen by the

lessor the other by the lessee and in case they cannot agree such two indifferent persons so
chosen shall have power to choose a third person whose determination shall be final.
15th Lessees shall have power to give up at the end of 4th year or any year afterwards on
giving 12 months previous notice writing.
NB The above rent is from the colliery alone whatever lands the lessees may possess they
must be charged rental for it according to its value.
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Killingworth Colliery January 17th 1806
Agreeable to the foregoing request we have descended the new pit at this colliery and
investigated the various heads of enquiry submitted to our consideration; and have to observe
that altho’ some measures have been pursued which do not exactly correspond with out ideas;
we are convinced that the motive has been to lay out the workings at the easiest expense and
to the greatest advantage.
As any plan to lessen the quantity of small coal produced by a colliery; or in other words to
increase the proportion of Round; must be an improvement we are of opinion that this object
may be effected by a certain degree by a reduction of the headways work now carrying on ;
for which purpose we advise the N West winning headways in the S Pit to be immediately
stopped; and no work of this description to be carried on for the present, except the north east
winning headways in the north part of the pit ; and the south east winning headways in the
south part thereof; which we presume will be quite sufficient for the purpose of the very
limited tract of coal between the Dykes, north of the shaft must be worked by no division of
the pit , and that to the south of the shaft by the south division thereof. By following this
mode of procedure we think that coal may obtained to keep the colliery in work till the Dykes
to the east and west of the shaft can be set over, and a proper front of workings opened out
beyond this for each division of the Pit.
The magnitude and nature of the Dykes, above alluded to, not being quite ascertained, we can
speak decidedly as to the best modes of coal lying beyond them; but as we have reason to
suppose the westernmost is a downcast of considerable magnitude to the west, and the
easternmost an upcast to the east, we think the best plan will be to appropriate the north
division of the pit , solely to the working of the coal below the West Dyke; the rotative engine
on that division being a 30 horse power ; and to apply the south division of the pit to the
working of the coal above the East Dyke; the rotative engine on that division being only a 20
horse power should the West Dyke proved as dipped of the size, we have reason to believe
the coal beyond it cannot be worked till the pit is sunk to the level of the seam so cast down
and a communication formed therewith by a stone drift extended from that shaft to that level.
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We presume that an improvement may be made in the present mode of working by the
following alteration viz. The Boards to be increased in breadth from 4 yards to 5 and the walls
to be holed at 28 yards instead of 22, as by this change which the situation of the mine in our
opinion fully warrants a considerable saving in the expense of narrow work, and a reduction
of small coal will take place. We further beg to observe that whenever the small coal
produced in Kerving (?) can with propriety be stowed underground we advise it to be donme
in that case no expense will be incurred in that unprofitable article except the bare expense of
hewing. The mode now pursuing to trace the source of the West Trouble, and to explore the
same, as well as the East Trouble, is in our opinion judicious.
In giving our sentiments generally on the nature and quality of the coal we feel diffident in
pronouncing it to be equal to several of the coals of the first class on the Tyne; but think that
the apparent deficiency in quality will to a great measure be supplied by its largeness, altho’
we cannot expect it to stand at the head of that class, it is however, doubtful whether the
narrow tract of coal confined between the Dykes, and now in work, can be considered as a
fair specimen of the seam; as it is not uncommon for the quality of coal to be much worse in
the vicinity of large Dykes that it naturally in a clear field; and that this cause may probably

exist in the present state of Killingworth; on which account the coal may perhaps be found of
better quality when the workings which are extended beyond the Dyke, which confine them at
present to so narrow a limit.
As during the inspection that we observed that a coarser stratum of coal lies at the bottom of
the seam, we recommend that great circumspection to be used in separating of this coarse part
from the rest of the seam; for altho’ it is small in quantity yet if suffered to go in mixture with
the better part of the seam it will endanger (?) the character of coal at market, and the more
so when the fate of a new colliery depends so much on the state of its produce when first
exported there.
John Buddle jnr.
John Watson
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Willington August 3rd 1806
W Redhead
Sir,
Agreeable to your request I have been upon the Estates belonging to Colonel Wood at West
Herrington in the County of Durham, for the purpose of giving you my opinion what yearly
rent may be expected in case the coal under the same may be let and also what may be the
present value of the same provided it were to be sold.
To that end I have examine the Estate in question and find that it is boundered on the south
west by grounds under which the representatives of John Nesham is now carrying on a
colliery, it is also boundered on the north west by the grounds under which Sir Henry Vane is
carrying on his colliery at both of which collieries that three workable seams is proved and
worked to within a few yards of the boundary of this estate which unquestionably puts it out
of all doubt that those seams are also under this Estate and will be found in as good perfection
as the coal is found in the adjacent collieries as mentioned above at least to the extent to
which I am led to believe those seams run in this Estate as I shall have after described.
The first of those seams is found to lie at or about the depth of 90 fathoms from the surface in
the neighbourhood but I suppose it may lie at the depth of 110 fathoms in this Estate and is
called upon the River wear by the Upper Main Coal which is six feet high and a coal of
excellent quality. The second coal is called the Maudlin Coal Seam and lies about 10 fathoms
below the Upper Main Coal and is four feet eight inches in thickness the quality of this seam
is not so good as the former tho’ a very merchantable coal . The third seam lies about 33
fathoms below the first or Upper Main Coal Seam and is distinguished by the name of Hutton
Seam and it appears that four feet in thickness of merchantable coal is obtained therefrom in
working.
I am informed that the whole of this Estate contains 307 acres but from every information I
have received it is my opinion and I believe the opinion of several other gentlemen that those
seams of coal will not be found in perfection will not be found in perfection under the south
east part of this estate, or that part distinguished by the name of Herrington Hills as it appears
that the seams of coal has not been found workable in Newbottle Colliery in a line with the
bottom of those hills which I conceive a very corroborating circumstance of their not being
found there in perfection. This being admitted I calculate there will be cut off 167 acres
consequently there remains 140 acres where I have no doubt the seams will be found in
perfection.
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The produce of those seams in the said 140 acres I calculate to be as under viz.
1st or Upper Main Coal ----------------------- 12040 Tens
2nd or Maudlin Coal -------------------------- 9660
3rd or Hutton Seam --------------------------- 8120
29820

The total produce therefore appears to be as above stated 29820 Tens but that quantity will be
diminished 1/9 for allowance that will be used at the fire engines for the purpose of drawing
water, pitmen’s fires etc. which leaves the net quantity liable to pay rent to be 26507 Tens.
In ascertaining the value of coal where no income is arising therefrom (which is the case here
at present) it is necessary to observe it is rather a matter of conjecture than otherwise. The
only data we have to go upon is to hazard an opinion at what period of time the colliery may
be let and whether the colliery will have to be won as new, or the coal, can or may be wrought
from adjoining colliery or collieries. I therefore in this present instance think it necessary to
put two distinct values upon this coal for reasons as assigned.
First, should either the representatives of John Nesham esq. or Sir K Vane be inclined to treat
for the same way they would be enabled to begin to work it immediately as the workings of
their collieries are already extended to the boundary as formerly observed, therefore I think
this coal of more value to either of those parties than it can be to any person else whatever.
Supposing then that this coal should be let or be sold to either of those parties mentioned I
suppose that they will work out of the same about 600 Tens P annum, therefore the quantity
of coal calculated to be under these grounds would continue to work at that rate 44 years and
that the price p Ten should be at 20/- s p Ten it would therefore make an annual income of
£600 p annum which said sum of £600 p annum I consider worth to them provided they
should be inclined to purchase £6000.
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Secondly should any person buy it upon a speculative view so as to let the coal and make a
distinct colliery of it, my reasons for thinking it is of much less value in that way, is that I am
inclined to think while some of those gentlemen’s collieries through whose grounds the
wagon way would have to pass continuous to work they would not be much inclined to let
wayleaves pass through their grounds for fear the opening of this colliery might injure the sale
of their coal. But this I have no doubt will be removed at some future period at the time when
their collieries is working off therefore I think under all circumstances a person might be
disposed to give for the coal about £3200.
John Watson
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An Estimate of laying a score of Coals upon bank at Chippington Colliery upon a yearly vend
of 4280 fothers of 8 bolls each January 1806
s
d
Hewing & putting p score with an 8 peck corf upon a mean (each score 21 corves) 3
4
Holing walls 1d and loss by throwing small coals back 3d --------------------------4
Props, deals and barrow way plates for B way ----------------------------------------4
Upholding trams, shovels, mauls, wedges& corving --------------------------------21/4
Overmen’s wages, setting props, finding oil and candles for barrow way -------5
Drawing coals, including banksmen, gin driver horse etc. -------------------------1
21/2
Agency including one half of the expense of keeping a horse & cow etc ---------1
1
Binding pitmen £30 house rents £20 lesses & taxes & leading workmen coals --91/2
Ropes £6 p annum upholding gins & shafts & sinking coal pits ---------------------21/2
Damaged ground & upholding and making roads ------------------------------------11/4
Colliery rent -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
3
Oil, candles & saddlery goods etc. -----------------------------------------------------13/4
Drawing water and other contingent expenses --------------------------------------11/2
P score
9
7
9s 7d p score is nearly equal to 3s 8d p fother

The above annual vend of 4280 fothers will be disposed of at 4s 4d p fother (the present
selling price) which will amount to ------------------------------------------------- £927.6.8
Deduct the expense of working the said 4280 fothers @ 3s 8d as p estimate - £784.13.4
Annual profit - £142.1 3.4
Say £140
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Estimate of the Expense of working Netherton Colliery upon a vend of 4255 fothers yearly
each fother containing 8 Coal Bolls January 17th 1806
s
d
Hewing and putting p score with an 8 peck corf upon a mean (each score 21 corves) 3
Holing walls, driving water levels etc. ---------------------------------------------------2
Props, deals and barrow way plates for the barrow way -----------------------------4
Upholding, trams, shovels, mauls and wedges ----------------------------------------11/4
Overman’s wages and laying barrow ways, setting props etc. ----------------------5
Corving £8 p annum Smith work £4 wright work £5---------------------------------21/2
Banksmen including gin horse & driver -----------------------------------------------1 21/2
Keeping the fire engine for drawing water, also the coals consumed--------------1 3
Agency including one half of the expense of keeping horse & cow etc. ---------11
Binding pitmen £30 p annum house rents £15 lesses & taxes & leading workmens
Coals ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------81/4
Ropes £6 p annum upholding gins, sinking pits etc. £6 ----------------------------13/4
Damaged ground -------------------------------------------------------------------------11/4
Colliery rents -----------------------------------------------------------------------------81/2
Oil, candles, saddles, saddlery goods, office expenses etc-------------------------13/4
Contingent expenses --------------------------------------------------------------------11/4
9
6
9s 6d p score is nearly 3s 71/2 d p fother
The above annual vend of 4255 fothers sold at 4s p fother (the present selling
price) will produce ---------------------------------------------------------------------- £851. 0 .0
Deduct the expense of working the above 4255 fothers @ 3s 71/2 d as p
Estimate above ------------------------------------------------------------------------ £ 771.4.41/2
Annual profit of £79.15.71/2
Say £80
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Estimate of the value of Netherton Colliery and Farm with the stock and crop upon the same
January 1806
It appears p admeasurement of the plan that there is sufficient mine to supply the vend during
the lease of this colliery; that being the case the annual profit supposed to be made during the
unexpired part of the term is estimated to be -------------------------------------- £80
Then admitting the above yearly profit at £80 for 13 years (the unexpired part of the lease)
and allowing the purchaser £20% p annum upon the purchase money, and to have his capital
paid back during that time, the value is ---------------------------------------- £362
Value of the live and using stock, such as horses, hay, corn, new iron timber etc etc included
in farm stock--------------------------------------------------------------------- £0
Coals resting, 31st December 1805 -------------------------------------------- £83.12.0
Present worth of the xxx other part of the stock at the end of the term
Such as engines, gins, houses, fixtures etc allowing the purchaser £7%
P annum upon the purchase money------------------------------------------ £603
Value of Netherton Colliery ------------------------------------------------ £1048.12.0
Value of the farm stock, crop etc as p the valuation of

Mr Wilkinson & others ---------------------------------------------------- £627.19.41/2
Total value of Netherton Colliery & farm------------------------------ £1676.11.41/2
Total value of Netherton and Choppington Collieries, with the stock and crops upon the same
as awarded and agreed upon by Messrs. Watkin, Stobart and Watson between Messrs
Johnson, Atkinson & Messrs Smith & Gibson Jan. 1806
£ s
d
Value of Netherton Colliery & stock ----------------------------------- 1048 12 0
Do. Of Choppington do. & do. ----------------------------------------- 564 17 4
Do. Of Netherton Farm stock & crop ---------------------------------- 627 19 41/2
Do. Of Choppington do. & do. ----------------------------------------- 466 3 6
£2707 12 21/2
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Estimate of the Expense of Making a Chaldron wagon & laying a yard of Main and Bye
wagon ways by Richard Forster September 1806
£
To 2 Loads (?) @ 7/- ----------------------------------------------To 2 bottom sheths (?) @ 4/- -----------------------------------To 2 overings @ 2/- ---------------------------------------------To two hawtrees @ 1/6 -----------------------------------------To 12 side sheths @ 1/- ---------------------------------------To cleading deals & bottom bord do. ----------------------To convoy --------------------------------------------------------To 4 bushes for wheels @ 1/6 --------------------------------To nails -----------------------------------------------------------To workmanship ------------------------------------------------Iron gear 4 cwt @ £2.6.8 -------------------------------------4 wheels 9 cwt 2 qtrs @ 16/---------------------------------Expense of laying a yard of double main way
2 sleepers -----@ 1/4 ----------------------------------------2 yds fir bottom rail @ 1/- ----------------------------------2 do. Beech do . @ 8d ----------------------------------------Pins -----------------------------------------------------------Levelling -----------------------------------------------------Laying ------------------------------------------------------Expense of Laying a yard of bye way
11/2 sleepers --------------------------------------------------2 yd fir rail @ 10d ---------------------------------------------Pins --------------------------------------------------------------Levelling -------------------------------------------------------Laying ----------------------------------------------------------

1

9
7
£ 22

s
14
8
4
3
12
12
2
6
4
1
6
12
5

d

2

2

8

1

4
2
2
9

6

1
8

2

2
1

4

8
1
2
6
5
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Sept 30th 1763
This day having further considered the working in the Old Winning of Long Benton Colliery
it is all our opinions to begin at the southernmost extremity of the Bason and Delight Pits, and
so continue to take one yard from each and of the pillars to this rise within 100 yards of the
Engine Level, when this is done the horse engine underground may be laid off whose yearly
expense is £150 and the water that now is in the Third Pit may be loosed and let into the
waste last wrought, until it rise to the engine level which is 8 fathoms, equal to the lift of the
horse engine and will be great support to the pillars left, as soon as the water is let out of the

Third pit waste, there is about 6 acres of whole coal which may be wrought within 200 yards
distance of the said shaft, likewise there is about 20 Acres of Whole Coal to the south west of
the Delight pit may be wrought at the same time to the Delight or Third Pit, as to the walls in
the several pits to the rise of the Engine Level, one yard at each and above may be wrought at
any time as may be thought proper. And further it is all our opinions as the walls is 20 yards
in length and 6 yards in breadth that a yard may be taken off each end of the pillars without
bringing a creep upon the colliery.
Wm Unthank
George Grey
James Bell
Ra. Vaux
Ra. Unthank
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Heaton Colliery Office October 7th 1806
To Messrs Ramsay, King, Casson, Donnison, Gray, Fenwick, Dodds and King
Gentlemen,
You as professional men are requested the lessees of this colliery to answer the following
queries.
Query 1st Will it be in any way injurious to the lessors of Heaton or Long Benton Collieries
should the lessees of those collieries continue that sheth of bords down from the north east
boundary of Heaton to a downcast Trouble to east ( which is known to run through part of
Long Benton Colliery as proved by the east workings from the E Pit as well as by the north
east workings of said pit) without having a barrier of coal between those collieries at that
point of the boundary where those bords are proposed to be carried forward. Those workings
you will observe which is intended to be continued down to the Trouble will be found by
examining the plan to lay about 10 winnings to the north from the face of the east Mothergate
from said E Pit shaft and continuing to north about 19 winnings further.
Ans. We are of opinion it would not be prejudicial but even advantageous to the interests of
Heaton Colliery neither do we think it prejudicial to the lessors of Long Benton Colliery to
continue those 19 bords till they meet with the first downcast Trouble to the east (represented
on the Heaton Colliery plan) without leaving any barriers immediately at the boundary
between those two collieries.
Query 2nd Should you be of opinion that it will not be prejudicial to the welfare of both
collieries by continuing those workings down to the Trouble as above mentioned . In your
opinion where is the properest place to leave a barrier between the two collieries and of what
thickness would you recommend it be left for the security of both collieries?
Ans. As we have given our opinion in answer to query 1st it would not be prejudicial to the
interests of Heaton and Long Benton Collieries to continue the ….
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…workings beforementioned to the first Trouble which is about two fathoms downcast to the
east at which we recommend the barrier to be left on the east or underside thereof 20 yards in
breadth instead of having it left at the boundary hedge in between the two collieries which we
conceive will be to the advantage of both collieries particularly by as a larger quantity of coal
will be obtained by such change of the situation of the barrier being made. But in the
meantime we recommend two bords or drifts to be set away from or about the 42nd winning
north of the E Pit to try a second downcast Trouble that appears to the colliery plan to be
about 96 yards east to the first Trouble of that bord . If this Trouble is found we then
recommend the barrier to be removed from the first east Trouble and left on the underside of
the second
Query 3rd

Where would you recommend the outstroke drifts to be made from Heaton into Long Benton
Colliery and in what manner ought it to be made in order that should it be found hereafter to
put in frame dams into such outstroke drifts they may be put in with the best effect.
Ans The lessees of Heaton may make their outstroke in what part they choose but it appears
to us the most eligible is 10 winnings to the north from the east mothergate in the said pit, we
recommend two drifts 20 yards from each other and drove through the barrier, not to exceed 6
feet in width that in case an overcharge of water be met with that two frame dams might be
put in the centre of the barrier.
Query 6th Whether Heaton Colliery is put into more than ordinary risk in working the Long
Benton coal by means of the outstroke colliery than she now is in ( by working the coal in
Heaton) providing care be taken in boundering the coal off as here to foredone in Heaton. Or
if you are of opinion that any further measures can be pursued in boundering out the coal in
both collieries you will be pleased to point out the same,
Ans. We cannot think that Heaton Colliery is put any more than ordinary risk in attempting to
work the Long Benton coal by means of those outstroke drifts provided the same care be
taken in boundering the coal off in Long Benton as has hitherto been and as is continued to be
practised in Heaton to which precautious mode we cannot make any improvement
whatsoever.
Query 5th Will it be the interests of the lessors of Heaton Colliery to permit the….
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… coal in Long Benton Colliery to be wrought to Heaton Colliery by means of an outstroke
to the said colliery.
Ans. We are fully of opinion that it will be of considerable interest to the lessors of Heaton
Colliery to permit the coal in Long Benton Colliery to be wrought to Heaton. In the first place
it will cause certain rent to be continued to lessors of Heaton at least three years and it may
probably be for a longer duration provided the pillars in Long Benton be found merchantable.
In the second place it admits the Heaton owners to take away their own barriers which is a
considerable advantage to the lessors.
Query 6th What in your opinion ought the lessors of Heaton Colliery to pay as a full
recompense to the lessors for Ten for the privilege of making the outstroke drift and working
the coal from Long Benton Colliery by virtue of outstroke and the other liberties which the
lessees will enjoy when working this coal from Long Benton.
Ans. From the advantages we have already mentioned to result to the lessors of the Heaton
Colliery by being enabled to make outstroke into and to work a tract of coal out of Long
Benton. We are of opinion after deliberately considering the matter that six shillings p Ten of
440 bolls is a sufficient recompense for both breaking the barrier and for shaft rent.
Query 7th Where would you recommend beginning to work the walls in the C Pit workings
and do you think it a proper place in proceeding to work a part of the walls at present taken a
general view of the present state of the colliery.
Ans, Upon a view of the colliery we are deliberately of opinion from its exhausted state of the
whole coal in this colliery, it’s advisable to begin to work immediately the pillars and it
appears to us that the pillars lying immediately to the north of C Pit shaft which is boundered
off between the two Troubles presents it to us to be the most eligible situation for beginning
to work the walls; and that the commencement of such working should beginning
immediately on the north west side of the upcast Trouble to north of 51/2 fathoms which lies
about 132 yards north of said C Pit shaft.
J Ramsay
John Gray
Wm King
Thos. Fenwick
Wm Casson
Ra. Dodds
John Donnison
Thos. King
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Sir,

Agreeable to your request I have examined your estate at Burradon in order to ascertain
whether the seam of coal now working at Killingworth Colliery distinguished or known by
the name of the High Main Coal Seam is likely to exist under your estate, or nor, and if it
should be there; what vend you ought to except in case you should be inclined to let the same
to work. For the above purpose I have paid particular attention to the lay or stretch of the said
seam in a direction towards your grounds from the said colliery of Killingworth. I have also
examined several borings made in the said neighbourhood and from every circumstance
relating the same I am of opinion that their can scarce be a doubt but the High Main Coal
Seam now working at Killingworth Colliery extends to your estate provided no Troubles or
Dykes intervenes so as to occasion any change in the same which I have no reason to believe
can be the case as it does not appear from all information I can collect that there has been any
Troubles yet discovered in that part of the country in any magnitude.
Having then above given it as my opinion that the said High Main Coal Seam runs through
your estate which is all I apprehend is wanted for the present occasion ; yet I cannot omit
stating that I have every reason to believe that the Hartley Seams will also be found good on
the north east part of your estate which I expected I should have in some degree have been
able to ascertain had I been fortunate enough to have been able to procure and account of the
borings made in the two holes which is described by the plan to have been made and
immediately on that part of the grounds; which if they had been forthcoming would have
furnished me with a good deal of information on the business.
As it appears from your letter to me that the gentleman who wishes to treat with you for the
coal did not give you a decisive answer in which way they intended winning your coals ;
whether by an outstroke drift from Killingworth Colliery and merely adding your coal as an
additional quantity of coal to that colliery. Or would make a distinct colliery of it. It therefore
certainly becomes necessary to give you the terms you may expect in each way. At the same
time I should beg to observe that provided wayleaves can be obtained for the purpose of
leading coals to the River Tyne it would be a more preferable way for you as the annual
income arising from it would I ….
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…apprehend be nearly doubled by being a distinct colliery during her continuance to work
but this as before observed will much depend on the practicability of obtaining wayleave to
the River Tyne and it is my opinion that there will be no great difficulty in procuring them but
this I think ought to be ascertained in some degree previous to your letting your coal.
I am sir,
Your obt. Humble servant
Jn Watson
Wilington
Dec 22nd 1806
To W Ogle Wallis Ogle esq.
The following are the terms you might obtain provided wayleaves may be obtained so as to
make a distinct colliery on your estate viz.
1st Term 31 years from mayday 1807
2nd Certain yearly rent £600 for which the tenants will be allowed to work and vend 600 Tens
of coals each Ten to contain 440 bolls and each boll 36 gallons Winchester measure.
3rd Whatever coals are wrought and sold in any one year of the term over and exceeding the
above stipulated quantity 600 Tens to be paid for at the rate of 20s p Ten such measure as
aforesaid.
4th No certain rent to be paid for the first year of the term but should any coals be wrought and
led during that time to be paid for at the rate of 20s p Ten.
5th Lessees to be allowed coals for the use of the fire engine or engines erected for the purpose
of drawing water from the mine and the workmen’s fire coal without paying any rent for the
same.

6th Lessees to have the power to give up at the 3rd 6th or 9th year of the term or any year
afterwards in giving 12 months previous notice.
With all other usual and customary covenants as are generally in such like agreement.
NB There are two gentlemen’s grounds where the line of wagon way has to pass through who
I believe has never let a wayleave how far they may be inclined to let one I cannot pretend to
say but should it be found that they will do so upon moderate terms probably you might be
able to lay on about £200 a year certain rent on the above as I have allowed £100 a year extra
on each of those…
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…Gentlemen as a temptation for to induce them to grant wayleave.
Should the wayleaves be objected to then I think you will not be able to obtain more than
£400 a year certain rent from the owners of Killingworth Colliery as they will be enabled to
work it by an outstroke drift and to allow them to work and vend 400 Tens for such rent and
to pay 20/- p Ten for surplus workings – such measure as heretofore specified.
With all other reservations and covenants as are inserted in agreements of suchlike nature.
The above are the terms which I think you ought to have but advise you to write those
gentlemen who wishes to take the coal to request them to make you a proposal for it in both
ways as they had not determined in what manner it was to be done.
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Sir,
Agreeable to your request I have examined Gosforth Colliery for the purpose of investigating
the several particulars necessary in order to enable me to give my opinion upon the following
queries submitted for my consideration viz.
1st What state is the quantity and quality of coal discovered to the west of the Centre Pit also
what future prospect is there of meeting with merchantable coal in that quarter of the colliery
and also the propriety of prosecuting the colliery in the west part thereof.
2nd Is the coal now discovered of that magnitude and quality so as to induce the further
prosecution of the colliery, stating the advantages that may arise by working the same and to
point out the most advisable way to win the coal lately discovered that is lying between the
two Troubles west of the Quarry Pit shaft?
In order to answer the first part of those queries as fully as possible I descended the Pits and
examined the workings which has been lately made to the west from the Centre Pit to the
Rushey Main Pit. I also examined the coal in the several drifts drove many years ago which I
suppose must have been drove for the purpose of ascertaining the coal at that time and from
every appearance I am clearly of opinion there cannot be expected any considerable extent of
good coal to be found in this part of the colliery that can be made vendable owing to the coal
being so much intermixed with clay or other soft metal. This is not only my opinion from the
inspection I have had this day of the coal but is corroborated by several viewers and plans
made of that colliery when working so far back in the year 1753; two of which views I here
adjoin for your inspection which was made I believe by persons who stood very high in the
estimation of the world as professional men at that day.
View of Gosforth Colliery March 21st 1753
I have viewed Gosforth Colliery wherein there is only two pits to the rise of the drowned
waste viz the First and Fortune Pits, the First Pit is wrought out both in Whole and Walls, the
Fortune Pit has wrought 260 Tens of coals and has a great quantity….
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…of Whole Coal was left in her of which 200 yards to the north 150 to the east, 130 to the
south and 120 to the west has been tried by drifts and does not prove well; the carriage which
comes to buy the coals at the Pit have many times refused it and there has been many trials

made to burn it to cinders but to no effect for which reason I conclude that coal is not
vendable.
Signed J Watson
View 2nd
March 26th 1753
We have this day viewed the Fortune Pit in Gosforth Colliery and find at 10 yards east from
the shaft a north headways drift 100 yards in, we tried the cosal at 30 yards in, and at the face
of the drift, the coal at 30 yards burnt like charcoal and that at the face much worse, there are
no bords turned in this headways.
The ingate east bord is 30 yards from the shaft and (?) in Bad Coal.
From the shaft east and 10 yards and south 50 yards an east drift 140 yards to the Meadow Pit
shaft which was sunk for an air course and never wrought any coals. We tried the coal in this
drift from 80 yards west of the Meadow Pit shaft at which place we thought the coal was best
and it burnt badly. There are several places won out at about 30 yards to the east of the
headways which are driven west and east as far as the coal is vendable. We then came up to
the south headways which is 140 yards in and tried the coal at the face of the innermost west
bord which is 20 yards west from the said headways and it burnt pretty well but the coals are
red and works small, there is a south head drift which goes out of this bord and the overman
say it is driven 70 yards but no bords turned and is close stowed up with coals so that we
cannot see it, at 4 winnings north back from the face of the south headways the whole coal is
wrought away to the west as far as the First Pit thrust and the walls we believe to be tolerable
good and may yield 100 Tens of coals including what may be vended along with them for a
worse sort.
The headways to the north of the Ingate westd. looks very well, and the coals work tolerably
round but burns badly.
Signed
J Leaton
Ra. Unthank
Jn Watson
Jn Bell
Altho’ the old plan which I have examined only describes the situation of the pit called…..
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… the First Pit mentioned in the first report. It appears to me from the description of the
workings in the second report that the pit now called the Rushy (?) on your plan is either
called the Fortune or Meadow Pit above described in the second report if so (and there is no
doubt of it ) no favourable prospect can be expected or any considerable quantity of coal can
be expected to be met with in this quarter of the colliery at the same time it will be prudent to
continue the working of one of your west pits until the coal that is discovered by the drifts
from the Quarry Pit can be won particularly from the purpose of supplying the engine,
workmen etc with coals and in the course of such coals being wrought some parts of them
will be made so merchantable so as to be sold which will to some extent assist in defraying
the cost of winning the coal lying between the two Troubles west of the Quarry Pit shaft and
for which purpose I recommend the Rushy (?) Pit be prepared to work what coal may be
thought advisable instead of the present working pit called The Centre Pit.
In answer to the second query with respect to ascertaining the quality and quantity of coals
met with below the dip Trouble west of the Quarry Pit shaft I went down the said Quarry pit
and proceeded into the drifts drove to prove the coal as I could possibly get in for water and it
appears the quality of coal is hear found good and in its perfect state but to what extent it is
possible to determine at present, at the same time I think it very probable that the coal
described between the two Troubles is remaining whole and unwrought and therefore

recommend an immediate attempt be made to lay this coal dry, it being now three fathoms
below the level where the water serves away at to the engine owing to the Troubles met with
near the shaft casting it down to that extent, and it appears to me that the most advisable way
to win the tract of coal in question is by widening the Quarry Pit shaft to 7 feet diameter to its
present bottom in order to receive an air brattice into it and sink it down about 4 fathoms
further to the level of the seam so cast down by the aforementioned Trouble, and that a stone
drift be extended from the shaft at that level so as to cut the coal on the west side of the said
downcast Trouble in which shaft I recommend putting in a small sett of pumps which can be
wrought by a crank fixed to the coal gin and by such means you will be enabled to draw what
water may be met with in these workings …..
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… into the level where it now serves away into the engine. My reasons for preferring the
preparing of the Quarry Pit rather than the sinking of a new pit to work this coal are, first,
because it being impossible to say with any degree of certainty or determine exactly what
whole coal there may be remaining between those two Troubles (nor being in possession of
any plans to show the extent of the old workings) therefore conceive that the least possible
expense ought to be adopted.
For a comparative statement of the difference of winning the coal by means of the Quarry Pit
and that of sinking a new pit I refer you to estimates No. 2 & 3.
And secondly should there be a prospect of discovering a further field of Whole Coal on the
north and east side of this pit shaft ( which I am informed is reported to exist) which if so
found to be the case I am persuaded taking all circumstances into consideration the Quarry Pit
presents itself to me to be the most centrical as well as the most proper pit to answer all the
different objects in view, and it appears to me that under all circumstances provided the good
coal is found to the extent I have calculated upon that the undertaking is an eligible one.
For which particulars I beg leave to refer you to the Estimate no.1
I am Sir
With great respect
Your obt servant
Jn. Watson
Willington January 28th 1807
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Estimate of the Expense of laying a Score of 16 peck corves of coals upon bank at Gosforth
Colliery upon a Vend of 10000 fothers yearly viz.
£
s
d
Hewing p score with a 16 peck corf --------------------------------------------4
4
Putting upon a mean --------------------------------------------------------------1
8
Overman’s wages, drawing props, keeping barrow ways, ridding and
Cutting up stone in the workings ----------------------------------------------11
Pumping and leading water ------------------------------------------------------3
Oil, candles, lampwick, grease, keeping oil lamps -------------------------41/2
Drawing headways, holing walls, wet, double & narrow working and turning
Bords--------------------------------------------------------------------------------5
Keeping pit shafts & gins in repair ---------------------------------------------1
Timber, wright work and labouring work -------------------------------------8
Smith work including iron, keeping trams, mauls wedges shovel irons,
Hooks and chains & corf bows in repair also nails for every purpose ----5
Planks, deals, props barrow way plates etc ----------------------------------71/2
Drawing coals ---------------------------------------------------------------------1
½
Sledging out coals odds waiting on money ----------------------------------7
Corving exclusive of corf bows ---------------------------------------------6
Binding and removing pitmen, their fire coals etc. -------------------------71/2
Ropes ------------------------------------------------------------------------------5

Agent’s salaries with expenses including a person to attend the landsales
Trunk at the turnpike road -----------------------------------------------------Gunpowder -----------------------------------------------------------------------Houses, rents, lesses, taxes and income tax ---------------------------------Damaged ground --------------------------------------------------------------Keeping fire engine including coals consumed ---------------------------Leading coals from the pit to the trunk at turnpike & attendance at pit
Heap to assist in filling wagons ---------------------------------------------Upholding wagon way & wagons -------------------------------------------Driving stone drifts etc. ------------------------------------------------------Sundry contingent expenses ------------------------------------------------

81/4
4
61/4
1¼
6 61/4

£1

1 3
5
6
8
4 2

£1.4.2 p score is equal to 4s 10d p fother
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It appears p admeasurement of the plan that the tract of coal lying between the two Troubles
contains 10 ¾ acres which I calculate will produce 58695 fothers consequently it will supply
an annual vend of 10000 fothers with the other consumption at the colliery about 41/2 years.
Supposing then that 10000 fothers are sold annually at 6s 6d p fother (the price supposed can
be obtained for this coal) it will make the yearly sales amount to ………… £3250
Deduct the expense of laying the above 10000 fothers on bank @ 4s 10d p fother …
………………………………………………………………………………. £2416.13.4
Annual profit ………. £833.6.8
NB I have stated the vend to 10000 fothers annually and the selling price at 6s 6d p fother,
any fluctuation of vend or price will of course increase or decrease the profit accordingly.
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Estimate of the cost of sinking a new pit to the coal discovered at Gosforth Colliery lying
between the two dykes west of the Quarry Pit shaft January 7th 1807
£
Sinking a pit 7ft diameter 40 fathoms viz.
13 fathoms of clay ------------------------------------------------- @ £4 p
27 do. Of stone ---------------------------------------------------- @ £7 p
Cribs, backing deals and inside deals-----------------------40 fathoms of brattice -----------------------------------------@ £2.8.0 p
Whim gin for the purpose of drawing coals & fixing ----Making heaps, steads etc. ------------------------------------

52
189
105
96
58
8

I conceive that the water notwithstanding this pit is sunk will have
to be drawn at the Quarry pit; therefore the Quarry pit will also
have to be sunk 4 fathoms down and the stone drift extended from
the bottom of the shaft to cut the coal on the dip side of the Trouble
for a water course consequently will make an addition to the above
expense as under, viz.
Sinking the pit 4 fathoms ----------------------------------- @ £7 p
Driving a stone drift 30 yards ------------------------------ @ £2 p
5 fathoms of pumps fixing them with spears and crank
To fix to gin ------------------------------------------------------The expense of winning this coal by widening the Quarry
Pit shaft as p estimate on other side amounts to -----In favour of winning by the Quarry pit ---------------------

28
60
90
£686
£406
£280

s

d
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Estimate of the expense of winning the coal by widening the Quarry pit shaft which is
discovered lying below the downcast Trouble to the west of said pit shaft at Gosforth Colliery
January 1807
£ s
To widening the quarry pit shaft from 5 to 7 feet diameter
30 fathoms --------------------------------------------------- @ £2.10.0 75
To sinking from the present bottom of the shaft to the
Level of the coal below the trouble 4 fathoms ------ @ £7 p
28
Driving a horse drift from shaft to Trouble 30 yards
--------------------------------------------------------------- @ £3 p
90
Building brick wall along the same 30 yards -------17
Walling shaft at seam ---------------------------------10
5 fathoms of 8 inch pumps with spears and fixing the same -90
40 fathoms of brattice including timber, nails etc @ £2.8.0 p 96
£406

d
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Willington February 2nd 1807
Sir,
At your request I have examined the estate of Farnacres but more particularly that part under
which the coal mines belonging to you lies (which is commonly called or known by the name
of Northwood Colliery) I have also particularly examined the different borings etc made upon
those grounds to the different seams of coals, in order that I may be able to give you my
sentiments as accurately and as fully as possible, what seams of coal are under the said
grounds and also the prospect of letting the colliery to work at present. And after such
examination of the grounds, plans, borings etc I find there are several seams bored thro’.
The first of which appears to be a top seam , put in under a part of the grounds lying on the
west part of the estate and is stated to be 5 feet 3 inches high as marked A in the different
boring accounts and found at the depth of about 13 fathoms from the surface. This seam is
discovered by several of the borings made on that part of the estate, which I have also marked
with A on the margins.
The second seam met with is the seam formerly called in this colliery Harvey’s Main Coal or
the Whickham Stone Coal. It is 3 feet 11 inches in height, including a band of stone in it, in
some places 9 inches thick in others 13 inches thick and is found at the depth of 341/2 fathoms
and which seam I have marked in the different boring accounts with the letter B.
There is also four other seams of coal bored through below the above two seams none of
which exceeds two feet in height, therefore cannot be considered in any point of view of the
least value, as from their thinness they cannot be wrought so as to indemnify the expense
attending the same; therefore I think it unnecessary to go into particulars respecting them in
this report.
Therefore in order to ascertain what the first two seams are, above described I have paid
particular attention to the different seams met with in adjoining collieries, and it appears
clearly to me, that the first of these seams found at the depth of 13 fathoms is a seam of coal
met with in the collieries adjoining on the east of this estate & lesses, what is generally
termed in the mining language, further to the dip of this colliery and from
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…every circumstance I have no doubt but that same seam found at the depth of 13 fathoms.
The same seam as that called or known by the name of the Low Main or Hutton Seam at
Sheriff Hill and also Low Moor Collieries , at which collieries they are now working the same
seam and is also considered to be the lowest seam worth working at those collieries. The other

seams found at those collieries are all thrown at the Earth’s surface by the regular rise of the
strata’s in the approach to the west, long before they get to the estate now in question
therefore they cannot be considered to be in it.
And it further appears to me that this seam, so much as has been thought good as been
wrought formerly, as in several of the boring accounts where it is met with it is particularly
expressed in those words ‘ Open Waste with Water’. Soft crushed (?) coals and so forth;
which puts it beyond a doubt, but this seam is mostly, if not all wrought out.
For a reference to this seam see boring accounts marked on the margin A particularly in the
Boring Accounts marked No. 6.
The second or next seam here met with, as stated before, is what is generally termed Harvey’s
Main Coal or Whickham’s Stone Coal Seam; which said seam I have no doubts by
comparing the different depths to the seams met with at Bell’s Close, Montague Main etc.
which lie to the north and north west from this estate, that this seam is precisely the same
seam as that which at those collieries is called the Beaumont Seam; and was always
considered at those collieries, a very valuable seam but notwithstanding owing to the
particular circumstances of the band or bed of stone existing in the seam under this estate,
renders it in my opinion of not much value at the present time, as it will be found by the
boring accounts that it is never less than 9 inches in thickness in its progress to the south
therefore of course would make it very expensive in working; it is also corroborated by a
boring lately made in the adjoining estate of Saltwelside; that this band continues to run
regularly thro’ this seam, which induces me to add that it is my opinion that this seam ( which
is the only seam that can be considered to be a workable seam) will not be attempted to be
wrought during the continuance of most of the collieries in the neighbourhood of Newcastle,
which I calculate will continue at least 40 years yet to come.
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With respect to the other seams bored through as I said before, they cannot be thought worth
taking notice of for the reason before assigned but with those seams which correspond with
those found below the Beaumont seam, at Bell’s Close, Montague Main and other collieries
those two seams are found to increase in thickness to 3 feet, and at such height we deem them
workable seams.
Therefore taking all those circumstances into consideration it appears to me that the seams of
coal here met with, is not of that height or quality so as to induce a person to make a winning
of this colliery at present, nor will it take place in my opinion until the coal becomes very
scarce in the neighbourhood of Newcastle, which I apprehend will not be for many years to
come. There is still one further unfavourable circumstance which is here necessary to state,
and that is that those seams above specified has never been found in their proper height or
thickness south of a downcast Trouble to north of 25 fathoms and goes thro’ very near the
north extremity of the estate, and runs in a direction from east to west which will be seen by
referring to the plan which accompanies this report and marked aa. This is not only my
opinion which I have formed from the observations I have been able to collect from papers,
borings, etc. but it is also corroborated by the opinions of several professional gentlemen
employed in collieries in the neighbourhood, of this estate whom I have also consulted upon
this business, and also agree with me that it is and has been, universally the case that those
seams has not been found so good on the south side of the said downcast Trouble as they have
been found on the north side thereof.
John Watson
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Cowpen Colliery 10th February 1807
Agreeable to the direction of Sir Matt. White Ridley Bart. and Revd. Mr Croft we have this
day attended at Cowpen Colliery and on our general survey we find so much to have been
done in the repairs of various colliery materials; the main fire engine as well as the machine
for the drawing of coals has undergone much repair and new partitions have been placed in

the pits, to prevent the corves from touching, all of which must have cost considerable sums
of money; but by such alterations and improvements the colliery of course will be materially
benefited.
The use of gunpowder which of late has been used in the working of the coals is also likely to
be of advantage by getting a greater proportion of Round coals, yet as it seems to be found the
workmen by the owners, the expense thereof will be considerable.
The coal to the south and east of the engine is at present looking more favourable than on our
View in last September. No time however in our opinion should be lost in setting over the
Trouble in the south headway of the A Pit in order to put forward drifts and prepare for a new
pit. this we recommend to be strictly adhered to.
As the great expense attending the building of quays etc about the harbour is now at an end,
the timber and masons bills in future will be greatly reduced, but in order to enable us to
speak with propriety about the general management of the colliery relative to the same doing
well or otherwise we ought to have an inspection of the several pay bills and expenses
incurred on carrying forward the same from time to time, as well as the increase or decrease
of the stock of the colliery , none of which has as yet been shown us, if therefore it is the wish
of Sir Matt. Ridley and Mr Croft for us to give them a just idea of the state of profits etc.
those matters must absolutely be furnished us; and an order must be given to the managing
partner for that purpose.
The quantity of coals at present resting at the colliery appear to be about 2800 chaldrons and
about 600 ch. Seems to have been vended since the commencement of the present year.
Wm. Stobbart
John Watson
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To Messrs Dodds, Watson, Straker and Hill
Gentlemen,
The owners of Heaton Colliery being desirous to ascertain whether or not it may be eligible
for them to draw the water out of Heaton and Long Benton old waste; you are requested to
consider and give your joint opinions on the following heads as also to involve your ideas
generally on the subject
1st Of what extent do you conceive the above wastes to be, and what is the magnitude of the
feeders of water which communicate with and discharge themselves into those wastes.
2nd What engine power ( exclusive of that at present employed at the colliery) will it require
do you conceive to drain the above wastes in six months from the time of tapping them, and
what will be the expense of the same, and in what place or places would you recommend
them to be tapped.
3rd On which pit would you advise the additional engine power to be placed.
4th Admitting these wastes to be drained, what additional quantity of coal do you imagine will
be obtained from the present colliery including the barriers adjoining the wastes, and what
quantity do you think may be obtained from the pillars formerly left in the old waste.
Heaton Colliery May 14th 1807
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Heaton Colliery May 20th 1807
Having taken the following questions relative to the propriety of tapping and draining the
adjoining wastes of Heaton Banks and Long Benton Collieries into our serious consideration,
and in the course of our investigating the several matters in relating thereto having had access
to various reports made upon those collieries stating the quantity of water met with whilst
working the same, it appears to us that that feeders of water were so considerable as to induce
us to believe, and to give it as our opinions that the coal which can be obtained by draining

those wastes will not warrant such an undertaking and we are further of opinion that not only
the water which may be contained in those two wastes will have to be drawn off but likewise
have reason to think from the various plans & other reports which we have been put in
possession of, that a communication also exists between these collieries and the adjacent
collieries of Old Byker and Jesmond, therefore taking all these circumstances into
consideration we cannot in any point of view recommend the attempt to drain those wastes as
we are fully of opinion that the prospect of the quantity of coal likely to be obtained thereby
will not justify the expense that will unavoidably be incurred in drawing off the water.
Such being our sentiment it becomes unnecessary for us to enter into particular answers
respecting the remaining queries.
Ra. Dodds
Jn. Watson
Geo. Hill
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Queries on Kenton and Coxlodge Collieries
1st You will please to examine the state of the workings and also the measures carrying into
effect for the winning of Coxlodge Colliery, and giving your opinion upon their propriety and
likewise suggest any improvements you see as advisable.
2nd As the Engine the 18 fathom staple pit is not sufficiently powerful to draw a proper
quantity of coals up the inclined plane and up the staple shaft, it would require to be made An
Engine of double power to answer the desired end, and would then leave us with the charge
attendant on the Inclined plane. We are now therefore sinking a staple pit from the Tyne level
to the foot of the Inclined plane which will be 40 fathoms deep and on which we propose to
erect underground a Ten Horse Engine.
Do you deem this measure an advisable one?
3rd Do you think the machine engine as altered at the Engine pit is put in a state proper for
doing its work.
4th At the Engine pit at Coxlodge which we estimate to be 94 or 96 fathoms we propose of
course to put upon a machine engine. Would you recommend it to be had immediately so as
to aid the sinking? A 24 Horse engine is ordered, do you think it a proper size?
5th When the proposed engine is placed on the 40 fathom Staple pit and ay work to raise coals
the engine we have at the 18 fathom Staple Pit at the head of the Inclined plane will be at
liberty. It is a ten Horse engine of single power and is offered to be made double power for
£150 do you think it advisable to do so: it may be necessary to tell you its first designed
application, which is to place it on a pit proposed to be on the north side of the seven fathom
Dyke shown in the plan. The pit is expected to be 50 fathoms, for which a ten Horse engine is
sufficient, unless some water needs to be drawn which leads to the next query viz.
6th By looking at the plan it will be seen that a portion of the ….
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… Kenton coal north of the Seven Fathom Dyke has been wrought and laid dry by Dyke
staples. The water was very inconsiderable. Will it not therefore be better to win the coals
north of the Dyke by a short drift from it to the proposed pit rather than incur the expense of a
long drift to cut out the level.
7th In due time it is proposed to make the complete winning of Coxlodge High Main by a pit
to the eastward at a proper distance on the east side of the Ninety Fathom Dyke: at a previous
step from which it is proposed to drift from the Restoration Pit for any other if more
convenient to the Great Dyke both to ascertain in its position and to serve for any offtake drift
for water. By making the winning on the south side of the Great Dyke the following
advantages are supposed to arise viz.

(1st) The probability of getting down without being incommoded with more water than a 30
horse machine will draw besides doing its requisite business in sinking or for one shift in coal
working ; or probably without being uncommoded by water at all as has happened in nearly
similar predicaments (2nd ) That it will win the Low Main and seams above and below it (3rd )
That it may after opening out the colliery and making a communication with the workings
from the sinking pit and building an engine house enable us to remove the present water
drawing engine to the proposed pit, which may then if necessary be made of double power,
nozzles, air pump, conductor, additional boiler etc. maybe previously prepared. The frame
dams between Kenton and Coxlodge will then of course be put in with a cock and pipe
communication to use if necessary.
8th From the borings at the hole north of Mr Bulman’s house and other information laid before
you what seam do you suppose that to be which the borings left off at near 40 fathoms.
9th You opinion is also requested on any other point which may occur to you worthy of notice.
10th What is your opinion of the future prospects of these collieries from what you see of their
present state.
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Coxlodge May 22nd 1807
Ans. to 1st I have this day examined the present state and situation of this colliery and have
paid particular attention to the measures now making in order to win a pit in Coxlodge estate,
which is by driving the water level drifts from the present Engine Pit in Kenton. This method
of winning is highly commendable in my opinion as it is the most certain and effectual plan
that can be pursued and I do certainly strongly recommend that every exertion should be
made to effect this winning in the Coxlodge grounds and I think no time ought to be lost
particularly when considering the present exhausted state of the coal in that part of the
colliery called Kenton Colliery.
Ans. To Q. 2nd Having examined the engine at the 18 fathom staple erected for the purpose of
drawing the coals up the Inclined plane and staple and I find that it answers every purpose for
which it is intended and I have no hesitation in saying that it was the best means that could
well be resorted to under the varied circumstances which existed at the time was adopted in
order to be enabled to work that tract of coal lying below the level of the said 18 fathom
staple. With respect to the second part of the query relative to the propriety of sinking a staple
at the Tyne Level Drift at the foot of the Inclined plane for the purpose of erecting a new
machine upon it in order to draw the coals up to that level instead of continuing the 18
Fathom staple and Inclined plane I cannot say that I altogether approve of it nor does it meet
with any ideas at all as it appears to me the most advisable way to work the whole of the coal
remaining in the Kenton estate would be by erecting a proper and sufficient machine at the
engine pit capable of drawing 35 scores of 24 peck corves in 12 hours which by working
double shift would draw at least 60 score p day which would be a sufficient quantity to
produce an annual vend of 24 or 25000 chaldrons exclusively of the consumption of coals
necessarily required for supplying the fire engines and workmen about the colliery. This
mode of procedure would prevent the necessity of being at the expense of sinking the 40
fathom staple from the ….
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…Tyne level Drift to the foot of the Inclined plane. The expense of purchasing the ten horse
powered engine and erecting the same, and add to this the great additional expense and
trouble that there is attending the working of machinery when obliged to be worked
underground and it appears to me to be absolutely necessary to have a machine of this
description erected at the Engine Pit as I consider the present machine from the plan it is
constructed upon that it will be frequently liable to go wrong and should this measure be
approved and be so altered as to be made to answer the purposes wanted at the Coxlodge Pit.
And I cannot see but one possible objection and that is it may be stated that the quantity of
coal in Kenton is considered to last working but I contend considering the precarious state of
the present machine it is absolutely necessary and therefore I certainly recommend it to be

Done.
Ans Q 3rd I consider the machine has been altered from its original state as well and as far as
the nature of it would permit, I am informed it is now capable of drawing about 20 score of 24
peck corves p day, with respect to its present state I have given you my opinion on it in the
concluding part of my answer to query 2nd therefore it’s unnecessary here to go into detail.
Ans Q 4th I certainly do recommend a machine to be put upon the Sinking Pit at Coxlodge as
soon as convenient altho’ I do not see any great necessity for going beyond ordinary exertions
I having it put up, as a gin in the meantime can be substituted which will I think answer every
purpose wanted at present.. I consider a twenty four horse power engine will be a sufficient
power to draw the coals wanted from that pit.
Ans. to 2nd 5th & 6th queries As I have recommended that a proper machine ought to be had
and put upon the Engine Pit which as completed of course the small engine at the 18 fathom
staple will be at liberty and I think might be made to answer the purpose of drawing the coal
at the pit proposed to be sunk to win the coal lying to the north of the Seven Fathom Dyke
and considering the extent of that price of coal it is certainly the most advisable way to drive a
short stone drift from the ….
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… old workings and pumping what water may be met with in the workings below the said
Trouble rather than incur the expense of cutting out the said Trouble, particularly as it is
stated that the water met with when working the coal below the said Trouble at a former
period was very inconsiderable.
Ans, to Q 7th This question being so general a tendency and as it will be some years before it
will be necessary or perhaps prudent to attempt that winning south of the Great Downcast
Dyke and as it appears further to me with respect to making the second winning that so much
depends on the various circumstances attending the working of the colliery as now won that I
shall beg leave to decline giving any sentiments upon it as present. But if should be thought
otherwise I shall be glad at some future day to go fully into the merits of it.
Ans. to Q 8th .Having examined the borings made at the 40 Fathom borehole north of Mr
Bulman’s house I do not find that they correspond at all with any borings in the
neighbourhood but I have little doubt but it is one of the thin seams of coal from the High to
the Low Main Seam.
Ans to Q 9th With respect to pointing out any new measure to be adopted in working and
carrying on this Colliery there is nothing material I have to observe. But as I have observed
before not a moment ought to be lost in forwarding the sinking of the new pit in Coxlodge
and provided the seam keeps so level as to allow the horses to travel I should recommended
putting in horses to put the coals from the working Bords to the crane instead of trams as it
will lessen the expense in putting the coals. I should also recommend that an attempt be made
to lay the Engine Pit shaft dry as there cannot be a doubt that the water that now is allowed to
fall down must be very prejudicial to the look of the coals.
Ans to Q 10th It appears to me that as soon as the winning of the pit in Coxlodge is completed
and that the present selling price of coals be upheld that those collieries will yield a
considerable yearly profit. I should suppose somewhere about £10000 on a yearly vend of
24000 chaldrons.
J Watson
To Geo. Knowsley Esq. & Co.
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The proportion in which the annual expense in carrying the Plan for the preservation of the
collieries lying to the dip of Gateshead Park from being overburthened with water on that
Colliery ceasing to work
£ s d
Chas Brandling esq ------------------------------------------------------------- 510

This includes the capital to be advanced by him on which £10% p annum
is calculated.
The lessors and lessees of Walker ---------------------------------------- 600
This includes the capital to be advanced by them on which £10% is
also calculated
The lessors of St Anthony’s do. -------------------------------------70
The lessors of Wallsend ----------------------------------------------147
The lessees of Willington ---------------------------------------------10
The lessors of Bigges Main ------------------------------------------118
The lessees of do. -----------------------------------------------------150
The lessors of Heaton -----------------------------------------------30
The lessees of do. ----------------------------------------------------30
Total of annual expense
£1665
We undertake to the extent of our respective interests as lessors or lessees in the above
mentioned collieries to contribute the annual proportions as above mentioned 16th July 1791.
The lessees of St Anthony’s ------------------------------ Geo Johnson
For the lesses of Willington ------------------------------ Richd. Bell
For one moiety as lessor of Bigges Main--------------- Thos. Chas. Bigge
For one third of one moiety of Bigges Main ---------- E Collingwood
For the lessees of Heaton ------------------------------- Geo. Johnson
For 2/3 of one moiety as lessors of Bigges Main
for partners and self
Thos. Shadforth
rd
14 years and 3 months from 23 March 1794
Bigges Main lessees £150
Willington do.
£10
First payment 31st December 1794
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An Attempt to ascertain the value of the West Barrier of St Anthony Colliery to the Lessors
and Lessees July 9th 1800
It seldom happens I a colliery as deep as St Anthony’s that the barriers necessarily left at first
against the rise boundary can ever be taken away afterwards with propriety, in as much as that
barrier in most cases becomes necessary to protect the workings as long as any mine remains
either in the whole coal or the bolls or pillars. The working of the latter indeed generally
renders the barrier inaccessible but being of superior value to it, the coal forming the barrier is
thus abandoned on the score of profit.
It was precisely for these reasons that the west barrier of the main in Byker (late Walker Hill
Colliery) was left entire and the only difference between this barrier and St Anthony’s arises
from a dyke of considerable magnitude which passing through the rise part of the latter has
defended the barrier and the west side of it from a succession of creeps which have at one
time or other destroyed everything on the east side, and the passages through this dyke being
open the lessees may certainly work a part of this barrier but how much will depend greatly
on circumstances both within and without the colliery as I shall now endeavour to state.
Externally then this barrier is pressed by the water of old Byker commonly called the Rough
Closes or Bird’s Nest Waste which from various and satisfactory reasons I believe stands at
least 30 fathoms above the coal so that every superficial square yard of this barrier is loaded
with a column of water equal in weight to 45 tons, a load so enormous that if the coal is much
reduced in thickness and any considerable length of it be exposed to this pressure it will
evidently give way and the colliery….
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…. Be instantly drowned. It is therefore a matter of great doubt with me whether it is
practicable to carry on a drift parallel to the old waste and within the distance that can be
reached by flank boreholes without letting the water in; especially when it is considered that

the coal next the old workings will be crushed and shaken; and though the practicability of
this were admitted it is impossible to say whether by this drift and the workings to be gained
between it and the present bounder drifts so many threads and slips of the roof may not be cut
as to produce the effect of stopping the colliery sometimes before the projected portion of the
barrier can be got. I must beg leave to add that the practice of boring against the old workings
in so thick a seam is liable to great deception even when the greatest care and attention is paid
to it for if the ancient workmen have made any drifts either in the upper or lower part of the
coal so as to leave much of the seam above or below them, it is easy to conceive that the rods
may pass into this upper or lower coal and thereby miss the waste which it was the design of
boring to guard against.
If this happens the waste may be easily holed into by picks and thus the whole scheme of
working be frustrated; the colliery drowned and much valuable property, not to say lives lost.
I have seen a recent instance of this case where the scrape was very narrow, tho’ the pressure
was not a third part of what the St Anthony barrier has to sustain, and the usual precautions
taken.
It ought to be considered in the next place whether the probability of the old workings being
into this barrier (which has often been urged within my recollection) is not such as to render
the quantity of coal obtainable from it a matter of still greater uncertainty.
That the ancient proprietors have at least wrought off all their own coal is a matter I should
think put beyond doubt by the time which….
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…the Bird’s Nest Pit wrought coal ought of the Rough Closes either a part of this coal has
been previously wrought away by a pit in Sir John Lawson’s colliery called the Hag Pit; by
the evidence of the late Mr Hunter who at the time of working the Rough Closes was in the
habit of Viewing for the Lawson family, and by the little accuracy used at that time in
working to the boundaries.
For all these reasons I am inclined to think that the workings directly east and S. east of the
Bird pit are into the barrier and consequently a deduction of workable coal should be made on
that account.
Under all these circumstances then I shall proceed to state my opinion that out of 5 acres of
coal which the barrier contains between the River Tyne on the south and the place where the
Dyke enters the Rough Closes on the north, not more than 3 acres can be deemed workable
which at 1833 chaldrons p acre of merchantable ship coal amounts to 5500 chaldrons and this
quantity at a profit of 8/- p chaldron to the lessees will amount to the sum of ---- £2200
The lessees interest in the above quantity which amounts to 300 tons of coal (viz) 240 from
the whole mine @ 30/- and 60 from the broken @ 20/- p Ten is ----------------- £420
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Total £2620
I am aware that in another part of St Anthony’s Colliery lying SW from the Venture pit a
barrier of coal still remains but independent of the reasons before stated which apply to it as
well as that we have been describing ; the Venture pit barrier is rendered unprofitable to the
present pits for want of a communication through the creep and the Venture Pit shaft is in
such a state to render it equally unprofitable to attempt raising the coals there if even an
engine was erected on the pit to draw them, but to erect an engine on, or to remove one to this
pit, or to draw the coals by horses in the present state of the shaft and for small a quantity of
coal ….
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….as might be got would not justify the attempt.
I know that another way (viz) drifting through the Rough Closes has been proposed for
working this last mentioned coal, but for the reasons before assigned I cannot possibly believe
there is coal enough left for this purpose by the ancient proprietors and should a drift be tried
immediately in this direction and fail it will not be the loss of the Venture Pit barrier only, but
probably all the coal we have previously calculated the value of.

I admit this drift may be postponed until the first barrier is wrought, but will not the working
of the first barrier let water enough in the colliery to stop the pits? And if the affirmative is
made out how will it be practicable to proceed to the Venture Pit barriers.
In a word I am satisfied that if both barriers are attempted at one (supposing a passage
through the Rough Closes practicable) that before they are half wrought the colliery will be
drowned, and if they are taken in succession that the working of one or as much of it as can be
got will put a stop to the working of the other.
On these grounds therefore it appears clear to me that the attention of the St Anthony lessees
should be directed to the west barrier alone as favourable to such an enterprise and win to this
last hazardous project and lies another objection not yet urged (viz) that a creep may very
speedily throw obstacles in the way of working it which will be both dangerous and difficult
to surmount.
Thos Barnes
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Willington June 15th 1807
Dear Sir,
Having taken a general survey of your estate at Togston for the purpose of endeavouring to
ascertain the probability of finding coal seams under the same, and during such survey I have
paid particular attention to the different seams of coal that have been wrought and proved in
the adjoining grounds to your estate and it appears to me to be very evident (provided no
Dyke or Trouble affects the same) that their remains two seams of coal under your estate
namely one which is stated to be five and a half feet thick, the other two and a half feet thick
and which said seams is particularly described in the Old Book which accompanies this report
belonging to you, and marked with the letters AB. Therefore in order to ascertain the fact I
should recommend to you to make an experiment by boring at a place marked A upon the
plan, to a depth of 20 or 25 fathoms, provided the seams not previously met with, tho’ it is my
opinion the uppermost seam will be found at a less depth from the surface.
I suppose the cost of boring will amount to £28.
I am sir,
Your obt. Servant
Jn Watson
Isaac Cookson esq.
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To Messrs. Buddle Watson
Gentlemen,
You are requested to examine the situation and character of the Low Low Main Coal in East
Denton Colliery and give your opinion what the same may be worth to be let by the Ten, the
Ten to consist of 440 bolls.
Will Thomas
For Matt. Montague esq.
June 5th 1807
In consequence of the above request on the part of Matt. Montague esq. to set a Tentale rent
on the Low Low Main seam of coal in East Denton Colliery, we descended the trial pit (the
workings of which are now carried forward in that seam) for the purpose of examining the
same and after duly considering the general situation and circumstances of the colliery are of
the opinion that 21 shilling p Ten of 440 bolls usual coal measure, is an ample and fair rent
for the seam in question.
John Buddle
John Watson

Newcastle July 4th 1807
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Value of the Coal Belonging to the Dock Company, Howden Pans August 1807
The total quantity of grounds including the freeholds of Mr Harvey, Mr Hood, Mr Brunton
and Messrs. Burdon, & Rayne situated at Howden Pans appears to be including half of the
river to contain 13 acres.
Should the coal be let to Mr Temple a barrier of 40 yards will have to be left against the Percy
Main Colliery which will take off 6
Leaves to work------------------- 7
The above 7 acres would produce (provided those two Troubles had not run through the said
grounds) by the first working over at 15 yards to the winning 63 Tens of 440 bolls and by the
second working 20 Tens which together makes 83 Tens produce for each acre, consequently
the total for the above 7 acres would have been 581 Tens.
The above 581 Tens supposing it to be let for @ 30/- p Ten on the rent I suppose it to be
worth in its present situation will amount to £871.10.0
J Watson
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May 12th 1805
Valuation of Sheriff Hill Colliery for the purpose of ascertaining the Value of William
Surtees esq. 5/16 share thereof supposing the vend and consumption to be 27500 chaldrons
annually viz, to sea 20000 chaldrons landsale 3915 chaldrons consumption for Engine
Workmen’s etc. 3585 chaldrons, which will continue for 17 years the time the colliery is
calculated to last working, and the selling price of coals continue as well as the prices of
colliery materials continuing the same as at present, and that the above quantity will be
disposed of as follows,
£ s d
18000 chaldrons of best coal ship p spout-------- @ 3/6 p ----------------21150 0 0
2000 do. ----------------------------------- of keel-- @ 22/- p ---------------2200 0 0
3915 do. ------------------------ inferior landsale - @ 12/- p ---------------2349 0 0
23915
£25699 0 0
3585 consumption
Deduct the expense of laying the above quantity of 23915 chaldrons of coals on board of ship
etc @ 18s 9d p est. ---------------------------------------------------------22420
Annual profit----- £3278.13.9
Say £3250 the annual profit
Then admitting the above £3250 as yearly profit for 17 years the time the colliery will last
working and allowing a purchaser £15% p annum upon the purchase money and his capital
paid back in that time the value IS ------------------------------------------- £19500
Using stock such as horses, hay, corn, iron etc. ---------------------------- 1803
Carried forward £21303.0.0
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Bro t. Forward ---------------------------------------------------------------- £21303
The value of the remaining stock such as Engines machines, wagon ways and wagons etc.
amounting to p valuation to £13210 but when the said stock comes to be sold at the
termination of the colliery I consider it will only bring half of the above value which will be
£6605 therefore the present worth of this sum will be allowing £5% p annum compound
interest upon the purchase money ---------------------------------------- 2853.0.0

The interest the owners have in sub letting Old Staith etc amounting to £38 p annum during
the continuance of the colliery is worth £10% ----------------------304
Interest of houses built upon the Fell renewable every year for paying a small fine after the
expiration of the colliery rental £24 @ £ % -----------------------48
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ £24,508.0.0
Deduct balance of book debts against the colliery
Also the amount for necessary erections wanted, sinking the pit
And other matters necessary for completing the new winning
Net value of the colliery --------------------------------------------£24508.0.0
Say £24500 --- 5/16 ths. Of which will be £7656.5.0 being the value of the share which Mr
Surtees holds in the said colliery.
NB The book debts for or against the colliery is not noticed in the above estimate.
J Watson
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October 6th 1806
Valuation of Tyne Main Colliery stating the vend to be 17000 chaldrons annually which
appears to be about the average vend of coals for the last 3 years and to be disposed of as
follows being the present selling prices viz.
£ s d
5500 chaldrons vended to the London and coasting markings and
Shift by spout -------------------------------------------------- @ 18/- p
5637 10 0
4000---- ditto--- river vend for Glasshouses etc. --------- @ 14/-p
4950 0 0
2000 --- do. ----- sold by landsale -------------------------- @ 21/- p
2100 0 0
17000 total vend
£15487 10 0
1850 consumption at engines
18850
Deduct the expense of laying the above 17000 chaldrons of coals on board of ship or
otherwise as under viz.
11000 chaldrons vended to the ships for the London coasting and oversea markets will cost p
estimate in laying on board 15s/6d p chaldron which will be £8525 4000 being the vend on
the river to
Glasshouses etc ----------------------------------------------- @ 14/- p2800.0.0
2000 do. Sold by landsale ----------------------------------- @ 13/3
1325.0.0 12650
17000
2837.10
Deduct also farm rent --------------------------------------------------------50.10
Net annual profit --------------------------------------------------------------£2787.0.0
Say annual profit £2750
The above sum of £2750 yearly profit being considered as an annuity for 14 years ( the time
the colliery is calculated to last working) and allowing a purchase £15% p annum upon the
purchase money and the same paid him during the continuance of the colliery will be worth in
ready money ----------------------------------------------------------------------------£15742.0.0
Carried fowd. £15742.0.0
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Brought forward --------------------------------------------------------------£15742.0.0
Value of using stock such as houses, hay, corn, oil, candles new wood
And iron etc. --------------------------------------------------------------------1084
Present value of the other stock at the end of 14 years such as engines,
machines, wagons. Wagon way which is valued at present at £6590 but
it is supposed it will only bring one half of that value when it has to be sold
at the end of the term therefore its present value allowing a purchaser £5%
p annum for the money advanced for such purchase -------------------------- 1650
Present value of the Colliery ------------- £18476

NB No notice is taken of the book debts for or against the colliery in the above value and it
may be considered that a reduction in the using stock will be made before the 31st December
next particularly in the hay.
Jn. Watson
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Estimate of the expense of laying a chaldron of coals on board of ship at Tyne Main Colliery
the annual vend being 11000 chaldrons of best coals 4000 chaldrons river vend and 2000
chaldrons sold by landsale making the whole annual vend 17000 cha.
s
d
Hewing p score with a 20 peck corf -----------------------------------------------3
Putting upon a mean ------------------------------------------------------------------ 3
81/2
Trappers --------------------------------------------------------------------------------11
Overman and deputies’ wages, drawing props, laying barrow way etc. ------9
Keeping oil and fire lamps, oil and candles lampwick and grease -------------- 1
1
Working the crane and onsetters at crane and shaft ------------------------------61/2
Driving headways holing walls, wet double and narrow working, turning
Bords cutting levels and setting thro’ hitches and troubles --------------------51/2
Keeping pit shafts and gins in repair ---------------------------------------------1
Sawing timber 1d building stoppings including bricks and lime -------------4
Planks, deals, barrow ways, stuffs, props and other timber ------------------101/2
Smith work including iron ---------------------------------------------------------1 4½
Wright work -----------------------------------------------------------------------6
Drawing coals including coals consumed ---------------------------------------7
Sledging out coals -----------------------------------------------------------------5
Corving -------------------------------------------------------------------------------81/2
Whaling, wheeling out small coals etc ------------------------------------------41/2
Binding and removing pitmen, their fire coals etc. --------------------------71/2
Ropes and other cordage --------------------------------------------------------21/2
Agency and office expenses ----------------------------------------------------81/2
Surgery and subsistence to men when lamed --------------------------------1 3/4
Keeping and laying Rolley ways underground -----------------------------11/4
Attending the waste ------------------------------------------------------------31/2
Sundry contingent expenses --------------------------------------------------51/2
P score
18 3
18s 3d p score will be p chaldron -----------------------------------------8 9
Drawing the water ------------------------------------------------------------1 2
Leading coals to Staith and upholding houses ---------------------------9
Carried forward
10 8
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Brought forward
s
10

d
8
2
31/2

Leading colliery materials etc. ---------------------------------------------------Upholding wagon way, wagons including timbers ---------------------------Colliery rent ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 1
Lesses and taxes -------------------------------------------------------------------13/4
Damaged ground ------------------------------------------------------------------1
Repairing buildings including materials --------------------------------------33/4
House rents -----------------------------------------------------------------------13/4
Fittage ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 6
Staith expenses making coals into keels etc ---------------------------------6

Keeping roads in repair ---------------------------------------------------------¼
Sundry other expenses unnoticed ---------------------------------------------8
Total p chaldron -------15 6
Signed J Watson
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Calculation of the Value of the Barrier of coal left against Heworth and St Anthony’s
Collieries with the walls adjoining the same in the High Main Coal Seam at Felling Colliery
supposing the coals to be disposed of at the undermentioned prices Oct. 29th 1807
The barrier of coal east of the Venture Pit shaft adjoining to St Anthony’s Colliery waste
contains 221/2 acres from which there will be 945 chaldrons of merchantable coals produced
p acre by the first working over. The total produce from the same therefore will be 21262
chaldrons which being sold at 26/- p chaldron will amount to £27640.12.0
The produce of the walls from said barrier with the addition of the walls remaining adjoining
the same amounts to 46 acres which at 622 chaldrons produce p acre will amount to 28612
chaldrons and supposing them to be disposed of in the following proportions viz.
Ship coals 20000 chaldrons -------------------------------- @ 26/-s p ch. ----- 26000.0.0
6000 do, ----------------------------------------------------- @ 10/-s p do. ---- 4800.0.0
2612 do. --------------------------------------------------@12/-s p do. --- 1567.4.0
¾ of the coals sold to the ships is delivered by spout which at 6d p ch. Upon the same
amounts to ----------------------------------------------773.13.0
£60781.9.0
Deducted the expense of laying the above coals on ship exclusive of the colliery rent viz
41262 chaldrons put on board of ship @ 17s/6d will amount to -------43101.10.0
By landsale at 16s/3d will amount to -------------------------------------Value of Eastern Barrier--- £17679.19.0
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Calculation of the barrier of coal left against Gateshead Park Colliery with the walls left
adjoining to the same in the High Main Coal Seam at Felling Colliery on the supposition that
the coals will be disposed of at the under mentioned prices Oct. 29th 1807
The barrier of coal north and northwest from the Venture pit shaft and left as a security
against Gateshead park Colliery contains 221/2 acres from which there will be 945 chaldrons
of merchantable coal produced p acre by the first working over. The total therefore will be
21262 chaldrons which being sold at 26/- p chaldron the value of them will be £27640.12.0
The produce of the walls of said barrier with the addition of the walls of the adjoining the
same in order to defend the same against creeps amounts to 45 acres, which at 622 chaldrons
p acre will amount to 27990 chaldrons and supposing them to be disposed of in the following
proportions viz.
To ships 18000 chaldrons @ 26/- p chaldron ------------------------- 23400.0.0
6000 do. ------- @ 10/- do. -------------------------------- 4800.0.0
2990 do. ------- @ 12/- p do. -------------------------------- 2394.0.0
¾ of the coals sold to the ships is delivered by spout which at
6d p chaldron upon the same amounts to -------------------------736.3.0
£ 58970.15.0
Deducted the expense of laying the above coals on board of
Ship exclusive of the colliery rent viz 2962 chaldrons put
On board of ship @ 17/6d p ch. And 9990 ch. Sold by
Landsale etc. @ 16/3d p chaldron will be ------------------------ 42471.2.6

Value of the Barrier left against Gateshead Park Colliery ---- 16499.12.6
Value of eastern barrier (p other side) --------------------------- 17679.19.0
Total value of both Barriers -------------------------------------- £34179.11.6
J Watson
To Mr Brandling
Pp509-510 missing
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Gentlemen,
The following reasons induced me to fix upon the two places as marked in my directions for
the purpose of obtaining coal or at least an abundant knowledge of the lay or stretch of the
strata, connected therewith in Mr Carmichael’s ground adjoining the field of Captain Christie
where the trial pit is begun, there are seen appearances of old pits very strong presumptive
arguments that coal has been wrought there. The prices of coal and metal which have been
found at these old pits from additional indication of the same.
These pits have several timers fallen in or the metal in them have sunk down and been filled
up again from time to time by the tenant or tenants. There were formerly houses in a field
adjoining the Old Pits which were known or called colliers or pitmen’s houses which were
taken down only a few years ago. From these corroborating circumstances there can be no
doubt but coal has been wrought out of this old pit.
The other part fixed for trial is on the estate of Mr Swanson because it appears that a seam of
coal was formerly sunk to at this part 0ft 11ins thick, a boring was also made to the depth of –
fathoms to a seam of coal 2ft 6ins thick.
These two places fixed upon lay at a distance of six or seven miles from each other a distance
extremely proper and eligible for trying such a large tract of country as is the proportion of
the present gentlemen subscribers.
In searching for coal in an unexplored country the miner or surveyor must endeavour to find a
seam of coal or stratum of stone so strongly marked by its texture, colour thickness etc as to
be known again when found, either by boring or sinking in any other place, now it appears to
me every circumstance considered the places already mentioned are the most likely of any I
have yet seen of effecting the purpose of the subscribers and will in all probability be attended
with the least expense. Should it happen the water prevents us from making a trial by sinking,
boring is the only alternative to be used. A mode which will be found equally if not more
expensive, than sinking in finding out the lay or streak of the coal or other strata.
I am gentlemen,
Your most humble servant
Geo. Johnson
Edinburgh
Nov. 21st ‘92
To the committee of subscribers for searching for coal
Edinburgh
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Gentlemen,

In the present state of the business it would be extremely absurd and unnecessary to enter into
a detail of the reasons which induced me to pursue the plan adopted in carrying forward trials
in search of coals in the estates of Messrs. Christie and Swanson.
It will I hope be abundantly satisfactory to inform you that since I had the honour of meeting
you on Wednesday, I have examined other parts of the country and from the situation of the
country and the natural appearances of coal I am more convinced of the propriety of the plan I
have recommended.
I have ordered the men to go forward in sinking the place they are now working at on Mr
Swanson’s estate until they are stopped by water, when that takes place they are instructed to
carry on boring and to carry it to the two feet seam which is said to be the distance of 16
fathoms from the surface… when they have bored to the aforesaid place as far as I find it
advisable I have ordered them to go forward in the place marked in Mr Christie’s ground
adjoining the field of Captain Carmichael’s near the old pits.
In order to more effectually forward the business I have left behind a few days Mr Allen who
has received particular instructions for that purpose.
The Bores I have ordered to write to me weekly by which means I shall be able to carry
forwards the business with regularity and expedition.
I have the honour to be
Gentlemen,
Your humble servant
Edinburgh Nov 26th 1792
To the committee of the subscribers for the discovery of coal near Edinburgh
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Gentlemen,
The particular situation we stand in at present with the trustees of the late Sir Henry George
Little and partners, relative to Heaton Colliery will we hope apologise for the freedom we
have taken in addressing you at this time on that subject.
The winning which we are now prosecuting in the Spanish Close will when completed (we
fully expect) effectually win the whole of Heaton Colliery.
The Trustees of the later Sir Henry George Little and partners are seized and possessed of
one full moiety of said Colliery and the other remaining moiety being under lease to us for 21
years we humbly concede that the colliery may be wrought by the parties in conjunction with
more propriety than separate.
Upon this supposition we venture to propose for your consideration our becoming the general
undertakers or workers of the colliery at such prices and terms as hereafter might be agreed
upon.
As we have not had an opportunity of treating with you about your part of Heaton Colliery
perhaps this proposal may be deemed premature. We therefore take the liberty that we do not
by any means wish to be understood as dictating to you. This gentlemen, is very far from
being our intention. Our meaning and sincere wish is only to convince you of our readiness to
adopt any measure that may be for the good of both parties and I shall be glad to wait upon
you for that purpose whenever you please.
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Newcastle Upon Tyne 1792
My Lord,
It is with no small share of concern I find it necessary to detain your Lordship’s attention
upon a business which properly understood is both frivolous and vexatious.
I should have sent the minutes relative thereto before this time to your Lordship; but on
turning my thoughts minutely to this business I thought I should be obliged to enter into a
detail which was very incompatible with my hurried situation in London. Give me more leave
therefore, my Lord with every due sentiment of respect to lay before your Lordship a fair
statement of the lease.
It appears by the reports delivered by the gentlemen appointed by your Lordship and the
lessees on the other; to examine the state of the workings of Lumley Colliery: that they all
agree in this that the aforesaid colliery according to the present mode of working has not as
yet sustained any injury thereby.
But in the report signed Belington and Gray opinions are given in other respects diametrically
opposite to the report given in by Messrs. Dunking, Plummer, Dennison, Smith, Barras,
Fenwick and Barnes, your Lordship will be pleased to observe the opinion of Messrs.
Belington and Gray respecting the damage the colliery will be exposed to by a continuation of
the present mode of working, amounts to no more than a conjecture. A conjecture which is
not merely diametrically opposite to the decided opinion of the above mentioned six Viewers
but also in the present case of no weight whatever if we are to interpret it agreeably to the
words of their report namely, but when a general working takes place in the pillars of the
colliery we believe then may sustain a loss of coal in consequence of these crosscuts etc. this
part of the report is of no weight my Lord, because it is couched in vague terms to apply
plausibly to any cause and conveys no real or specific inference or judgement. In respect of
reports my Lord accuracy and clearness are indispensable; for such is the hazardous nature of
winning that litigious or misguided viewers, has it in his power by vague phrases or in many
instances to deliver opinions, which although when applied to a case in point are false yet
when taken upon a ….
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….general principal have both the appearance and reality of truth. I beg leave to adduce the
conjecture of the two gentlemen as an example. This conjecture would have been equally
forcible if they had said, we believe the colliery may be drowned, may be destroyed by an
explosion or may be ruined by fire. Such vague phrases my Lord deserves no notice and until
a decided and unequivocal opinion is given on this business contrary to this report first made I
must beg leave to say there is no ground for alteration. If these two gentlemen or any other
respectable gentlemen in the coal trade, as professional men will come forward and deliver it
as their opinion that in consequence of the present mode or working Lumley Colliery will in
all probability sustain a loss or damage; then it will be necessary to have the matter further
litigated: but until that is the case as no damage has arisen from the present mode of working.
I hope your Lordship will be of opinion that the lessee is unimpeachable. Besides my Lord the
general working mentioned by Messrs. Bedlington and Gray cannot take place without your
Lordship’s permission and with regard my Lord, to the hint contained in this report respecting
the clauses of prohibition in the lease to restrict the lessee from using crosscuts or taking
away any part of the pillars, I must beg leave to assure your Lordship, it is not in any degree
contrary to the usual methods which have under similar clauses been used in this country
since the first introductions of machines for drawing coals. This is a matter of fact and
depends neither upon my judgement nor any individual.
I mean not my Lord to throw out any personal reflections on Messrs. Gray and Bedlington I
allow with pleasure they hold a respectable description of Viewers yet I still persist they have
not in instance, afforded neither the lessor nor the lessee of Lumley Colliery no decent much
less extraordinary opinions of their candour or abilities.

I have the honour to remain
your Lordship’s most obedient humble servant
Geo. Johnson
To Lord Scarborough
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Sir,
I have examined the report sent Lord Scarborough and am extremely sorry His lordship and
you should have had so much plague and trouble in a business of so little importance.
I observe that the gentlemen reporters declare (as all the other viewers did before them) that
his Lordship has as yet sustained no loss by the crosscutting or oblique working. As to what
they think may or will be a consequence in a future working of the pillars is what does not
concern you as lessee his Lordship having given you no power or liberty to work them and if
that liberty had been granted you could have not have worked them from your very particular
situation you are certainly obliged by a covenant in the lease to leave the walls and pillars in
such a state as to present thrusts and creeps which is done, in the opinion of all the viewers
that have been called upon by both parties , so far from being unusual crosscutting of walls
and pillars they are very common in this country and by no means repugnant to any covenant
in your colliery lease as appears from the enclosed opinion of Mr Williamson’s as that the
other parts of their report, I beg leave to refer you to that report, made at your request by
professional gentlemen of great respectability. A report (which in my opinion) ought to
satisfy any reasonable unprejudiced person whatever.

No p 517
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November 14th 1807
Observations and Queries relative Kenton and Coxlodge Collieries
There is now won by Kenton Engine Level
70 acres of whole coal estimated at 750 chaldrons of round coals
on the first working – --------------------------------------------------- 52500 chaldrons
80 acres of pillars @ 500 chaldrons round coal ------------------- 40500
There can also be easily wrought from the Dip 40 acres more
@ 1250 but say only -------------------------------------------------- 50000
The proposed sinking pit in Kenton is relinquished for reasons you have considered in:
There are two modes of proceeding now suggested on both which you will please to give your
opinion and also point out any improvement or any totally different mode you may think
better.
The first plan is after continuing the engine level ( or the mothergate immediately to the rise
of it) onward to the 7 fathom dyke dipping to the south which there may probably be 12 or 13
fathoms at most to put down a staple to the coal beyond it, and after cutting out the level by
running in the seam to the full rise to return upon the water level to the dyke and make
another communication with the south side above the level of the water, running the level also
to the NE to meet the pit which is proposed to be sunk by the side of a (?) House Machine
Engine which probably may sink to the 70 fathom post from which if necessary it may be
bored.
The objections that occur to this plan are chiefly that if the part of the coal which will be there
won should prove of a superior quality it had better be reserved to the last when most of the
good coal will be exhausted; and that it will probably occupy as much time as a perfectly
complete winning.
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Viz. the 2nd Plan
This is proposed to be on the south side of the Great Dyke both on account of the probability
of getting g down with little water, and of weakening a winning of the lower seams which are
here thrown up 90 fathoms.
There will necessarily be some delay in finding the position of the Great Dyke or some risk
must be (?) of having a long stone drift.
The method proposed for finding the position of the Dyke and answering another obvious
purpose is either to open out the Restoration Pit or sink another pit to the north west of it and
to drift from thence to the Dyke; great part of it may be in coal but from the accompanying
plans and borings you will see that it is not absolutely certain to continue the whole way
which of course limits the position of the proposed drift pit or staple.
When the site of the sinking pit is fixed at the best diameter of which you will please to
mention, it is proposed to go down by the side of the 24 Horse Machine Engine which will
work an 8 inch working barrel 90 fathoms at 80 feet stroke p minute.
It is proposed to build the great engine house as the work goes on and to adopt one or other of
the following plans viz. either to put up a totally new water drawing engine or to continue to
shift the present engine from Kenton Pit providing one or two machine engines will win the
pit proposed—which if they do the following method is suggested viz.
To sink the pit on the 50 acres where shown in the plan & to deliver its water by a short stone
drift into the waste on the south side of the 7 Fathom Dyke above the level of the Tyne Drifts
which there will be about 14 fathoms above the waste – little water was found N of this Dyke
so that a Machine Engine of 20 Horse power may draw both ….
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…. Coals and waste.
In this case after putting in the frame dams the water might be suffered to rise in Kenton and
the 50 acres would be reserved to be wrought whilst the engine was changing and fitting up
with double nozzles to double her power—the cylinder’s diameter is 52 inches.
As the proposed new winning will pass through all the lower seams would you recommend a
double pit for coal drawing besides the part ----- off for the Engine or 2 pits.
For the owners of Kenton and Coxlodge
Signed Willm. Chapman
Query How far do you think it would be advisable to take up 3 or 4 inches of ground coal to
admit of Galloways capable of putting an 18 inch corf. Between the main coal and ground
coal there is a ------ of about 1 inch viz grey metal, no inconvenience of movement arise from
it in the mothergates.
It is proposed to draw two 18 peck corves one immediately below the other, or perhaps one
24 peck corf in the low seam.
Mr John Buddle
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Wallsend Colliery 27th Nov 1807
Sir,
In answer to your queries on behalf of the owners of Kenton colliery as to which of the two
proposed plans of winning Cox-lodge Colliery may be the most advisable to adopt; I beg
leave to offer the observations. In regards to the first plan viz. that of winning on the south
side of 7 fathom downcast Dyke, on the attended line of the outstroke water level drift from

Kenton. The plan in my opinion is judiciously designed, provided its principle in the first
place be admitted as correct; that is, if by the winning being so placed the greatest quantity of
the mine can be obtained at the least expense. On considering the several circumstances
combined with this plan, it does not strike me as being likely to accomplish the ultimate
object of every winning, as above stated being evidently nothing more than a partial winning
of the Cox-lodge royalty; and unless some strong countervailing reasons should operate,
which I am not at present aware of; I can hardly deduce one good reason to induce me to
recommend its adoption; whilst many present themselves as leading to an opposite conclusion
amongst which are the following viz.
1st The expense of this winning will be fully as much I conceive as are effectual one made to
the full dip of colliery, including the expense of drifting, boring, etc.
2nd Being so placed as to leave a large tract of coal to the dip unwon, the coal so left cannot be
wrought but at a very increased expense; which invariably attends the working of collieries so
situated arising from a variety of (?) causes.
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3rd It is not probable that this winning can be accomplished in less time from the delays
occasioned by boring, tubbing etc. than one so placed, as to embrace all the advantages of an
effectual winning .
With regard to the second plan viz sinking on the S or river side of the main dyke, it is
unquestionably in my mind the most eligible; the chief point to be attended to in this case is to
place it as near to the main dyke as possible, so as the dyke does not interface with sinking.
This is with a view to keep the stone drift of communication from the bottom of the pit into
the seam as short as possible; for as the dyke hagues or slopes, in its direction of dip it will
invariably gain a considerable distance from the perpendicular line of the pot, before it
descends to the level of the High Main Coal Seam.
Having fixed the situation of the intended winning the next consideration is, whether it should
be affected by one shaft of a proper size, both for an engine and coal pit, or by two pits one to
be used as an engine and coal pit, the other solely as a coal pit. The solution of this question
depends entirely on the quantity of work intended to be despatched from this particular part of
the colliery and the extent to which it might be thought prudent to carry the putting
underground.
From experience I have formed the following conclusion viz never to make a double pit,
when two single pits can be made at nearly the same expense. The advantages attending to
single pits are so obvious as to require any elucidation here.
It is above observed that the question of two pits, or one, either in one large shaft, or two
moderate sized shafts depends altogether upon…..
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…. The quantity of coals intended to be wrought by an opening of the colliery situated as
already recommended; of which circumstance I am not informed. I must therefore state my
idea of the proper size of the intended pit on assumed data.
If should be the plan of the proprietor not to more than 20000 chaldrons annually from a pit in
the situation of this intended winning and seems to be as much as considered with a judicious
distribution of pits, of the whole extent of the royalty, the most recommended plan of
procedure will be to make the winning by a single pit of about 10 feet diameter, formed into
two unequal divisions by a brattice; the lessee of which to be appropriated to the Engine, and
the larger to the purpose of a coal shaft, which being occupied double shaft, will give
accommodation for raising the above quantity of 20000 chds. annually without much
difficulty; by the aid of a rotative engine of adequate power.
But should the design of the owners be, to raise a larger quantity as 30000 chs. From an
opening of this particular part of the colliery, it will in that case be necessary to have two coal
shafts and an engine shaft, the best and cheapest plan of obtaining which is by sinking two
pits the of 9 feet diameter with a brattice for an engine and coal shaft; the other of 8 feet

diameter: to be occupied exclusively as a coal shaft. Those pits should not be sunk further
from each other, than to leave barely sufficient room for the proper machinery; as a great
convenience will arise from making occasional communications between them, by drifting in
the under seams….
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….. through which the pits will be sunk successfully; and a considerable saving of brattice
etc. will thereby be made.
As no feeders of water of consequence have ever been met with on the south side of the main
Dyke, below the high main coal where the stratification has not been broken by creep,
occasioned by the working of the above seams. I think it highly probable after securing the
top feeds at the thill of the high main coal, that one machine engine say a 30 or 32 horse
power applied to pumping may be sufficient to sink the proposed pit; in which case Mr
Chapman’s plan of sinking the pit in the 50 acres of coal, and the other arrangements
connected with the same is judicious. But I should advise in the event of adopting the
machine engine to the drawing of water as proposed by Mr Chapman; that the pumps made
use of be of a proper size for the larger engine and the standing setts so placed as to be easily
attached to that machine without removal, whenever it may become necessary to use the
same. It is hardly necessary to observe in this case the length of the stroke for the pumps
while wrought by the machine engine must be shortened in the decreased ratio of the power
of its cylinder.
The proposed mode of ascertaining the situation of the main dyke by ridding out the
Restoration Pit, or sinking a staple for the purpose of drifting towards the dyke is certainly the
most effectual plan. But as I do not know the precise situation of the intended new winning in
an east and west direction, I have only to observe, that either of those methods by which the
situation of the Dyke can be ascertained, at the least expense, and nearest the site…
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…of the proposed winning must have the preference.
With regards to the propriety of applying galloways underground instead of pillars; I am at a
loss to give an opinion not knowing the rise of the seam, nature of the thills etc. but if the rise
exceeds an angle of 8 degrees I do not think galloways can be advantageously applied to (?)
putting. At a rise of 5 degrees a horse will not do so much work, by 30% on the average as on
a level; at a rise of 10 degrees he will not do so much by 50%. And I believe that a horse
cannot possibly be applied where the rise is more than 12 degrees but in that case Barrowman
would do the work much cheaper.
Jn Buddle
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Felling 23rd August 1806
Estimate of the Expense of sinking two coal pits in Coxlodge Estate each of 71/2 feet diameter
exclusive of leading materials, horses used etc. etc.
£ s
Sinking through 24 fathoms clay @ £3.10.0 p fathom -------------------------- 84 0
Tubs, stays, backing deals and inside cleading, 24 fathoms @ £8.10.0 p fath, - 204 0
Sinking through 69 fathoms of clay & blue metal horse & whin etc on an
average of £6 p fathom --------------------------------------------------------------- 483. 0
Cutting out in various parts of the shaft for tubbing suppose 30 fathoms @
£27.10 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 823. 10
Suppose 10 fathoms of soft stone is timbered in different parts of the shafts

d
0
0
0
0

exclusive of places where the tubbing is fixed @ £5.5.0 p fathom -----------48 fathoms of temporary air brattice @ 24/- ------------------------------------Suppose the pits are sunk 40 yards as under it may require 2 drifts of
communication to let off the water raised in sinking ------------------------@ 30/-

Total expense of sinking 2 71/2 feet pits exclusive of leading materials
etc. etc

52. 10
57 12

0
0

60 0

0

1797 0

0

3594 0

0
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Estimate of the expense of sinking a pit in Coxlodge Estate 121/2 diameter exclusive of
leading materials, horses used in work etc. etc.
£
s
d
Sinking thro’ 24 fathoms of clay @ £10 --------------------------------------- 240 0
0
Cribs, stays, backing, deals and inside cleading, 24 fathoms @ £15.15 –378 0
0
Sinking thro’ 69 fathoms of Grey and Blue Metal, horse post whin
etc. @ £17 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 1173 0
0
Cutting back in various parts of the shaft for the tubbing is fixed
at £10.5s -----------------------------------------------------------------------102 10
0
96 fathoms double air brattice @ £8--------------------------------------768 0
0
Total expense of sinking the large pit exclusive of leading materials
etc etc ------------------------------------------------------------------------4701 10
0
Large pit cost see above --------------------------------------------------4701 10
0
Two small pits cost (see the other side) --------------------------------3594 0
0
Capital saved by sinking two small pits --------------------------------£1107 10 0
In every respect the advantage is decidedly in favour of the two small shafts not only in
saving of capital but also in many other respects and it will render the putting shorter in as
much as the Pits are separate from each other it will divide the tract of the coal much better
and should an accident happen in the one pit the other could be employed double shift so that
the working of the colliery can at all times be carried forward with safety, the ventilation ….
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… in this case must be quite perfect, whereas in the large pit the air brattice can never be so;
for whatever leaks are occasioned by its wearing and other accidents the mine in this case is
just in want of so much atmospheric air to supply it, the repair of the air brattice must be an
annual expense and the work must be in some measure impeded during the time the workmen
are employed in making the necessary repairs ; for instance look at the various great
misfortunes that have recently occurred on the Tyne principally from the introduction of large
partitioned shafts; nay indeed if time would permit I might with propriety write a whole
volume on the subject.
I am with the greatest respect yours obediently
John Straker
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The expense of working & laying Middleton Colliery coals on the Staith at Leeds February
1808
From examining the state of the vend it appears 31238 wagons or 26031 chaldrons on a main
of 7 years has annually been sold and there has been 3762 wagons annually consumed by the
Engines, machines, workmen pit fire etc etc. making the total working 35000 wagons
annually (each wagon contains about 230 bolls) which is equal to 29166 dozens or chas. or 94
dozen or chaldrons daily supposing 311 days in each year.

Basis 29166 chas. Or dozens = 94 chas. or dozens daily
Remarks NB a dozen is equal to a chaldron
£
54 doz. @ 2/2d
40 doz. @ 1/41/2 --- Hewing on a mean p doz. Or chaldron -------------------------- 0
Putting on a mean p doz. Or chaldron ---------------------------Candles for putters ------------------------------------------------8.10 for 860 doz. ----- Straight work or heads ----------------------------------------

s

d

1
1

10
8
11/2
21/2

Pits from 50 to 80 fathoms deep. Drawing including ropes, repair of machines
etc. (?) ropes and (?) long the corf from 12 to 16 pecks. Grease, iron etc.
exclusive of coals ----------------------------------------------------------------------71/2
£2 p week on a mean. Banksmen, letting down men & working by work at night4
Banksmen --------------------------------------------------------------------------------21/4
£ p week on a mean-- Banksmen attending by pit & by work -----------------------1
Suppose £3 p doz They are drawn by conductor ---- Corving -----------------------3
The men are paid 21/2d p doz. for that work---Paid to workmen for setting and
Drawing the wood and props ------------------------------------------------------------21/2
£4.5s p week as near as could be come at --- Laying barrow way and making
Height in Settle lease ---------------------------------------------------------------------2
£p week the thill works a great deal (cutting or it lifts very much) – shift work
Underground, cutting thill, driving levels etc. ---------------------------------------81/2
Estimate 18 m employed – Candles for the shaftsmen and others ----------------¾
7s/6d p day – Pumping water in Emma Pit is --------------------------------------1
Wastemen putting up stoppings and examining the waste --------------------------¾
Repairing shaft ---------------------------------------------------------------------------1
5s p day in all—Keeping trapdoors --------------------------------------------------¾
£2.10 p week all. Oversetter at shaft -------------------------------------------------4
£2.10 p week in all. Keeping the lamps ---------------------------------------------41/4
Cost sinking and timber etc. 75 fathoms deep £850—Sinking pits (I suppose one
In every two years -----------------------------------------------------------------------31/2
5 enginemen firemen, £221 iron and nails 100 timbers 80 £180--. Keeping the
Engines one of which goes very seldom
Cast iron, brass, hemp, leather, oil, candles & repairs £330--- (?) iron, wood,
Leather repair, oil, candles etc. exclusive of coals lead ----------------------------6
Carried forward --------- £0 7 51/2
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£
Brought over - 0
£1650 p year ------------- Props and timber, wood -----------------------------£4 p wk. upon a mean –Man on work at Coll., keeping & repairing houses £120 p year -------------- Grease and oil at Colliery ----------------------------Bricks and lime ---------------------------------------£280 p year --------------- Deals and fir timber for the Colliery-------------£200 p ditto great many broken – Cast iron for colliery viz barrow way plate £300 great many nails for colliery plates – Malleable iron & nails for Coll. £266 ---------------------- Oak, ash, other timber for Coll. ----------------------I suppose 3/6 p ten of xx 16 p ten—Smith & wright work in making &
upholding frames & other colliery utensils exclusive of materials and
engines ------------------------------------------------------------------------------£1.1s p week is paid the man- Farriery & horse shoeing & medicine -----10 hours & 5 men employed – Leading coals to workmen materials to the
Pits (suppose £580 p year) wood to the coll. & coals to the engine ------£9 p week –Weights and labourers employed about the pits cutting props

s
d
7 51/2
1 13/4
13/4
1
11/2
21/2
63/4
21/2
21/4

13/4
03/4
13/4

Sawing barrow way and other jobs about the coll. (12 men generally)
Exclusive of engines and machines -------------------------------------------4
£ 205 poor & church – Lesses & taxes ---------------------------------------13/4
£320 --------------Expenses at colliery & other expense -------------------23/4
Expenses at shifting machines & other unforeseen things -----------------2
Horse tax -------------------------------------------------------------------------01/2
The expense p doz. Or cha. of 29166 cha. on Bank ------------------------ 0 11 23/4
The expense p doz. Or cha. Of 26031 on Bank --------------------------- 0 12 7 = 0.10.6
p wagon
Basis of 26031 doz. Or chaldrons
The expenses is 18s 6 p week also including £100 for ropes & grease
at the intended planes --- The expense of conveying the coals from
the pits to the bottom of the intended planes at Holsfield p doz or cha. 93/4
17 wagons is paid – Expense of leading the same from Holsfield
Staith p doz. -------------------------------------------------------------------- 0
4 81/2
5 wrights and labourers £350
Inspection £20 Oak and fir 300 beech 300 –600 sleepers £60 metal
rail £50 110----- Keeping wagon way in repair being about 4 ½ miles
of main way and by way one half of which is of iron -------------------- 0 0 111/2
Iron £20 leading 60 –80 . Additional wood, the wood way bad 70—
Keeping wagons in repair 4/41/2 p Ten -----------------------------------3
£270 p year -----Staith expenses -------------------------------------------21/2
£275 wayleave rents ---------------------------------------------------------21/2
0 4 21/2 0.3.6
Expense p doz. Or chaldron laid on the Staith ------------------------- 0 16 91/2
Expense p wagon of 20 bolls laid on the Staith -----------------------0.14.0
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Coals sold at Casson Close Staith at Leeds and to Hunslet Staith according to Act of
Parliament being 80 wagons for 311 days in the year ( 365-44) is equal to 24880 @ 16/£1990.4.0
Coals sold to Leeds over and above the commands of the Act which are sold at 18/- p wagon
on a mean 5158-------18/- ---------- £4642.4.0
Total sold at Leeds and Hunslet -----30038 wagons
Coals sold at the pit on a mean ----- 1200 @ 13/4 ---- £800.0.0
The profit on 572 wagons of small coal or stock annually sold to Leeds at 9/6 p wagon on a
mean which after deducting the expense thereof 6/6d p wagon leaves 3/- p wagon profit
Old metal old wood annually sold from the colliery -----£38.0.0
Add what the workmen of the colliery pay for their free coal leading being about 820 wagons
annually @ 1/6d p wagon -------------£61. 10.0
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- £25534.10.0
The expense of laying 30038 wagons of coals on Leeds & Hunslet staiths @ 14/- ------£24026. 12. 0
The expense of laying on Bank 1200 wagons sold at the pits @ 10/6---- £630
As the greatest part of the coal on the south side of the Dyke now working under level for
drifting in 11 yd. Coal & drawing water------------------------------------- 21656.12.0
3874.18.0
150.0.0
3724.18.0
NB There will have to be a winning made somewhere beside Belleisle for to get the coal at
the dip side of the Dyke but I am of opinion 9d p wagon will be saved in the leading of the
coals between the low part of the tract and where the present working are.
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Quantity of Coal to work in the different seams and also the deduction of the Colliery
(exclusive of the Beeston Seam)
The Main Coal ---185 acres ----------- @ 3150 Tens p acre --------- 582750 Tens
The little Coal ---- 352} Southside Dyke @ 2475 do. --------------- 871200
The 40 yd. Coal –320} ---------------------@ 2004 do. --------------- 641280
857
Main Coal ------ ------- 121} -------------- @ 3150 Tens p acre ---- 381150
Little Coal ------------- 100} no side Dyke @ 2475 do. ------------ 247500
The total produce in Tens from October 1808 --------------------- 2723880
31238 wagons sold annually
3769 do. Consumed by engines, workmen etc.
35000 wagons x 45 cwt. = 78750 tens of coals sent to Bank annually
78750) 2723880 (34 ½ years
Beeston Seam 1150 acres after deductions for dykes etc. at 2200 Tens p acre --- 253000 Tens
will go 32 years according to the vend of 78750 Tens annually.
Dead stock to be bought with the Colliery
1 engine good 80 horse power, cylinder 60 ins. 14 H boilers (not good) condensing cistern
etc. etc. 42 in of pumps }
1 100 horse power cylinder 72 in. 2 boilers of which is cast iron 401/3 ins of pumps } £3440
6 machines for drawing coals ----------------------------------------------------------------- 2500
5 gins 3 good and 2 bad 3 called £90 & 2 called £19 ------------------------------------- 109
2 machines on the inclined planes (good cost when new £145) ----------------------- 120
98 wagons including 5 ballast wagons ----------------------------------------------------- 1234
2 weighing machine (cost £110 when new) ---------------------------------------------140
200 corves @ 4/’ (cost when new 8s/6d -----------------------------------------------40
180 trams 4/- (cost when new 7s/6d) -----------------------------------------------------36
669 picks called £60- 89 mauls 712 called £18 & 218 wedges about 700 called £12 - 90
Bellows vices and other tools (supposed by the smith worth ------------------------------ 50
2 staiths ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 275
{?) double 6399 yards @ 11s (it costs when new 18s p yard --------------------------- 3520
Wood rail way double 8404 yards @ 2s/6d p yard if bad (cost new 7/6 p yd. ------ 1051
Rolly way double 2751 yards @ 3/6 -------------------------------------------------------475
Supposed worth £850 at the expiration of 34 years allowing 5% p annum to
the purchaser} ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- £13080
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Nb The livestock is to be taken at a valuation when the colliery is entered on which supposed
to be in October next.
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Observations
Mr Brandling is to supply the town of Leeds & Hunslet with 80 wagons of coals daily except
Christmas day & Good Friday @ 16s p wagon.
The way leaves and wagon way he is to enjoy without any advance so long as he continues to
supply required by the Act. The quantity sold over and above 80 wagons to Leeds etc. are
sold @ 18/- p wagon.
Mr Humbler says the Main Coal 4ft 5 ins thick produces 1400 wagons p acre each weighing
45 cwt. 3550 Tens p acre.
Little Coal 3ft 2 ins thick 1100 wagons p acre weighing 45 cwt = 2475 Tens p acre.

The 40 yard coal I suppose will produce being 2 ft 10 ins thick 2338 Tens p acre from which
must be 1/7th off for bad coal, leaves 2004 Tens p acre. This seam has begun working at the
Lees Pit and sends about 11 wagons p day to Leeds, the rest is worked for the supply of
engine, workmen, etc; the coals are not supposed of such good quality as the other two seams.
Seams
27 yard coal distance from surface, vendable 2 ft 3 in. thick, not worked
40 do coal 27 yd under ---27 yd Coal --------- 2- 10 thick, worked
Little do. –50 do. ---------- 40 yd Coal ------- 3 0 thick, worked
Main do. 24 yd. under – Little Coal -------- 4 5 or 6 thick, worked
11 yard do 10 yard under Main Coal ------- 2 10 thick, not worked only drifted
Beeston do. 84 yds under 11 yd Coal ------- 6 9 thick, not worked
The 40 Yard Coal has a band about 2 inches thick 3 ins. From the roof the coal above is next
the roof is not good – the roof very good- . The Little Coal has a splint 2 ins. thick 2 feet from
the Thill which goes with the rest of the coals; the roof is not very good in this seam.
The Main Coal has a soft band 2 ins. Thick 18 inches from the Bottom the workmen hew it
out—the roof is not very bad, but the thill rises very much in the Bottom.
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Hewing price at Main Coal p doz. (doz. Is 24 bolls) is 1/4d
Do Little Coal p doz. ------------------------------------------ 2/2
Do. 40 Yard Coal p doz. ------------------------------------- 2/10
The putting is 8d p dozen for 60 yards and 1d every 20 yards afterwards.
The corf at the Main Coal is 16 peck corf.
Do. At Little & 40 Yard Coal 12 peck do.
The hewers are paid 2 ½ p dozen for setting and drawing the wood by this mode I think there
is a very great loss of wood as there is no person to inspect and see that they get all that can
be got.
Laying barrow ways making height is 1 ½ p dozen
No. of hewers are generally 90
No. of putters 60
Smith’s wages are £4.6s p week
Masons do. p do.
The going engine 60 inch cylinder; working barrel 18 in length of stroke and feet, and makes
9 in. a minute; the length of lift is 90 yards ; has 20 hours going in 24, and consumed nearly 4
wagons of coal p day.
The other engine only goes when the former is repairing has 72 inch cylinder; working barrel
in one sett 18 inch dia. In the other sett 13 ins. Lift 79 yards and consumes 4 ½ wagons p day.
4 wrights are constantly employed at the colliery.
The pitmen and wagon men are allowed 6 wagons yearly of coal for fire coal; the pitmen pay
the leading to the owners whatever it may cost. The wagon men pay nothing for leading their
coals.
8s to 11s p wagon
The bills for timber etc. from Mr Humble’s annual accounts appear to be as under.
Iron and steel £590
Timber and deals £806
Cast iron 4400 about £800 of this was applied in lengthening the iron railroad.
The duration of the colliery to be estimated from 1808.
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Annual Profit
Loss
Gain

1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806

£1883
9768
1574
3119
2274
1563
5241
14747
3000
7) 17747
2535
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Newcastle February 1808
Having viewed and examined the state and situation of Middleton Colliery belonging to Chas.
Brandling esq. for the purpose of putting a value thereon and for which purpose I have
admeasured the quantity of coal yet to work in the several seams, together with that of the
Beeston seam, and have also examined the annual vend of the colliery which I find on an
average of the last seven years to be 31235 wagons ; and on such an annual vend I calculate
there will be mine sufficient to continue working for 66 years from October ensuring. I have
also examined the selling price of the coal, not only those which are sold under the Authority
of the Act of Parliament but also those sold at Leeds and other places (?) quantities and
having considered the aforesaid particulars I consider the following estimate to be the value
of the aforesaid colliery & dead stock, under the supposition that the vend, the selling price
and selling price of the colliery materials continue at the present rate.
The annual profit of the colliery I conceive will be £3500 which being considered as an
annuity for 66 years (the time I calculate the colliery to continue in work) & allowing a
purchaser at the rate of £15% p annum upon the purchase money, with the capital refunded in
the above time, the present worth of which will be {£23336}
The dead stock upon the colliery (such as pumping, winding engine, gin, wagon way and
wagons, with other fixed stock; the present worth of which I conceive will be £1615
£24951
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Having been furnished by Mr Thomas Fenwick with the various particulars necessary towards
making a calculation of Middleton Colliery belonging to Chas. Brandling esq. and having had
recourse to the various plans of the colliery, also have inspected the trials made to the other
seams of coal under this estate and having gone through the different expenses incurred in
carrying forward the working of the said colliery, with the vend and sale of the coals annually
for several preceding years, I am of opinion that the above sum of £24951 is a fair and
adequate value for the said colliery with what is termed the dead stock upon the said
premises.
John Watson
NB no notice is taken of the live or using stock such as horses, hay, new timber, iron cordage
etc. etc. in the foregoing valuation as it is understood the purchaser has to take it on entering
upon the colliery by appraisement, and to be valued by two independent persons to be chosen
for that purpose.
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Elswick Colliery February 23rd 1808
Mr Watson is requested to view this colliery for the purpose of giving his opinion on the
following questions viz.
Having considered the magnitude of the colliery feeders and also the extent and also the
combined engine power of the pumping and machine engines, as now applied in drawing

those feeders is it advisable to incur the risk of raising an additional quantity of water by
drifting through the great Northwest Dyke, to explore the coal beyond the same, and if so
whether such drifting be made from the face of the long West Bord, or from the face of the
North Winning Headways.
Elswick Colliery February 24th 1808
Having examined and taken into consideration the whole of the particulars relative to the
feeders of water which has been met with at various times in carrying forward the workings at
this colliery, and having ascertained the capability of the pumping and winding engines
combined powers to be such as to be capable of drawing considerable additional feeders of
water that may arise or be met with in extending the workings. I am therefore of opinion that
an attempt should be made to drift through the Great N West Dyke to explore the coal beyond
the same, and the properest place for making the experiment appears to me to be by driving
forward the same, that the level that may be had underfoot be carried up in order to enable (as
much as possible) leaving or preserving the coal above head, or next the roof as the ….
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… nature of the place will admit of, or that such level so taken will give you; and upon trial
should the Trouble above specified prove a downcast to west and throw the coal further down
the level which can be had up the said Long west Bord will (?) I should then recommend that
case ( if level can be had along the north winning headways) to put the Trouble through by
them, observing at the same time that the levels ought not to be cut so far down below the
seam as to be with the stone where a feeder of water of considerable extent is known to lie.
Signed John Watson
Ends

